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1/ABSTRACT 
Design and research methods specifically for the development of interactive touch screen 

interfaces in a museum contexts was limited to and relied on summative evaluation to 

determine the effectiveness of the design. Further more, curators were relied upon to 

determine content and structure narratives within the exhibitions. This resulted in a subjective 

narrative and a design that doesn't necessarily engage or appeal to the audience. 

The objective of the research was to develop an interactive table touch screen interface about 

the Moon for children between the ages of 6-13 years within the Powerhouse Museum in 

Sydney. The interface was developed using a practice-based design and research approach to 

discover the necessary methods for effective design. Therefore the interactive touch screen 

interface was developed from a user-centered/participatory iterative design approach, which 

included a diverse range of methods. 

The methods of research required for the design development were structured within a 

reconfigured framework in which multiple methods of research and design were practiced to 

inform and justify design decisions. The methods of research operated within an iterative cyclic 

process in which a mixed-fidelity prototype was util ised. The reconfigured framework not only 

provided a structure in which the design was justified by data, it also allowed for basic design 

practices to be incorporated into the structure, these included critical reflection and 

intervention to interpret and inform the design . 

The reconfigured framework allowed qualitative and quantitative methods to feed into design 

decisions. As a result of the hybrid approach a series of statistical data analysis, observation 

and interpretation were necessary to decipher testing results and raw data from cultural probe, 

low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototype testing and evaluations. 

As well as these methods observation, unstructured interviews and cultural probe testing were 

carried out informed by literature and formative research methods. These methods were 

broken down into phases and roles in which the structure and relationship between each 

practice is visually represented and directed. The framework was visualised to allow future 

designers to utilise this structure. 

The study revealed that the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods and user-

centered design was essential and unavoidable for the design and development of the 

interactive touch interface. This was represented by the successful design and development of 

a high-fidelity prototype that proved to engage, inform and allowed an exploratory experience 

for the target audience. This development was a direct result of the reconfigured framework 
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and the focus on user participation as a key component in which data, reflection and 

interventions were utilised to inform the design. 
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2/INTRODUCTION 
The research aims to discover how using practice-based research methods can enable the 

development of an interactive multi-touch interface about the Moon for children between the 

ages of 6-13 years that is exploratory, engaging and informative, within the context of the 

Space Exhibition in the Powerhouse Museum Sydney. 

The research addresses two main areas. The first area includes practice-based methods, for 

interactive touch screen interfaces for museums. Although practice-based research in design 

has been investigated by a number of practitioners, academics and professionals (including 

(Cross 1984; Sanders 2006, 2008; Strappers 2007; Zimmerman 2003) collectively it is defined 

as an iterative process in which various research methods of research (qualitative and 

quantitative methods) are integrated into the design process in order to develop and evolve a 

design outcome (Cross 1984; Johnson 2003; Sanders 2008; Strappers 2007; Zimmerman 

2003). Currently there is little information or research specifically on the processes for 

designing interactive touch screen media for a museum from a practice-based design and 

research perspective. However as one of the key influential authors and practitioners in the 

field reveals, practice-based research is evolving with interaction at the forefront of the 

research areas progressions and understandings (Sanders 2008). Therefore this area of 

research is significant in both practical and theoretical perspectives for understanding the 

approaches in design and within the field. 

The second area of my research focuses on museums, user experience and interactive 

interfaces and media. In order to develop an interactive, understanding the context and 

conventions of current work is vital to inform a future design. The research on exhibitions, 

content and learning experiences within museums shows there is a strong need for 

developments within interaction (touch screen media). However, it also makes clear that such 

designs need to specifically meet the needs of not on ly the museum but also the audience. 

This includes content, context , narrative, levels of interaction and engagement. Essentially this 

reduces the role of the curator and enables a more objective approach in which the audience 

can contribute to the creation of the content and exhibition experience. As a result, multi-

dimensional designs can be developed that encourage and prolong the audiences' 

experiences, which in turn , benefits both the user (having a unique hands on experience) , and 

the museum (showing a return on investment and increasing visitation). 

In order to make an interactive that is a good investment for the museum and a unique 

experience for the user the artifact on which any interactive is centered needs to be engaging 

and interesting on a number of levels for the aud ience. Therefore my selection of the topic area 



for the interactive is the Moon, selected through formative research. It was important for me as 

a designer to select an artifact that was not only of my personal interest, but also universal 

interest. Regardless of participant's age, the significance of the Moon can be interpreted in a 

number of ways (scientifically, religiously, methodologically etc.). This area of research feeds 

into user-centered design methods in which the audience is tested through a cultural probe 

method, on their understanding, knowledge and experiences of the topic area. 

A cultural probe is a method designed to gather qualitative data from the audience. The probe 

itself is a pack of physical objects and questions designed to record subjective data (the pack 

includes tools such as pencils for the users to record information). The data gathered (a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative) is often open-ended and ambiguous however can 

also incorporate structured scientific questions (the pack should be design specifically for a 

project or audience). The data collected is analysed (or used as inspiration in traditional 

methods) and used to directly inform the design development and conceptualisation. 

This area of research is also of personal interest. Investigating these methods in design is a 

natural progression from research and design developments practiced during undergraduate 

Visual Communication studies. This area of research has also developed from previous 

interest in interactive interface designs (conceptual), and research on physical and 

psychological interaction within interactive multi-media museum environments. 

Design by research to this extent enables a unique understanding of designing for a specific 

audience and insight into the field of research gaining personal and professional growth to 

improve and contribute to the field of design and research for interactive interfaces and media 

(particularly for museums), and future researchers and designers. 

As part of this interest, and to understand design, it is important as a designer and researcher 

to develop knowledge of how designers conceptualise within the design process. This is 

essentially how knowledge and research can be used to inform design ideas, and evolving 

concepts. Understanding the affects of research methods enables the design processes to 

evolve, strengthening not only the designers ability but also the design outcomes. This is a 

result of research , analysis, reflection and intervention through iterative, user-centered 

practice-based design methods contributing to the design outcome. My research will show by 

practicing these methods, how a designer will produce designs from a structure that ensures it 

connects to the audience and context on a number of levels as well as fulfilling the aims and 

goals of the design brief. 

In order to address the first half of the research question, my research looks at understanding 

practice-·based methods and the reading of literature focused on a range of perspectives and 
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authors in this field. The field of research included an investigation into practice-based 

frameworks and methods, design thinking and conceptualisation. This area informed the 

methodology, focusing on methods specifically for the development of an interactive touch 

interface for the Powerhouse Museum. In developing the methodology I analyse three existing 

practice-based research frameworks and the proposed methods within the frameworks. This 

analysis is supported by literature on methods within design practice from an academic 

perspective. 

Key authors that are selected for analyses enabled insight into three different approaches to 

practice-based research frameworks . These existing frameworks are from lan Nobel and 

Russell Bestley (2005), Ken Visocky O'Grady and Jenn Visocky O'Grady (2006) , and Liz 

Sanders (2008) . Each author's visual representation of a practice-based research framework 

shows a different approach including a commercial, practical and an academic perspective. 

My analysis of the three visual frameworks as well as literature analysis reveals gaps and 

trends within the overall approach to practice-based research methods and creative processes 

that occur within design conceptualisation showing that a single framework is not sufficient for 

the development of an interactive interface due to fundamental methods of research being 

overlooked . 

Further analysis showed that within design, reflect ion and intervent ions occur simu ltaneously 

through all other methods consciously and subconsciously within the designer. These 

processes are overlooked with in the three frameworks analysed. However the importance of 

these processes are stressed by a number of authors including Peter Jan Strappers (2007), 

Nigel Cross (1984), Eric Zimmerman (2003) and Margaret Boden (1990, 1994). Therefore I 

suggest these methods are essential for any designer in a practice-based research project and 

on this basis are incorporated into the reconfigured framework with reflections. 

Further more, my analysis shows prototyping, testing and evaluation methods are almost non-

existent within current frameworks . However, the literature reveals the most effective and data 

rich approach to prototyping, a process considered of the most vaiL:Je within practice-based 

research is a mixed-fidelity approach (Lim 2008). These prototyping methods then affect the 

testing and evaluation processes, requiring adaptable criteria and multiple methods of testing 

to be practiced in order to gain valuable and informative data for design advancement. These 

processes are essential to informing and constantly improving the design outcome from the 

data and knowledge gathered (Lim 2006; Lim 2008; Rettig 1994; Rudd 1996). 

From my analysis , practice-based research is not functional without collecting, analysing and 

interpreting new knowledge and gathering new data throughout the entire design and research 
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process. Knowledge is considered key to the evolution of a design outcome, particularly when 

audience and context are essential factors. 

The processes of reflection and intervention are mentioned as unavoidable and critical to the 

design process. However within literature it is also emphasised that such processes are 

insignificant and misinformed unless knowledge and data are used to justify such 

conceptualisations and design decisions (March 1984; Pepperell 2001; Schon 1995). These 

findings are also overlooked within the three existing frameworks. As a consequence of the 

gaps found in the literature, my research proposes that a reconfigured framework is necessary 

for the development of a practice-based research project that will highlight the importance of 

data, information and knowledge to justify and inform designs that meet the goals and aims 

within the context and design brief. 

This research study proposes methods within practice-based research are introduced and 

reconfigured into three phases. Each phase of the process is dependent on the other and the 

progression of not only the design, but also understanding the context, levels of content , 

interaction modes and most importantly what the audience wants and thinks of the topic area, 

as well as what is expected from interactive experiences within museums. Methods of 

formative research, testing and evaluation, user-centered design, prototyping, reflection and 

intervention are also catagorised into three different roles, in which the dependence on other 

methods within the framework are defined into three categories including static, continuous 

and dynamic. This breakdown is designed to enable others to use the framework in a way that 

an understanding of the methods and processes are interpreted correctly and can be followed 

for future design projects. Through the research and development of the interactive interface 

the possibility of the reconfigured framework being effective will be assessed and measured. 

The reconfigured framework is established from my analysis and research in which the 

methods were introduced and applied while the development of the interactive touch screen 

interface design is taking place. The methods are extensively researched however they are 

only adapted to the framework based on the ability to gather data, inform and add value to the 

design development. Through this approach the reconfigured framework becomes part of the 

research not a separate process open to exploration and flexibility in order to measure the 

effectiveness of methods for the development of interactive interfaces. 

The only way to establish if the flow of research , design and the configuration of methods is 

accurate for future practice-based design projects is to use it to build a design. Therefore the 

role of the second area of research is to test the methods by developing an interactive touch 

screen interface that is exploratory, engaging and informative for children between the ages of 

6-1 3 years within the Powerhouse Museum Sydney. 
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A significant section of my research includes examining information and data to inform the 

design collected through a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, as well as 

interpretation (within design intervention). 

This data is collected through a number of methods including formative research, user-

centered design (including cultural probe testing and evaluation), observation, and evaluation 

and testing (within methods of prototyping) . Theoretical and visual research on the topic area 

(the Moon), interactivity, interfaces (analysis of current and past approaches), user experience 

and learning in museums, the role of museums and exhibitions, and technology informs the 

initial stages of my research and establishes the means for data collection methods that follow. 

The literature inquiry and case studies I conducted on learning and experiences within museum 

spaces for children, reveal that multi-dimensional experiences among the audience is needed 

(Caulton 1998; Fahy 1999; Hassenzahl 2007; Webber 2005; Witcomb 2003). The research also 

reveals that the audience wants a 'hands-on' experience and does not want to read extensive 

amounts of information (Griffin 1999, 2007; Stollznow 2003). Therefore, Museums have to 

adapt and cater for a dynamic audience as well as adapt to the social context in which the 

museum is located . This includes important areas such as technological advancement (Reeve 

2006; Wallace 1999). The audience expects a unique new experience from a museum, 

therefore it is paramount to develop concepts that use appropriate technology to present 

information in new ways in which the audience can learn, explore and engage with not only 

within the museum but also beyond the museum space such as on the web or phone 

application (Webber 2005). 

The data collected from the cultural probe testing within user-centered design is essentially the 

foundation in which my design and experience is built. Once analysis of the data is complete 

and the audience's knowledge is understood and interpreted, conceptualisation can evolve 

further than initial explorations. Development of my design is shaped over a number of 

prototypes including paper (low-fidelity) and digital (high-fidelity). Each prototype is influential 

on the developing design and is evaluated against various criteria including interaction, 

behaviour, functionality and design features (however the criteria is dependent on the type of 

prototype, for example, testing and evaluating functionality is only appropriate to digital 

prototypes). Evaluation and testing followed by design modifications, needs to occur through 

multiple iterations to ensure the design functionality and project aims are met (the audience 

and museums needs) and the most effective and appropriate outcome is developed. 

The following chapters outline my research methods and design development in an attempt to 

address the research question and aims. Initially the research begins with formative research 
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analysis in which the research question is formed followed by the methodology, testing results 

and design development. 

Chapter 3 explains the formative research analysis focused on establishing the foundations of 

the research area. This includes literature, contextual research and field studies to establish the 

research topic and questions in an attempt to add value to the industry field. This area is 

defined within user experience and interaction , learning and user experiences within museums, 

the role of museums, interactive touch interfaces in museum and public spaces, analysis on 

existing interactive interfaces and development on the content context (the Moon) . This 

chapter identifies audience's need for a 'hands on' experience within a specific context in 

order for leaning and engagement to occur. Within this area, the role of the museum and the 

curator to create a narrative structure within an exhibition space is highlighted in the research . 

My study also shows the changing role of Museums and the evolution of the introduction of 

technology to maintain visitation , integrity and offer unique experiences. The chapter also 

identifies key interactive interface design features from field study analysis , fundamental to 

design development as well as features to modify or change. 

Chapter 4 outlines the methodology. This chapter is d ivided into two sect ions, the fi rst includes 

my analysis of existing pract ice-based frameworks from Noble (2005), Visocky O' Grady (2006) 

and Sanders (2008) as well as the methods of research ident ified from literature. Within this 

section my argument is established for the development of a reconfigured framework that 

highlights specific methods of research for developing interactive touch screen interfaces for 

museum spaces. The second section of the chapter explains the role of each method within 

the reconfigured framework for the development of my interactive interface. Also with in this 

chapter my reflections on the processes and use of the method within the research identify key 

attributes and qualities of the method are documented . 

Chapter 5 demonstrates a comparative analysis of the results from the user-centered design 

testing and prototype testing phases on the sample groups including children in family groups 

within the Powerhouse Museums Space exhibition between the ages of 6-13 years, and a 

second sample group of University students between the ages of 18-22 years. The testing 

phases are presented in the order in which they occurred through the research and design 

development, initiated by cultural probe activity pack testing, in which the foundations for the 

design to develop and evolve are established. The second phase includes low-fidelity testing 

(paper prototype) in which behaviour and interaction (physically and socially) are evaluated and 

observed. The third phase includes high-fidelity testing (digital testing) in which digital design 

testing and digital user testing occurs over a number of iterations. These phases are 

paramount to the development of the design , as each test results in design modifications. 
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Results and analysis from the evaluations are made through video recall, observations, 

intervention and reflection enabling an accurate analysis. 

Chapter 6 explains the development of design features as a result of testing and evaluations 

and analysis. The chapter is separated into design features , which break down the design 

development into stages showing the design evolution as well as showing the influence that 

data and knowledge has over a design solution . 

Chapter 7 identifies the limitations of my research. The most obvious limitation includes time, 

technology and budget. With more time, money and available technology the development of 

the high-fidelity prototype would be developed closer to the actual proposed design. 

Additionally my research was also limited by the extent of collaboration to develop the 

prototype application. Due to the feasibility of collaboration and available resources the 

prototype application was restricted to a single user experience with the potential for four 

users (as the design proposes). Other discussed limitations within the chapter include the 

refinement of the narrative, and the potential for the design to explore further content within the 

topic area (the Moon). 

Cu ltural limitations within my research restrict the perspective to an Australian child . The 

understanding, level of knowledge and experiences , which all impact on rny research are of 

only one culture. Due to a museum being a place of diversity within cultures , this potentially 

impacts on the data and design outcome. 

The final identified limitation includes the sample environment and context. The sample group 

including children between 6-13 years within the Powerhouse Museum were only tested during 

school holiday periods, therefore potential users outside holiday periods is not known as well 

as users within the context of other Museums, as the Powerhouse was the only museum 

testing was conducted. The University sample included design students studying at the 

University of Technology Sydney, this restricted my research data to one faculty and one 

University narrowing the overall demographic of the sample group. 

Chapter 8 highlights the areas within the research that can be developed in future. These 

areas stem from the identified limitations suggesting that my research be extended, sample 

testing on a national, or international scale that also includes multiple types of museums (not 

just one). My research can also be explored through different contexts outside the museum 

environment such as on a commercial level or within galleries. Additionally the interactive 

interface prototype can be applied within a national or international context, by enabling 

different cultures to experience the design a new level of understanding of the design process 

can be measured . 
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Chapter 9 concludes the thesis summarising key findings within my research. These findings 

outline the successful development of an interactive interface that meets the needs of the 

audience and museum environment. The development of my interface was a result of the 

reconfigured framework in which practice-based methods were applied to the design process. 

By including reflection , intervention, multiple prototyping and testing and evaluation methods 

in an iterative process it enabled the interface to be accurately developed from a participatory 

user-centered approach. Essentially the successful development of the interactive is a direct 

reflection of the reconfigured framework enabling research to inform the design. 
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3/FORMATIVE RESEARCH ANALYSIS 

3.1/lntroduction 

The chapter will discuss the formative research analysis conducted. The methods of formative 

research including literature and field research were applied for the design development to 

establish an understanding of the area of research, which assisted in the formation of the 

research question. My analysis is focused on methods of testing and evaluating learning and 

experience within museum environments, interaction and users experiences within museums 

and existing digital interfaces and interactive touch screen museum exhibitions. It will also 

contribute to the body of knowledge that will inform the development of an interactive touch 

screen interface about the moon that is engaging, exploratory and informative for children 

between the ages of 6-13 years within the Powerhouse Museum as well as identifying gaps 

within museum interactive development, testing and evaluation methods, and learning 

experiences for children within museum environments. 

3.2/User Experience and Interaction 

The following section will outl ine literature research on user experience and human computer 

interaction (HCI) and the relationship between technology and user experiences in the context 

of interactive touch interfaces. 

3.2.1/Human Computer Interaction And User Experience 

The study I conducted found individuals have an instinct desire to be stimulated to enhance 

"ones skills and knowledge to grow" (Hassenzahl 2007, pp. 92-93). It is through experiences 

and knowledge that emotions can also develop and evolve (Pepperell, 2001). Emotions have a 

direct connection to the mental states and creative decisions expressed in physical space as 

behaviour (Pepperell, 2001 ). As users interact with graphic user interfaces, mental processes 

are initiated and shifts between modes of thinking are experienced simultaneously with the 

effect of emotions (Hassenzahl 2007). During experiences of mental and emotional stimulation 

users become connected with the environment they are engaging in (Pepperell, 2001 ). 

Further research showed behavioural responses are the product of emotional and mental 

processing and decision-making and can often become uncensored in highly immersive 

environments (Pepperell, 2001 ). An example of this mental, emotional and behavioural 

response is evident in users interacting with interfaces reliant on human gesture (Hassenzahl, 

2007). Users required to interact often become unaware of gestured movements becoming 

more focused on the interface and digital changes (Hassenzahl, 2007). 
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Human computer interactions can only exist as long as users emotions and behaviour operate 

simultaneously. Emotions and behaviour are dependent on the other within human computer 

interactions (Hassenzahl, 2007). It's shown that prior knowledge is required for users to be 

aware of emotional shifts within the experience, without this knowledge the users may have an 

unpleasant experience (Hassenzahl, 2007). If negative emotions are experienced in immersive 

spaces often the user feels frustrated and dissatisfied and chooses to leave the experience 

(Hassenzahl, 2007). Contrasting this, positive emotions often enhance user participation, 

mental processes and learning experiences (Hassenzahl, 2007) . 

3.2.2/Technology And Experience 

My research into technology and experiences revealed the connections to technology and 

simulating human desires in order to create an expansion continual growth of intellectual 

knowledge structures (Pepperell, 2001). This is essentially the build up of knowledge from 

experience and suggests that once an individual has learnt a process or had an experience 

there is no need for that process to be relived (Pepperell, 2001 ). The new knowledge is utilised 

during the formation of another experience in the future (Anderson 2005) . This concept of 

mental storage and retrieval is also relevant for emotional and behavioral experiences as 

artifacts within the physical and digital space trigger memories (Pepperell , 2001) and affect the 

users current experience, in this context this includes digital interface usage. 

Further research on this showed that human intelligence collaborates with intelligent systems 

interactions are experiences at varying extents (Pepperell, 2001 ). Pepperell (2001) suggests 

creativity, thought processes, emotions, and behaviour within interactive interface 

environments all require each other in order for the user to actively participate (Pepperell, 

2001 ). It is through these experiences that individuals learn and engage in psychological and 

physical interactive spaces (Pepperell, 2001). 

3.3/Testing and Evaluating learning and Experiences in Museums 

My research examines two case studies using different evaluation methods showing an 

assessment of user experiences and knowledge gained from ideas presented in a museum 

space. The findings from case studies will form an understanding of how museum spaces are 

perceived by the user as well as how future exhibition can be developed. 

The evaluation techniques used by Janette Griffin a senior lecturer at the University of 

Technology. Griffin's approach measures the level of learning and experiences of children 

within school groups exploring museum content . The second case study focuses on the 
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'Space' exhibition case study for the Powerhouse Museum. Combined these case studies 

directly inform the development of the design project and the method of research. These cases 

enable links to be established between the project topic, user preferences, experience and 

expectations from an exhibition in the context of astronomy and space. 

From my observations and research I found a museum environment attracts a broad and 

varying demographic. It is important for exhibitions and designers to provide a learning 

environment that caters for different visitors and their learning styles. Janette Griffin's (1999, 

2007) research focuses on various children's learning experiences in museums including the 

application of worksheet exercises contrasting hands on interactive learning. Griffin's (1999, 

2007) research method was applied through the execution of a framework called 'SMILES' 

which evaluated the visitors ability to "take responsibility for learning, actively become involved 

in learning, purposefully manipulate and play with objects, make links and transfer of ideas and 

skill, share learning, show confidence and respond to new information" (Griffin 1999, pp. 9-1 0). 

Griffins (1999) framework revealed links between leaning in a museum and enjoyment of hands 

on interactive experiences. 

Griffin (1999) suggests participants that interact in activities and get rewards shown through 

positive feedback are motivated to continue exploring the experience. Griffin 's (2007) research 

showed that in order to provide variance in feedback and motivation "exhibitions require 

integrated settings that foster discussion, challenge the learner, make connections to issues of 

interest to the learner, and provide guidance for the applications in the world outside the 

museum" (Griffin 2007, p. 6). 

I also found Tim Caulton (1998) shared this perspective by comparing classroom and museum 

learning . Caulton (1998) stated that "classroom learning is constrained by the rigidity of the 

curriculum, by time and by lack of resources- all of which prevent children from fully exploring 

their environment. The examination of interactive exhibitions on the other hand, show they are 

rich in artifacts in which to explore and experiment whilst visitors can follow their own interests, 

unconfined by the clock of the bell, for as long as their concentration last." (Cau!ton 1998, p. 

19). Emanuela Mazzone (2004) confirmed this stating "the best learning in museums occurs 

when people are engaged cognitively, physically and emotionally (Mazzone 2004, p. 421 ). 

This exploration discovered authors including Caulton (1998) and Anne Fahy (1999) agree that 

it is important to develop ways of integrating interactivity to ensure learning takes place and 

the visitor is gaining the exploratory experience they want. Therefore, how museums execute 

and conceptualise interactive displays is vital. However, they are currently reliant on evaluation 

methods including "front-end, formative and summat ive evaluation to monitor public reactions 

to interactives" (Fahy 1999, p. 92). 
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The Powerhouse Museum contracted the market research company Stollznow Research Pty 

Ltd to perform a front-end evaluation on the museums 'Space: Beyond This World' exhibition 

in 2003 (refer to appendix A). The exhibition was scheduled to be remodeled, the research 

questions were to find out what participants thought should be in the museum as well as what 

content users would be interested in viewing within the exhibition. 

The Stollznow's research method involved approaching participants with an initial question 

about the concept of Space, which created a themed thought pattern for the user before the 

next phase of testing. Further investigation included focus groups, followed by interviews and 

observations of visitors with in the museum to collect qualitative and quantitative data 

(Stollznow 2003) 

The Stollznow research study divided participants into eight different focus groups depending 

on age and dependency, as well as level of knowledge on space and science. Within each 

focus group the participants were given visual stimulus in order to respond to the topic of 

space and surrounding themes. The research concluded , "participants all wanted a hands-on 

experience ... they want to touch, feel and enjoy themselves, reading can be worthwhile but 

interacting is enjoyable" (Stollznow 2003, p. 8) . 

The Stollznow report documented specific concepts of what participants wanted to see and 

experience in a new Space exhibition. Experiences included the day in the life of an astronaut , 

space technology as well as objects associated with space and space travel (Stollznow 2003). 

Participants wanted experiences with less reading, however it seems the opposite is being 

displayed in the museum. Participants clearly want an experience and to gain an 

understanding that is not easily available in print (Stollznow 2003). 

Steven Bitgood (1990) and Diana Lorentz (2007) both state that an overall strategy to measure 

experience is difficult and must be customised for a specific exhibition (Bitgood 1990; Lorentz 

2007). An understanding of the field of research can be established by evaluating and 

analysing current exhibition spaces, new media technology and modes of interaction. With 

such knowledge a shift in the evaluation process could be made away from front-end and 

summative evaluation being the priority to user centered design and evaluations that involve 

the user through the design process (participatory). Although this point contrast, Fahy (1999) 

who reiterates the importance of evaluation as essential (Fahy 1999), my analysis suggests it 

would ensure that different learning styles are being catered for and that the audience can gain 

knowledge and experience from the interaction (Bitgood 1990; Griffin 1999; Lorentz 2007). It is 

through this method that an interactive screen based design can develop. 
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3.4/lnteractive Museum Exhibition Spaces 

The literature research I carried out suggests museums have to adapt to national and 

international changes to stay up to date and reflect current trends. This change occurs across 

various areas of society including history, science, politics, education, technology and culture. 

This section outlines the role of museums in society from the initial establishment in the 1800's 

to contemporary interactive science centers that are experienced today. The shift in museums 

focus reflects a demand for interactive technology and self-learning modes and less of a focus 

on the role of curatorial influence (Witcomb 2003). 

Authors including Andrea Witcomb (2003), Mazzone (2004), Eilean Hoeper-Greenhill (1991 , 

1999), and Caulton (1998) are used to discuss the focus of museums and the technological 

diversity that has occurred within the museum environment as well as further need for 

interaction in future exhibition developments. 

The investigation into museums states, traditionally museums were established to showcase 

collections of objects to represent society from a historical perspective. It was the "task of the 

museum to provide a context in which people could view objects as originals" (Witcomb 2003, 

p. 1 06). Museums were perceived as places of "elitists and rarity" (Witcomb 2003) , th is was 

reinforced by the barriers between objects and the visitor. Although visitors were in the 

presence of original historical artifacts, they were aiso separated from its experience by 

barriers such as glass cabinets (Fahy 1999; Hoeper-Greenhill 1991; Witcomb 2003). 

The structure of the traditional museum places considerable responsibility on the curator. It 

was important for a museum to tell a story with the selection of objects displayed in a very 

precise position creating a strong narrative (Hoeper-Greenhill 1991 ; Webber 2005; Witcomb 

2003). This activity requires "curatorial judgments about the importance and the value of 

objects and the control of information given to the visitor" (Fahy 1999, p. 83). Essentially my 

analysis of text suggests , when visitors entered a museum they were subjected to the curators 

perspective of a context not an objective representation of the world (Fahy 1999). 

I discovered Hooper-Greenhill (1991) catagorised museums into four different types including 

"museums of childhood, children's museums, museums of education and science centres" 

(Hooper-Greenhill 1991, pp. 171-172) . It wasn't until the 1980's that science centres were 

introduced, which essentially combined museums of ch ildren and children's museums with a 

strong focus on technology, science and interaction (Reeve 2006). The public "became jaded 

with the synthetic imagery of film and television and were looking for a more direct contact 

with tangible and aesthetic evidence of their society's past present and future" (Webber 2005, 
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p. 34). This change in content and structure also drastically changed the role curators had 

within the museum exhibits (Fahy 1999) . 

Further investigations showed science centers have caused curators to adopt a passive role 

when applying narrative structures to an exhibition (Fahy 1999; Hooper-Greenhill1991 ). I 

found many authors including John Falk (1998), Stehpan Greenblatt (1991) and Witcomb (2003) 

have argued the importance of narration through the configuration of objects in a space in 

order for visitors to learn. However, the research from authors including Griffin (1999, 2007), 

Caulton (1998) and Hoeper-Greenhill (1999), suggests that technology and interaction are the 

key to learning in museums. It has also been argued among Steven Johnston (1997), Edmina 

Bartl em (2005) , Lev Manovich (2001) and Oliver Grau (2003, 2007) that interactive exhibitions 

should enable visitors to have an exploratory experience that is self directed without the 

restriction of time or knowledge. This format of exhibition should essentially enable visitors to 

learn within a number of contexts through subjective and objective material (Mazzone 2004). 

John Falk (1998) points out three modes of interaction in which visitors learn within museum 

spaces include a "personal, social and physical" (Falk 1998). It is the role of the museum to 

communicate a context in which Falk's (1998) three modes of interaction can take effect. 

Witcomb (2003) and Caulton (1998) agree that interactive exhibitions although essential, fail to 

provide any scientific understanding and therefore, go against traditional strategies for 

museum exhibitions. Kimberley Webber (2005) however, suggests that the role of a science 

museums is to provide interactive experiences that aren't necessarily bound to the ties of 

science. 

My research also indicates it is the aim of the museum to provide new and unique ways for 

visitors to learn and experience content and artifacts (Hooper-Green hill 1991 ). The modern 

museum audience represents "technological savvy" (Wallace 1999, p. 1 07) patrons of all ages 

and backgrounds (Wallace 1999). Hoeper-Greenhill (1991) recognises the importance for 

museums to combine traditional and contemporary methods by integrating technology into 

exhibitions (Webber 2005). 

In modern society visitors have access to knowledge and experiences through a variety of 

means beyond educational institutions. Sources including the Internet are becoming more of 

an everyday tool rather than a luxury. My analysis suggests museums need to develop 

technologies and interactive exhibitions for visitors to experience that will not be discovered in 

other places of entertainment , leisure or classroom environments. As museums create more 

interactive experiences visitors increase their expectations of the museum experience (Caulton 

1998; Hoeper-Greenhill 1991; Witcomb 2003). 
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3.5/1 nteractive Interfaces 

The inquiry I conducted shows technology has become a dominant area within the museum 

space (refer to appendix C). Over the last 40 to 50 years developments in screen based 

interactive media have created new methods to present, explore and experience content. This 

section will discuss the progress of interactive screen technology and interfaces specifically 

the user of multi-user touch table interfaces. This section will discuss the implementation of 

multi-user touch table interfaces and the impact on the user's experience. 

It is stated that technology has rapidly advanced museums range of multimedia integrating 

"audio visual technologies and interactive information points" (Witcomb 2003, p. 1 03). Further 

advances in technology will only mean that museums will have to continue to diversify and 

integrate new technology for the visitor (Krueger 1991 ). 

New media or technological interactive screen based media is defined differently between 

authors who research in the field. Steven Johnston's (1997) definition disregards the physical 

technology used stating it "refers to the software that shapes the interaction between user and 

computer" (Johnston 1997, p. 14). In contrast Andrea Witcomb (2003) and Lev Manovich 

(2001) prefer the technological definition disregarding the input of software stating , "new media 

can be defined as one or more interfaces to a multimedia interface" (Manovich 2001, p. 37) . 

Manovich (2001) tails to mention the importance of interaction whereas Johnston (1997) 

recognises it as a key component. Witcomb (2003) supports Johnston's (1997) view also 

recognising that "electronic technologies force interaction" (Wit comb 2003, p. 1 09). Therefore 

this is no real current consensus on its definition. Therefore, it is safe to assume that both are 

of importance. 

Developments in human computer interaction, specifically interactive screen media technology 

has dominated the practice-based research arena. Technologies and new forms of interaction 

haven't always been assessable to the public due to feasibly or demand. Museums such as 

The Powerhouse Museum in Sydney have dedicated spaces for developing media and 

technology to be tested and evaluated (Webber 2005). This enables research to be exposed 

directly to the user and gain valuable feedback toward future development catered for specific 

audiences, contexts and modes of interaction that are for the visitor's needs (Fahy 1999). 

It appears the most recognisable use of screen based interactive technology currently in 

museums includes "kiosks based around monitors and PC's using mice for user input, touch 

screens and the use of video through projections or large screen televisions" (Akai 2006). 

Research has utilised these technologies even further making it possible to display content on 
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multi-touch tables, through motion and video sensors, sound and pressure recognition as well 

as virtual reality technology (Johnston 1997; Manovich 2001 ). 

The results of this reveal considerable research has been conducted on types of interaction 

and user experiences that occur when a visitor engages with technology. It has only been 

recently that this knowledge has been applied to multi touch surfaces (Forlines 2006) . Multi-

touch table surfaces eliminate a number of feasibility issues that some practitioners and 

authors have expressed are common in established interfaces. Functionality and usability 

issues that arise with interfaces can be traced back to design and testing. The analysis of this 

area suggests that if inappropriate evaluations are conducted or only followed through at the 

completion of a design it's possible that the interactive does not correctly utilise the 

appropriate technology and the content does not engage the user into an experience relevant 

to the context (Hoeper-Greenhill 1991; Johnston 1997; Ringel 2006). Although the range of 

technology has broadened, it is important for curators and designers to select hardware and 

software that is appropriate for a particular content and context (Akai 2006; Fahy 1999). 

Further exploration on interactive table surfaces shows they provide a communal learning 

experience in which a number of visitors can participate simultaneously exploring content 

physically and through conversations (Akai 2006; Ringel 2006). Often on single user interfaces, 

one visitor controls and dominates while others observe passively participating waiting to have 

the fuil experience (Akai 2006). The observations and literature analysis indicate that in a 

museum context this is not the most effective approach and creates the risk of the visitor 

becoming frustrated or bored (Griffin 1999). It's in the visitors interest to experience as much 

as possible in a museum, it is the museums interest to have the maximum usage of exhibitions 

therefore a multi-user approach would be an appropriate interactive exhibit to develop 

(Forlines 2006). It is particularly important for interactives to gain as much of the museum 

traffic as possible due to the high cost and time allocated to the development, implementation 

and on going maintenance of these spaces (Akai 2006; Witcomb 2003). 

Multi-touch table interfaces display horizontal screens acting as a metaphor for a desk space 

providing a natural perspective for users to participate through intuitive gestures. The table top 

display is easily accessible for participants to interact while standing or sitting in which looking 

down on the interface is required. This provides access for participants with disabilities who 

would otherwise not be able to reach or use a display to interact as well eliminating the need 

for prolonged hand gestures such as holding up an arm/hand as required for a vertical touch 

screen . The table top is beneficial for communal participation can take place. This includes a 

number of participants being able to visually observe and physically touch aspects of the 

interface simultaneously, reducing the amount of waiting time. In the context of a museum this 
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is important due to communal and social learning being a priority and need for participants 

(Fjeld 201 0; Ringel 2006). 

This contrasts the vertical screen that is naturally associated with a computer and has 

associations with peripheral devises such as a keyboard and mouse (Forlines 2006) . My 

research recommends that when horizontal interactives are implemented the design of the 

interface needs to be adapted to incorporate interactive metaphors that are associated with 

using a table. Naturally, visitors will want to maneuver objects in the digital space as they 

might if they were working on a table with physical objects. Therefore it is important to 

consider all aspects of content, interaction and functionality (Akai 2006; Forlines 2006; 

Johnston 1997; Manovich 2001; Ringel 2006). 

The investigation into interactive tables states these technologies should be designed to 

incorporate multiple layers of content and encourage multiple modes of interaction. This can 

include the user selecting from a number of activities or information and combining sound with 

touch (pressing buttons or dragging windows) (Johnston 1997). By incorporating levels within 

the interface not only does it prolong usage it also creates a deeper learning experience that is 

engaging (Akai 2006). Clifton Forlines (2006) argues that "standard windows/ icons/ menu/ 

pointing interaction styles do not reflect how people work with highly visual interfaces in the 

everyday world " (Forl ines 2006, p. 337). Hoeper-Greenhill (1999) also agues that although 

interfaces should be multidimensional they should also be "user-friendly, providing the visitor 

with the freedom to explore information" (Fahy 1999, p. 93) with minimal frustration. 

3.6/Current Interactive Touch Interface Design Analysis 

My exploration of current interactive touch table interfaces indicates these technologies and 

designs merely provide visitors with a series of buttons to press that open information (refer to 

appendix D). Within this investigation an analysis focuses on four interactive touch screen 

interfaces including the 'Dangerous Creatures' Interactive at the Australia Museum in Sydney, 

Australia, the 'Serendipity' table at the Eureka Tower in Melbourne, Australia, 'Integrating 

Energy' developed by Meso Labs for Messe Frankfurt in Germany and 'Floating Numbers' at 

the Jewish Museum in Berlin, Germany. The analysis identified that these interfaces give the 

user a sense of control over personal learning however, the interface navigation is limited to a 

number of buttons that open media at a limited capacity (Krueger 1991; Manovich 2001 ). The 

interface acts as a replacement for text on labels for physical artifacts the users have no 

control over in terms of content and have limited input other than pressing and reading. This 

type of interface still remains interactive and provides an experience, however is of a low input 

and output capacity. In other words the user does not have to apply a lot of interaction or 

proactive thought to gain limited feedback from the interface such as opening new windows, 

playing content or navigating between content in contrast to high level feedback including 
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sound and visual confirmation, optional navigation avenues and user input (Johnston 1997; 

Manovich 2001 ). 

(Figure 3.1. 'Dangerous Creatures ' interactive at the Australian Museum in 
Sydney, Australia) 

I discovered that although there are significant differences between each of the interactive 

touch interfaces, there are also many similarities. When investigating the 'Dangerous 

Creatures' interactive at the Australian Museum in Sydney, Australia (2008), the attributes 

observed and experiences included the interface being multi-user and multi touch that displays 

a range of media including, text, graphic, animation, film and sound (refer to Figure 3.1. 

'Dangerous Creatures' interactive at the Australian Museum in Sydney, Australia). I observed 
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and experienced that as the user interacts real-time changes occur to interface as well as 

peripheral interaction (ripple effect on water , dust effect on land areas). The interface has 

multiple levels (2 sections, land and water, animating graphics, content, icons, multi modes (30 

and 20) however offers limited options of navigation and content (open and close) , and 

feedback involved in the user experience (e.g . First aid, "you have been bitten"). The interfaces 

modes change and include an animation the effects all users and the whole table. I noted the 

appearance and content is structured within 6 different animals providing different content. The 

interface is projected causing shadow obstructions, however functions as a personal 

experience among a communal environment. 

(Figure 3.2, Serendipity table at the Eureka Tower in Melbourne, Australia) 
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My further analysis revealed the attributes of the 'Dangerous Creatures' interface were similar 

to the attributes assessed, observed and experienced of the 'Serendipity' table at the Eureka 

Tower in Melbourne, Australia (2008, refer to Figure 3.2, Serendipity table at the Eureka Tower 

in Melbourne, Australia). Similarly to the Dangerous Creatures interactive the Serendipity Table 

is a multi-user, multi touch table that combines a mixture of media including text, graphics, 

animation, film, and sound. The table acts in a real-time state (touch instantly activates) and 

also includes peripheral interaction on the background areas (circular expanding forms 

background). However the main distinguishable difference I made showed unlike the 

'Dangerous Creatures' interface, the 'Serendipity' interface shows limited levels of the interface 

(background and icons, limited options of navigation and content) and uses floating icons that 

move closer to user when table is touched as a way for users to activate content (constructed 

forms) which creates a randomised narrative structure. The interface is also projected on to a 

rectangular table creating shadow obstructions, however the over all personal experience is 

shared among a communal environment causing elements of social interaction . 

(Figure 3.3 Integrating Energy' developed by Meso Labs for Messe Frankfurt in 
Germany) 
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(Figure 3.4 Floating Numbers ' at the Jewish Museum in Berlin , Germany, by 

Art+ Com) 

I conducted further analysis on interactive touch interfaces from international agencies and 

Museums (refer to appendix E) sourced through the internet. I analysed 'Integrating Energy' 

developed by Meso Labs for Messe Frankfurt in Germany (refer to Figure 3.3 Integrating 

Energy' developed by Meso Labs for Messe Frankfurt in Germany) and 'Floating Numbers ' at 
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the Jewish Museum in Berlin, Germany, by Art+ Com (refer to Figure 3.4 Floating Numbers' at 

the Jewish Museum in Berlin, Germany, by Art+ Com) through a comparative evaluation based 

on experiences with 'Dangerous Creatures' and 'Serendipity" tables personally visited. My 

analysis indicated the two interfaces share very similar attributes and design features in 

comparison to the 'Dangerous Creatures', and 'Serendipity Tables'. My analysis also showed 

all share similar features and very limited differences suggesting there is a set formula for 

creating such designs and interactives. Of the differences the 'Integrating Energy' table include 

environmental changes (light in the space) as a consequence of touch interaction and well as a 

circular peripheral touch interaction that effects the entire rectangular table. I suggest this 

feature has been established in order to compensate for the lack of background, which the 

other tables use in an abstract form creating a deeper sense of space. The 'Floating Numbers' 

table provides a greater level of information and media for a participant to explore in 

comparison to the other tables; this in effect would prolong usage periods and sustain 

engagement. However one of the most recognisable overlooked features of all tables is the 

users ability to control and add to the level of content within the interface. 

My assessment and analysis argues each table acts as a source of information in which users 

can partially navigate. There appears to be no user input beyond opening, closing and moving 

between established objects. As well as this, users are unable to interact with the table or the 

content once the table has been left, therefore the experience of the table is limited to a 

memory rather than an a possible extended experience beyond the physical table such as a 

web link, email or download application. I suggest based on my analysis and from previous 

literature research, that interactives such as the four analysed only meet some of the needs of 

the user or the Museum space, and can only offer a short and limited experience that partially 

engages, informs and allows a user to explore the interface. 

3. 7 /Conclusion 

My analysis and research shows that for an interactive table interface to be an effective tool for 

the visitor and for the museum there are a number of considerations that should be well 

thought out. lnteractives should be developed with a strong defined concept and an outline of 

clear objectives and aims (Fahy 1999). Through testing and evaluation through out the design 

development process the requirements of the interactive, the audience, and client (museum) 

become clear (Akai 2006; Fahy 1999). 

Through the research I found other basic considerations for a successful interactive include 

"hardware and software selection and curatorial information" (Fahy 1999, p. 93). lnteractives 

that are not working to the full capacity or have technical glitches will cause visitors to move on 

to other displays (possibly not as expensive to develop). As well as this, if the content within 
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the interactive does not coincide with the context in which it is located it will be difficult for 

visitors to engage (Fahy 1999; Witcomb 2003), therefore it is important to consider durability, 

maintenance and suitability as part of the production and design processes. 

My research documents that there are many technological decisions and considerations that 

need to be addressed before developing an interactive. Akai (2006) suggests that interactives 

should "incorporate a personalization that allows visitors to work at their own pace, be in 

control of their experience and have specific questions" (Akai 2006, p. 3). Fahy (1991) points 

out that the focus should remain on the "scholarly information which can be conveyed for 

others" (Fahy 1999, p. 94). I suggest from my analysis, by combining the two areas it would 

provide a valuable multi-dimensional experience within the interface for the museum and the 

visitor. 

My findings of current trends in museums show a shift away from traditional object based 

artifacts into a focus on technology and interaction . Visitors are looking at museums to 

provide enjoyment as well as educational experiences through various types of interaction and 

presentation of artifacts. Museums have to continue to diversify and allocate space for new 

and emerging technologies and modes of interaction to maintain a point of difference between 

other sources of learning and leisure. Therefore I argue that museums have to continually 

reinvent exh ibition spaces to encourage visitors to prolong visits , revis it once they have left the 

museum and access content wh ile outside the museums physical environment such as web 

based content. 

My research indicates that in order to develop effective interactive exhibitions, evaluation 

processes need to become repositioned within the design and development phases and have 

a less dominance at the completion of the design (formative and summative evaluations). By 

combining design and evaluation methods simultaneously it will ensure the interactive is 

developed within the right context and maintain a structured narrative within an exhibition 

space. Therefore when interactives such as table touch interfaces are being developed they 

should not be separate from the exhibition but rather add to the exhibition experience and 

narrative. 

Considering software, hardware and curatorial decisions are key factors in the development of 

interactives to ensure unity of artifacts and interactive in an exhibition. My research analysis of 

current touch table interactives displays showed limited modes of interaction and produce 

limited information. It is important for content to be multi-layered and offer a variety of modes 

of interaction. Investments in interactives are extensive therefore the design product should 

reflect research on content , design and audiences as well as seamlessly combine traditional 

artifacts with contemporary interactives. 
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4/METHODOLOGY: EXISTING FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS 

AND THE RECONFIGURED FRAMEWORK 

4.1 /Introduction 

The following chapter explains the role of practice-based research in design. The section 

outlines my analysis of three exiting frameworks and literature on the methods of practice-

based research. This research and analysis established my argument to reconfigure a new 

practice-based research framework specifically for designing and the development of an 

interactive touch screen interface for a museum. The interface was designed for children 

between the ages of 6-13 years within the Powerhouse Museum. The chapter documents in 

detail the methods within reconfigured framework to develop an interactive touch screen 

interface that is informative, exploratory, engaging, to meet the needs of a specific audience 

and museum context. 

4.2/Perspectives and Fundamentals of Practice-Based Research 

My literature research argued that practice-based research utilised various "approaches that 

come from research-led perspectives and from design-led perspectives" (Sanders 2008, p. 

13). Eric Zimmerman (2003), an academic with experiences in a number of universities 

including MIT and NYU is interested in design research methods and stated that "when design 

researctl are integrated into the design process, new and unexpected questions emerge 

directly from the act of design" (Zimmerman 2003, p. 176). Liz Sanders (2006, 2008) an 

academic and practitioner at The Ohio State University explored design research methods and 

practice-based design processes recognised that this area of research and design is a new 

and evolving area in which "new design tools and methods are being explored and used 

across all the design domains but they are being integrated at different rates" (Sanders 2006, 

p. 4). Sanders (2008) recognised interaction design as leading the way in the design field for 

the evaluation of design tools and methods. 

Practice-based methods and processes were researched from various perspectives shifting 

from psychological to scientific (Cross 1984). During the 1920's researchers adopted a 

scientific approach to understand and investigate the methods of design. Later research 

focused more heavily on a psychological perspective to understand the design process (Cross 

1984). More recently I have discovered that practice-based designing is perceived within 

academia and in the field of design as an "endeavor to improve the understanding of or control 

over the human condition" (Strappers 2007, p. 82). 
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Shifts occurred as a result of attempts to understand the diversity between practice-based 

methods and the way in which it functions for designers and researchers. Because there were 

many different areas of design in which practice-based research was implemented, a variety of 

methods were used for different projects (Sanders 2008). This shift was a result of attempts to 

understand a designers ability to work through research and design using "generative and 

evaluative thinking" (Strappers 2007, p. 83). Generative thinking is associated with visual 

expression, the use of vague definitions and "conjecturing the possible" (Strappers 2007, p. 

83). In contrast evaluative thinking is focused on a scientific understanding based on logic and 

"ruling out the impossible" (Strappers 2007, p. 83). Attempts to understand practice-based 

research shifted and progressed, and it is now understood that in order to effectively create 

design solutions a combination of evaluative and generative methods are required 

simultaneously (Strappers 2007) . 

Pieter Jan Strappers (2007) explained the role of research and design . Strappers (2007) stated , 

research was a way of "seeking to understand the past or present state of the world and to 

establish explanations of why it must be so" (Strappers 2007, p. 82). Differing from research , 

design was perceived as being "concerned with establishing a working effect (creating a 

product) in a possible futu re, realising successful instantiations in a world that does not yet 

exist and is not yet known " (Strappers, 2007 , p. 82) . For research to be of any value, the 

researcher must establish proof and evidence by logical reason ing to support claims and 

arguments (Strappers 2007). Bonnie Johnson (2003) a researcher in design shares the 

understanding that "design researchers must go beyond what they can find to see more than 

is visible and to learn more that can be heard" (Johnson 2003, p. 39) . 

Liz Sanders (2008) supports Strappers (2007) and Johnson's (2003) argument that suggested 

design researct1 was not one individual process that occurred in a linear progression (Sanders 

2008). Sanders (2008) identified with the task of design research as a "jumble of approaches 

that, while competing as well as complementary, nonetheless share a common goal to drive, 

inspire, and inform" (Sanders 2008, p. 13) . The gap between research and design merged, as 

both practitioners and researchers were experiencing an exploration, investigation and 

evaluation processes within a circular and iterative methodology (Sanders 2008). 

To understand the process of design research , I uncovered practices that used a variety of 

methods within a range of fields that included science, design and psychology. The literature 

revealed Nigel Cross (1984) used observation and asked designers to recall their own 

processes (Cross 1984). Other approaches included video recall, which involved recording a 

designers design and research practices followed by an interview with the designer that was 

conducted while watching the recorded footage while the designer would commentate (Cross 

1984). 
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My analysis on design thinking and creativity revealed that the designer thinks and constructs 

through several strategies, not always known to the designer (Boden 1990; Cross 1984; 

Strappers 2007). Logical and intuitive problem solving occurred within the designer 

simultaneously. Documenting design was attempted through interviewing, observation or 

commentary, designers often have "problems describing non-verbal processes" (Cross 1984, 

p. 168). Cross (1984) pointed out that designers may of had "faulty memories and may post-

rationise on their activities" (Cross 1984, p. 167) not creating a true and accurate account of 

the practice and thinking that occurred (Cross 1984). 

Literature analysis revealed what differentiates practice-based research from other research 

practices was the iterative processes that evolved. Designs were formed based on the 

strategies that incorporated testing a solution against the requirements and constraints of the 

problem as identified in the research theory (Cross 1984). Strappers (2007) communicated that 

designers "develop ideas and concepts by realising prototypes and evaluating them" 

(Strappers 2007, p. 87). 

Cross (1984) stated that "design is essentially a matter of reconstruct ing problems based on 

the designers knowledge of solution types" (Cross 1984, p . 238). However, design was also 

informed on "conjectures [which] are necessary in the design process and enabled the 

designer to structure an understanding of the problem and [recognise] the range of design 

decisions" (Cross 1984; Strappers 200"1, p. 238). Therefore creative thinking was essential 

through the design process from the design and research perspective (Strappers 2007) . 

However, this should not dismiss the need for scientific methods of information collection to 

inform creative thinking (Strappers 2007). 

4.3/Three Approaches to Visualising Practice-Based Research 

Frameworks and Methods 

My investigation recognised a gap in the way practice-based research was represented for 

design and development of interactive touch screen media in museum spaces. Three different 

visualised frameworks were examined the represented attributes of commercial , academic and 

practical practice-based design perspective . I examined how each approach incorporated 

methods simultaneously in a cyclic form that produced a design solution. This understanding 

evolved as an iterative process, Zimmerman (2003) described the iterations "based on a cyclic 

process of prototyping, testing, analysing and refining a work in progress" (p. 176). Strappers 

(2007) indicated that "designers can develop ideas and concepts by realising prototypes and 

evaluating them" (p. 87). Strappers (2007) also stated that "the realization of a working 

prototype serves as the core axis that connects the design or research team [together], this is 

the essence of research through design " (p. 87). 
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Iterative design frameworks were graphically represented to show the cyclic process of 

practice and research. As iterative research and design was continually tested, evaluated and 

refined it was also important to incorporate elements of participatory design and research into 

the process (Purpura 2003; Sanders 2008). My research would suggest, by allowing 

participatory research into the process the end user would become involved in the 

development of a solution within prototype and evaluation methods (Lim 2008; Noble 2005; 

Sanders 2008). 

4.4/Why Current Practice-Based Frameworks Are Not Appropriate 

The section demonstrates the need for a reconfigured framework that combines methods from 

the three existing frameworks for the purpose of producing an interactive touch interface that 

is engaging, exploratory and informative for the audience. The existing practice-based 

frameworks that are analysed are by Liz Sanders (2008, refer to Figure 4.1. Liz Sanders 

Framework of Design Research), lan Noble and Russell Bestley (2005, refer to Figure 4.2 lan 

Noble and Russell Bestley's Framework of Design Research), and Jen Visocky O'Grady and 

Kevin Visocky O'Grady (2006, refer to Figure 4.3. Jen Visocky O'Grady and Kevin Visocky 

O'Grady's Framework of Design Research and Figure 4.4. Jen Visocky O'Grady and Kevin 

Visocky O'Grady's Framework of Iterative Design Research). Sanders (2007), Visocky 

O'Gradey (2006) and Nobel (2005) represented iterative design research practices 

communicating the various key steps visually . 

My analysis of each visual representation identifies gaps and similarities . The analysis of these 

frameworks informed the development of the reconfigured framework that incorporated 

methods of design and research from the existing frameworks adapted for designing an 

interactive interface for a museum environment. The reconfigured framework was discussed 

with reference to the existing research frameworks and research methods. 

The selection of three different frameworks was a result of each framework having a focus on, 

the audience/user within the approach to design. Although the three frameworks were 

unspecified towards practice-based research for interactive touch screen media for museums, 

all three used a range of methods for design . The three frameworks were utilised and informed 

the development of the reconfigured framework. Methods were selected from explorations 

(Charmaz 2006) that developed insight into the most appropriate approach for practice-based 

research for interactive touch screen media for the Powerhouse Museum. 

By adapting the reconfigured framework while design practice took place meant the 

investigation of methods became part of the research not a separate area. Through this 

process my reflections and analysis informed the direction of the research and utilised multiple 

methods of data collection and inqu iry (Charmaz 2006). This approach was appropriate 
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because current frameworks for interactive touch screen media practice-based research are 

not developed. This also reinforced the importance of researching current frameworks as a 

focus that established a foundation for inquiry. This exploration and analysis was utilised for 

the reconfigured framework through out the research. 

Combined, the three approaches represent iterative practices focused on design and the user. 

It was discovered, the main difference between frameworks was the perspect ive in which the 

frameworks were proposed. Liz Sanders (2008) proposed an academic approach , while lan 

Nobel (2005) used a commercial perspective, Ken Visocky O'Grady and Jenn Visocky O'Grady 

(2006) approached the research with an emphasis on a practice. Different perspectives were 

selected and utilised to understand the commercial , practical and academic needs and 

requirements involved for designing for a specific outcome and audience. This was appropriate 

for the design and development of the interactive touch screen for a museum space due to a 

museum being a combination of a commercial business and an environment of new and 

unique informative and educational experiences for a specific audience. 

4.5/Existing Practice-Based Research Frameworks Analysis 
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(Figure 4.1. Liz Sanders Framework of Design Research) 
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Sanders (2008) visualised a vague interpretation of practice-based research showing a large 

number of research methods for a generalized approach. I wouid argue the structure of the 

framework was unclear, broad and open-ended and was dependent on the designers preferred 

approach, not a project approach (expert, participatory, design-led or research - led). Although 

Sanders (2008) included critical design as a method this did not appear to filter through other 
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areas of the framework. This also appeared within the practices of critical design represented 

as unspecified and unclear in relation to other methods other than cultural probes. Sanders 

(2008) highlighted user-centered design as being a priority above any other. The importance of 

evaluation, prototyping and critical reflections takes a back seat to user centered and 

participatory design approaches, although these are considered essential, based on the 

analysis of the other two frameworks this approach needed to be balanced with design 

processes. It appeared the framework attempted to isolate approaches of design-led and 

research-led, expert and participatory mindsets, however, this compromised the iterative 

nature of the visual layout of the framework and as a result represented an unstructured 

practice-based process. 
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(Figure 4.2 lan Noble and Russell Bestley's Framework of Design Research) 

Noble (et al. 2005) provided a commercial graphic design perspective that encompassed 

various methods to be applied to any graphic practice-based project (Figure 4.2 lan Noble and 

Russell Bestley's Framework of Design Research). In contrast to Sanders (2008), Noble's 

(2005) framework did not offer methods rather a generalization such as "test , prototype and 
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gather data" (Noble 2005, p. 31 ). My analysis suggested that required methods needed to be 

established from external sources and reshuffle the framework appropriately. 

Commission 0 -

Research Concept Development Prototyplng Design + Production 
tAnalyucal) (Creative) <AnalytiCnl) (Crent1vP.) 

Assessment 
(Analytical) 

(Figure 4.3. Jen Visocky O'Grady and Kevin Visocky O'Grady's Framework of 

Design Research) 

Tests ~z 
(Second IteratiOn) 

(Figure 4.4. Jen Visocky O'Grady and Kevin Visocky O'Grady's Framework of 

Iterative Design Research) 

Both Nobel and Visocky O'Grady's frameworks visually represented a circular and iterative 

process noted as essential for all practice-based research (refer to, Figure 4.3. Jen Visocky 

O'Grady and Kevin Visocky O'Grady's Framework of Design Research, Figure 4.4. Jen Visocky 

O'Grady and Kevin Visocky O'Grady's Framework of Iterative Design Research and Figure 4.2 

lan Noble and Russell Bestley's Framework of Design of Iterative Research) . Although Sander's 

mentioned iteration was a process associated with practice-based research the iterations 

involved were not communicated through the visual framework (refer to Figure 4.1. Liz Sanders 

Framework of Design Research) . 
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Through my analysis it was evident that Noble's (2005) framework recognised the need for 

multiple methods to gather data from a number of sources that included quantitative and 

qualitative data from the client and audience (Noble 2005, p. 31). This allowed the design 

solution to be informed by design and research perspectives without preference for one 

particular approach. Visocky O'Grady (2006) visualised practice-based research through a 

process of analysis and creative input. Similar to Nobles' (2005) model , Visocky O'Grady 

(2006) communicated the iterative process that demonstrated a number of research and 

design processes have to be explored in order to inform the design solution. Visocky 

O'Grady's (2006) communicated more accurately out of the three, the iterative concept 

however failed to communicate the various methods involved in each process leaving the 

designer in the dark of how to actually practice research. Key methods of design included 

reflection, evaluation and user-centered design, these were not included in Visocky O'Grady's 

(2006) or Noble's (2005) frameworks however appeared a key focus in Sanders (2008) 

framework. 

The frameworks communicated a general approach and identified research , concept 

development, prototyping, design and production and assessment as the main processes. 

Identified key methods of research associated with a specific industry or project emphasised 

summative evaluations. This evaluation was used to discover the effectiveness of an interactive 

interface. However, summative evaluations weren't always effective because it revealed 

whether or not the design was effective after the project was complete. I would suggest if 

methods were in place to test the user throughout the process and combined evaluation with 

reflection and analysis then the final outcome would be accurate in fulfilling the audiences 

needs (Noble 2005; Sanders 2008). 

4.6/A Reconfigured Practice-Based Research Framework for the 

Development of an Interactive Touch Screen Interface for a Science 

Museum Environment. 

The examination of the three frameworks revealed that one framework alone was not sufficient. 

My analysis indicated that a reconfigured framework that consisted of multiple methods from 

all three existing frameworks was necessary for the development of the practice-based 

research of an interactive touch screen for a museum space that developed a design that 

specifically met the needs of the audience and museum. 

The interactive touch screen interface for the Powerhouse Museum developed as the 

reconfigured framework was tested and adapted to focus on a user-centered approach that 

allowed the design to be engaging, exploratory, and informative for the target audience. The 
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development of framework allowed methods to be practiced that followed research and 

analysis previously practiced . This process depended on raw and interpreted data as the 

framework was adapted appropriately to include methods that produced a successful 

product/design outcome. The reflections of each method used and the overall applicat ion of 

the practice-based research reconfigured framework revealed insight into the effectiveness of 

the method from a design and research point of view. 

RECONFIGURED PRACTICE BASED 
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

phase one 

phase two 

phase three 

kt>y Stati c (stand alone methods that • Contin ious (effected by and affects all 
inform other methods directly. methods). 

Dynamic (is effected by and affects 
some methods). 

(Figure 4.5 Reconfigured Practice-Based Research Framework) 

The reconfigured framework I developed was separated into three phases that cross between 

each other during different stages of research (refer to Figure 4.5 Reconfigured Practice-Based 

Research Framework) . The methods within each phase function simultaneously and each 
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method contributes to the progression of the research and design. The key shows the different 

roles of each method in relation to the overall process. 

The roles of the methods were separated into three groups. The orange showed static 

methods, these included formative research (phase one) and user-centered design (phase 

three). These methods represent techniques to collect data and analyse information from 

external and secondary sources (target audience, literature and existing design). These 

methods informed directly on other methods and allowed the design to develop from the data 

and analysis. This provided evidence and proof justifying design decisions and design features . 

User-centered design is located in phase three, these processes were considered a secondary 

process to gather data after the first and second phases had been explored to then inform 

phase three. Once user-centered design within phase three had been completed the data 

gathered from these methods informed the development of dynamic (blue) methods with the 

assistance of continuous methods (green). 

The green methods were continuous, this meant these methods were effected by and affected 

all other methods while functioning through all areas of the research. These methods are 

located in phase two due to the process of formative research being necessary as an initial 

starting point to gather data to allowed intervention and reflection to occur. However because 

these methods are continuous, phase two was constantly revisited within the framework 

throughout phase three methods (as the arrows display). 

The blue represents dynamic methods in which data analysis informed design through the 

constant ch ange of other methods. This included testing and evaluation that gu ided the 

prototype design. Dynamic methods were effected by and affect some methods within the 

framework. These methods were shown in phase three, and relied on the processes within all 

other methods and phases in order to develop the design. However the main function of the 

methods was between each other as the design progressively evolved, all methods within the 

third phase were reliant on the other. 
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4.7/Phases and Methods within the Reconfigured Framework for 

Practice-Based Research for an Interactive Touch Screen Interface 

for a Science Museum Environment 

RECONFIGURED PRACTICE-BASED 
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK METHODS 

pnase one 

pha>Ptwo 

pha~e three 

key Static (stand alone methods that • Continious (effected by and affects all 
inform other methods directly. methods). 

Dynamic (i s effected by and affects 
some methods). 

(Figure 4.6 Reconfigured Practice-Based Research Framework Methods) 

The following section outlines the three phases of my reconfigured framework (refer to Figure 

4.6 Reconfigured Practice-Based Research Framework Methods) and the methods of research 

that were involved within each phase in relation to existing knowledge of these methods from 

literature and analysis of the three exist ing frameworks. 
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4.7.1/Phase One 

Formative Research/Divergence 

My literature study revealed humans learn new concepts and knowledge in terms of what they 

already know (Hsu 2007). These mental processes enabled the conception of "creative insight 

and discovery" (Finke 1992, p. 2). Designers were required to engage in an exploratory process 

to draw upon "blocks of knowledge" (Hsu, 2007, p. 211) and apply the necessary information 

when the individual believed it was appropriate (Hsu, 2007). Essentially the more education the 

designer had, more influence over the design decisions could be made (Boden 1990; Boden 

1994). 

My research indicated that prior knowledge and experiences were influential when engaged in 

a decision making process. In order for new ideas to be recognised by individuals, mental 

structures already established were recognised for the new idea to be contrasted against 

(Boden, 1990). This process demonstrates how humans learn new concepts and knowledge in 

terms of what is already known (Hsu 2007). 

The process of collecting data and information from a number of sources has been termed 

"formative research" by Visocky O'Grady (2006) and "divergence" by Nobel (2005) . However it 

is labeled, the research process includes the collection of 'majority of the background 

research" (Noble 2005, p. 34) . Formative research allows insight and understanding into the 

present and past research conducted in a specific field. 

I would argue that formative research was a significant and in itial part of the practice-based 

framework. It established knowledge , which then worked in conjunction with all other areas 

through the entire research process. The role of formative research was to represent "a 

research-driven approach [to the over all research and design strategies] to help define the 

way problems were solved and illustrated the value of those solutions" (Visocky O'Grady 2006, 

p. 16). 

Based on my research findings formative research was included within the reconfigured 

framework. Methods that fall under the role of formative research included literature analysis, 

field research and contextual analysis . Each method provided insight to establish a foundation 

of knowledge and information , this included investigations into past and current designs. This 

method was fundamental and explored through majority of the presses. It allowed arguments 

to be formed and established a position in the research to add value to the field. 
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4.7.2/Phase Two 

Critical Reflection 

From literature research I identified the process of critical reflection as an assessment and 

interpretation of data and information collected or developed as a design. Through this 

process decisions were informed and justified accurately by the research to move further 

toward a resolved design response (Schon 1995). John Gero (et al. 2009) explained that the 

reflective process was defined as two types, the "functional and mechanical" (Gero 2009, p. 3). 

The functional reflection was the "designer interaction, caused by reflective activity within the 

designer" (Gero 2009, p. 3). The mechanical reflective process was described as a "cognitive 

process with a well-defined set of distinct properties" (Gero 2009, p. 3). In other words, 

functional reflection occurred "during the design process" (Gero 2009, p. 3), while mechanical 

reflection occurred as a result of planned or a predetermined topic of thought or action (Gero 

2009). Both acts of reflection took place in order to make modifications and changes 

throughout the over all research processes (Gero 2009). 

As my understanding of concepts was constructed, the scope of reflection expanded as the 

level of knowledge increased , as well as intuition and assumptions. Intuition is the process of 

subconscious knowledge and decision making occurring often without the designers control 

(Pepperell 2001; Schon 1995). As knowledge creates further thinking, an expansion of ideas 

was formed by linking knowledge to experience and culture (Pepperell 2001). All aspects of 

knowing and thinking were dependent on knowledge and experience (Pepperell2001) . 

Therefore I would argue that any assumption, reflection or intuitive decisions were in fact 

fueled by knowledge. However, a designer will not always consciously aware of the link within 

the mind as these processes occur (Boden 1994). Lionel March (1984) communicated that the 

issue of knowing and reflection and suggested that a "designers judgment [is] collected 

through his experience, and in time becomes part of his intuitive response" (March 1984, p. 

272). This reiterates my point that reflection and analysis from a designer or academic 

perspective was only relative to the experience and knowledge of that person and often the 

distinction between referenced knowledge and intuition can blur (March 1984). 

Nathan Shedroff (2003) stated the view that "design processes need reflection time to process 

knowledge gained and, to understand what we've already come to create" (Shedroff 2003, p. 

163). Shedroff (2003) mentioned that "too often , we move from one step to another without 

even considering what was learned and what effects it might have on the final solution" 

(Shedroff 2003, p. 163) during the design process and on completion. Similarly, Andres Lucero 

(2007) shared Shedroff's (2003) point of view and stated "design solutions are built through 

understanding the present users and the context , and more over, by reflecting this 

understanding to the future" (Lucero 2007, p. 390) . 
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I would suggest reflection was a process that was both necessary and unavoidable to all areas 

of the design and research progress, particularly as the depth of knowledge increased. As new 

knowledge and data was gathered, reflections caused changes and modifications to evolve 

designs. On this bases it was important to keep the reflective process active through the entire 

research and design framework (Schon 1995). 

Critical reflection was expressed through a number of methods depending on the designer and 

researchers preference. However the most recognisable methods within critical reflection 

included influences, design decisions, sketches and concepts. Sanders (2008) although isn 't 

specific , recognised that methods of critical reflection "aim to generate and promote 

alternatives to the current situation" (Sanders 2008, p. 15). Visocky O'Grady (2006) called this 

"redefining assumptions" . However the term was expressed by all practice-based research 

studies, it was articulated as a process of multiple redesigns, rough sketching, rewriting and 

challenging literature. 

Design Intervention 

In the context of design thinking the process of conceptualisation was defined as "problem 

solving" (Boden , 1990, p145). This process of "thinking can be understood in terms of 

representational structures of the knowledge in the mind" (Aikhalifa 2006, p. 2). The way in 

which the mind processes through the structural information was reflective of an "incubation" 

period in which information was processed consciously and subconsciously. The rate at which 

design exploration occurred was subjective to the designer and research project (Schon 1995). 

However, lise Verstijnen (1997) suggested that these "creative processes, both of designers 

and innovative scientists, evolve slowly" (Verstijnen 1997, p . 70). Verstijnen (1997) documents 

this process as expression in the field of design specifically through sketching and 

visualisation. 

I would argue a key contributor to any design conceptualisation would involve the knowledge 

and experience of the designer and researcher. In order to effectively problem solve, strategies 

need to be implemented by the researcher that allow for an expansion of knowledge and that 

define the parameters of the problem. It was through this understanding and knowledge that 

decisions, assumptions and concepts developed for problems based on a body of knowledge 

explored through multiple research methods. 

The literature indicated that design intervention was the process of creating designs. This was 

closely linked to critical reflection however, design intervention relied on the researchers 

design knowledge and experience to inform designs. Design intervention was critical during all 

stages of the research particularly for initial design conceptualisation, evaluation and testing 

phases. Sanders (2008) labeled this as an "expert mind set in which users were seen as a 
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subjects or reactive informers" (Sanders 2008, p. 14). The information that was gathered and 

relayed to the designer was then interpreted into design concepts as the designer engaged in 

a "design led processes" (Sanders 2008, p. 14). 

At times design intervention overruled evaluation findings and test results supplied by non-

expert groups that weren't coherent, conventional or practical for a design solution. This 

resulted in specific aesthetics, functionality and experience being maintained while the product 

was being produced (because of the influence of intervention). However as the research 

suggested, these over rulings were only valid when justified by research and knowledge. 

This indicated that the methods within design intervention included conceptualisation, design 

interpretation and design reflection were critical for visualization and concept development and 

for the reconfigured framework. Each method had it's own role to provide visual outcomes of 

an evolving design solution, however remained reliant on all other methods within the 

framework in order to inform the design accurately. 

Visocky O'Grady (2006) described the role of visual exploration as "moving beyond initial 

concepts". The inclusion of "multiple visual solutions enables comparative analysis" (p. 58) . 

Designers expressed visual solutions and conceptualisation "traditionally through sketching " 

though, Visocky O'Grady (2006) recognised that designers "create their own expressive 

methodology over time" (p. 58) . 

4.7.3/Phase Three 

User Centered Design 

Research showed user centered design was a method that involved the user to gather 

information and data to feed directly to the design. Sanders (2008) emphasised user-centered 

design as a key process within practice-based research as well as for interactive interface 

development. This demonstrated the importance of knowing the target audience and 

understanding the needs, wants, knowledge and experiences of that users (Noble 2005). 

Visocky O'Grady (2006) also recognised that user input was vital to evolving research and over 

all design solutions. In this context the main user included museum curators and children 

between the ages of 6-13 years. 

It was discovered that a number of research projects utilised user-centered design to inform 

design modifications or clarification. Griffin (2008), Gilbert (2002), Bitgood (1993) have all used 

user centered design within research, including structured and unstructured interviews, focus 

groups, surveys, questionnaires as methods of gathering information directly from user groups. 
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This approach used both qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection. By combining 

the two it established a more robust data set. 

I would argue that user centered design that combines qualitative and quantitative methods 

provided a variation of data from sample groups in a variety of forms. Surveys (person to 

person and self completion) and informal interviews combined with testing and evaluation 

methods "gain insight into the opinions and desires of the target audience" (Visocky O'Grady 

2006). This method was utilised in Bitgood 's 'Social Influences on the visitor Museum 

Experience' (1993) study. The study evaluated user experiences in museum exhibitions, visitors 

were questioned when leaving an exhibit conveying information of their experiences and 

feelings verbally (B itgood 1993). 

User centered design methods were the most influential and significant method for gathering 

data on the target audience and potential audience. This was conducted with a cultural probe. 

Cultural probes are recogn ised within practice based research and design as a tool to collect 

qualitative data, inspire design and for evaluation (Gaver 2004; Lucero 2007). Practitioners and 

academics in the field include Bill Gaver (2004), Liz Sanders (2006, 2008), Andres Lucero 

(2007) , and Kirsten Boehner (2007). However it was Bill Gaver (2004) that developed and 

introduced the "cultural probe" (Gaver 2004, p. 1) to the research field. 

(Figure 4.7 Cultural Probe Returns (Pacenti 1999) 

Bill Gaver defined the role of the cultural probes as a "collection of evocative tasks meant to 

elicit inspirational responses from people ... and encourage us to tell stories" (Gaver 2004, p. 1). 

Data collected from this testing was a "multi-layered process of expressions and 
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interpretation" (Gaver 2004, p. 5). A probe displayed "integrating routines with aspirations, 

appearances with deep truths" (Gaver 2004, p. 6) of a user. Kirsten Boehner (et al 2007) an 

academic focused on cultural probes and human computer interaction also supports this 

definition. 

(Figure 4.8. Cultural Probe Package Example 1, ('Cultural Probes ') 

(Figure 4.9. Cultural Probe Package Example 2, (Choukeir 2009) 
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Boehner (2007) explained that a probe consisted of "design objects, physical packets 

containing open-ended, provocative and oblique tasks to support early participant 

engagement in the design process" (Boehner 2007, p. 1 077). 

Sanders (2008) supported Gaver (2004) and Boehner's (2007) definition of cultural probes as a 

open ended and "ambiguous stimulation of design" (Sanders 2008, p. 15) . However Sanders 

(2008) suggested there was more importance on the design outcome that followed probes. 

Sanders (2008) explained that "probes are intended to be a method of providing design 

inspiration rather than a tool to be used for understanding the experience of others" (Sanders 

2008, p. 15). 

Even though Sanders' (2008) opinion contrasts Gaver (2004) , Lucero (2007) and Boehner 

(2007) in relation to the objective and outcome of a probe. Gaver recognised that probes 

allowed insight into "people, mingling observable facts with emotional reactions" (Gaver 2004 , 

p. 6) . Similarly Lucero (2007) stated that "design and research practitioners have applied 

probes in their design process to find new ways of understanding user experience" (Lucero 

2007, p. 377) . Boehner (2007) shared this understanding and stated that probes provide a 

"holistic understanding" (Boehner 2007 , p. 1 079) , which can be "associated with a focus on 

emotional aspects of interaction design" (Boehner 2007, p. 1 079) . Therefore, I would suggest 

that probes go beyond the intention of design inspiration and assist in understanding the 

needs and wants of the audience and that there is a "direct connection between interaction , 

experience and application of research" (Lucero 2007, p. 378). 

The way in which the user was affected by the probe was directly influenced by the design and 

structure of the probe itself (Gaver 2004). The presentation and mode in which data was 

collected influenced the users thoughts , interactions and emotions as well as results (Lucero 

2007). I would argue, not only was the design and research outcomes important 

considerations, that other influencing factors also included the context and audience (Lucero 

2007). Andres Lucero (2007) explained that the "contents of the probe kit [shou ld] differ from 

one design or research project to another" (Lucero 2007, p. 378). Boehner (2007) shared this 

view and stated , probes should be adapted "to provide information in-order to give clear 

guidance to the design process or to validate findings from other methods" (Boehner 2007, p. 

1 080). I would propose that by designing a probe with the understanding of the user and 

context, the returns from the probes would assist in the design solution informed by the user 

and context accurately (Lucero 2007). 

The probe package was specifically designed to produce results that cannot be predetermined 

or predicted (Gaver 2004). The probe results were "impossible to analyse or even interpret 

clearly, because they reflect too many layers of influence and constraint" (Gaver 2004, p. 5). 
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This statement is dependent on the questions that were asked and tools that the user was 

required to interact with. I would argue the collection of data is required to enable a logical 

analysis as well as a subjective inspirational analysis or design refection (Gaver 2004; Sanders 

2008). Essentially this represents a combined qualitative and quantitative approach to establish 

an informed data set. 

Prototypes 

Literature inquiries indicated prototypes provide ways of visualising concepts and research 

decisions as well as being used as a means of testing . Sanders (2008) failed to recognise 

prototyping in her framework as a practice-based research process at all , there was a mention 

of usability testing however this was not clear as to what type. Noble (2005) recognised 

prototyping, however, it had minimal mention and didn 't appear to have any consequence on 

the design or research outcomes. Visocky O'Grady (2006) was the only author that suggested 

that prototyping was a crucial component to the iterative process of practice-based research. 

However, literature focused specially on prototyping revealed it was an unavoidable practice 

and essential to all pract ice-based research (Lim 2006; Rettig 1994; Youn-kyung Lim 2006). 

My analysis of the three authors (Noble 2005 ; Sanders 2008; Visocky O 'Grady 2006) practice 

based frameworks indicated there was no explanation of how or what type of prototyping was 

recommended for interactive interface design. Visocky O'Grady 's (2006) framework was the 

only one out of the three that highlighted prototyping as an analytical process that occurred in 

the middle of practice-based research iterations. I understood the purpose of prototyping was 

to either inform design and production or reveal gaps, which required further research (Visocky 

O'Grady 2006). The process appeared to be important however there was no information to 

show the different prototyping methods and how it effected the progression of research and 

design within the frameworks. 

The importance and purpose of prototypes was consistent between a number of authors and 

professionals, these included Youn-Kyung Lim (2008, 2006), Jim Rudd (1996), Marc Rettig 

(1994) and Maryam Tohidi (2006). The literature investigation indicated the consensus was, 

that prototypes were a tool that provided valuable feedback, reflection and evaluation of a 

project throughout various stages of the development process (Lim 2006; Lim 2008; Rettig 

1994; Rudd 1996; Tohidi 2006). Prototyping was recognised as a major influence fundamental 

to practice based research and design . It was suggested that prototyping was used to not only 

measure functionality and quality but also to influence the "products development cycle" 

(Rudd 1996, p. 77) . Lim (2008) explained that a role of prototyping was to allow a designer to 

"organically and evolutionarily learn, discover and generate, and refine designs" (Lim 2008, p. 

2) . 
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A historical search on prototypes indicated that traditionally researchers and designers utilised 

prototypes of one or more ideas to evaluate the product from a success versus failure 

measurement (Lim 2006). Since this prototyping is approached as less of a tool to measure 

success and failure, but rather as a way to "frame and explore, what matters is not identifying 

or satisfying requirements using prototyping but finding the manifestation that is in its simplest 

form [and] filters the qualities in which designers are interested, without distorting the 

understanding of the whole" (Lim 2008, p. 2). 

Rudd (1996) recognised the importance of prototypes specific to interface design and 

suggested that prototyping was "an efficient and effective means of developing user 

interfaces ... and has become an integral part of the development process" (Rudd 1996, p. 77). 

It was through an iterative process that knowledge and modification occurred (Lim 2008; Rettig 

1994; Rudd 1996). Rettig (1996) supported this stating, "the goal is to get through as many 

iterations as you can during the design phases, because each iteration means improvement 

(Rettig 1994, p. 22) . Lim (2008) made the point that "prototypes are a means of design" (Lim 

2008, p. 7), and the "most effective prototype is the most incomplete one that still filters the 

qualities the designers want to examine and explore" (Lim 2008, p. 8) . Rudd (1996) reinforced 

this view and stated that "iterative design promotes the refinement and optimization of 

interfaces through discussion, exploration, testing and iterative revision" (Rudd 1996, p. 77). 

Rudd (1996), Rettig (1994) and Lim (2008, 2006) all considered prototyping as a process that 

occurred simultaneously with conceptualisation and design (Lim 2006; Lim 2008; Rettig 1994; 

Rudd 1996; Tohidi 2006). Rettig (1994) renamed iterative refinement as "formative 

evaluation"(Rettig 1994, p. 23), explained as the process of "evaluating the design while it is 

still in its formative stages" (Rettig 1994, p. 23). As a designer continually evaluated and 

reflected on the design concepts, it was important to point out that the development of a 

prototype was also a catalyst for such thinking, therefore the process was unavoidably 

intertwined (Lim 2008). 

I would suggest there are a number of factors that directly affected the type of prototype that 

was developed. Issues that impacted on the prototype approach included budget, time, level 

of skill and collaboration (Lim 2008; Rudd 1996). Prototypes are catagorised into two different 

types known academically and professionally as "high-fidelity and low-fidelity prototypes" 

(Rudd 1996, p. 77). 

The major difference between low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes was identified by "the 

degree to which the prototype accurately represented the appearance and interaction of the 

product. .. not the degree to which the code and other attributes invisible to the user are 

accurate" (Rudd 1996, p. 78) . Looking at each type in more detai l the research indicated there 
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are other significant differences between the sophistication , media, development and 

assessment of the different prototypes (Rudd 1996). 

Low-fidelity prototypes represented the most basic form of conceptualisation. This type of 

prototype was generally represented in paper form , from sketches to paper cut outs 

representing windows and the basic structures of the design. Due to the minimal development 

of the basic structure it was relatively easy for a developer to modify and adapt the design to 

the feedback without the commitment to coding (Rettig 1994). Low-fidelity prototypes allowed 

"users [to] see what the product is supposed to do but the prototype may not respond to the 

user input" (Rudd 1996, p. 78). The prototype allowed the developer to tell a scripted story of 

the processes and function of the product and the eventual operation without necessarily 

showing all the details of it (Rudd 1996). 

Using low-fidelity for evaluation required the designer to guide the user through the interface 

as it would appear if it were digital. This required the user to use a substantial amount of 

imagination and process the information mentally before a response was possible (Lim 2008; 

Rudd 1996). Low-fidelity prototypes were recognised as a cheap and quick option that 

doesn't require a high level of in depth technical design decisions (Rudd 1996). 

Alternatively designers developed a high-fidelity prototype, which required more technical and 

functionality abilities. My research indicated high-fidelity prototypes "have complete 

funct ionally and are interactive" (Rudd 1996, p . 81 ). Users had the ability to use the prototype 

as if it were the final product resulting in a more comprehensive evaluation of the overall 

operation and user experience of the product (Rudd 1996). A down side of this approach 

alone was that developers were hesitant to change the idea or alter the design because so 

much has been invested in the prototype (Rettig 1994). However, the evaluation gained from 

using high-fidelity was substantially valuable and was only possible through the investment of 

a high-fidelity prototype (Rettig 1994; Rudd 1996) 

A debate arises between which approach was more efficient and beneficial to the development 

of the design and research. My research showed both provided conceptual and design 

inspiration and reflection as well as user feedback and evaluation (Lim 2008). As far as Rettig 

(1994) and Rudd (1996) suggested it was either one approach or the other. Youn-Kyung Lim 

(2008) on the other hand offered a more "sophisticated prototype called the mixed-fidelity 

approach" (Lim 2008, p. 5) This approach combined both types of fidelity on "different 

dimensions of design consideration" (Lim 2008, p. 5) . As the designs changed and evolved 

through testing iterations, the prototype also evolved and changed with the project (Lim 2008). 
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Authors often discuss more about the cost and time constraints of prototyping types as major 

attributes that differentiated the two prototypes rather than discussing the evaluation methods 

and processes associated with each type of prototype. 

I recognised a gap in the discussion between the different prototypes in terms of what they 

provided the design in the long-term conceptualisation and development and essentially what 

was the best prototype approach for a particular evaluation. I would argue that a mixed-fidelity 

approach provided the most comprehensive data set for analysis and reflective design while 

the design was still developing, rather than relying on a summative evaluation to assess a 

project when it would be too late to make any changes from the recommendations (Lim 2008). 

Testing and Evaluation 

My investigation indicated testing and evaluation was used to gain insight into the performance 

of a design solution. The three frameworks showed Nobel (2005) , Sanders (2008) and Visocky 

O'Grady (2006) referred to testing, however methods of evaluating were not considered or 

mentioned by either author. Nobel (2005) made an attempted to consider evaluating the 

success of a design, however failed to mention the evaluation method to measure the design 

beyond meeting the design objectives. Although this was important it was also necessary to 

consider user testing. 

Sanders (2008) referred to usability testing which was user centered design focused. However 

only highlights this method as a small process visualised by the bubble size communicated in 

the framework. Sanders (2008) failed to identify methods of usability testing or other evaluation 

methods and how the testing and evaluation informed and related to other areas of the 

research and design. According to Sanders' (2008) framework usability testing was considered 

of the expert mind set which views participants as 'subjects' rather than 'partners' in the 

creation and development of design (Sanders 2008). 

This contrasted Visocky O'Grady's (2006) approach to usability testing in which participants 

were considered part of the design process. Visocky O'Grady (2006) suggested that the 

purpose of testing was to measure how "satisfied the end user is with the product" (p. 52) . 

Testing methods suggested by Visocky O'Grady (2006) included observation , questionnaires, 

surveys and focus groups that recorded the user while participating in an activity. 

Similarly to Sanders (2008) and Nobel (2005), Visocky O'Grady (2006) did not communicate 

methods of evaluation or techniques in which data can be extracted from the user to test user 

experience, functionality, and design reflection. I would suggest this was an area that was 

lacking in practice-based research frameworks that was considered a key process within 

academics and practitioners focused on evaluation practices. These people included Marc 
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Hassenzahl (2003), Susannah Ravden (1989), Peter Jan Strappers (2008), Peter Wright (2003) 

and Kasper Hornbaak (2006). 

I would argue that evaluation was a key process within any practice based research project. 

Evaluation was understood as a process that occurred within the designers and researchers 

internal and external explorations (Strappers 2007). Strappers (2008) highlighted the 

importance of this stating , "designers do not just haphazardly generate ideas without 

evaluation and neither do researchers just rationally test and refine ideas" (Strappers 2007, p. 

82). 

Previously, methods of "usability evaluation and user interaction design [were] carried out 

independent of each other" (Hornbaak 2006, p. 118). However, methods for evaluating 

interface designs have "significantly advanced in the last decade through widespread use of 

contextual design, agile development methods and participatory design" (HornbeEk 2006, p . 

117). 

Ravden (1989) adopted a structured scientific approach for evaluating human computer 

interaction interfaces referred to as a "checklist" (p. 21). Ravden's (1989) method assessed 

nine different categories . Assessments measured on functionality, usability, structure and 

navigation of an interface (Ravden 1989). 

My analysis indicated Hassenzahl (2003) contrasted Ravden's (1989) approach and created a 

model of evaluation that accessed user experience and was concerned with the relationship 

between the user and the product (Hassenzahl 2003). Hassenzahl's (2003) approach accessed 

product features, characteristics and attributes followed by the consequences on the user or 

designer (Hassenzahl 2003). 

Wright (2003) focused on user experience, however proposed a model which relied on a 

number of "intertwined threads concerned with describing experience and making sense of 

experience" (p. 46). Wrights (2003) evaluation of user experience shared similar qualities with 

Ravden's (1989) technological and scientific checklist approach. Wright (20003) used a 

scientific approach that required participants to process a number of physical, reflective, 

spatial and emotional experiences associated with a particular artifact or object from a 

personal perspective (Wright 2003). 

Ravden also suggested the checklist was utilised "before, during and after the design and 

development of the user interface" (Ravden 1989, p. 22) to increase the amount of feedback 

and therefore improving the design . In contrast to Ravden's (1989) structured scientific 

approach , Hornbaak (2006) and Wright (2003) proposed an evaluation model that was open to 
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design interpretation and reflection. All authors agreed evaluation needed to incorporate 

peripheral evaluation methods such as observation and recording as well as written 

documentation (Hornbeek 2006; Ravden 1989; Wright 2003). 

I would argue evaluation required a combination of methods to obtain an accurate and clear 

understanding of the designed prototype or system and the users experience (Hornbeek 2006). 

Hornbeek (2006) proposed a model which combined "the main relationship between usability 

evaluation and user interaction design" (Hornbeek 2006, p. 118). Ravden (1989) also 

recognised that by involving the end-user from a number of different groups "with different 

backgrounds and expertise it enabled the end-user to assess [the systems] usability before it 

was implemented" (Ravden 1989, p. 22) as well as "bringing job-specific knowledge to the 

evaluation" (Ravden 1989, p. 22). 

Hassenzahl (2003) pointed out that although end-user evaluation was a primary tool "user 

experience is subjective" therefore, "actual experiences with products may considerably differ 

from the experience intended by the designer" (Hassenzahl 2003, p. 41 ). Although "personal 

standards" (Hassenzahl 2003, p. 41) influenced the evaluation of each user, the evaluation 

assessment would still "provide valuable insights" (Ravden 1989, p. 22) about the system. I 

would argue conversations from various user groups involved in assessments and reflections, 

would reveal missing or redundant information and designs that did not add value or need 

modification (Ravden i 989) for example 'layout, labeling, and terminology" (Ravden 1989, p. 

22). 

Sanders (2008) defined the "participatory design zone" (Sanders 2008, p. 14) as a way to 

design and research with the involvement of the end-user. This approach allowed a design 

solution or product to "meets the needs of the user" (Sanders 2008, p. 14) directly. Hornbeek 

(2006) shared a similar view of Sanders (2008) and argued that evaluation methods should be 

customised for a specific project. Factors such as media, interaction and user experience 

affected the process of evaluation and analysis (Hornbeek 2006). Therefore I would argue 

designers must tailor evaluation criteria for each project in a way that was most suitable to 

provide the best outcomes and feedback (Hornbeek 2006). 

Typically the output of an evaluation was a structured report that included recommendations 

with a "log and a detailed list of the problems that were identified" (Hornbeek 2006, p. 119). 

Hornbeek (2006) suggested other ways of expressing evaluation data to allow the information 

being interpreted and understood by others not directly involved in the evaluation process. 

Hornbeek's (2006) approach created alternate "possibilities for providing feedback including 

much more focused reports , multimedia presentations of problems, proposals for redesign, 

and workshops involved both evaluators and designers" (Hornbeek 2006, p. 119). Other more 
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involved forms of evaluation feedback also included prototypes of the design or proposed 

designed solutions (Ravden 1989). 

4.8/Conclusion 

My research informed not only design solutions but also knowledge and information for 

designers that can be utilised for design intervention and intuition for practice-based research 

processes. Current practice-based frameworks represented a generalised and commercial 

approach to design, not specific to interactivity or a design profession . Within the frameworks 

methods of reflection, design intervention and prototyping were passive contributors to the 

research process, however these methods were vital, the design could not have been 

developed without such processes (Schon 1995). The reconfigured practice-based research 

framework specific to the development of an interactive touch screen interface was needed in 

order to establish the correct methods of research to produce a design solution. I would argue 

that using current models alone does not inform this area of design. This is due to some 

methods not being appropriate for interactive interfaces and other left unspecified such as 

evaluation, prototypes or testing (Noble 2005). 

The analysis pointed out the importance of prototyping within iterative practice-based 

research. However within the body of literature this was often divided into high and low- fidelity 

approach and was dependent on factors such as time and cost. I would suggest the benefit of 

both approaches was very significant to the overall design solution, and was strengthened with 

a combined evaluation approach focused on usability, functionality evaluations and user 

experience. These methods combined with reflection and design intervention created a 

process that used data and knowledge that creates a design for specific user needs. 

A user centered design approach that included cultural probes, a mixed-fidelity prototype 

testing and evaluation were among the recommended methods of research and design. The 

inclusion of intervention and reflection were key contributors to the design development, 

particularly within data collection, analysis and interpretation. The application of these methods 

allowed another level of evaluation and design that adds value to design decisions and the 

collection of data form the target audience. Together these methods created a qualitative and 

quantitative approach of data collection and to build a design solution . 
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4.9/PRACTICE-BASED RESEARCH METHODS WITHIN 

THE RECONFIGURED FRAMEWORK AND 

REFLECTIONS ON THE METHODS 

4.1 0/lntroduction 

This section outlines the methods of research I used in my reconfigured framework (refer to 

Figure 4.7 Reconfigured Practice-Based Research Framework Methods) to develop an 

interactive touch table interface that is engaging, information and exploratory for children 

(between 6-13 years) within the Powerhouse Museum. My reconfigured framework is iterative 

that functions within a cyclic process (refer to Figure 4.6 Reconfigured Practice-Based 

Research Framework) through three phases combining qualitative and quantitative methods to 

inform design outcomes. The methods of research I selected within the reconfigured 

framework represent a process to develop an interactive touch screen interface by research, 

about the moon . The following chapter explains the use and purpose of the selected methods 

within the research to develop a design outcome. My reflections are documented following the 

explanation of the method and refer to the application of each method in relation to the use 

and effectiveness to the research outcome from a practical perspective. 

4.11 /Formative Research 

4.11.1/Contextual Analysis 

My initial research investigated the context. Contextual research is essential to understand the 

area of design and research as well as the audience. Through this investigation I identified 

gaps within areas of the context. The different areas researched within the context included 

practice-based methods, museums (exhibitions and structure of narrative, the role is society), 

interactive interfaces (existing developments and theory of interactivity), learning experiences 

in museums for children as well as on the content area of the interactive interface, the Moon 

(various media and perspectives of the topic). 

To initially begin the interactive the topic needed to be established . Selection the topic for the 

interactive interface (the Moon) was based on the potential to develop the area of content from 

the object into an interactive interface. The criteria for the object was that it had to incorporate 

a number of dimensions of content in which the audience would be interested and engage in 

as well as being consistent within the context of the museum or exhibition space. 

The object was found by physically walking through the Powerhouse Museum observing and 

absorbing the exhibition spaces and surrounding artifacts. My observations provided insight 
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into how visitors interact with different media and objects. Looking at content possibilities 

within the observed objects focusing on the possible areas of exploration that the visitor could 

experience beyond just looking (refer to appendix F). On this bases the Moon rock artifact was 

selected located in the Space exhibition. The Moon is an artifact that tells a story from multiple 

perspectives and has the potential to engage all visitors who walk through the museum 

regardless of demographic on a personal and objective (scientific) level (refer to appendix G). 

Developing an interactive interface on a topic that is universally recognised, and has the 

potential for a multi-layered narrative and content is especially important for museums who do 

not want to invest in an interactive that is not relevant or engaging and does not contribute to 

the museums experience (Emanuela Mazzone 2004; Fahy 1999; Hoeper-Greenhill 1991; 

Witcomb 2003). 

Literature inquiries and a media search were conducted on the Moon investigating the object 

from a number of perspectives in order to gain as much knowledge on the object. My 

exploration reveals the level of understanding about the moon ranges from a historical, 

scientific , cultural, and religious, perspective depending on what period, culture and race is 

researched (refer to appendix H). To develop concepts and possible content and narrative 

structures the interactive interface could or will have, it is important to understand the topic as 

much as possible. This is especially important for designing within a Museum that contains an 

audience that ranges in cultural backgrounds and knowledge. 

4.11.2/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Contextual 

I found that formative research was a good starting point in which the content and context for 

the interactive interface is established. Being able to observe the audience in the context and 

in font of the artifact allowed me to take note of the habits, movement and behaviour toward 

the Moon artifact. This was very beneficial and eliminated speculation of if the content topic 

was of interest to the audience not just on a personal level for myself. 

Delving further into the meaning of artifact through media and literature, revealed the Moon as 

a highly engaging topic that also included extended areas of content including stars and 

astronomy. I found the perspective of the topic very open and broad, which related to the 

audience from different background and ages. 

Contextual analysis enabled the initial body of knowledge to develop of the Moon as well as 

interactive touch interfaces. As well as this the way in which the research would form as a 

practice-based project was also initiated by contextual research in relation to how the 

audience would be understood in order to develop and touch screen interface that was 

engaging, informative and exploratory. 
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4.11.3/Literature Investigation 

My literature analysis was ongoing through the entirety of the research from a variety of 

sources including books, journals, web content, conference papers, videos, articles, research 

case studies, research reports, academic papers and thesis's. The areas of research 

investigated from literature included design thinking, practice based research, practice based 

research frameworks, cultural probes, prototyping, evaluation methods, user experience and 

interaction, Testing and evaluating learning experiences in museums, interactive museums and 

science centres, and interactive interfaces. 

The literature is used to establish an understanding of research that had already been 

conducted on practice based research methods and interactive designs in museum. Through 

this investigation I identified gaps and discrepancies and similarities among a variety of authors 

and theory. Only through this could the research be narrowed down to focus on practice-

based research frameworks and methods of research for the design development of interactive 

touch screen interfaces for the Powerhouse Museum aimed at children between the ages of 6-

13 years audience. 

The find ings from literature informed the topic area and categories of different perspectives 

such as scientific or religious (refer to appendix F-H) from this analysis an understanding of the 

various approaches to the topic was established and utilised to test the audience. The 

literature about the Moon directly informed the design and development of the Activity Pack 

testing questions to discover what the target audience knew, felt and thought about in relation 

to the Moon from a number of different perspectives (refer to appendix I). The cultural probe 

format was used for the testing that combined scientific questions and subjective questions to 

analyse and identify trends and similarities that cou ld be adapted and applied to the interface 

design. 

4.11.4/Reflections on the Method Of Research- Literature 

A critical part of the research process was literature, used to establish and build knowledge. 

When starting my research, I found it essential to become familiar with past and current 

knowledge of research methods for practice-base research, interaction, museum exhibitions 

and interactive touch interfaces within museums. Without literature this understanding was not 

possible and the research and design would be personal and reflective not based on any 

evidence or theory, making the process purely speculation. 

Through the exploration of research through various mediums on different surrounding topics a 

broad scope of knowledge to inform an understanding within the research, develop the 

research question by identifying gaps in the current practices, and interactive interface 
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designs. Literature was easily accessible through a number of means including online, journals, 

books in libraries, therefore building up knowledge is relatively easy to do. 

Literature contributed to the reconfigured framework and helped establish the selected 

research methods. As well as this literature on interactives interfaces and museums was 

essential to the development of the design, however I would suggest literature investigations 

are practiced throughout the entire process to enable a build up of information to inform the 

research approach and design outcome. 

4.11.5/Field Of Study 

Where possible I personally experienced interactive touch screen table interfaces. When 

physical experiences were not possible (such as being in another country) an analysis of media 

footage and literature content found on the web specifically about the interface was used to 

understand the functionality and experience of the interface, as well as technical aspects 

providing me with a scope of content to create a comparative analysis and measure the 

different designs (from a number of perspectives including content , functionality , 

technological) . I applied this method significantly in the early stages of the research , and also 

explored th is area as the process continued in order to keep up to date with current 

developments and how they are being applied into museum or public spaces and where 

possible see potential for improvements. 

Where a site visit was possible, video footage and photos of people interacting with the table 

were used. The interface was also recorded to observe how the structure, navigation and 

different visual elements were being used. Observing the footage after the initial site visit to 

inform a list of common attributes and differences between each of the interfaces including 

interfaces from the web. The various attributes were catagorised based on technology, 

usability, design content, context , modes of interaction, narrative, levels of content and 

experience. 

My comparative analysis informed attributes to consider when designing and interface for a 

museum. It also built up my knowledge of considerations, design elements and attributes to be 

avoided when designing. 

An investigation of the Space exhibition in the Powerhouse Museum was established to 

determine the narrative structure and context of the exhibition for the project interface 

development. Essentially I needed to discover how an interactive about the Moon would be 

placed within the current Space exhibit in the Powerhouse Museum to maintain flow and 

narrative structure. Notes were made of objects in the space including signage, artifacts, 

graphics, media, physical layout and construction of the exhibition space. The way that 
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visitors interacted and were attracted to certain objects was also observed to monitor to see 

what was more of an attraction and what was a secondary experience. 

4.11.6/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Field of Study 

Field study research enabled a first hand experience of interactive touch screen interfaces in 

use within public environment. By experiencing a number of interfaces and establishing a 

criteria of design features feeds directly into the development of my interface. This is possible 

because the technology and designs are being experienced first hand . Therefore a reflection 

and analysis is made simultaneously from a research/designer and user point of view. 

As a result of my site visits and analysis of interfaces researched online and in literature a 

comparative analysis was constructed between design features and user experience. 

Combined with design intervention , this knowledge (such as navigation , and structural 

features) was essential to develop or modify the interactive moon interface design. Essentially 

this knowledge sets up the foundations and understanding of current conventions and 

practices that are applied to existing designs. 

4.12/Critical reflection 

4.12.1/Reflection, Design Decisions, Research and Concepts 

Research findings and the development of designs inform new assumptions continually . 

Thoughts and design concepts are constantly sketched and noted down as the new 

discoveries are formed and new information is learnt from various sources. Donald Schon 

(1995) suggests that this occurs through intuitive thinking where ideas are thought of without 

knowing and through influence of other objects . (Boden 1990 ; Boden 1994; Csikszentmihalyi 

1996) 

Literature investigations inform further understanding of critical thinking and reflection as a 

method in design. Reflection is defined as a process the combines thinking and assessing all 

elements of design and research collectively. Unlike design intervention , which assesses 

knowledge directly from participants and has the power to override data and analysis, critical 

refection occurs at all stages directly or indirectly associated with the research and design 

(such as inspiration) . Schon (1995) argues the importance of reflection during practice-based 

design to influence concepts and creative thought. Reflection relies on prior knowledge , 

experience, and practical skills to inform and make decisions. This information was expressed 

through visual explorations, sketching and written design concepts. 

The knowledge gained from literature, field analysis of museum spaces and interactive 

exhibitions informed initial concepts of an interactive interface. As I became familiar with new 
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information new ideas were created and expressed from interpretation and reflective 

perspectives (Schon 1995, Shedroff 2003). 

Once the project topic was selected immediate research was commenced on the Moon as a 

priority. Initial explorations on the Moon were from secondary sources such as literature and 

visual material to understand different perspectives and how it can relate to people in different 

contexts. My reflections on how different visual representation can be formed or merged to 

create an experience in an interactive way was visualised from reinterpreting historical and 

current knowledge of the topic. The reflections aim to resolve how the research can effect the 

development of the interactive, including perspective, content, context, technology and 

interaction modes. 

These reflections are crucial in testing, prototyping and evaluation phases. Aligned with design 

intervention, reflections enabled data to be processed to inform the design outcome. 

Reflection is used during and after all stages of the research and design through drawing, text 

or verbal communication with others. Schon (1995) and Pepperell (2001) both agree that this 

is a process that is necessary for design. Schon (1995) also points the importance of 

inspiration and incubation of knowledge in order to allow concepts to form. Therefore using 

knowledge from a number of different sources including literature, visual stimulus, user 

centered design and field analysis all work in unison with reflection. 

4.12.2/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Reflection, Design 

Decisions, Research and Concepts 

It was discovered reflection was only possible once knowledge and data had been gathered 

for analysis, comparison; through the formation of knowledge different areas of information are 

interpreted to inform the development of concepts. This was constantly occurring on a 

conscious and subconscious level. The more knowledge that was absorbed the more 

decisions and concepts can be formed specifically around the context and area of content as 

well as when forming methods of practice-based research. 

As areas of the research are explored further, reflections are inevitable as new concepts are 

formed . For example different areas of formative research are explored covering different 

topics surrounding the main context (e.g. Literature on astronomy, not just the moon, to inform 

user centered design cultural probe questions which then led into understanding the audience 

and developing design concepts and experiences within the interactive). 

Reflections during testing and evaluation phases of the low-fidelity and high-fidelity 

prototyping are constantly judged against data collected from the user. Analysing thoughts or 

observations and notes against the data collected from questioning the user monitors 
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reflections. Through this process it became evident that what the designer/researcher thinks is 

effective and a 'good' idea may not be what the audience will understand, use or think is 

effective. Therefore I would suggest although reflections can be spontaneous, they have to be 

measured against the knowledge and data collected through other methods within the 

research. 

It was realised that reflection occurred as a conscious and subconscious activity throughout 

the entire research and design process. Often concepts or thoughts wouldn't come through 

instantly but days or weeks later after the initial problem or knowledge developed. It seems 

that as more thoughts are occupied by the research the more different links, connects and 

concepts are produced. 

Reflection is both necessary and unavoidable, continual thoughts of knowledge and data, links 

are developed, problems are solved and design concepts are developed internally, often 

without knowing. It seems a natural process within all areas of the research and is vital. 

4.13/Design Intervention- (interpretation, conceptualisation, design 

reflection) 

An understanding of design intervention was developed defined as the process of decision 

making from evaluation and testing data informed by user centered design (Sanders 2008). 

Although feedback and data from the target audience is crucial to design decisions and 

research , the experience and skill of the designer's knowledge should also be accountable. 

Informed decisions of the design outcome were made based on user feedback not to be 

misused as the only information to design from (Andres Lucero 2007). 

Design intervention is a circular process that occurs simultaneously throughout the entire 

research and design investigation. New knowledge continually evolves informing the design, 

testing and evaluation iterations. Knowledge of participants and how they understand the 

research and interface affects decisions, reflections and outcomes. 

During and after testing and evaluation phases elements of interpretation and reflection are 

necessary in order to identify trends and gaps and inform the design. This process was carried 

out directly after testing and evaluations took place to ensure the knowledge was current and 

accurate. 

The data collected through surveys was collated and analysed to find consistencies, which 

informed design decisions. My decisions were documented through written notes and visual 
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output including sketches, schematics and graphics, this process allowed the design to evolve 

through informed modifications and alternatives. 

The activity pack testing required subjective questions to be interpreted , particularly when 

analysing the visual expressions from both sample groups. The skill level of each sample group 

had different visual styles therefore some content was not always immediately clear. 

Interpreting the visual styles and visual objects expressed by participants was conducted by 

comparing visual styles and visual objects between the sample groups to make accurate and 

informed decisions, for example the visual style of craters (refer to Figure 6.2.44, Participants 

Representations of Craters from Activ ity Pack Testing, chapter 6) . 

During digital testing phases intervention was used to ensure the digital interface was designed 

with the audiences interests as a priority. Decis ions are also based on knowledge from the 

research conducted within literature, contextual research and user-centered design enabled 

decision to be made to enhance or modify the interfaces structure, appearance or design 

features (such as text size or speed of objects). 

4.13.1/Reflections on the Method Of Researc - Design Intervention 

During the design development, particularly testing and evaluation , intervention was necessary 

to maintain a consistent design style and maintain functionality appropriately. Intervention 

overrides illogical and uninformed recommendations or decisions from participants (made 

during testing) or from data analysis. However I discovered informed intervention was only 

possible when a combination of methods was used to gather knowledge of conventions , 

participant preferences and theories, otherwise any changes and decision to the design are 

unjustified. 

Intervention was an unavoidable process that was consistent throughout the design process 

working seamlessly with reflection. Although intervention was not always at the forefront it did 

have an impact on the development and interpretation of the data to inform design. However 

interventions are required to be tested and evaluated to ensure it's effectively implemented 

and practiced. 

4.13.2/Visual Exploration 

Visual exploration involved expressing concepts visually on paper or digitally from the personal 

perspective of the designer informed by all other means of research. Visual exploration was 

closely linked to intervention involving designing visually not just thinking of the idea. It was 

important to express and explore ideas visually, to brainstorm, develop and modify ideas. It 

was also important when conceptualising a solution to a design problem. Visocky O'Gradey 

(2006), Strappers (2007) , Sanders (2006), and Verst ijnen (1997) are among the many authors 
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that argue the importance of visual exploration in practice-based research as a form of 

communication and problem solving Visocky O'Gradey, 2006). 

Visual exploration occurred at all stages of my research and design processes. Various forms 

of visualisation are explored which included rough sketching on paper, photography and photo 

manipulation , mind mapping and schematics using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop software. 

Initially schematics are used to organise literature research and new knowledge from different 

authors and sources. Visualising theoretical positions through schematics reveal arguments 

and gaps within different literature. 

Schematics are used to represent research on the topic of the Moon. In order to organise the 

different aspects and perspectives of the Moon, the areas of content are catagorised into 

sections including history, scientific information, visual representations, possible content 

perspectives and references in different context (such as movies, images or text). 

Depending on the ideas that were explored , different software applications are required to 

visually represent the design in a more refined way. Some ideas included 3D animating 

elements, therefore learning the 3D software Blender 3D was required to visualise the concept , 

it wasn't until the concept was presented as a 3D object that problems and difficulties were 

recognised. Another concept developed from digital 20 graphic visualisation into an animated 

demo of the interface was explored through the software Adobe Macromedia Flash . Exploring 

my interface beyond static images showed movement and timing. This raised further 

considerations on how various elements would work together and effect one another as well as 

how objects effected the users experience of the interface. Animations and 30 development 

require a large investment of time without knowing if the concept will even be a final solution. 

The investment was worth while not only to gain insight of the process of making digital output 

to inform future design strategies, the design ideas are communicated to others in a way that 

static images cannot because others do not have to imagine movement , this makes 

communicating the concept easier and others can understand the designers vision . 

4.13.3/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Visual Exploration 

Visual exploration was a natural part of my research and design process. Although there are 

differences between visualising theory and design ideas, both forms are beneficial for 

expressing cognitive processes and making sense of the build up of knowledge. 

Visualising thoughts and ideas was necessary for designs to develop concepts as they evolve 

from one idea into the next. Visualisation makes way for concepts and ideas to develop from 

research formed through reflective thought, and intervention. This process is unavoidable and 

often occurs without conscious awareness. 
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Visualising ideas is also beneficial when demonstrating designs to others to see and 

understanding. Graphic representations of how ideas are processed and developed allow 

others to understand the design easier and in turn provide constructive feedback (in contrast 

to trying to explain only through dialogue and making the person imagine the interface). 

While visualising ideas it is necessary, my process was to start with initial sketching and rough 

visualisations as a starting point. Some ideas come through while visual exploration took place 

in a digital or rough form, however this was not possible without rough sketching of some sort. 

At times digital exploration was more efficient because a more accurate visualisation [was 

made] of the design outcome, including colour, effects , shapes and layout. I would suggest 

both methods were required for the design to take form and develop. 

4.14/User Centered Design 

4.14.1/Unstructured Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with curators, practitioners and academics at various times during 

the research utilising the experience of others (refer to appendix J). Communication with 

experts in the development and conceptualisation of the interactive interface is vital particularly 

when the designed is for a specific context and environment such as a museum as referred to 

in the literature review by Witcomb (2003), Hoeper-Greenhill (1991), Fahy (1999) and Mazzone 

(2004). 

My initial interviews with industry professionals included Matthew Connell (computing and 

mathematics curator) from the Powerhouse Museum. The interviews were conducted to 

determine target audience, how people interact with different objects and technology in the 

museum, background of the museum, the museums strategies and ways of creating narrative 

structures. A series of interviews took place over a year to gain curatorial feedback when 

substantial changes and progress to the research had been achieved. Feedback and 

discussion was centered on the research findings, technological factors, experience of the user 

and possible interface design concepts that were being visually explored while researching. 

The interviews took place in the Powerhouse Museum, this included a 'walk through' the 

exhibitions to discuss and observe different interactive approaches within the museum. 

Witcomb (2003), Hoeper-Greenhill (1991) argued the importance of curatorial information when 

designing interactives. 

Matthew Connell was involved with unstructured interview with Diana Lorentz, in the design 

department from the Powerhouse Museum , and with Zoltan Nemes-Nemeth from the 

Powerhouse Museum multimedia department , to discuss concepts of multimedia and content 

development. My interviews were conducted early in conceptualisation phases, informing the 
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possible direction the interface development focusing on content, media, technology and 

experience. 

Unstructured interviews with Janette Griffin (from the education faculty at the University of 

Technology Sydney) informed the development of the paper testing questions. The questions 

were focused on gaining knowledge of how children interact and learn in museum spaces. 

Griffins area of research includes audience evaluation and learning in museums and informal 

settings, particularly of children. The discussion informed the development of the activity pack 

questions to ensure that they were suitable for children that will be within the Museum context. 

Unstructured interviews with academics that are also practitioners included Bert Bongers 

(professor from the University of Technology Sydney, lnteractavation Lab in the Design 

Architecture and Building Faculty). Bongers work focuses on interfaces and peripherals 

devices within interactive systems. Discussions with Bongers occurred during 

conceptualisation stages of the project work and offer alternative strategies for technological 

developments . 

Interviews with Yusuf Pisan (Associate Professor in the Faculty of Engineering and Information 

Technology at the University of Technology, Sydney) were conducted during the evaluation 

and development stages and provided feedback on the digital interface progress and 

development from a software and hardware development perspective (this included 

technological, conceptual , usability and user experience focus) . 

Lizzie Muller (senior lecturer from the University of Technology Sydney) has a background in 

evaluation. Muller was interviewed for references and experiences with evaluation methods. 

My interviews took place a number of times to ensure evaluation methods were appropriate for 

the outcomes and tasks. The interview was conducted prior to evaluation methods being 

applied not only informing the evaluation process, also the ethical concerns. This was 

particularly important due to evaluations being conducted on two sample groups in different 

environments (University of Technology Sydney and the Powerhouse Museum), therefore a lot 

of planning and communication was made to liaise with the appropriate people within both 

environments for the evaluation dates and set up to be established. Allowing time for this to 

take place was essential. 

Interviews with postgraduate students researching similar work included Damian Hills and 

Daniel Roperto (from the University of Technology Sydney, information technology faculty and 

cognitive and creative studios). The students' work focuses on interactive interfaces, game 

play and interactivity. The interviews focused on discussions about problems and difficulties to 

overcome, as well as offered a perspective that hadn't been necessarily considered based on 
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the student's experience. Interviews with students were initially conducted before digital 

development of the interface during conceptualisation. Once the digital prototype was 

developed and testing began, the students' involvement increased. 

Unstructured interviews were held with evaluation experts including Linda Atkins and Sarah 

Jane Wick from the Powerhouse Museum to co-ordinate testing and evaluation environments 

and ensure facilities were organized for the activity pack, paper testing and digital testing 

phases. Correspondence to prepare the testing was required before the testing to ensure it 

was conducted during New South Wales primary and secondary school holidays periods and 

that the appropriate set up of signage, tables and chairs were places in the correct area. 

4.14.2/Reflections on the Method Of Research- Unstructured Interviews 

Unstructured interviews allowed alternative perspectives and a critique of the research and 

design. The communication encouraged my research and design to approach areas that had 

not been investigated or explored . 

A number of people were approached from different backgrounds from different fields 

including , education, museum curators, academics and practitioners. This exposure created a 

range of different contexts in which a discussion formed and the design was interpreted and 

crit iqued. The unstructured nature of the interviews allowed f lexibility within the conversat ion 

and the topic to be customised for the part icular expert and field . This flexibility allowed the 

conversation to flow and ideas on different topics were explored that were not necessarily the 

original intention of the interview. Although this occurred the discussion remained relevant to 

the area of research and designs. 

Through unstructured interviews with Matthew Connell from the Powerhouse Museum two 

sample groups were identified for my testing (refer to appendix J1 and J2). The primary group 

included 6-13 year old children in family groups. Testing on this group was conducted in the 

Powerhouse Museum during New South Wales primary and secondary school holiday periods 

(peek of museum visitation to increase the chance of targeting the sample group) in the Space 

exhibition. Children within this age group were identified as the target audience after 

discussions with museum staff from the evaluation department and curators. 

The second sample group was used as a control or contrast group in order to compare and 

contrast responses. This sample group included university design students between 18-25 

years of age. Testing was conducted in university classrooms and studio environments during 

semester periods in 2009. The contrast sample group was used to highlight gaps, themes and 

similarities or differences between age, education level and skills against the primary sample of 

the 6-13 year old children. 
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4.14.3/Activity Packs- (cultural probe/paper test/self completion surveys) 

Before activity testing could begin I was required to complete administration processes and 

organise permission from the Powerhouse Museum staff and academic staff from the 

University of Technology Sydney. Ethics approval had to be obtained from the university to 

conduct the testing. Direct communication with museum evaluations staff, curators, university 

Dean's and ethic advisors was necessary to ensure all the appropriate considerations and 

testing was agreed upon (refer to appendix K) . Because the testing involved children extra 

time was needed for these processes to occur. 

The production and design of the activity questions required a number of phases within itself. 

Initially the questions were informed from formative research using literature and visual 

research of the topic area 'the Moon'. This included sources such as NASA, National 

Geographic and astronomy magazines including Australian Sky and Telescope (July 2009), 

Cosmos and New Scientist, and other literature on symbols and icons, religious and 

mythological perspectives associated with the Moon. This research established an 

understanding of the different perspectives of the Moon that were expressed during different 

periods throughout history, these findings were visualised in a schematic form (refer to 

appendix F). 

The designs of the activity questions were informed by further literature research focused on 

building the structure of questioning and approaches to question designs of different children 

such as personality tests and excursion questions for worksheets in museums. Literature from 

Janette Griffin (1999,2007) informed the approach of excursion activities and learning sheets 

specifically in museum spaces while psychological tests and structures of questions were 

investigated through George Domino's (2007) work. The activity questions were developed 

from this knowledge and represented a set of exploratory and scientific questions for the 

specific target audience. A combined approach allowed the questions to be understood by 

the audience and provided data from returns that informed the design and established 

knowledge of the audience. 

Constructing a set of questions that would be fun and entertaining for the audience was 

developed. This included a combination of creativity, imagination, and knowledge and required 

the audience to reflect on experiences. In order to achieve this approach, a modified cultural 

probe was adapted to the testing. Traditionally Gaver (2004) developed probes to find 

subjective and abstract data, however only allowing for this knowledge from participant's limits 

the testing to qualitative data. Therefore my probe was modified to combine quantitative data 

as well as qualitative in a visual form to gain a range of data. This was achieved by asking 

open ended and closed questions and required the participant to explore imaginative content 

as well as scientific questions. 
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The literature revealed Griffin (2008) and the Stollznow (2003) report showed that children learn 

through a hands-on approach and are inclined to focus on visual stimulus rather than reading. 

Therefore my probe questions are structured as activities utilising visuals to collect data such 

as matching text with graphics, drawing and writing their ideas and knowledge (as the 

participant feels most comfortable). 

The Moon activity packs were designed to find out what people think, feel, know and imagine 

about the Moon, testing various perspectives of how the Moon was understood. The testing 

was a hybrid of a cultural probe testing and self-completion surveying (Naresh Malhotra 2002, 

p. 227). The packs included fifteen questions on postcard-sized boards. All the necessary tools 

were supplied for participants to complete the questions. The tools included coloured pencils, 

a black-led pencil, rubber and a sharpener, all packaged within a pencil-case. This made 

children feel like it is an activity not a test , and provided something for the children to take 

home with them once they had completed the test as a thank you. 

Pilot testing the packs for a small group of participants was necessary to discover whether the 

data collected was appropriate , and the questions were structured in a way that was easily 

interpreted . It also provided insight into the way that visual and textual data was expressed. 

From this a strategy was constructed for processing data and recording find ings on a 

spreadsheet prior to the full test with all sample groups. Processing data through a 

spreadsheet showed comparisons and similarities among all participants catagorised within 

the sample group. I applied a theme tag system within the spreadsheet, to collate and analyse 

the results through graphs and tables to view trends and gaps in the results and to identify 

highly responsive questions. The analysis was accompanied by design interpretation, and 

critical reflection to understand and distinguish data by translating trends and gaps into design 

features. 

The sample size I tested was aimed towards a group of between 50 and 60 participants. As a 

result of a combination of qualitative and quantitative data within the testing questions the 

sample group is medium in size to ensure the data was accurately gathered and showed 

trends and gaps. Petra Isenberg (2008) argued that sample sizes for qualitative research was 

different from quantitative, since qualitative research was not concerned with making statistical 

significant statements, the sample group can be lower however for quantitative tests the 

sample group had to be large. Isenberg (2008) also stated that sample sizes can also be 

determined during the study by qualitative enquiry "until there is no evidence of new data 

through observation" (Isenberg 2008, p. 3) 

Judgmental sampling was used to identify the correct sample groups (Naresh Malhotra 2002, 

p. 368). Participants were selected based on age group. However it was a requirement in the 
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testing that a parent or guardian accompany any children before being approached. If this was 

the case the parent was verbally briefed on the testing and asked if they would allow their child 

to participate. The parent was also asked the child's age and as long as their child was within 

the required age group they were able to participate in the testing. The age group of 

participant 's approached was monitored to note the demographic. Children only a couple of 

years outside the sample requirements were also used as part of the research and were 

considered as potential users because they interacted with the museum space or were with a 

family group that included children w ithin the target demographic. Accompanying the verbal 

explanation was an information sheet that explained the testing and supplied contact details. 

These were requirements of the University of Technology Sydney ethics research protocols 

(refer to appendix K). 

(Figure 4.9. Activity Pack Norms Question) 
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M EMORY O F TH E MOO 

Draw the moon as you rem ember it. 

(Figure 4.1 0. Activity Pack Question 1 - Memory of the Moon) 

Initially participants were questioned on their demographic which included age, education level 

and gender (refer to Figure 4.9. Activity Pack Norms Question). This was used to ensure that 

the sample group is of the required demographic. The first question (refer to Figure 4.1 0. 

Activity Pack Quest ion 1 - Memory of the Moon) asked participants to draw the Moon from 

memory. The question tested the participant's imagination and visual memory. The question 

assessed literal illustration (known objects) verses imagined or surreal illustrations 

(unknown/variations of known objects). The question also assessed the relationships between 

visual objects expressed by the participant in relation to other responses provided. 
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FU TUR E :MOO N 

If hu a s we re o li 1e on t e moon. how do yo hi k th1 wo ld < ange he appearan<e 
of l he moon? Documen yo ur 1deas be low. 

(Figure 4.11 . Activity Pack Question 2 - Future Moon) 

The second question (refer to Figure 4.11. Activity Pack Question 2 - Future Moon) asked 

participants to document concepts of what the Moon would look like in the future if humans 

were to live on it. The question is associated with science fiction and scientific possibility 

aimed at provoking participant's imagination and knowledge. It tested forecasting and 

imagination, the participants ability to think and express imaginative/futuristic concepts by 

linking prior knowledge with fantasy. The question also assessed how the participants express 

futur'stic concepts, visually or through text. 
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L l GS 

ag i e t e moon in your mind ... document your t oughts. feelmgs. expen ences a d 
reflecti ons o he oon. 

(Figure 4.12. Activity Pack Question 3 - Feelings) 

The th ird question (refer to Figure 4.12. Activity Pack Question 3- Feelings) asked participants 

to evoke feel ings, thought, experience and reflect on the Moon . Th is was designed to assess 

the participant's visual or textual expression of their imagination based on prior experience and 

knowledge. The question also assessed literal verses abstract expression and text verses 

visual expression. 
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SYM BOLS 
Circle t h e symbols you ost associa e w 1t h t e moon. In t e square 
invent your own symbol fat co m unica es he moon . 

6}] 
® 
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0 
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10 () 
8({ 
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(Figure 4.13. Activity Pack Question 4 - Symbols) 

The fourth question (refer to Figure 4.13. Activ ity Pack Question 4 - Symbols) was divided into 

two parts , the first part asked participants to interpret and associate with symbols of the Moon , 

the second part asked part icipants to invent their own symbol of the Moon. The question was 

designed to test interpretation (and visual association) and creative invention. The first part of 

the question revealed of the most recognisable symbol of the Moon, the second part indicated 

the participant's ability to convert ideas, symbols and concepts of the Moon from prior 

knowledge into a basic representation of the Moon that was representative of their personal 

understanding. 
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4. Man lar'lding o tre 100 8 . V -1 elsif'lg - Vv'erewolve 

(Figure 4.14. Activity Pack Question 5 - Representations) 

The fifth question (refer to Figure 4.14. Activity Pack Question 5 - Representations) was the first 

of the objective questions in the pack that asked participants to identify visual references of 

the Moon that had been used across a variety of cultural contexts. Participants were supplied 

with the answers in no particular order and were required to place the correct text reference 

next to the corresponding visual reference. The question tested the participant's prior cultural 

knowledge of the Moon and the ability to recognise the Moon in different contexts. 
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YO UR SKY 

Draw a moo fill d sky as you imagi e it rTHg appear. Th i abo t w ne you mig 
be viewi g t e sky rom . 

(Figure 4.15. Activity Pack Question 6- Your Sky) 

Question six (refer to Figure 4.15. Activ ity Pack Question 6- Your Sky) required the participant 

to draw a Moon filled sky. This tested the participant 's spatial understanding and expression. 

Responses were assessed based on context recognition , comparing and contrasting different 

visuals based on gestalt laws, literal and metaphoric elements , image detail and realistic verses 

surrealist objects. 
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Se d mall to the moon .. .'Wr1 e a sort 
no-e that ;tou want ·o send o the rnoo 
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(Figure 4.16. Activity Pack Question 7- Postcard) 

The seventh question (refer to Figure 4.16. Activity Pack Question 1 - Postcard) was a 

postcard bo~nd for the Moon. Participants were requ ired to write a message to the Moon . This 

was an opened ended question that assessed the participant's use of language and 

communication skills. The question assessed visual verses textual expression as well as the 

theme within the message (scientific, religious, personal, philosophical, Extra-Terrestrial, 

spiritual, mythological). The theme showed how participants were likely to ponder about the 

Moon or universal ideas. 
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p SP T IV 

Ci rcle one heo ry fro ac of the four sed10 s tra yo t in xpla1 h 
creat1o n of t e nivet se t he most. 

H I":ISTRY ~~~~~,-&;~~~=~---=---~ 
ALCH MY 

MII.G!C 

PHYSICS 

(Figure 4.17. Activity Pack Question 8- Perspectives) 
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Question eight (refer to Figure 4.17. Activity Pack Question 8- Perspectives) assessed the 

participant's idea of creation. This question aimed to extend the ideas of the Moon toward 

universal concepts. A cartoon from 'Auth' was used to communicate eight different 

perspectives of theory about creation . The cartoon offered an informal visual to test belief, 

general perspective and understanding in an unobtrusive way. The test revealed how 

participants understand and explain occurrences in the universe and world, showing the 

general outlook between the two extremes . 
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STA C A RTS 
r- i, n t e missing le ters o' the plar ets an co nste a io s tcent ifie t e s ar char t 
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(Figure 4 .18. Activity Pack Question 9- Star Chart) 

Question nine (refer to Figure 4.18. Activity Pack Question 9- Star Chart) assessed the 

participants understanding and knowledge of star systems. Originally the question was design 

with two star charts and asked the participant to identify objects within the charts , however 

pilot testing revealed this ineffective and too hard for participants, tt1erefore the question was 

redesigned with one basic star chart and asked respondents to 'fill in the gaps' of missing 

letters of words that identified different parts of a star chart. The question aimed to test the 

participant's ability to visually interpret, their scientific knowledge and their ability to recognise 

words. The question revealed the participants ability to understand spatial mapping and to 

navigate through objects within the map. The number of correct objects identified within the 

map showed the level of understanding and interpretation. 
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RE-NAMING T E MOON 
Refl ect of t he rr o o n, think of a new ame for it.. . 

HELLO 
my name is 

~ ~ 

. . 
1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 ' ' 1 ' ' ' 1 1 1 1 1 ' 

(Figure 4.19. Activity Pack Question 10- Re-naming) 

The tenth question (refer to Figure 4.19. Activity Pack Question 10- Re-naming) required the 

participant to rename the Moon. This revealed how the participant associated with the Moon , 

testing language, interpretation and imagination. The name provided was compared to 

themes, which included, personal, scientific, object based, invented, and religious. How 

participants associate with the object (established recognisable objects) verses invented 

(created words or objects) was also assessed. 
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(Figure 4.20. Activity Pack Question 11 - Footprints) 

Question eleven (refer to Figure 4.20. Activity Pack Question 11 - Footprints) tested the 

participant's ability to recognise the significance of man landing on the Moon. This was 

designed to provide participants with four different footsteps in different contexts. The 

answers were provided in the incorrect order, and the participant was required to make a 

correlation between text and images . The question showed the participants ability to match 

visuals to text-based contexts of a similar idea. The question showed the number of 

participants that identified with man landing on the Moon and demonstrated the level of 

knowledge of this topic within the demographic. 
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(Figure 4.21 . Activity Pack Question 12- Moon Speak) 

Question twelve (refer to Figure 4 .21. Act ivity Pack Question 12 - Moon Speak) assessed 

communication , language and interactions . Participants were required to communicate with 

people to find out what others thought about the Moon. The question was designed to monitor 

the level of social interaction that occurred between participants more than the actual answers 

provided. However from the answers provided the test also assessed themes in the language 

used between participants such as key words and contexts as well as perspectives between 

different participants of the Moon. 
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(Figure 4.22. Activity Pack Question 13- Moon Phases) 

The thirteenth question (refer to Figure 4.22. Activ ity Pack Question 13 - Moon Phases) asked 

participants to identify the different phases of the Moon. A visual of the phases was provided 

as well as the answers, participants were required to place the correct phase next to the 

correct visual. The question tested participant's knowledge as well as the ability to correspond 

text with images. 
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(Figure 4.23. Activity Pack Question 14 - Dark Side of the Moon) 

The fourteenth question (refer to Figure 4.23. Activity Pack Question 14- Dark Side of the 

Moon) required the participants to draw what they thought was on the dark side of the Moon 

(the side that never faces the Earth). This assessed participant's imagination and creativity, as 

wel l as the ability to express ideas of the unknown . Visuals or textual expression is assessed 

comparing surreal verses realistic visualization. 
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(Figure 4.24. Activity Pack Question 15- Moons of the Solar System) 

The fifteenth and final question (refer to Figure 4.24. Activity Pack Question 15- Moons of the 

Solar System) asked participants to identify the Moons of the solar system and the different 

planets in our solar system they revolve around. The question was originally a matching (text to 

image) test where participants were provided with planets, which had to be place 

corresponding to the correct Moons , however pilot testing proved this was difficult for 

participants, therefore the question was converted into a 'true or false' structure. The question 

tested participant's knowledge of not only identifying earths Moon correctly but also showed 

the extent of knowledge beyond Earths Moon. 
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(Figure 4.25. Activity Pack Congratulations Card) 

Once all questions were completed, the last card in the pack was a congratulations certificate . 

This was a thank you and a reward for the participant once the end was reached (refer to 

Figure 4.25 . Activity Pack Congratulations Card). 

The questions are arranged in a way that subjective and objective questions are intermingled. 

This required the participant to constantly change the way they think and recall different 

thoughts and knowledge. It tested the participant's ability to be adaptable and maintain 

engagement in the activity pack as a whole package. Not knowing what question was next 

encourages the user to continue through all the questions. 

The testing I conducted was on tables, this created a communal environment where 

participants completed the task together. Tables and chairs provided enough room to allow 

parents to assist children with the test and encouraged social learning and an expressive 

environment. It was important to minimise any judgment and awkwardness for participant's to 

express ideas freely. The table mimicked the proposed round table designed for the interface. 

Although the size and shape were different the table environment was observed and examined 

noting the way participants interact together with both unfamiliar and known people (Marshall 

2006; Mason 2002). 
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4.14.4/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Activity Packs 

Application (design, setting up, implementation) 

My activity packs were designed from various methods of testing, learning and evaluation as 

well as from content on the Moon (refer to appendix 1). Formative literature findings on cultural 

probe testing, educational activities in museums and surveys informed the design and 

structure the questions. The content of the questions was informed by research conducted on 

the interface topic of the Moon . Content associated with the Moon was also included to 

evaluate the depth of knowledge and expression that the user had. This allowed a broader 

scope in which to understand the user, and proved an effective data collection method 

especially for children who only maintain short attention spans and provided insightful 

information to feed into design concepts . This essentially insured the design that the main 

concepts would be understood because they came directly from the target audience. 

Physical Packs 

The questions were constructed then designed. The physical packs were assembled for each 

individual participant (refer to appendix 1). Although this took time, it was an effective way to 

package the questions for children that did not intimidate the participants. The participants felt 

a sense of accomplishment after completing the activities, taking home a small certificate of 

completion and the contents of the packs. 

Having the questions packaged in the format of an activity in one complete case made 

explaining the process to participants and parents easier. When participants were shown the 

packs it helped them to understand that it was not a traditional survey or questionnaire. This 

made the participant excited about participating and reduced the amount of questions that 

were asked about the process. 

Design 

Combining visual elements and drawing into my test encouraged the user to perceive the test 

as an activity . It made the experience fun reduced feelings of being judged or that there was a 

right or wrong and allowed the participant to express themselves in any way that they felt 

comfortable. Questions that did not have a definite right or wrong didn't reflect on the 

participant itself but the testing group as a whole. This strategy allowed participants to reveal 

any thoughts and knowledge that they felt they wanted to express feely. 

Efficiency (time, budget, practicality) 

The cost of setting up the testing and all the materials used (including pencils with erasers, 

pencil cases, sharpeners, and coloured pencils) as well as printing was expensive. The number 

of packs supplied was also a factor to the cost. Because the number of participants was a 
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medium sample size this meant approximately 80 activity packs were packaged (allowing for 

extra samples if required). 

The time it took to set up the initial design of the packs from implementation to testing and 

analysis of data was considerable. Although testing was subject to availability (museum and 

university staff convenience), this method of testing required a large amount of time to plan, 

design, construct, implement and analyse. 

The approximate time it took participants to complete each pack was between 10 and 15 

minutes (participants showed variable time frames in which an activity pack was completed). 

The variability was subject to the level of interest, detail of answers, and parental help. 

Although it was interesting to observe different time frame participants needed to complete the 

task, this did not impact on the testing process. Participants were encouraged to take as long 

as they wanted however were told of the approximate time frame, in which most were happy 

with (refer to appendix L) 

Data collection (type of data) 

My testi ng was designed to collect qualitat ive and quantitat ive data about part icipant's 

knowledge, feelings and thoughts about the Moon and relating themes such as cultural , 

scientific and creative references. The diversity between the questions and the number of 

questions asked (fifteen), provided a range of subjective and objective data. This revealed 

insight into the thoughts and knowledge of the participants and indicated common themes , 

trends and differences between the two sample groups (refer to appendix L). 

The collected data was tagged and recorded through an extensive process as a result of the 

sample size and extent of visual information with in the responses. The process minimised the 

creative output provided by the user because style, layout and aesthetics were not included in 

the statistical representation breaking the visual themes into a basic form. 

The visual themes were subject to interpretations. In th is case I have background in design in 

particular visual communication, therefore the visual interpretation were made from educated 

associations. Interpretations of the visual information were interpreted further based on the 

visual themes of the sample group as a whole. The visual features were compared and 

contrasted against others within the collective data. Due to the age and educational level 

differences between the two groups, the visual skill used was also very different. The Museum 

sample inc luded children, who were developing visual expression skills. Therefore some of 

visual references relied upon educated assumptions or guesses, which can be potentially 

misinterpretations. The University sample had more time and education to refine a visual style, 
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therefore express visual features that appear more realistic reducing the risk of 

misinterpretation. However, among this form of interpretation the data was subject to personal 

understanding. 

The original purpose of my testing was an evaluation tool to gather information the thoughts, 

knowledge and ideas of participants understanding of the Moon. However this tool was 

converted into a design tool after results, reflection and design intervention techniques were 

applied. Through the process of gathering knowledge from the users it allowed designs to be 

formulated around three different experiences, two of which were questions in the testing. This 

development of the role of the activity pack testing was unexpected, however was vital to the 

design experience. 

Practicing critical reflection and design intervention while data was gathered and analysed 

allowed design features to develop. Utilising design features from the testing meant 

participants were able to relate to the visual aesthetic of the design such as colour, lines or 

shapes. It also allowed assumptions to be accepted or eliminated depending on whether or not 

these assumptions were identified as trends or common themes, for example stars associated 

with the Moon (refer to appendix L) . 

User response/participation {user understanding, interaction, social interaction) 

Results indicated participants were able to easily understand the purpose and the 

requirements of the activities within the pack. Providing a visual of the activity pack while 

explaining the purpose allowed participants to understand the task, and make a decision to 

participate or not. 

Participants and industry professionals responded positively to the activities. On more than 

one occasion participants requested packs to take for home use, particularly from the museum 

sample group. This showed the potential to extend the activities beyond the museum 

experience and encouraged the implementation of the activities to become part of a design. 

However, this did not disregard the unfavorable questions of the activity pack of the scientific 

and cultural perspective, in which participants experienced confusion and ambiguity reflected 

by the amount of incorrect answers (refer to appendix L) 

My testing was done within two different environments depending on the sample group being 

tested. The museum sample test was conducted in the Powerhouse Museum Space exhibition 

while the University sample was tested in a classroom environment. The distractions within 

each environment were considerable at different times consisting of noise (talking, people 

traffic, audio), visual surroundings and other partic ipants. However, if participants were 

distracted the distraction was temporary and participants were able to reengage with the 
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activity. This showed that participants enjoy the experience and that engaging and maintaining 

interest is relatively easy. 

Design development (success as a source of design feedback) 

The test results provided extensive amounts of information that informed design features, 

functions and experiences to be developed. The collection of visual and text references 

supplied by the participants allowed data to be represented as statistical information as well as 

being interpreted as design objects or features included in the design conceptualisation and 

development. By applying this knowledge from the testing to the design solution, the 

conceptual development is informed directly from the participant , this demonstrated how prior 

knowledge informed design decisions and process solutions to problems. 

4.15/Prototypes 

4.15.1/Paper Prototype (Low-Fidelity) 

Low-fidelity is a method of prototyping that can be utilised to test a number of different 

concepts because it is quick to implement and gain results from evaluations. Low-fidelity 

prototypes require a short time frame and low cost to develop. They can be presented in the 

form of storyboards, sketches, and paper cut outs. Rudd (1996), Lim (2008) and Rettig (1994) 

are among the authors mentioned in literature (chapter 3) that recommend low-fidelity 

prototypes to gain insight of concepts without a large investment of time and money and 

provide valuable feedback from users through guided evaluation and testing . 

The prototype was used to test two objectives including 1. Testing the design aesthetic and 

representations of objects and 2. Testing the way in which participants maneuver objects on a 

table representative of a digital interface. 

My testing included both sample groups (children and students) and involved the same 

organisation and set up as the activity pack testing . This included the testing being video 

recorded and the testing environment located within the University and Powerhouse Museum 

on tables . Data collection amendments had to be submitted to the eth ics board in order for 

the test ing to be allowed because it wasn't included in the initial application (refer to appendix 

M). At the time of the ethics application the activity pack testing was the priority and without 

knowing the outcome further testing could not be predicted therefore submitting an 

amendment application was more time efficient because specifics of the testing could be 

outlined in detail rather than speculated if previously included with the initial ethics application 

(refer to appendix M). 
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The interface design was developed as far as possible without user testing with the prototype. 

A low-fidelity prototype was selected as the most appropriate means of testing because of the 

minimal cost and preparation needed to gain results quickly. 

My prototype design was separated into sections , printed and cut out. My prototype included 

variety of designed objects of different shapes, sizes and orientation requiring the participant 

to place objects on the paper interface that was logical to them. It required the participant to 

think about how they would move each object into place. Up to four users participated at once 

on a circular paper grid configuration mimicking the appearance of the proposed circular 

interactive table. 

Using the paper testing to understand the visual perspective users have toward the interface 

reinforced my design elements. It also reassured that the information gathered from the 

previous activity/probe testing was deciphered and integrated into the design effectively. 

Following the paper testing the participant was asked to answer a questionnaire (or person to 

person survey for museum participants for time efficiency) . This data indicated insight into the 

participant's thoughts and feelings of the paper testing process (refer to appendix 0) . 

The first question asked participants if the interface was easy to understand and made sense. 

Designed as closed question , the participants responded with either yes or no . 

To reinforce the first question, the second question asked the participant to mention the 

aspects of the interface that they liked. This allowed key elements, features or maneuvers to be 

identified. 

The third question asked the participant to explain how they found using the interface. This 

question was designed to provoke an emotional response from a reflection. 

The forth question asked the participant to identify parts of the interface that they didn't like or 

weren't preferable. This enabled insight into areas of the interface that weren't understood or 

caused frustration. 

Question five is an extension of question four, however was reworded and asked the 

participant to identify what they would change. This all owed the participant to become part of 

the design process and identified the extent of knowledge participants had of interfaces (e.g. 

computers, games, phones) as well as the context of t he interface (narrative and context). 
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Question six assessed the participant's ability to maneuver objects on the paper interface. This 

was an open-ended question in which the participant responded through experience and 

emotion. Following the survey the participants were thanked for their time. 

4.15.2/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Paper Prototypes 

Objectives 

Following my design and conceptualisation of the interface after the activity pack testing, 

further testing was required in order to evaluate two objectives. The first included testing the 

design aesthetic and representations of objects and the second tested the way in which 

participants maneuver objects on a paper table interface representative of the digital interface. 

Application (design, setting up, implementation) 

Paper cut outs of the designed interface and visual features were used for the low-fidelity 

testing. The development of my test progressed from the activity pack testing and resulting 

designs to understand how the users responded to physical objects and the design features. 

The testing process itself when experienced by a user required a small amount participation 

time. Depending on the users level of engagement, metal processing and physical interaction , 

participation ranged from one to three minutes. However, before the participant can engage 

with the testing, each element and object of the design needed an explanation . The user had 

to be guided to imagine the possibility of the objects being presented in a digital environment 

(refer to appendix 0). The participants were demonstrated that interacting with the objects was 

subjective and unconfined. Although this provided the participant with information of the 

objects and possible digital interface features , it was also important to not influence the 

participant to interact in a predetermined way that allowed for creative thought to be 

expressed. It was important to see how the participant perceived, interpreted and linked each 

object through physical interactions, however, as a result of this participants experienced 

confusion and uncertainty in which another explanation was required for the continuation of 

the testing process. 

Efficiency (time, budget, practicality) 

Once the design was conceptualised from the activity pack testing, the design was then 

implemented as a paper test. This involved the designed objects being separated into paper 

pieces (refer to appendix N). The process of setting up the testing took minimal time, including 

the design, making of test and the testing itself. Because paper was the only material used for 

the test the cost of creating and implementing the test was low. 
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Data collection (type of data) 

The testing provided insight into the way in which users maneuver objects and understand the 

design aesthetic. 

Tangible objects for a digital interface proposal 

Because tangible objects represented digital objects in a two-dimensional format , participants 

were required to imagine the objects in the dig ital form . Participants were guided through the 

various design elements, this included movement and animation of objects , navigation 

between experiences and the structure of content. The difficulty of understanding the process 

of testing was varied between users, however over all between all sample participants 

perceived the digital objects correctly , this was important to my research because the end 

product was a digital design not object based (refer to appendix 0) . 

User response/participation (user understanding, interaction, social interaction) 

I discovered participants (particularly the museum sample) showed a lot of interest in the test 

when the table and paper objects were viewed . After the test was explained some of the willing 

participants remained unsure of the over all objective and evaluation of particular processes. 

To some degree the participants unknowing allowed the evaluation to monitor mental 

process ing and intuit ive functions as we ll as monitor th e extent of information that was needed 

for the participant to continue. However, confusion or ambiguity among participants was 

expected because the test itself did not perform any functionality , therefore communication 

was required to instruct participants of possible resu lts and consequences of selections or 

object configuration. 

While an explanation was being provided, participants observed each section of the interface 

including the main circular form. Few participants engaged in physical interaction prior to an 

explanation. This showed that the test relies on communication and guidance, due to the lack 

of feedback of outcomes from maneuvers (a typical low-fidelity prototype). 

It was indicated that some users had a clear vision of interaction possibilities as a physical and 

digital experience. A number of users were very forward in vocalizing ideas and concepts of 

the causes and affects of 'pressing' and 'moving' objects to change the state of the interface. 

Participants often imagined how elements moved on a smaller scale such as scrolling or push 

features on different 'button's or 'graphics '. This showed that participant's are very focused 

and comprehensive in the way they think about the objects and the interactivity involved,. This 

provides vital indications of interaction that informed the design features. 
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Design development (success as a source of design feedback) 

My paper testing reinforced the design conceptualisations and intervention developed from the 

activity pack testing. The analysis gained from testing showed that movable features such as 

pressing and shifting objects are necessary to inform design navigation concepts and 

animations within the structure of objects. The paper testing findings suggested a number of 

alternate ideas that had the potential to be implemented into my design such as information 

screens, scroll, pressing and visual effects. These results re-enforced the requirements, 

concepts and design considerations. It was noted that users had the capacity to think about 

the interface and the multiple modes associated with the various elements in much the same 

capacity, as a designer was required to think and reflect. 

Paper testing was a necessary process that indicated if dramatic design problems or 

misunderstandings of the participants experience were present. Development the design in a 

low-fidelity phase can be easily changed or modified with minimal interruption to the 

progression of the design features, before the development of the digital prototype over a 

number of iterations. Therefore I suggest paper testing would not be compromised because of 

functionality limitations. 

4.15.3/Digital Prototype (High-Fidelity) 

High fidelity was the development of a functional digital prototype. The process required a 

large amount of time (months) to prepare and develop. It involved a series of iterations to 

ensure the prototype functions with a high level of interaction and the design features were 

operational. 

Rudd (1996), Lim (2008) and Rettig (1994) argue the effectiveness of high-fidelity prototype 

developments because they provide a more accurate analysis of the interface, movement, 

navigation and structure as well as user experience. Because this requires a large amount of 

knowledge and time dedicated to coding, collaboration with a programmer was necessary for 

the digital prototype to be developed. 

I met with the programmer after the low-fidelity test was conducted and modifications and 

changes were made to my design. The parameters and requirements of my design were 

discussed and graphic visualisations of the design elements in storyboard and schematic form 

for the programmer to work from. A list of tasks that required completion was provided as well 

as all necessary digital files. 

The digital development took a number of months and included two phases of testing. The first 

phase included design iterations that test the application on a touch table that was present in 

the University of Technology Sydney Faculty of Information Technology 'Games Lab' . The 
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interface was projected down onto the rectangular touch table (The MERL DiamondTouch). 

Although the table was a rectangle and the proposed design was for a circular table, the digital 

design was shaped in a circle to communicate that the interface is round. The rectangle table 

was the only hardware available to use for the time frame that was needed at no cost. 

The application was presented as a single user interface with the possibility of multi-touch. 

Because of time constraints and programming requirements the multi-touch programming 

could not be developed, however there is the potential for four participants to use the table 

sharing the point of selection (pointer). 

The testing was conducted over four phases, which included the presence of academics, 

industry professionals (from the Powerhouse Museum) and other post-graduate students 

researching interactive interfaces (refer to appendix Q) . A variety of perspectives provided 

feedback on the development of the interface, the outcomes of the informal evaluation of the 

interface were documented in note form that included technical, conceptual and design 

changes. 

The second phase included user digital testing. This was conducted on a laptop and on the 

touch table. The testing included both sample groups, ch ildren in the Powerhouse Museum 

and students at the University of Technology Sydney (refer to appendix P). Because the touch 

table is permanently located in the Games Lab it can not be moved to the museum for testing , 

therefore the testing required the participants to use a laptop with a mouse to interact with the 

interface prototype. 

The environment was slightly different to the previous user testing phases. Due to the use of a 

laptop, the testing was conducted individually with each pariicipant not in a communal 

environment. If the participant was a child the parent was also included in the testing process. 

The user was instructed through the interface providing assistance when needed. Notes were 

made as the testing was taking place to keep a record of the users experience and what areas 

needed guidance. Video footage was taken of the screen showing the interface as the user 

navigated through each section, sound was also recorded and provided insight into what the 

participants were verbally communicating during the process. 

Testing that was conducted on the touch table required the participants to make their own way 

to the test environment. Because of this participation was minimal, participants preferring the 

testing to come to them, therefore student testing was also conducted from a laptop. The 

procedure was set up in the same configuration as the museum space and the one-on-one 

test. Distractions for university students were minimal in comparison to the museum 

participants who had to contend with visitor traffic, so nds and objects. Regardless of the 
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environment, the participant focused on the interface in a comfortable non-judgmental 

environment. 

Following the digital interface testing participants were presented with a survey (refer to 

appendix M). My survey aimed at testing the participant's thoughts, experience, interactive, 

and emotional response to the interface and testing. For the museum sample this was 

presented as a person-to-person survey for time efficiency and to maintain an informal 

environment for the child. 

The first question asked the participant if they knew what to do and if the interface was easy to 

understand. This question allowed the user to reflect on their own understanding, comparable 

to the researchers input including guidance and instruction. 

The second question asked the participant to comment on the appearance of the interface 

focusing on colour and shapes. This tested the degree to which the participant understood the 

different parts of the interface and recognised objects associated with different visual features . 

Question three required the participant to reflect on the way in which they navigated through 

the interface. This assessed the interface design and usability to allow the user to freely move 

through the interface without frustration or confusion. 

The 'fourth question assessed the participant's ability to use palettes, these included the tools 

(typing and drawing), erase and reset. The question tested the interfaces design to allow 

intuitive learning of how to operate the interface from the participant 's perspective. 

Question five asked participants to comment on the amount of guidance and instructions used 

in the interface. This allowed insight into the effectiveness of the language used, clarity and 

understanding from the participant. The designed layout and placement of the text, included 

the way instructions appeared and exit the screen was also tested. 

The sixth question asked participants to fill in the gap of a sentence with one word. This 

question enabled the participant to reflect on the interface and express their main thoughts of 

it from an experience, usability, design or functionally perspective. 

The seventh question offered the participant fourteen different words that related to different 

thoughts, emotions and functionality of the interface. The participant was asked to circle the 

appropriate words that express their experience and thoughts of the interface. This question 

reinforced question six, and allowed insight into the emotional, reflective and usability 

experience of the user toward the interface. 
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The eighth question asked the participant to document the most or best aspect of the 

interface. This question revealed the aspect of the interface that the participant had a positive 

emotional response to or experience with. This reinforced the design feature as a key 

component of the interface. 

The ninth question asked the participant to reflect on the worst or hardest part of the interface. 

Contrasting question eight, this question aimed to reveal aspects of the interface the user had 

frustrations with or did not particularly like or could see improved. 

The tenth question asked the participant if the interface was something that they would revisit. 

This question revealed if the interface was an interactive that was likely to be used. It showed 

that the participant would in fact want to see an interactive such as the interface in a public 

environment. 

4.15.4/Reflections on the Method Of Research - Digital Prototypes 

Performing research on the target audience showed direct insight into the way in which 

participants used, experienced and felt about the interface. From a designer and research 

perspective the testing eliminated speculation and assumptions about the way the interface 

and the participant funct ioned and interacted together, and allowed for new knowledge to 

advance the design and modifications. 

Application (design, setting up, implementation) 

The interface design was directly informed from previous testing and conceptualisation 

processes. As my digital design test iterations occurred modifications were noted while 

evaluation of the interface was conducted . The digital design is a dynamic evolving prototype, 

as design features or application functions needed adjustment, improvement or change to 

create a working prototype for users to interact with it. 

Presentation of application 

The feasibility restrictions of bringing participants to the touch table resulted in the interface 

application being implemented for testing on a laptop. The use of the laptop didn't cause 

discrepancies in the experience or collection of data. This was demonstrated by reoccurring 

trends in the data set (refer to appendix Q and R). Once the user was told of the proposed 

physical design of a touch table and the size, the interface was interpreted from the new 

perspective. This was confirmed by results from the surveys and observations between the 

digital user testing and digital user testing. It showed consistent trends between the usability 

and experience of the table interface (refer to appendix Q and R). Participants adapted to the 

technology provided and dismissed the external devices or inputs (i.e. fingers, or a mouse). 

This was indicated from one participant referr ing to the use of a mouse to press a button, the 
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remaining participants focused on the button in the digital space (refer to appendix R). As far 

as the participant was concerned it was more about getting the interface to work the way they 

wanted it to and to create a result. 

Mobility 

The digital user testing was conducted after my forth digital design iteration, when the design 

and functionality features were modified to a level that users could effectively use and interact 

with the interface. Once my digital prototype was implemented into digital user testing the 

interface was presented on a laptop. Although using a laptop was not the proposed 

technology it enabled the interface to become portable. This prevented the user having to 

approach the table interface (which reduced the chance of participation shown by the number 

of participants of the table testing) . The test was brought to the user and increased the sample 

size and kept the test environment consistent between the University and Museum users. 

Production 

Between digital design and user testing, the process was relatively efficient. Although it is 

argued that high-fidelity prototypes are time consuming to develop, the fact that the design 

was an evolving process over a number of previous low-fidelity testing phases meant that little 

time was necessary (in comparison to the initial design after activity pack testing) for the final 

design conceptualisation before digital development was initiated. 

Production of the digital prototype occurred through a progressive process and a collaborative 

approach. This collaboration allowed communication and feedback on the design concepts 

that improved the design and functionality. Users offered advice and feedback from 

experience and knowledge, while programmers and academics provided feedback from a 

design and information technology perspective in addition to a user perspective. This 

progressed the design process and continued improvement after each iteration. 

As a result of collaboration and different perspectives critiquing iterations meant design and 

functionality issues were clearly identified. As soon as my application was digitally tested the 

failure and success of elements was evident . These elements were approached from a number 

of perspectives including evaluation, reflection and critical design in order to improve the 

design. The design was adjusted in various ways this included, modifying buttons, modes of 

interaction, structure , usability and design features. This proved the digital testing was 

extremely necessary and critical to the development and final design. 

Recording change 

Changes were monitored by recording discussions and feedback in a number of different 

formats. This included notes, visualisations, video, observation , unstructured interviews and 

surveys. By combining a number of methods to record information an accurate understanding 
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of the system and experience was monitored, expressed and interpreted. It was then through 

the collective knowledge that reflection and interpretation could occur as part of the evaluation 

process. 

Efficiency (time, budget, practicality) 

High-fidelity prototyping is a high cost and high time consumption exercise when the software 

and hardware are required to be constructed for the prototype. For this reason the technology 

required for the final proposed design was not constructed . The budget to develop the 

prototype and time required for hardware construction was not available. Therefore the 

prototype was digitally constructed and presented on the MERL touch table at the University 

of Technology Sydney. Because of the lack of budget and time , the touch table was used 

despite the size and shape not accurate to the proposed design. 

The touch table hardware and use of a laptop effected design decisions and feedback. 

Through all stages of the digital testing issues associated with clarity, selection space and size 

of objects and type were indicated (refer to results , chapter 5, refer to appendix Rand Q) . If the 

size of the table and clarity of a screen were used rather than a projection then this would alter 

the perception and experience of the testing. However, given the hardware restrictions, the 

application of digital testing was greatly beneficial to the evaluation of funct ional ity , user 

experience and the evolution of the design at a prototype level. The unavailability to spend 

large amounts of time and expense on hardware allowed a focus on software development and 

allowed for improvement and design changes of the actual application . 

Using high-fidelity testing created a focused look at the interface from a practical perspective. 

In contrast to low-fidelity prototype development and testing, the high-fidelity prototype 

provided immediate feedback in relation to the function , interaction, aesthetic and structure of 

the interface. This test rapidly changed and modified the interface as decisions were quickly 

processed from reflection and user feedback to make the interface user-friendly, functional , 

interactive and visually attractive. 

Data collection (type of data) 

As each user interacted with the interface, the interactive experience and failures became 

consistent indicated by trends. Through my observation the movement of the user interacting 

through the interface (navigation), emotional reactions, and social interaction were noted. The 

survey highlighted details on specific areas of the interface and required participants to recall 

difficulties and enjoyment of specific features. Accompanying the methods of evaluation, users 

that were interacting vocalise processes, thoughts and explain any intentions such as what 

was going to be drawn. This method provided insight into the users experience as it was 
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occurring, documented through observational notes and used as part of the evaluation 

reflection and analysis. 

The study was recorded and notes were made on the activities that the user was experiencing 

which were revisited and assed after the event. To gather further insight into the experience of 

the user a survey asked ten questions in which comparisons and analysis were be made of the 

users perspective. By combining interpretative and statistical data it allowed valuable insight 

into the functionality, experience and aesthetic that informed improvement and modification. 

Although the sample group was relatively small (refer to appendix R) trends within the 

evaluation were easily recognisable discovered through the combination of evaluation 

methods. By combing methods of evaluation it allowed the design modification process to be 

applied easier with key changes identified and reworked quickly through knowledge informed 

from the testing. 

Discrepancies 

Upon further reflection I suggest the combination of approaches revealed differences and 

discrepancies between what users thought of the experience and function to what actually 

occurred during the interaction. The approach allowed incorrect processes that the participant 

didn't always admit to or document to be identified. Often as participants reflected on the 

experience on completion of the interaction, the knowledge of what was learnt was not 

disregarded when recalling the experience during the initial stages of interaction (when 

knowledge of the system is minimal). This reinforced the need to combine approaches to 

collect accurate accounts of the interactive experience from two different perspectives that 

allowed changes and modifications to be applied that were consistent with the users 

experience during testing. 

User Response/Participation (user understanding, interaction, social interaction) Touch 

table and laptop testing 

The touch table and laptop testing revealed different types of interactions. Although some 

participants used a mouse to maneuver and others used touch it appeared participants 

weren't deterred and focused on the main features of the interface. I discovered consistencies 

in the findings between feedback and observations of both types of interaction for testing. The 

main benefit that allowed the user to interact with the touch table was to notice physical 

movement, and allowed the user to become familiar with the type of touch feature that the 

interface will require. 
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Mouse pointer 

The development of the prototype was made initially as a single user experience with the 

potential for four users. However when tested and the prototype was assessed the mouse 

pointer was still present on the screen for both the touch table and laptop technology. This 

allowed confirmation that a button could be pressed or an object can be explored. Without this 

feature participants had to be more exploratory when navigating through the interface. Further 

testing was required without the visualised mouse pointer to ensure that functionality and 

navigation were designed and structured correctly. 

Vocalizing 

Of all types of digital testing the process of interacting with a functional prototype for 

evaluation provided instant feedback of the workings of the interface. All participants including 

myself vocalized thoughts and ideas when interacting with the table. These mental processes 

gave insight into thoughts of the user, at times movement and design solutions were 

suggested while interacting with the interface. 

Collaboration 

The research was collaborated with the programmer, academics and industry professionals. 

University students did not collaborate with each other, however within the Museum sample, 

participants collaborated with parents and sometimes oU1er friends or siblings. This showed 

the potential social interaction that the interface created between participants. This also 

showed communication between different perspectives, knowledge and experiences to enter 

into the testing and evaluation environment created a dialogue of critical reflection, critiques, 

encouragement, commentary and emotion. This reinforced my argument to have multiple users 

to contribute to the interface and it also reinforced design elements of the table and touch 

interface as an open area in which multiple people can interact physically and through observe. 

Design development (success as a source of design feedback) 

The study enabled insight into conceptual, technical and aesthetic design features. These 

characteristics created changes to my design rapidly, and progressed the state of the interface 

as problems were solved while the testing was taking place. Trends became clear as each user 

experienced the same difficulties making the problem solving processes focused on particular 

area of the interface. 

The testing used a combination of design intervention and a participatory design . Participatory 

design involves users at varying levels and at different phases of the testing, this allowed the 

participant to become influential to the final outcome. During design testing participation 

occurred between the programmer, academics and professionals. User testing enabled 

suggestions and feedback from the target audience (museum children) and the contrast 
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sample group (university students). It is through the participatory process that knowledge of 

the interface, functionality, experience are gathered and inform design decisions and the 

development of the interface into a product that would successfully engage the user. 

Participatory design also involves gathering information of the users emotional state during 

interaction. During the survey the participant was asked of the overall experience as well as the 

most and least enjoyable aspect of the interface. Not only did this allow for direct 

communication of areas of the interface, it also provided insight into the overall experience, in 

this case majority of participants had a good experience. However, this information was not 

always directly communicated in a detailed or specific way to the researcher. I would suggest 

alternate methods were required to accompany direct questioning this would include 

observation and interpretation to monitor expressive body language or communication to keep 

track of the users experience in each area of the interface. 

4.16/Testing and Evaluation 

4.16.1/Paper and Digital Testing, Usability testing, User Experience 

Evaluation, Observation, Recording 

My study suggested evaluations were designed depending on the prototype developed (paper 

or digital), testing method and objectives. Evaluation methods included a combined approach 

from Ravden (1989), Domino (2002), and HornbeEk (2006). These methods combined the 

checklist usability evaluation with psychological evaluation in order to gain data of the users 

experience as well as technical usability and functionality of the prototype and design 

concepts. Strappers (2007) approached evaluation in design thinking processes that included 

evaluation methods that enabled reflection and visual exploration such as sketching and note 

taking. By combining all approaches to evaluate various aspects of user and design process a 

multilayered understanding from different perspectives was visible, which could then inform 

further design. 

The methods of evaluation in the paper and digital testing included observation, surveys, 

unstructured interviews and reflection. Methods for design processes in conceptualisation and 

visual exploration included observation and reflection . Wright (2003), HornbeEk (2006) and 

Strappers (2007) argued that a hybrid approach to evaluation created a range of data that can 

be used to inform design decisions and development of designs specifically informed by the 

end user. 

I would suggest documenting evaluation from a design perspective is closely associated to 

design intervention and visual exploration. Evaluations were documented as written notes, 

visual sketches, digital graphics, schematics and thought expression to process ideas and 

knowledge. The investigation suggested the processes occur simultaneously within other 
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methods of evaluation (Schon, 1995), for example, while usability was being observed, design 

reflective evaluations were also occurring from the observations and notes were made that a 

participant was not using a button correctly as a usability observation, this then created 

thoughts of the redesign. 

The activity testing evaluation was a mixture of psychological testing methods from Domino 

(2002) and activity questions for school students from Griffin (1999, 2007) , enabling insight of 

users thoughts , knowledge , feelings and imagination. My observations accompany the 

documented data to decipher what areas the participant had to process mentally more than 

others or what questions were skipped because of lack of knowledge or interest. The 

observations also evaluated interaction between participants with other participants and family 

or friends during the testing . 

The paper prototype testing process and purpose needed to be explained so the participant 

could understand the requirements . The participants interaction was recorded to monitor 

changes , movements and comments made by the participant. Once the participant completed 

using the paper testing they were given a survey that assessed usability, experience and 

feelings. University students were given the survey to fill out themselves , while children in the 

museum were interviewed using the "person to person" (N aresh Malhotra 2002 , p. 227) 

method. This method was more appropriate for children to ensure the participant didn 't feel 

uncomfortable with writing , and they felt like it was a casual conversation rather than a test. 

This was also beneficial for time efficiency in a museum space, that minimised partic ipant 's 

time at the test. 

The evaluation took place in two parts including digital design evaluation and digital user 

evaluation. The digital design evaluations objective was to evaluate design features, 

functionality, usability, technology and aesthetics. The evaluation methods used included 

critical reflection and design intervention. The evaluation took place in the University of 

Technology Sydney 'Games Lab' in the IT faculty, where the touch table was kept. The 

evaluation process included a series of four iterations on the touch table, which included the 

researcher, programmer and post-graduate students who also used the Lab. Evaluations were 

conducted weekly, this allowed modifications and redesigns to be applied to the application 

quickly. 

The software application of the interface was evaluated based on the design proposal and 

original design concept. Notes were made referencing to the interfaces design features, 

functionality, experience and concept. Additional to the evolution methods of reflection and 

design intervention were used to inform further development of the design and highlight gaps 

and problems within the interface. These methods also included unstructured interviews with 
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the programmer and considering the programmers own evaluation to ensure alternatives were 

possible. Design intervention methods were applied during the evaluation by taking notes and 

visually exploring design solutions and concepts to record thoughts as well as communicating 

concepts to the programmer. 

My evaluation approaches for the digital user testing were slightly different from the digital 

design testing because of the participant focus. The objective not only included usability, 

functionality and navigation, it was also to evaluate user experience and feelings while the 

participants interacted. 

I was the sole tester and evaluator for all probe, paper, and digital processes that were 

conducted. Observations and notes were made as the testing was taking place to document 

similarities and difference between users as the testing session's progress as well as keeping a 

record of accurate data. After the evaluation was completed all notes , collection of data, 

observations, and reflections were collated and analysed (refer to appendix R). 

My observations were also made through video recall , which were catagorised into four main 

observation tags . The first tag was called usability, which looks at how participants operate 

functions in the interface. The second tagged the different emotional states that the participant 

experienced during the testing. The third tag observed communication and social interaction 

during the testing process with others in the test environment and involved other participants, 

family or friends. The forth tag of behaviour included the way that the participant acted during 

the testing in terms of interactions and changes within the participants actions. 

For all evaluation processes and testing it was valuable to record user interaction, experience 

and participation in the testing process. Recall was practiced after the test session was 

complete by watching the recorded footage, this allowed observations to be made that were 

missed during the actual testing. 

Although the tests had different objectives, the observation tags allowed trends in interactions 

to be identified. By documenting observations of occurrences during the testing, comparisons 

of similarities and differences were identified against the written documentation and data 

supplied by the participant through surveys and activity packs. 

Through all evaluations and testing video was used to record the session. During probe 

testing one of the objectives was to monitor participant interaction within a social environment. 

To monitor this I shot footage of the whole testing area and made notes of communication and 

behavioural changes. During paper and digital evaluations the objective was focused on 

interaction with objects and artifacts that were either in paper or digital form. Therefore the 
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hands of users was recorded as well as the paper interface, this referenced physical changes 

and interactions rather than experiences. 

Results from person-to-person interviews and surveys were collated and analysed directly 

after the evaluation sessions took place. Comparisons between data and sample groups 

revealed trends and gaps in the design and experience. The data was presented as a written 

document that included my reflections on the evaluation processes. 

4.16.2/Reflections on the Method Of Research -Testing and Evaluation 

I would suggest using a mixed evaluation approach worked best for the evaluation and allowed 

adjustments of the method to be made according to the testing that is taking place (e.g. 

functionality could be applied to digital testing, however not paper testing). It allowed the user 

to be a constant consideration and flexibil ity of unexpected outcomes within the testing and 

evaluation process. 

While the evaluation was taking place the results of the user are constantly referred to ensuring 

that the best interface design area developed for the user. It also allowed multiple aspects of 

the design to be evaluated and tested at once (e.g. functionality and user experience at the 

same time). 

Due to the iterative nature of the project, I would suggest testing and evaluation were 

constantly occurring to develop the prototype further. The use of recorded material was helpful 

when recalling test sessions and revealed previously over looked evaluations, observations 

and outcomes. 

4.17 /Conclusion 

The combination of methods within my reconfigured framework established a practice-based 

process that allowed the development of an interactive touch screen table for a museum 

space. By combining a number of methods different approaches to a design will develop from 

knowledge and experience. However, it was only when methods were explored that a design 

outcome could be developed in a way that was engaging, exploratory and informative 

experience for the target audience. I argued knowing and understanding the audience and 

previous knowledge established a context was vital to all stages of the research and design, 

therefore no process (method) should be overlooked. 
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5/RESULTS 

The following chapter presents the comparative analysis from research results collected from 

Activity Pack (probe) testing, paper testing and digital testing (refer to appendix L). The testing 

was conducted on the primary audience as indicated as children between the ages of 6-13 

within the Powerhouse Museum. A secondary sample was included for testing (as a potential 

user of the interactive interface) consisting of University students between the ages of 18-

25years from the University of Technology Sydney. 

The aim of the research was to design an interactive touch interface for the Powerhouse 

Museum for children between the ages of 6-13 years. The Activity Pack research was focused 

on content within the context of the Moon. The target sample was researched to discover what 

the group found engaging, exploratory and educational within the context of the Moon. The 

research used this data in the development of the content , experience, design features and 

interactivity of the interactive touch interface. 

The paper and digital testing was used to research usability, design features and concept. The 

results from the research provided data on the effectiveness of the concept and functionality of 

the interactive interface, which was evaluated in relation to the research aims. 

The data collected from the research was documented through statistical analysis (using 

tables, pivot tables and graphs}, theme tagging, and observations. This was used to identify 

standards of interaction, and themes within the topic to form a foundation in which a design 

could be built and developed from. 

The chapter documents the comparative analysis of the testing and evaluations made between 

both sample groups. Key findings were identified from the data collected from research 

methods that included the cultural probe/activity pack testing (section 5.1 ), Paper testing 

(section 5.2), design testing (section 5.3) and digital user (section 5.4) phases. As well as this 

testing observations were also used to confirm test results, document behavioural changes 

and reflect of the method of testing. 

5.1/Museum and University Sample Group Comparative Analysis for 

Activity Pack Testing 

The following section documents a comparative analysis that identifies key and major 

similarities and differences as well as gaps and trends with in the data collected between the 

two sample groups. The analysis only documented vital questions from the Activity Packs that 

were integral to the design development, the arrangement in which the information is 
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presented will be in order of questioning. The context remains focused on the Museum sample 

as the key target audience and the analysis will be used to define key design development 

features of the interactive interface for this group. 

Norms 

The data showed that 29% of participants were aged between 6-9 years of age (including 20 

participants) , and 25% of participants were aged between18-19 years of age (17 participants , 

referring to Graph 5.1.1). 
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Age of Participants - Combined Sample Groups - Comparative Analysis 
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(Graph 5.1.1) 

The average education level between the two sample groups indicated 26% of participants 

were in primary school years 2-4, and 29% were at University between years 1 and 2 (refer to 

Graph 5.1.2). This showed that participants were within the desired sample age and 

educational level for both groups. 
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(Graph 5.1 .2) 

The accumulated total participants 22 were males and 46 females (refer to Graph 5.1.3) . 

Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Norms - Comparative Analysis o;---~~ 
Gender Ratio 

(Graph 5.1.3) 

Of the total number of females 37% were University students , 31% were Museum Children 

and of the total number of males tested , 16% were from both samples (refer to Graph 5.1.4). 

This represented an almost even ration between males and females between both sample 

groups. 

I 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Norms - Comparative Analysis of 
Gender Ratio Per Sample 

Male 
Museum 

16% 

(Graph 5.1 .4) 

Question One- Memory of the Moon 

Male 
University 

16% 

Female 
University 

37% 

Between both sample groups 74% of all participants (50/68) represented the moon as full (refer 
to Graph 5.1.5). 

Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Ql Memory of the Moon -
Comparative Analysis of Moon Phases Visualised 

(Graph 5.1 .5) 
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Of the total number of participants that referred to the Moon as full, 60% were from the 
Museum sample and 40% were from the University group (refer to Graph 5.1.6). 

Activity Pack Testing- Combined Sample- Ql Memory of the Moon -
Comparative Analysis of Full Moon Visualised of Each Sample 

University 
40% 

(Graph 5.1 .6) 

Question Two - Future Moon 

Method of Expression 

60% 

The analysis showed that among the total number of participants 40% preferred to express 

their ideas th rough images only, 37% preferred a combination of images and text , while 23% 

preferred text only (referring to Graph 5.1.7). 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q2 Future Moon - Comparative 
Analysis of Method of Expression - Graph 1 

Images and Text 
37% 

(Graph 5.1.7) 

Text 
23% 

Images 
40% 

Further analysis (refer to Graph 5.1.8) indicated that within the Museum sample only 12% of 

participants expressed ideas through images in contrast to the 24% of University students . 

The Un iversity sample showed an even distribution of 25% partic ipants who documented 

ideas through images and with a combination of images. This contrasts the Museums sample 

results of a combination of images with text showing only 7% of participants choose this 

method. However Museum participants overall preferred using text shown by 21% of the 

group, while none of the University sample choose this method. 

This data revealed an extensive variance between the two groups and the method of 

expression. Within the University sample visual expression appears to be preferred however 

due to the high percent of participants that combined methods and the high percent of 

Museum participants that preferred text, it showed that the tools provided engage a number of 

participants and allow for the participant to express idea in a way they see most comfortable 

and appropriate. Therefore I would suggest that flexibility in the method of expression was an 

important factor and should be incorporated into the interface design. 
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(Graph 5.1 .8) 

Visual Analysis of Expression of the Moon 

From the analysis on the method of expression in relat ion to the visualisation of the Moon , the 

data showed significant preference for a full Moon or other representations in contrast to the 

3% preference for a crescent visual between both sample groups (refer to Graph 5.1.9). 

With in the Museum sample the percent of responses was sign ificantly different between the 

full and other representation , which represented a 20% preference towards the full Moon 

visualisation . In contrast , the University showed a difference between the two options of 13% 

preference towards the other representat ion. However, the accumulated analysis showed a 

fairly even preference between the two sample groups and the preference for full or other 

moon representations saw a difference of 1%. The data also showed that the full moon 

representation was more consistent between the two groups, which showed a difference of 

13% in comparison to the other which shows a 46% difference between the two groups. 

The data also indicated a higher percent of University sample responses, however, this was 

due to 59% of the Museum sample preferring to respond to the question through text rather 

than images, in comparison to all University participants responding through visualisat ions. 
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(Graph 5.1 .9) 

Of the participants that responded through visualisation (referring to Graph 5.1 .1 0) it was 

evident that participants had a preference to represent in an establishment (18%), mid shot 

(18%) and close up perspective (18%). Analysis of each perspective showed a small 

difference between sample groups and the perspective preference. An establishment 

perspective shows a 2% difference between sample groups, a mid shot shows a 9% 

difference and a close up shows a 16% difference. My analysis suggested that not only are 

participants flexible in the way they perceive the Moon, it also showed that the way 

participants expressed knowledge and thoughts of the moon was an individual experience 

regardless of age and education level. 
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(Graph 5.1.1 0) 

Analysis on the context that participants represented the Moon visually showed 

inconsistencies between the two sample groups (refer to Graph 5.1 .1 1 ). The most preferred 

context among participants was a context other than the three specified (city, futurists and 

country) . Among the total sample 40% preferred and 'other' context , 47% which were from 

the University sample and 32% from the Museum sample. The University sample 

demonstrated a stronger preference fo( a city context consisting of 39% of the sample group 

in comparison to the 9% shown within the Museum sample. This data showed that 

participants in particular the Museum sample did not have a preference to a specific context in 

relation to the Moon (relating to the context of the question), therefore I would suggest the 

design should not enforce a particular context in the design and represent an interpretive 

context. 
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Visual References 

Desert 

Visual Context 
Other NR 

The most frequent visual feature between both groups was buildings from 18 participants (refer 

to Graph 5.1.12). Craters were the second most frequently referred to visual feature from 12 

participants. Other repetitive themes included houses by 10 participants, domes and domed 

cities accumulated to 7 participants, trees by 5 participants and vegetation by 4 participants, 

people/person by 4 participants. The accumulated amount of total visual features included 

121 from both sample groups, within that amount 4 7 were from the Museum sample and 7 4 

were from the University sample (refer to appendix L). The data showed that although the 

extent of visual features expressed by participants was broad and opened-ended, that were 

common similarities of themes and knowledge between the sample groups. However, the 

interface design should allow for a variety of themes and objects of the users preference. 
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Text References 

The results indicated that significantly more text-based responses were from the Museum 

sample, as previously highlighted within the above in the visual analysis. As a consequence of 

this the results appeared to be one-sided towards the Museum sample . The repetitive themes 

identified within the results of the two sample groups (refer to Graph 5.1.13) showed houses 

were the most referred to theme by 54% of the sample, followed by spaceships (31% of 

participants), and pollution (15% of participants). These three themes were the most 

mentioned between both sample groups. Other themes documented by the total sample group 

consisted of 46 different references (refer to appendix L) 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q2 Future Moon - Comparative 
Analysis of Most Referred to Text Theme 

Spaceships 
31% 

(Graph 5.1.13) 

Pollution 
15% 

Visual and Written References (combining the two forms of communication) 

Between the two sample groups common themes revealed 22 participants referred to 

buildings, houses were referred to by 17 participants, trees/vegetation/ water by 14 

participants , oxygen/domes by 11 participants, and transport by 7 participants (refer to 

appendix L) . My analysis suggested responses between both sample groups remained similar 

despite the expression method used, age group and education level. 

Question Three - Feelings 

The data showed that 77% of participants documented their thoughts and feelings through 

text, while 10% participants used graphics (Refer to Graph 5.1.14). This revealed that between 

the two groups there was a clear preference to express feelings through text in comparison to 

images. 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q3 Feelings - Comparative 
Analysis of Method of Expression 

Combination 
13% 

(Graph 5.1.14) 

Visual References 

Text 
77% 

Visual 
10% 

Of the 10% of participants responded through visual expression , the common visual (referring 

to Graph 5.1.15) included a full moon (by 5 participants), a smiling face (by 4 participants) , 

cheese (by 2 participants) and stars (by 2 participants) . This showed consistency between the 

two sample groups showing 61% (or 13 out of 21) of the visual references were shared 

between sample groups . 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q3 Feelings - Comparative 
Analysis of Most Referrenced Visual Themes 

Cheese 
15% 

(Graph 5.1 .1 5) 

Text References 

Stars 

Smiling 
31% 

39% 

The extent of text references was extensive compared to visual references for this question . 

The university sample dominated 72% (133 words) of all text-based references in contrast to 

the museum samples 28% (51 words used, referring to Graph 5.1.16). 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q3 Feelings - Comparative 
Analysis of Number of Text References Documented 

(Graph 5 .1.16) 

Museum 
28% 

The most referred to word was mysterious, calm and cold shared by 6 participants each (refer 
to Graph 5.1.17). Other repetitive words included white (5 participants), sleep by 4 participants, 
round by 5 participants, lonely by 2 participants, and floating by 5 participants. 
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The results showed that age and education level are a main contributor to the variety of 

communication used between the two groups. Prior knowledge had a very important impact 

on the way in which individuals expressed themselves through text shown by the number of 

references between both sample groups. It also showed that the range of references between 

the sample groups was extensive. 

Question Four- Symbols 

4a. Selected Symbols 

The data revealed the most selected symbols from the Museum sample was symbol 8 (refer to 

Image 5.1 .8) by 15 participants (refer to Graph 5.1 .18). Of the University sample 7 participants 

also selected symbol 8, however a definite preference was shown within the sample for symbol 

4 , which included 21 participants selected the symbol, and symbol 5 which had 17 participants 

selected the symbol. The museum sample showed consistency in selections between symbols 

1 to 5 with an average of 7 selections of at least 1 of the symbols (which represent a scientific 

symbol of the moon). 
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(Graph 5.1 .18) 

4b. Redesigned Symbol 

• Museum 
• University 

The data showed that of the redesigned symbols 43% of all participants represented the Moon 

in a crescent phase, and 40% represented the moon as full (refer to Graph 5.1 .19). 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q4 Symbols - Comparative 
Analysis of Moon Phase Visually Expressed 

Crescent 
50% 

(Graph 5.1.19) 

Other 
4 % 

Full 
46% 

NR = 7 

Further analysis on the visual representation the Moon showed of the 43% of participants that 

represented a crescent Moon, 21 participants were University students and 15 were from the 

Museum sample (refer to Graph 5.1.20). These figures were distributed between samples, 13 

participants from the University sample and 10 participants from the Museum sample 

represented a full Moon. This data showed that participants think of the moon in a very distinct 

visual form that was consistent between both samples. Therefore incorporating images and 

references to a full moon would be valid and appropriate given the response to the image. 
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The most common additional visual feature within the responses included craters from 24% of 

participants (14 of 59 who responded to the question). Other common features between the 

two groups included cloud by 2 participants, black and white moon by 4 participants, stars by 

5 participants, flag by 2 participants, and light by 2 participants. This data showed that despite 

the education level and age difference participants projected similar visuals, this indicated the 

information gathered on the topic was understood in a similar way. 

Further additional features varied extensively between and within the two groups. It was clear 

that some participants redesigned the symbol by combining the symbols on display (refer to 

Figure 5.1.1 of Participant 18, Figure 5.1.2 of Participant 54, Figure 5.1.3 of Participant 55 and 

Figure 5.1.4 of Participant 60). 
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SYMBOLS 

Ci rcle two (2) symbols you most associate with the moon . 
In the square invent your own symbol that communicates the moon. 
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(Figure 5.1.2, Activity Pack Question 4 , Participant 54) 
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(Figure 5.1.4, Activ ity Pack Question 4, Participant 60) 

Question Five - Representations 

Results from responses show that 7 4% of th e total umber of participants matched all 

questions correct ly (refer to Graph 5.1 .21 ). 
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(Graph 5.1.21) 

Of the total number of participants that answered all questions correctly , 30% were from the 

Museum sample and 70% were from the University sample (refer to Graph 5.1 .21). The results 

showed participants had knowledge of cultural references to the Moon . Referring to the 

Museum sample results, the observations indicated parents were able to assist ch ildren when 

answering the question. Although the results were low in comparison to the University sample, 

age and education level had a significant influence. This also showed a social aspect of 

learning and expression, this was an element that would be integrated into the interface. 

Question Six- Your Sky 

The results showed of the combined sample 65% of participants expressed ideas through 

image (refer to Graph 5.1.22), another 26% of participants combined text and image to 

express ideas. 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q6 Your Sky - Comparative 
Analysis of Method of Expression 

Combination 
26% 

Text Only 
9% 

(Graph 5.1.22) 

Visual Only 
65% 

Of the percent of participants that expressed ideas through visuals alone, 42% of participants 

were from the Museum sample and 24% were from the University sample (refer to Graph 

5.1.23). Participants that combined text and images were dominate within the University 

sample including 25% compared to only 2% from the Museum sample. This showed a high 

preference towards visualisation through drawing from both samples however the University 

sample also prefaced text when the Museum sample did not. I would suggest from this 

analysis that a combination of techniques for expression is necessary. 
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My analysis suggested that within those that used visual expression 76% of those participants 

expressed the Moon as full (refer to Graph 5.1.24) 
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Within those results the analysis indicated 52% of participants that expressed a full moon were 

from the Museum sample and 48% were from the University sample (refer to Graph 5.1.25). 

This showed a similar visual perspective from both sample groups, it also showed the small 
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amount of participants that expressed a crescent Moon, and no participants expressed a half 

moon, which is unexpected. This analysis was consistent with previous responses in which a 

full Moon was a prominent visual feature (future moon). 

Context 

Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q6 Your Sky - Comparative 
Analysis of Full Moon Visualisation 

University 
48% 

(Graph 5.1 .25) 

Museum 
52% 

The results revealed that 45% of participants that expressed concepts of a sky through visuals 

did so in a context other than space (31 %) or the country (23% , refer to Graph 5.1.26). 

Alternatively there was a range of contexts of the sky between both sample groups. This 

showed that participants had an individual perspective of the sky that included singular results 

of contexts such as through a window, a backyard, cl iff, ocean, aircraft, roads , through a 

telescope (refer to appendix L). 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - Q6 Your Sky - Comparative 
Analysis of Visual Context 
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(Graph 5.1.26) 
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Additional visual features were extensive between both groups the data revealed 112 different 

visual references were made from the university sample, while 61 were made by the museum 

sample (refer to appendix L). The data also indicated 42% of all participant responses included 

'starts' as a visual feature, additionally 20% of participants expressed a black/dark sky or 

craters (refer to graph 5.1.27). 
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Among the two sample groups an extensive variance between the visual themes was shown, 

this contrasted the text reference results that showed 2 participants from the Museum sample 

used text and 9 participants from the University sample used any text. Despite majority of the 

visual themes were shown from the University sample the range between the themes did show 

some similarities. Although common themes were recognised, the results are low in 

comparison to the total amount of themes documented. Participants expressed unique 

thoughts of the context of a sky and the objects within it. I would suggest that allowing 

flexibility within the interface was an important feature and should be utilised in the design. 

Question Seven- Message to the Moon 

Participants from both samples freely expressed personal messages (72%) and communicate 

questions (28%). Within these results there was an even distribution between the sample 

groups within each response. Within the percent of personal messages and questions, 47% of 

responses were from the Museum sample and 53% were from the University sample (Refer to 

Graph 5.1.28). 
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Themes within the text were broad between the two samples with only limited common 

themes. Of the commonalities the highest rated theme consisted of Light/bright/shine by 11 

participants across both sample groups and format of communication . This suggests that 

vocabulary and education have a role in the level of communication and thinking that the 

participant expresses within the context and unstructured nature of the question. This also 

suggested that participants associated colour and brightness with the context of the Moon, 

therefore these themes should be utilized within the design features of the interface. 

Question Eight - Perspectives 

The results indicated both sample groups preferred Astronomy (53%), Physics (43%) Astrology 

and Chemistry (both showed 37% of participants selected the perspectives (refer to Graph 

5.1.29). 
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Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample- Q8 Perspectives- Analysis of 
Selected Perspecitves Per Sample 

Perspective 

(Graph 5.1 .30) 

• Museum 
• University 

The highest rated perspective was Astronomy, of this preference 47% of Museum participants 

in contrast to the 28% selected by the Un iversity sample (Refer to 5.1.30). Although there were 

large differences between the percent of collective sel ctions, within the Museum sample the 

selection percent was evenly distributed in contrast to the University sample between 
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Astronomy and Astrology perspectives. Distribution between the selection of Alchemy (3% 

difference) and Phrenology (2% different) were minimal, the two perspectives were theoretical 

methodologies, these perspectives contrast the high selection rate of scientific based 

perspectives in which majority of selections made overall. Therefore this suggested that 

participants were more inclined to think about space in terms of science than any other 

perspective. 

Question Nine- Star Charts 

My analysis of the results showed 46% of all participants answered 4 out of 5 questions 

correctly (refer to Graph 5.1 .31) . The second highest collective score between samples was 3 

out of 5 correct answers by 31% of the group. 
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Further analysis revealed the highest ranked incorrect answer was 'Grus' by 68% of 

participants (Refer to Graph 5.1.32). Following this result was 'Leo ' answered incorrectly by 

32% of participants . However, an analysis of the overall results suggested consistency 

between participants showing both groups have a good basic understanding of stars, planets 

and constellations within space despite age group and education level. 
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Question Ten- Re-Naming the Moon 

Between both groups 59% of participants used names that included the 'moon' or moon 

related terms such as light or Luna, while 41% of participants referred to personal names 

including 'bob' (3 participants), 'peter', 'holly ' and 'sally' (refer to Graph 5.1 .33). 

Activity Pack Testing - Combined Sample - QlO Re-Name the Moon -
Comparative Analysis of Name Association 

Personal Names 
41% 

(Graph 5.1.33) 

Moon related Names 
59% 
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Of the responses the data showed a balance between a scientific and personal association 

with the Moon across both sample groups (refer to Graph 5.1.34). People enjoyed the question 

shown by only 3 participants not answering the question. This revealed that participants think 

of the Moon from a scientific perspective, however as displayed by the percent of personal 

names from participants across both sample groups, participants perceived the Moon as more 

than an object but as something that has character. 
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Question Eleven- Footprints 

Museum 
• University 

Reponses for this question showed 91% of the total sample correctly answered all questions 

(refer to Graph 5.1 .35). 
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Activity Pack Testing- Combined Sample- Qll Foot Prints- Comparative 
Analysis of Correct Responses 

(Graph 5.1.35) 

Incorrect 
9% 

Correct 
91% 

Further analysis revealed among the participants that attempted the question, all answered 

questions correctly, 42% were from the Museum sample and 58% were from the University 

sample (refer to Graph 5.1.36). Over all participants were knowledgeable of the content and 

were able to make associations between contexts expressed through image and text 

effectively. 
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Activity Pack Testing -Combined Sample - Q11 Foot Prints- Comparative 
Analysis of Correct Responses Per Sample 

University 
58% 

(Graph 5.1 .36) 

Question Twelve - Moon Speak 

Museun 
42% 

The analysis of dialogue documented between sample groups showed 219 different references 

{refer to graph 5.1.37) . With in that amount 41% of referances ware mada from the Museum 

sample and 59% were made from the University sample. This showed that the Museum 

sample expressed a reduced amount of themes in comparison to the University sample 

suggesting education and knowledge have an impact on the language and knowledge 

communicated. However, this indicated that participants understood common terms 

associated with the context of the moon , therefore utilising this language within the interface 

design was necessary. 
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Activity Pack Testing- Combined Sample- Q12 Moon Speak- Comparative 
Analysis of Total Number of Themes Per Sample 

____________________________________ __; 

(Graph 5.1 .37) 

Common themes were recognised between the sample groups, however these themes were 

limited to four (refer to graph 5.1.38) however, did not reflect the most commonly referred to 

theme within each sample group. The results showed an even percent of participants referred 

to big (50%), while there was a 20% difference between references to round (6 Museum and 9 

University participants) and a 30% difference between references to bright (7 Museum and 4 

University participants) and a substantial 80% difference between reference to cheese (2 

Museum and 8 University participants). 
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Round 

• Museum 
• University 

Question Thirteen - Phases of the Moon 

The data reveals that of the total sample group 22% of participants were able to place 1 

question correctly, while 25% were able to place 2 answers correctly (Refer to Graph 5.1.39) . 

This revealed that participants from both sample groups did not have an understanding or 

knowledge of this area of content despite age or educational level. Therefore participants need 

to be educated on this topic . 
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Question Fourteen - Dark Side of the Moon 

The question indicated that 50% of the total number of participants communicated 'black' 

(refer to Graph 5.1.40). This theme was interpreted also as, 'dark', and 'grey, grey, grey'. Black 

was consistent across both sample groups. Additional themes were also documented , 

however none were as consistent as the mention of 'black' (refer to appendix L). The results 

suggested that participants thought literally about the question, of the 50% of additional 

themes the results showed that the themes were individual to participants and consistencies 

were unable to be determined. 
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Question Fifteen - Moons of the Solar System 

The results revealed that majority of participants answered between 3 and 6 questions 

correctly (refer to Graph 5.1.41). 
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Further analysis established that within the highest correctly placed answers (5 correct), 67% 

were from the Museum sample compared to 33% from the University sample (refer to Graph 

5.1.42). Of the participants that placed 6 answers correctly 45% were from the Museum 

sample and 555 were from the University sample. This indicated that the level of knowledge of 

this topic was consistent between age group and education level and that participants have a 

good basic knowledge . 
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5.2/ Museum and University Sample Group Comparative Analysis for 

Paper Testing 

The following section documents my comparative analys is of key and major similarities and 

differences identifying gaps and trends of the data analysis between the two sample groups, 

which included 14 participants in total (refer to append ix 0). The analysis only documented 

vital questions from the paper testing that were integral to the design development therefore 

the arrangement in which the information is presented wi ll be in order of questioning. The 

focus remains on the Museum sample as the key target audience and the analysis will be used 

to define key design development features of the interactive interface for this group. 

Question 1. Does the interface make sense and is it easy to understand? 

My analysis established that between both sample groups 44% said they understood the 

interface (refer to Graph 5.2 .1 ), 21% said they only und erstood after it was explained and 

another 21% said yes and no . Col lect ively majority f p articipants did not completely 
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understand the interface (56%), including 7% of participants that said no. From observation 

analysis the participants appeared to not know what to do and waited for instructions before 

proceeding and interaction occurred (refer to observations, sections 5.2 .2 and 5.2.4). 

Paper Testing - Combined Sample - Ql Does the interface make sense and is 
it easy to understand? 

After Explination 
21% 

21% 

Sometimes 
7% 

----------------------------------

(Graph 5.2.1) 

No 
7% 

Question 2. What aspects of the interface did you like? 

Yes 
44% 

The results revealed that 35% of participants preferred the different modes of the interface, 

24% preferred the moon and 29% preferred the movement associated with the interface (refer 

to Graph 5.2.2). 
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Paper Testing - Combined Sample - Q2 What aspects of the interface do 
you like? 

Different Modes 
35% 

(Graph 5.2.2) 

Other 
12% 

24% 

Moons 
29% 

A preference for specific features was indicated (only 3 mentioned multiple times), particularly 

from the Museum sample, which dominates preferences for the 'moons' and 'different modes' 

(refer to Graph 5.2.3). This would suggest that participants were more drawn to objects that 

they cou ld associate with easily and quickly. Therefore incorporating moon images would be 

appropriate and guarantee recognition from the user. 
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Question 3. How did you find using the objects? 

Results showed 65% of participants thought using objects were 'good'. Others responded 

with ok (21 %) and 14% said it was bad or did not like using objects (refer to Graph 5.2.4). this 

indicated that participants were comfortable with moveable objects that they could manipulate, 

this was considered a functionality feature that would be important to incorporate into the 

interface. 

Paper Testing - Combined Sample - Q3 How did you find using the objects? 

Ok 
21% 

(Graph 5.2 .4) 

Bad 

Question 4. What didn't you like about the interface? 

Within the museum sample 7 participants responded stating that there was 'nothing' that they 

didn't like (refer to Graph 5.2.5). These results contrasted the University sample, which showed 

2 participants said the interface was "confusing" and they "didn't like the input modes". This 

suggested that the University student had definite expectations of the use o'f the interface 

compared to the museum sample, which were more likely to question the interfaces design 

and functionality less. 
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Question 5. What would you change? 

• Museum 
• University 

Within the responses 53% of participants preferred not to comment, or had no recommended 

changes to alter the interface (refer to Graph 5.2.6). This results also showed 27% of 

participants suggested more information to be provided for instructions. Therefore designing 

instructional panels or windows is necessary for participants to understand the requirements 

and use of the interface before operating on it. 

Paper Testing - Combined Sample - QS What would you change? 

No Comment 
53% 

(Graph 5.2 .6) 
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The University sample referred to interface changes suggesting symbols (1 participant) and 

information (2 participants, refer to Graph 5.2.7). This contrasts the Museum sample, which 

suggested functionality including pressing (by 2 participants). The University sample suggested 

that information be provided to instruct the participant of the different sections and tasks, 

although the museum did not suggest this, given the observed actions of the group some 

guidance is needed, participants need to have a level of instructions in order to know what to 

do (refer to observations , section 5.2.2 and 5.2.4). 

Paper Testing - Combined Sample - QS What would you change? - Per Sample 
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(Graph 5.2.7) 

Question 6. How did you maneuver the object? 
The results indicated that participants preferred 'sliding/dragging ' (34%) and 'placing' (33%) 

objects with a 1% different in preference (refer to Graph 5.2.8). These were gesture maneuvers 

features that would be important considerations for the design in terms of navigation and 

interaction and how the users would physically move through the digital space so that min imal 

learning was needed. 
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I - Paper Testing - Combined Sample - Q6 How did you maneuver the object? 

Spinning 
11% 

(Graph 5.2 .8) 

Other 
7% 

Sliding/Dragging 
34% 

Both methods were preferred by the Museum sample in comparison to the University sample , 

which had an even distribution (1 participants each) between the three most rated preferences 

(refer to Graph5.2 .9) included, pressing from 15% of participants. Other methods of movement 

were also presented. 
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5.3/ Museum and University Sample Group Comparative Analysis for 

Digital User Testing 

My comparative analysis documents key and major similarities and differences, gaps and 

trends from the data collected between the two sample groups and three phases of digital 

testing, which included 14 participants in total (refer to R). The analysis has of vital questions 

from the digital testing that are integral to the design development have been documented. 

The arrangement in which the information is presented is in order of questioning. The context 

remains focused on the Museum sample as the key target audience and the analysis will be 

used to define key design development features of the interactive interface for this group. 

Question 1. Is the interface easy to understand (did you know what to do)? 

The results revealed that between all samples 12 participants thought the interface was easy to 

understand (refer to Graph 5.3.1). Of the participants that responded 'yes' to the question 

50% were from each sample group. However among all participants initial interaction had to 

be instructed (refer to appendix R). Once the user was provided with the knowledge of how to 

use the interface any confusion or misunderstanding was removed and the participant could 

proceed interacting with the interface. Therefore I would suggest the design should incorporate 

clearer instructions that are more direct. 
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Question 2. Does the appearance (including, colour, text size, shapes) make the interface 

easy to use and see? If no how would you change it if you could? 

The analysis indicated that 71% of participants said the interface was easy to use and see 

(refer to Graph 5.3.2) , while the remaining 29% said it was not. Of the participants that did not 

like the appearance the only alternative suggested was by 1 participant was to use better icons 

and tools that were separate buttons (refer to appendix R) . This analysis suggested that the 

interface was generally easy to see and understand, however the orientation of the buttons and 

icon should be reassessed. 

Digital User Testing - Combined Sample- Comparative Analysis - Q2 Does 
the appearance (including, colour, text size, shapes) make the interface 

easy to use and see? 

(Graph 5.3 .2) 

Question 3. Is it easy to go to different parts of the interface (navigation)? 

The results revealed 72% of participants said the navigation system was easy, 21% of 

participants said that it was easy some of the time while followed by 21% of participants said 

that it was not easy (refer to Graph 5.3.3) . Although the results show navigation was easy for 

participants, observations suggested that participants struggled to make selections and often 

had to doubie click items, this stalled navigation causing navigation of the interface to become 

inefficient (refer to observations sections 5.3.2 , 5.3.4, and 5.3.6). This analysis showed that 

confirmation was needed for buttons and icons as well as the presentation and representation 

of icons needs to be redesigned to reflect the task that it created. 
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Digital User Testing - Combined Sample - Comparative Analysis - Q3 Is it 
easy to go to different parts of the interface (navigation)? 

(Graph 5.3.3) 

Sometimes 
7% 

Question 4. Are the tools for inputting data (drawing or typing) easy to find and use? 

The results showed a balance between participants finding the inputting tools easy to use and 

locate, against those who did not. Although there was an even divide between the sample 

groups, more of the Museum sample said no, while more of the University sample said yes 

(refer to Graph 5.3.4) . Although half of the total sample said that inputting data was easy, 

notes from observations suggested participants found it hard to locate the two different 

inputting modes as well as selecting tools within a palette (refer to appendix R). However, once 

the tools buttons were learnt, participants had little trouble creating a visual graphic on the 

touch table and laptop environment. I suggested unpacking that design tools icons to improve 

clarity. This would allow participants to locate the icons and operate the interface. 
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Question 5. Are the instructions clear and easy to understand? Is there enough 

guidance? 

Tile results indicated that 65% of par~icipants said that the instructions were easy to 

understand and clear, 14% said it was only clear and easy some of the time, while 21% said 

that the instructions were not clear at all (refer to Graph 5.3.5). 

Digital User Testing - Combined Sample - Comparative Analysis - QS Are the 
instructions clear and easy to understand? Is there enough guidance? 

No 
21% 

Sometimes 
14% 

(Graph 5.3.5) 
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Referring to Graph 5.3.6, the data showed that within each sample group a higher percent of 

the Museum sample though the instructions were clear compared to the University sample, 

which showed a higher percent of participants that did not think the instructions, were clear at 

all. These results contrasted my observations, which showed that all participants had to be 

informed in some way of the interface in order to proceed (refer to appendix R). This suggested 

that instructions need to be clearer and direct with the use of fewer words. This will allow the 

participants to be instructed about the task, purpose and how to use the interface without 

being required to read more than necessary, therefore the instructions should be condensed to 

two sentences maximum to minimize the risk of boring or loosing the participants attention and 

interest. 
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Question 6. Finish this sentence: 

No 
Response 

a. The interface is _______ to use. 

Sometimes 

The highest rated word used to describe the use of the interface between sample groups 

included fun by 36% of participants (refer to Graph 5.3 .7), followed by 21% of participants said 

good, and educational and simple was mentioned by 14% participants. This shows that 

majority of users had a positive experience and that the concept, experience and narrative 

appeals to the target audience. 
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Common words used between sample groups included good and fun, all other descriptions of 

the use of the interface were used within specific samples (refer to Graph 5.3.8) . However 

'educational' was referred to by 2 participants w:th the Museum group and simple was referred 

to by 2 participants within the University group. This demonstrated commonalities between the 

way in which both sample groups thought of the interface. It also showed that the interface 

appealed to participants of different ages and education level therefore opening the potential 

users that would be likely to experience the interface if implemented . 
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Question 7. Circle the words that best describe your experience and thoughts of the 

interface 

My analysis revealed the three most selected words used to describe the thoughts of users 

and experiences of the interface included creative by 20% of participants, fun and imaginative 

by 16% of participants each (refer to Graph 5.3.9). This showed that participants could 

effectively explore the interface and had a positive experience that allowed their imagination 

and thoughts to be expressed through individual expression. This was also shown by the small 

percent of particip2nts that selected nP.gative words such as 'h~rcf' , 'ch~llenging' and 'boring' , 

This analysis reinforced the experience of the interface and ensured that the target audience 

was gaining a positive experience, and that the narrative and content were selected accurately. 
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Of the highest rated words, selection was consistent across sample groups (refer to Graph 

5.3.1 0). However, more Museum participants preferred 'colourful' than the University sample, 

and the University sample preferred ' imaginative' over the preference from the Museum 

sample. My analysis showed consistency across both sample groups shows despite age, 

education and application, this suggests participants had a positive experience and outlook of 

the interface. 
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Question 8. What was the most enjoyable/best aspect of the interface? 

The testing revealed drawing was the most enjoyable aspect of the interface by 7 participants 

between both samples (including 14 participants, refer to Graph 5.3 .11 ). Results also showed 4 

participants preferred the Apollo Missions/multimedia section and the ability to create was 

preferred by 3 participants. Over all participants felt the interfaces intention and purpose was 

good as well as the experiences . 
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Question 9. What was the hardest/worst aspect of the interface? 

<..,<:-'» 
~1> 0 

The most undesired aspect of the interface revealed included reading (and instructions) by 4 

participants (refer to Graph 5.3.12) , 2 participants also mentioned the initial moon act ivation 

was not clear, and typing was not as good as drawing by 2 participants . These comments 

relate to functionality rather than conceptual design, therefore it was a matter of adjusting the 

design elements to the way in which the user preferred. This included editing instructions, 

more animated confirmation and sound as well as increasing the size of input elements and 

buttons. 
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Question 10. Would you revisit this interface? 

The results showed that all 14 participants said they would revisit the interface if it were 

implemented. This showed that participants thought that interface was worthwhile, and would 

invest time in the experience. Therefore the concept, interactivity and experience was 

engaging, informative and exploratory for the participants to learn and relate to. 

5.5/Conclusion 

Through each stage of the testing an evaluation, reflective and intervention processes 

occurred. By combining these methods while the design and prototype was built meant 

changes and modifications were easily adjustable and also ensured that the changes were well 

informed. 

By using that participant as a key contributor to the design it allowed the interface to be built to 

the requirements and suggestions of the user. This guaranteed that the design would fulfill the 

brief and engage the target audience. Each phase of testing was vital to the development of 

the interface to ensure this level of engagement, exploration and information was maintained 

as well as functionally was interpreted and assessable accurately . 

The activity pack testing, evaluation and analysis showed that participants identified with 

particular themes relating to the Moon. Collectively the group expressed particular visual 

elements that were common, this included a full moon, use of other visual elements such as 

stars. This reinforced that the perception of the moon was a common one with few 

exceptions. 
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Through this testing the analysis findings were used as part of the design, this included the 

experience of three different narratives, two of which were questions in the pack. As well as 

this, design features were also informed from the analysis such as flexibility of expression, this 

was necessary to incorporate into the interfaces functionality and user interactive input 

experience. 

Other design features that were identified for the cosmetics of the interface included elements 

relating to colour, shape and theme. The analysis showed that participants had a preference 

for a range of colour , however identified the Moon with cool colours. Participants also showed 

to identify more with a full Moon than any other orientation , and appeared to perceive the 

Moon from a scientific perspective. Therefore these elements were included into the design to 

ensure that the appearance of the interface would be interpreted easily and understood by the 

participant to encourage use. 

The paper testing showed trends in relation to interaction and maneuvering. The analysis 

revealed participant preferred to press and drag as the main mode of physical interaction. The 

analysis also identified and reinforced the use of full moons and a circular shape of the 

interface in which participants identified with and understood. However modes and buttons 

confused the participants therefore more clarity was needed to inform the participant of the 

task, and to guide the participants to buttons within the interface. 

The digital testing revealed a number of design changes. As the testing and analysis 

progressed through the various iterations the design became refined and more customised to 

what the user wanted. This included adjusting text, size, colour, icons and layout. However the 

main concept of the interface was understood and enjoyed, therefore the mayor changes were 

to enable a user-friendly engaging experience. This information was only made visible through 

the multiple iterations of user and design digital testing . 
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6/DISCUSSION 
The chapter discusses the three phases of testing outlining the way in which my research 

informed design decisions, conceptualisation and modifications. The aim was to develop an 

interactive touch screen table interface about the Moon for children between the ages of 6-13 

years within the Powerhouse Museum Space exhibition environment that is engaging, 

exploratory and informative and promotes social and individual interaction. 

Testing and evaluation on the target audience gave direct insight into the way in which 

participants used, experienced and felt about the interface. From a design and research 

perspective the testing eliminated speculation and assumptions about the way the interface 

and participants would function and interact , this allowed new knowledge to inform further 

design modifications and development. 

My discussion of the design process is documented below through four design themes, 

outlining the development phases of a design into a prototype (from low-fidelity to high-

fidelity). The catagorised themes included, experience (narrative, content and modes of 

experience) , functionality (capabilities , intention , purpose, and operational structure) , 

interaction (social/communication and physical touch interaction) and design features 

(aesthetics) . Also within each theme my reflect ions and critical thinking were documented 

where appropriate, justified by prior qualitative and quantitative research. 

The prototype processes explained below included phase one, which the initial 

conceptualisation of the low-fidelity prototype in the basic form of sketching and digital 

graphics is documented. Phase two included low-fidelity in the form of a paper prototype, 

followed by phase three which involved high-fidelity of digital prototype development through 

digital design evaluations and digital user evaluations (In some cases phase one or two may be 

a digital modification depending on the design development). 

6.1 / Experience 

The following section explains the developments of my design interface relating to experience. 

This included activities and levels of content (modes of experience), and conceptualisation of a 

multi-user experience on a touch table environment. 

6.1.1/ Activities 

This section documents the activities selected for the interface based on research of each 

phase. 
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Phase One 

By combing a number of activities my interface created a multi-layered experience for the 

participant. This experience required the participant to engage in the activities and activate 

personal experience, knowledge, and imagination in order to respond . Therefore the 

experience was not only a process of gaining information, it was reliant on the user creating 

content within the interface that was subjective to each individual through drawing and text. 

This form of interaction created a prolonged and highly engaging experience that was more 

inclined to sustain and encourage interaction and cater for different learning styles of the 

audience (refer to Chapter 3) . 

Four activities were incorporated into my design for participants to experience. The activities 

were selected based on testing results from the activity packs that created an explorative 

experience and built upon the users knowledge of the Moon. 

FU T U RE M OO N 
If humans were to l1ve on he moon. how do you thmk th1s would change the appearance 
of l he moon? Document your 1deas be low. 

(Figure 6.1.1. Activity Pack Question 2 - Future Moon) 

The first selected experience was from question two of the Act ivity Pack testing called 'Future 

Moon' (refer to Figure 6.1.1 . Activity Pack Question 2 - Future Moon). My analysis of the 

results on the question (refer to appendix L, chapter 5) showed that participants explored the 

question through variety common and unique themes in terms of context, perspective and 

additional features (both visual and in text). The variance of themes showed participants were 

able to explore the question drawing from prior knowledge and experiences equating to the 

broadness of the collective responses. Although this question had a higher response rate and 

involved a high number of participants expressing ideas through text , there were also visual 
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responses, with only some showing a combination. Therefore I would argue the question 

(Future Moon) meets the requirements of the aim of the research as an engaging, explorative 

and informative experience and therefore was implemented into the interface experience. 

The image selected as a 'canvas' for participants to explore ideas of the Future Moon was a 

close up image of the moon. The image located in the middle of the control panel (input area) 

allowed participants to 'add' themes to the moon. My analysis of the results (refer to appendix 

L) showed that a full moon is the most explored visual context when participants are 

questioned on the activity during testing . 

YOUR SKY 
Draw a moon filled sky as you imagme 1t m1ght appear. Thmk about where you m1ght 
be viewmg the sky from. 

(Figure 6.1.2. Activity Pack Question 6 - Your Sky) 

The second selection was question six , 'Your Sky' from the Activity Pack testing (refer to 

Figure 6.1.2.Activity Pack Question 6 - Your Sky). My analysis of the results showed 

participants preferred to express ideas through drawing or a combination of text and drawing 

(refer to chapter 5, appendix L) . The responses within the data revealed participants were more 

inclined to express ideas within unique contexts in comparison to common themes. This 

showed that participants were able to engage in thoughts, memories and knowledge and 

express those ideas freely. 
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STAR CHARTS 
Fill 1n t he m1ss1ng letters of t he p lanets and constellat ions 1dent1f1ed the star chart 

0 

.... . ., . 
: '>--- AT N 

(Figure 6.1 .3. Activity Pack Question 9- Star Charts) 

(Figure 6.1 .4. Activity Pack Question 13- Phases of the Moon) 
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(Figure 6.1.5. Activity Pack Question 15- Moons of the Solar System) 

The third selection was a combination of scientific questions from the Activity Pack testing 

(refer to Figure 6.1 .3, 6.1.4 , and 6.1.5). Majority of scientifically based questions showed 

participants have a basic understanding and knowledge of astronomy and the Moon (refer to 

chapter 5). The results also showed that participants had a significant interest in Apollo 

missions and man on the Moon (refer to chapter 5, appendix A). Therefore I have developed a 

section of the interface as a showcase of media relating to the Moon and the American Apollo 

Missions. The section was aimed at engaging participants to broaden knowledge in the 

context without participants being required to read extensive amounts of information , It has 

been proven within literature that large amounts of text is unfavorable by participants and only 

offers low levels of engagement (refer to Chapter 3 and 5, appendix R and Q) . 

DRESS 

'' D<J I J 

·'13·~.·~67 :...:Li P-1 ,). 
y .! ) l i ·t !1 

(Figure 6.1 .6. Activity Pack Question 7- Postcards) 
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The forth selection included question seven 'Postcards to the moon' from the Activity Pack 

testing (refer to Figure 6.1.6.Activity Pack Question 7- Postcards). The question provided an 

extensive unique range of written responses, ranging between personal messages and 

questions (refer to appendix L). The responses showed insight into the personal thoughts, and 

questions as well as provided data of the way participants perceived the moon. Therefore I 

would suggest incorporating this question was appropriate. The canvas in which participant's 

type or draw images is on a postcard addressed to the Moon, this image gives participants the 

context of the activity and also makes the concept of sending a postcard more realistic (refer 

to appendix U). 

Phase Two 

Within phase 2 of the design development, the results showed participants did not respond to 

the paper object that represented the postcard (refer to chapter 5, appendix 0). Minimal 

attempts were made to incorporate the visual into the interface configuration. It became 

evident that participants preferred graphics of the Moon. Based on this evaluation and analysis 

the participant's inability to identify with the visual suggested that this activity be removed from 

the interface experience. Therefore the remaining experiences within the interface included the 

future moon, your sky and Apollo mission media. 

6.1.2/0bservation Moon 

The following section explains the experience of the 'observational moon ' in which participants 

can view content made within the interface by past participants . 

Phase One 

lni!ial ccncap!ualisaticn of the obse:-vatio:1al moon was designed as a soc,al exch~nge cf 

content created by users between users. The observational moon was designed as a 

catalogue of visual responses for the users to experience before or after the content has been 

created and experienced. It allowed participants to see what others had done as well as seeing 

the participant's own work as part of a larger aspect of the overall experience of the interface. 

In a sense it gave the participant ownership of a section of the interface (refer to appendix V). 

This experience was developed from my observations made during activity pack testing in 

which participants shared and talked about answers among friends or family in the test ing 

group (refer to Chapter 5, appendix L). Further literature research also supported the 

application of user ownership and the creation of a multi-dimensional experience to engage a 

number of user on a variety of levels within the main context requiring the user to shift between 

emotional and mental processes (Hassenzahl 2007), Chapter 3). 
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Phase Two 

The observational moons were implemented into the digital prototype after discussion with the 

professionals (refer to appendix Q) . The observational moon co-exists on the interface, th is 

provided an option for the user to choose between the two major experiences (input moon and 

observational moons). 

Phase Three 

(Figure 6.1.7. Observational Example for Future Moon) 

(Figure 6.1.8. Observational Example for Your Sky) 

(Figure 6.1.9. Observational Example for Apollo Mission) 

Dig ital user testing showed participants couldn't identify with the observation experience (refer 

to Chapter 5, appendix Q and R). Therefore additional examples were added to simulate the 

catalogue effect, this also allowed a scroll feature to develop as a solution to changing 

between examples (refer to Figure 6.1.7 . Observat ional Example for Future Moon, Figure 6.1.8. 

Observational Example for Your Sky, and Figure 6.1 .9. Observational Example for Apollo 

Mission). The examples used were based on user responses to questions 'Future Moon' and 

'Your Sky', this allowed the prototype to represent the actual appearance of the interface as 

much as possible. 
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6.1.3/Physical multi-user table 

The following section outlines the multi-user aspect of the interface and interactivity. 

Phase One 

(Figure 6.1.1 0. Birds Eye View of Division ~f !nterface ~nto Four Ac~ess Areas) 

The interface design was conceptualised as a flat circular table touch interface. This included 

four access points in which four users can physically interact and control parts of the interface 

(refer to Figure 6.1.1 0, Birds Eye View of Division of Interface into Four Access Areas). The 

design decisions were based on the literature in which Forlines (2006) argued that horizontal 

table interfaces reflect a natural perspective. This is also reflective of the application of the 

activity pack in which participants are required to fill out questions on a desk. 
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(Figure 6.1.11. Multi-User Access Points on the Interface- Birds-Eye View) 

Four users were able to control the interface at once. The circular tabie created a communal 

environment in which interactions occurred socially (refer to Figure 6.1.11 , Mult i-User Access 

Points on the Interface- Birds-Eye View). This confirmed findings from the literature which 

suggested that by allowing multiple users it maximizes user experience and increases usage 

wh ile minimising frustration and time users spend waiting (refer to Chapter 3, Hoeper-Greenhill 

(1991 ), Johnston (1997), Rettig (1994) , Griffin (1999, 2007), Akai (2006), and Witcomb (2003) . 

Phase Two 

The interface was projected as a circular image on a rectangle table. Digital testing evaluations 

conducted with external professionals suggested the interface image were to be stretched to 

fill the entire rectangular space (refer to chapter 5, appendix, Q). This showed a 

misunderstanding of the relationship of the digital and physical interface. It also demonstrated 

the significance of using a rectangle table for a circular interface and the impact that had on 

the over all perception of the interface. If the correct technology was available and used the 

black area around the projected interface wouldn't be visible and comments such as the one 

mentioned would not be made because the appearance would be accurate. 
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6.2/Functionality 

The section outlines key design and conceptual developments of the capabilities, intention, 

purpose, and operational structure of the interface. These areas of design include user input, 

user control, navigation and usability. 

6.2.1/lnitial Activation 

The role of the orbiting moons was to activate and expand the interface revealing the control 

and observational panels in which the participant can access experiences. The section outlines 

the design of the icons for this function to encourage the user to initially interact when the 

interface is approached. 

Phase One 

When participants first approached the interface they were presented with a number of moons 

orbiting around the circular interface along tracking lines. The Moons were designed to activate 

a control or observational panel when pressed. Differentiated by colour, the control panel 

moon was white and the observational moon was yellow (refer to Figure 6.2.1 . Observational 

and Control Panel Moons Orbiting The Interface Development 1 ). A total of eight moons were 

proposed to orbit the interface at once including four control panel moons and four panel 

observational moons. However to minimise time wasted on the development of the interface, 

only two observational panel moons were created for initial testing. 
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Phase Two 

(Figure 6.2 .1. Observational and Control Panel Moons Orbiting The Interface 

Development 1) 

(Figure 6.2.2. Museum Sample Paper Testing- Orbiting Moons) 
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(Figure 6.2.3. Museum Sample Paper Testing- Orbiting Moons) 

The results from my low-fidelity testing and my observations suggested participants interacted 

with high levels of engagement with the large and small moon visuals (refer to chapter 5, 

appendix 0, and Figure 6.2.2 and 6.2 .3). Therefore my test analysis confirms the use of 

orbiting moons as an initial point of interaction for participants approaching the interface. 

Phase Three 

The testing revealed the speed at which the moons were originally set to orbit was too fast and 

caused problems for participants trying to select a moon to activate. Therefore the speed of 

each moon was reduced to ensure that the audience could select a moon easi ly. This issue 

was difficult to determine due to the variance of speed and processors of individual 

computers . The computer that the interface was developed on ran the interface slower than 

the computer linked to the interactive touch table, therefore the speed was adjusted according 

to the touch table as well as the laptop used for testing on users to ensw·e the speed appeared 

at the same rate. 

Further testing of the high-fidelity prototype revealed participants did not interact with the 

orbiting moons as expected from previous testing (refer to chapter 5, appendix Q and R) . 

Participants were unaware of what to do when presented with the interface and did not 

intuitively press on a moon. Further more participants were not provided with confirmation that 

a selection was successful. As a consequence the icons needed to be redesigned to 

encourage interaction and provide feedback. 

My observations showed participants needed to be toid to press on the control panel moon 

(refer to chapter 5, appendix, Q and R). Therefore I redesigned the control panel icon, this 

included adding text rotating around the initial icon stating 'press here to begin' (refer to Figure 
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6.2.4. Final Control Panel Moon Icon). The text was designed to fade in and out to mimic a light 

and to also attract the user to the button and to interact. 

(Figure 6.2.4. Final Control Panel Moon Icon) 

The participant was encouraged to select a control panel moon experience first before the 

observational moon. This was designed to highlight the main experience of the interface for 

participants to explore ideas and engage interactively. It also allowed the participant to see the 

result of their exper ience within the observational panel once content had been built. 

My testing analysis showed that the observational moon icon was also unsuccessful. 

Participants were unaware of the different experiences the icons activated and couldn 't 

differentiate between the icons (refer to chapter , appendix, Q and R). Therefore the 

observational moon icon was designed to incorporate a satellite orbiting around a moon on the 

tracking lines (refer to Figure 6.2.5. Final Observation Moon Icon and Confirmation Animation). 

This icon represented the concept of sharing and communication that was explored within the 

experience as an exchange of information created in the interface. 
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(Figure 6.2.5. Final Observation Moon Icon and Confirmation Animation) 

Further testing showed that participants needed confirmation once a moon was selected (refer 

to chapter 5, appendix R). The icons were designed in four quadrants to correspond to the 

area of selection, once a moon was selected the icon moved to the centre of the quadrant and 

expanded to reveal a control/observation panel (refer to Figure 6.1 .1 0. Birds Eye View of 

Division of Interface into Four Access Areas). However, the testing indicated that the change of 

direction did not provide enough confirmation of the selection, therefore the icons were 

redesigned to gradually increase in size while moving to the center of the quad (refer to Figure 

6.2.5. Final Observation Moon Icon and Confirmation Animation and Figure 6.2.6. Control 

Panel Moon Activation Animation to Confirm Selection). This gave the user feedback to confirm 

the selection and eliminated uncertainly and the need to press the icon multiple times. 
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(Figure 6.2.6. Control Panel Moon Activation Animation to Confirm Selection) 

After all modification and redesigns we incorporated into the interface the icons were adapted 

the interface functionality as a multi-layered experience to encourage physical interaction and 

engagement . The icons functioned individually and part of the table as a whole, orbiting the 

surface at different speeds and positions (refer to Figure 6.2.7. Initial Interface Design Birds-

Eye View}. The tinal interface prototype included the original proposed number of icons, which 

included four control panel moon, and four observational moons. 
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(Figure 6.2.7. Initial Interface Design Birds-Eye View) 

6.2.3/lnformation and Guidance 

The follow ing section states the process of developing and editing the information and 

guidance provides within the interface to direct participants to interact. 

Phase One 

The results showed all participants requ ired an 6Xplanation of the function, processes and 

ditferent elements within the interface for interaction to function efficiently and maintain 

engagement (refer to chapter 5, appendix, 0). Paper testing indicated that it was expected to 

provide guidance and detailed information of the interface functionality (refer to chapter 3). The 

testing allowed knowledge of the level of explanation and guidance necessary for the digital 

design. 

Therefore the instructional windows were designed to provide participants with the necessary 

information to begin interacting with the experiences (refer to Figure 6.2.8. Information Text for 

Future Moon Activity, Figure 6.2.9. Information Text for Your Sky Activity, and Figure 6.2. i 0. 

Information Text for Apollo Mission Activity). The instructions were shown when a moon was 

activated and when an activity/experience was selected. This ensured that participants were 

aware of the objective and the task required for each experience as well as guiding 

participants to the location of tools and selection buttons. 
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(Figure 6.2.8. Information Text for Future Moon Activity) 

(Figure 6.2.9. Information Text for Your Sky Activity) 
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(Figure 6.2.1 0. Information Text for Apollo Mission Activity) 

I designed the information as white text presented on an opaque white background so that the 

layers under the control panel remained visible. In order for the text to remain legible an 

increase in font size was required as well as adjusting the style to bold . The type format was 

presented at several different stages of the interface structure which, included moon activation 

and experience mode activation. 

Phase Two 

Digital tests with the professions revealed that the instructions presented were too complex 

and needed to be "concise and to the point" (refer to chapter 5, appendix Q) to direct the 

participant in a specific direction. Consequently the instructions were edited. The text size was 

increased and styled to bold , while the background opaque shape was increased in size and 

changed to black, this allowed better visibility of the text (refer to Figure 6.2.11. Information 

Text for Control Panel Welcome, Figure 6.2.12. Information Text for Future Moon Activ ity, 

Figure 6.2.13. Information Text for Your Sky Activity, Figure 6.2.14. Information Text for Apollo 

Mission Activity, Figure 6.2.15. Information Text for Observation Moon Welcome). 
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(Figure 6.2.11. Information Text for Control Panel Welcome) 

(Figure 6.2 .12. Information Text for Future Moon Activity) 
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(Figure 6.2 .13. Information Text for Your Sky Activity) 

(Figure 6.2.14. Information Text for Apollo Mission Activity) 
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(Figure 6.2.15. Information Text for Observation Moon Welcome) 

Phase Three 

Between all digital testing and sample groups my test analysis showed that the instructions did 

not provide enough guidance and were too long in explaining the task (refer to chapter .5, 

appendix R). The use of high-fidelity prototype testing made the result clear through my 

observations and data analysis. Therefore I edited and rewrote the text creating instructions 

that were direct and expressed the task with the least amount of text as possible. 
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(Figure 6.2.16. Information Text for Control Panel Welcome) 

(Figure 6.2.17. Information Text for Future Moon Activity) 
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(Figure 6.2 .18. Information Text for Your Sky Activity) 

(Figure 6.2.19. Information Text for Apollo Mission Activity) 
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(Figure 6.2.20. Information Text for Observation Moon Welcome) 

The opaque background was redesigned to cover the entire panel space. This maximized 

space to instructions as well as created a focus on the instructions by covering all other areas. 

However, the welcome text and the experience/activity buttons remained clearly visible, this 

allowed the user to recognise the area first then interact (refer to Figure 6.2.16. Information 

Text for Control Panel Welcome, and Figure 6.2.20. Information Text for Observation Moon 

Welcome). When an activity was activated the text was placed on the opaque background 

however the entire panel area was covered to ensure distractions were minimised (refer to 

Figure 6.2.18. Information Text for Your Sky Activity, and Figure 6.2.19. Information Text for 

Apollo Mission Activity). Due to the text being reduced the size of the font was increased and 

separated into short sentences for better legibility. 

6.2.4/User Input to Form Content 

The section explains the use of user input and creation of content as a key feature and 

interactive experience of the interface. 

Phase One 

Research investigated indicates users have little control over the content of current and 

conventional interactive interfaces other than selecting and navigating between media (refer to 

appendix N). Forlines (2006) points out in the literature (refer to Chapter 3) that standard menu 

structures and pointing interactions were not a true reflection of how people work with visuals. 

Interaction is merely repositioning text, film or television into a digital form, which Griffin (1999, 

2007) among others argued was not an effective medium for learning or experiences in 
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museums. This confirmed the findings from the activity pack testing and the analysis on 

current interactive interfaces (refer to Chapter 3). 

This research informed the design of my interface to partially rely on the user to create content 

within the interface. This content was designed to be accessible by other users and create an 

additional experience within the interface. The results from the activity testing showed user 

input was an engaging activity that was successfully executed by participants of the target 

audience, shown by the number of responses and by the feedback during testing from 

observations in which Museum participants thought it is fun and exciting (refer to Chapter 5, 

appendix L). Similarly a participant from the University sample stated " I feel like I'm in primary 

school (by Participant 28, refer to Chapter 5, appendix L) Therefore I would suggest it was 

necessary to implement this into the interface and ensure that the interactive was engaging , 

exploratory and informative, that prolongs the users experience and promotes interaction. 

Designing tools for the creation of content and experiences that allowed the user to add to the 

narrative is discussed in the next section (refer to appendix W) . 

6.2.5/lnput Controls 

Th is component of the chapter explains the modes on input avai lable for users to create 

content. 

Phase One 

The input controls were defined as drawing and text too ls. These tools were informed by the 

activity pack testing packs, which showed participants constantly alternate between drawing 

and writing ideas. It was also evident that visual and textual themes between participants were 

extensive particularly relating to the activities selected for the interface (refer to appendix Land 

S). The fact that participants had a large number of common themes justified the use of 

multiple tools and options within the interface and allowed participants the flexibility to express 

ideas and concepts in a mode the participant felt was comfortable and necessary to convey 

personal thoughts and ideas. 

The configuration and design of the tools palette structure was proposed in a number of forms. 

These included physical peripheral devises (refer to Figure 6.2.21. Physical Puck and the 

Interface Concept) as a separate digital components within the interface (refer to Image 6.2.22) 

and contained digital components within the main area of the interface (refer to Image 6.2.23). 
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(Figure 6.2.21. Physical Puck and the Interface Concept) 
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(Figure 6.2.22. Separate Digital Components within the Interface Concept) 
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(Figure 6.2.23. Contained Digital Components within the Interface Concept) 

The proposed design for the too ls implemented within the digital space would reveal the 

palette within the control panel by a rotation animation, changing between drawing and type 

tools (refer to Figure 6.2.24. Tools Rotation). This allowed the participants to focus on one 

input option at a time, and access the other when needed by selecting the tools button. This 

also maximized space allocated for other buttons. 

(Figure 6.2.24. Tools Rotation) 
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Phase Two 

After paper testing was conducted my results confirmed the configuration of the input controls 

as contained within the main control panel area (in which the content is recorded). Although 

the low-fidelity testing didn't represent functionality participants accepted the orientation and 

design of the drawing and text palettes and made suggestions to configure the tools in a form 

that was a proposed design. The suggestion was made from the University sample to create a 

"reveal and conceal" effect (refer to Chapter 5, appendix 0). Within the Museum sample 

participants did not add further suggestions of the use of the tools, this showed that 

participants understood and accepted the function of the tools . 

The results also showed that participants rotated objects to place and maneuver (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix 0). Therefore I designed the tools to reveal and conceal within the bottom 

half of the outer circular of the control panel from left right, this in effect showed the tools move 

around the control panel (refer to Figure 6.2.24. Tools Rotation) . 

(Figure 6.2.25. Paper Testing Museum Sample, Use of Elements 1) 
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(Figure 6.2.26. Paper Testing Museum Sample, Use of Elements 2) 

The results confirmed that maintaining elements in one area limited the possibility for users to 

become distracted. Footage from the paper testing indicated participants were often inclined 

to spread elements over the entire interface surface area (refer to Figure 6.2 .25. Paper Testing 

Museum Sample , Use of Elements 1 and Figure 6.2.26, Paper Test ing Museum Sample, Use of 

Elements 2). This encouraged users to become preoccupied with too many elements and they 

often found themselves not knowing what to engage with . This was evident from a Museum 

sample participant stating "I don 't think we have any more [parts of the interface], I think we 

are finished" (refer to Chapter 5, appendix 0) . Therefore I would suggest it was necessary to 

limit the visual peripherals to one main area in which the user can control and maintain 

engagement and interaction. 

6.2.6/0ption Buttons 

The following section explains the options buttons available for users to control the basic 

functions of the interface including selecting tools, exiting, resetting and erasing. 

Phase One 

The options buttons were designed to execute basic functions including save, delete all, and 

erase (refer to Figure 6.2.27. Options Buttons Development 1 ). 
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(Figure 6.2.27. Options Buttons Development 1) 

These options allowed participants to have control over the interface to either save what had 

been created, to delete anything on the interface to the original state clearing all content the 

participant created, or to erase particular aspects of created content (refer to Figure 6.2.27. 

Options Buttons Development 1 ). My research showed that these features were standard 

conventional buttons that are found within interactive technology used to provide feedback 

and functionality. Therefore users were familiar with the functions and allowed the interface to 

maintain a user-friendly experience among technological savvy participants (refer to Chapter 3, 

Wallace (1999), Fahy (1999). 

The research showed that often participants would combine text and images in order to 

convey ideas (refer to chapter 5, appendix L). Therefore I have integrated text and drawing 

within the icons to represent different options that allowed participants to understand the 

functions and recognise the features with ease and understanding. 

The options buttons were positioned together on the left hand side of the main control panel 

area. The save and delete all buttons were designed as basic round vector shapes to maintain 

a scientific appearance, the exit was coloured red and the reset was coloured green. The erase 

icon was a black and white vector graphic of an easer accompanied by the name. 

Phase Two 

After testing and digital development took place the options button were redesigned and 

redefined. The testing showed that clarity of the initial icons was difficult to see and press, and 

the basic functionality was inefficient or misunderstood (refer to chapter 5, appendix Land R). 
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(Figure 6.2.28. Options Buttons Development 2) 

The options palette was redefined based on the new knowledge to include exit, save, erase 

and tools. The design of the icons was proposed as a circular form for all icons differentiated 

by colour and displaying the icons function in the middle of the button (refer to Figure 6.2.28. 

Options Buttons Development 2). The simplicity of the icons and the use of text allowed the 

buttons to be easily recognised. 

Research from evaluation methods in particular Ravden (1989) suggested that feedback was 

an important function within interfaces so participants could see their actions as well as 

encourage interaction (refer to chapter 3) . Therefore the icons I designed provided feedback to 

the user once a selection was made. This feedback was displayed within the circular shape of 

the icon by changing from black to the corresponding colour of the icon outline (red, yellow, 

blue or orange) . 

Phase Three 

The digital test revealed that participants were not able to operate, recognise or use the 

options buttons. Participants were unable to locate the options area even when instructions 

were provided. Additionally the results also indicated that the clarity of the icons and text was 

very difficult to read. As a result of this the icons were redesigned, redefined and repositioned 

on the interface control panel. 
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(Figure 6.2 .29. Options and Tools Buttons Separat ion , Development 3) 

The options buttons became separated from the tools and erase buttons, one was on each 

side of the interface to minimise confusion, mistaken use and to better define the purpose of 

the icon (refer to Figure 6.2.29 . Options and Tools Buttons Separation, Development 3). The 

design included an exit icon wh ich also incorporated the save feature and a reset button 

displayed as the universal information technology symbol for reset. 

The tools button was unpacked because it was discovered participants were unable to locate 

the different type and drawing functions (refer to chapter 5, appendix Q). Therefore I placed 

drawing, text, space and erase icons on the right side of the control panel, separate from the 

other options buttons to minimise confusion and accidental selection. The size of the icons 

was increased and appears universal in black and white. Th is differentiated the icons further 

from the other buttons on the interface, which minimised confusion and maximised interaction . 

6.2.7/Spacebar Option 

The following section explains the use of the 'space ' feature for the text palette. It essentially 

acts as a spacebar for type. Initial design and modifications are outlined below. 

Phase One 

Within the type palette the user was provided with the option to create a space between 

characters in the text if more than one word needed to be communicated. 
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Space Button 

(Figure 6.2.30. Type Palette with Space Button at The End) 

--- Space Button 

(Figure 6.2.31. Close up of Space Button for Type Palette) 

The spacebar button was placed at the end of the alphabetic and numerical line of type initially 

to maintain the type functions to keep all elements together and compact (refer to Figure 

6.2.30. Type Palette with Space Button at The End and Figure 6.2.31. Close up of Space 

Button for Type Palette). 

Phase Two 

The digital testing analysis indicated participants did not locate the 'space' key within the type 

palette (refer to chapter 5, appendix Q and R). Therefore I redesigned the 'space' function as 

an icon placed within the tools palette (refer to Figure 6.2.29. Options and Tools Buttons 

Separation, Development 3). 

SPACE 

(Figure 6.2 .32. Space Button Concept 2) 
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The 'space' option functions when the type palette was activated giving the users the ability to 

place a space between characters (refer to Figure 6.2.32, Space Button Concept 2). When the 

button was correctly pressed, the colour of the button inverses as confirmation. 

6.2.8/Erase Tool 

This section outlines the use and development of the erase tool designed for the flexibility of 

participants experiencing the type and drawing functions of the interface. 

Phase One 

As previously stated my analysis of the result indicated that participants required flexibility 

within the interface to express individual and unique ideas (refer to chapter 5). The erase option 

was developed into the interface this allowed participants to have the flexibility for both the 

tools and the type palette. 

Erase Button 

(Figure 6.2.33. Type Palette with Erase Button at The End) 

I I I I I I \ ""' ..... 
\1 I Erase Button 

\ \ '. 
0" l 

l 

(Figure 6.2.34. Close up of Erase Button for Type Palette) 

Within the type palette the erase button was at the end of the character set , situated next to 

the space button represented as a less than symbol (refer to Figure 6.2.33. Type Palette with 

Erase Button at The End and Figure 6.2.34. Close up of Erase Button for Type Palette) . 
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(Figure 6.2.35. Erase Button Development 1) 

When the drawing palette is active the erase tool is a separate icon located within the options 

buttons . The icon is designed as a black and white vector graphic of an eraser (refer to Figure 

6.2.35. Erase Button Development 1). Once the button is pressed the user can 'rub out' drawn 

elements on the interface using a figure. 

Phase Two 

After testing the erase icon with in the drawing palette, the results showed participants had 

difficu lty using and finding the button. Therefore I redesigned the icon as a c ircular button with 

text naming the button as 'eraser' to resole the recognised problems (refer to Figure 6.2 .36. 

Erase Button Development 2). 
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(Figure 6.2.36. Erase Button Development 2) 
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This button was redesigned to maintain consistency with the other redesigned options buttons 

in order to make the buttons consistent. The buttons were distinguishable by colour and labels 

resized to make the buttons easier to locate. 

The erase button for the drawing palette functioned by converting the brush and colour initially 

set by the participant through the palette selection process. 

(Figure 6.2.37. Digital User Testing, University Sample, Drawing Erase 
Sequence 1) 

(Figure 6.2.38. Digital User Testing, University Sample, Drawing Erase 
Sequence 2) 

For the participant to erase they were required to press on the erase tool and 'rub out' by 

rubbing their finger over the content they wished to erase removing the content (refer to Figure 

6.2.37. Digital User Testing , University Sample, Drawing Erase Sequence 1 and Figure 6.2 .38. 

Digital User Testing, University Sample, Drawing Erase Sequence 2). 

(Figure 6.2.39. Digital User Testing , Museum Sample, Text Erase Sequence 1) 
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The erase function for the type palette operates when text was added into the interface, when 

the erase button was pressed, the erase acted as a 'backspace' removing the last letter added 

into the interface. Essentially all text had to be removed this way (refer to Figure 6.2.39. Digital 

User Testing, Museum Sample, Text Erase Sequence 1). 

Phase Three 

My results indicated that participants failed to notice or interpret the erase function and had 

problems selecting the erase button. Not only was this a problem, once the function and 

location was explained , participants did not disassociate the erase button between the type 

and drawing palettes, and continuously referred back to the erase icon disregarding with 

palette was active. 

Based on the results the two erase features were combined into one icon. The erase to the text 

and drawing were applied within the same icon to eliminate confusion and reduce the amount 

of functions and buttons that user had to learn to operate the interface (refer to Figure 6.2.29. 

Options and Tools Buttons Separation , Development 3) . 

• • 
(Figure 6.2.40. Erase Button Final Concept) 

The erase icon was redesigned back to the initial design concept in phase one as a black and 

white vector graphic of an eraser (Figure 6.2.40 , Erase Button Final Concept). This icon was 

designed in relation to the other redesigned icons within the tools palette, in which all icons 

were redesigned as vector graphics in black and white. This contrasted the other elements on 

the panel and allowed the palette to be recognisable as key functions. 

6.2.9/Tools Buttons 

The section explains the tools button within the interface used to activate the drawing and type 

palettes . The initial design of a two-in-one functional button was redesigned into two icons to 

activate and represent the functions of the tools available to the user to input content. 

Phase One 

The tools button was designed as a two-in -one button. The Initial design of the button was a 

spanner to represent a 'tool' to work with (refer to Figure 6.2 .41. Tools Button Development 1 

Animation). The button was located within the options palette on the left hand side of the 

control panel. 
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(Figure 6.2.41. Tools Button Development 1 Animation) 

When the tools icon was activated, the icon glowed to confirm the selection and presented the 

type palette on the bottom of the panel (refer to Figure 6.2.41 . Tools Button Development 1 

Animation). On a second press of the button presented the drawing palette in a rotation 

animation (refer to appendix T). 

Phase Two 

(Figure 6.2 .42. Tools Button Development 2 Animation) 

The icon of the tools button was redesigned as a result of digital testing that showed the tools 

were illegible and unrecognizable (refer to Chapter 5). I redesigned the icon to be image based 

and as a circular object with the text "tools" within the middle of the button (refer to Figure 

6.2.42. Tools Button Development 2 Animation). A simple vector object accompanied by text 

aimed to help participants identify the icon easier. 

Phase Three 

The testing revealed participants couldn't locate the tools button regardless of instructions 

being provided. Participants were unaware and unable to operate and learn the two functions 

(text and drawing buttons) within the icon that revealed different tools (refer to chapter 5, 

appendix Q and R). Therefore the button was redesigned and the functionality modified. 
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(Figure 6.2.43. Tools Button Development 3) 

The redesigned icon separated the tools button into two buttons, one representing the drawing 

feature and the other representing the type feature (Figure 6.2.43. Tools Button Development 

3) . 

The initial tools icon design used text and graphic elements , however the testing proved the 

use of text was unsuccessful , not being a recogn ised element (the results showed participants 

could not recognise the icon even with the test present , refer to chapter 5, appendix Q and R) 

therefore I redesigned the drawing and type icons as a graphic based vector reflective of the 

function it creates. The drawing icon was designed as a pencil scribbling and the type icon 

was designed as the letter 'A' with a cursor next to it. These icons explicitly represented the 

function they activate. Additionally the size of the icons was increased compared to the original 

tools icon. All icons within the tools palette were designed in black and white to contrast the 

background and surrounding elements in the control panel. 

Further design changes were developed as a result of participants unable to locate the space 

and backspace features within the text palette. The tools button was further unpacked and 

presented a space and erase button below the drawing and type icons (refer to Figure 6.2.42. 

Tools Button Development 3). 

The space button allowed users to place a space between text, while the erase tool functioned 

as a backspace feature for the type palette and an eraser brush for the drawing palette. The 

testing revealed, when both input modes were used and a correction was needed participants 

automatically selected the erase button to delete t he content. As a result of this the erase 
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button was developed with multiple functions as an appropriate solution to the participant's 

difficulties. 

6.2.1 0/Drawing Palette Options 

The next section documents the preferences within the drawing palette including the design 

and configuration of these elements . 

Phase One 

In order for participants to draw their ideas on the interface, drawing tools were incorporated 

into the drawing palette (refer to Figure 6.2 .44. Drawing Palette Development 1 ). 

(Figure 6.2.44. Drawing Palette Development 1) 

The drawing tools included five different brush types , nine different colours and an erase tool 

(although the eraser functions within the drawing tools the button was located within the 

options area, this was to keep the main input buttons separate reducing possible confusion or 

un intentional selection of the eraser when it wasn't required) . 

The brush types within the drawing palette included a star stamp, expandable circle, a thick 

freehand pencil, a thin freehand pencil and a line tool . Each brush icon is representative of the 

type of brush appearance in a visual form. The selection of colour and brushes for the 

participant allowed flexibility and choice within drawing palette of the interface. 
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(Figure 6.2.45. Participants Representations of Craters from Activity Pack 

Testing) 

My research observations revealed participants expressed ideas in a variety of visual forms 

and styles (refer to Figure 6.2 .45. Participants Representations of Craters from Activity Pack 
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Testing). Therefore the interface needed to provide a variety of brushes to enable the 

participant to accurately represent what they are cognitively processing easily. The inclusion of 

the star stamp was incorporated from the results , which showed a high percent of participants 

associated with the visual theme consistently across all expressive questions between sample 

groups (refer to chapter 5). 

Phase Two 

The way in which the tools appeared in a circular rotation maintained consistency within the 

overall shape of the control panel and the interface. My testing showed participants 

understood and accepted the palette as being part of the interface (refer to chapter 5, 

appendix 0). 

Phase Three 

(Figure 6.2.46. Drawing Palette Development 2) 

A number of additional shapes were necessary for the drawing palette. The testing showed 

participants were required to draw basic shapes to create images. The addition of a adjustable 

shapes included a square, triangle, and star (refer to Figure 6.2.46. Drawing Palette 

Development 2) . The brushes that were incorporated from the in itial design remained, however 

the small freehand brushes were redesigned as a squiggly line to show the difference between 

brushes (although the visual adjustment of the brush was slight the visual impact between the 

two versions was significant) . 
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(Figure 6.2.47. Drawing Palette Development 3) 

The analysis indicated that participants generally used basic colours to draw images. The 

colour palette was selected based on the colour that objects represent. (Refer to chapter 5, 

append ix L). This justified the pink colour being changed to red. This change provided 

participants w ith a basic colour spectrum in which all images are then v isualised from (refer to 

Figure 6.2.47. Drawing Palette Development 3). The design allowed participants to merge 

colours with the colours drawn at 90% opacity. With this feature the colours overlap and 

created tonal and co lour changes it the participant desired an overlay or modified co lour. 

6.2.11/Type Palette Options 

The next section documents the funct ions with in the type palette , including the design and 

configuration of elements. 

Phase One 

The initial design proposed the type palette as a 'qwerty ' configuration as a separate 

component to the main control panel area of the interface. However to maintain consistency 

across al l features of the interface an alphabetical configuration was used as an appropriate 

structure to minimise distraction and amount of learning required of the users. With an 

alphabetical configuration applied the letters were placed within the sample space allocated 

for drawing tools and symbols. This central ised th e area in which the tools were located 

minimising the amount of learning required for the part icipant to understand the different parts 

of the interface. 

The text themes expressed by participants in the selected activities (from the activity pack 

testing) was extremely broad. The results showed part icipants consistently used text in order 

to express ideas (refer to Chapter 5, appendix L). Th refore the design inc luded addit ional 
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letters in the alphabet, this included numbers and common symbols within the text palette that 

allowed flexibility for different and unique expression (refer to Figure 6.2.48. Type Palette 

Development 2). 

(Figure 6.2.48. Type Palette Development 2) 

VJithin the selection of letters a circular scroll (ball) feature was designed in which letters were 

magnified as the scroll bal l was dragged by the participant , this made the desired letter 

available for selection (refer to Figure 6.2 .48. Type Palette Development 2) . 

Phase Two 

Digital test ing indicated participants understood and accepted the configurat ion of the text 

layout. Users attempted to add type to the interface showing participants were actively 

accepting the palette as part of the interface (refer to appendix 0 and R). Therefore no further 

changes were applied to the layout of the type, the alphabetical configuration remained and 

was developed into the digital prototype. However, changes to how letters were selected 

meant the elimination of the scroll. The testing results showed that participants preferred to 

press objects directly (refer to appendix 0). Therefore to select a letter involved pressing on it 

directly, the letters continued to magnify upon selection as a form of confirmation. 

Phase Three 

The testing resulted in adjustment to the type size and space between letters in the text 

palette. This adjustment was made a number of times and included style adjustments to the 
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boldness and overall appearance of the type (refer to appendix Q). During professional testing 

interaction phase four (refer to appendix Q) the type was increased in size to cater for larger 

hand sizes (as pointed out by Mathew Connell). The testing also revealed that participants 

didn 't select symbols therefore the symbols were removed from the palette limiting the user to 

express words or numbers (refer to Figure 6.2.49. Type Palette Development 3). If the user 

required symbols as an alternative to typing, the user could draw the symbol with the freehand 

brush found in the drawing palette. This concept exercises the multi-dimension interactivity 

and flexibility of the interface. 

(Figure 6.2.49. Type Palette Development 3) 

The text selection process was modified based on testing that indicated difficulty of choosing 

letters. The solution to this involved an increase of the letter size when a selection was made. 

The adjustment provided feedback to the user that the letter was selected correctly. However, 

when further tested this proved to be insufficient due to the selection point covering the letter 

(refer to Chapter 5, appendix 0). A discussion with Daniel Roberto (refer to chapter 5, appendix 

Q) led to an additional adjustment when letters were selected which included the letter 

displacing above the selection point (to appear above the users finger). This showed the user 

that the selection was made correctly and confirmed the letter of choice (refer to Figure 6.2.49. 

Type Palette Selection Effects). 
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(Figure 6.2.50. Type Palette Selection Effects) 

As an additional feature to the type being displayed in the center of the control panel, an 

option was added to move and reposition the text on the interface. This allowed participants to 

have a greater choice and personalise the appearance of the content. Once the text was within 

the interface, the participant could press and drag the text to another preferred location within 

the input area of the control panel (refer to Figure 6.2.51. Type Palette Text Movement 

Feature). This allowed more flexibility and freedom for the user to express ideas and content in 

a unique and desired way. 

(Figure 6.2.51. Type Palette Text Movement Feature) 

6.2.12/Apollo Mission Symbols 

The next section documents the functions within the Apollo Mission symbols, which activate 

media content. The section explains my design and configuration of elements. 

Phase One 

The Apollo Mission experience was designed as media center that displayed content about the 

Apollo missions. The participant was not required to input or create any content within this 

experience, however they were required to select the symbols to view media on particular 

topics associated with the Moon. As a result of this the drawing and type palettes were 
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disabled. The participant was provided with seven different symbols at the bottom of the 

control panel, these can be used to activate the different media content on different topics. 

(Figure 6.2.53. Apollo Mission Symbol Development 1) 

Two different symbols concepts were designed . The first was a graphical representation of 

different aspects of the Apollo missions (refer to Figure 6.2 .53. Apollo Mission Symbol 

Development 1). This included a space shuttle, stars, planets , the moon, an astronaut and 

sound waves. 

(Figure 6.2.54. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Development 2) 

The second concept utilised responses collected from the Activity Pack Testing Question Four 

-Symbols (refer to Chapter 4 and Figure 6.2 .54. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Development 
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2). These symbols represented different visualisations of how the moon could be represented 

as a symbol, invented by the user. Common symbols among the results were incorporated into 

the design, this confirmed that the symbols would be interpreted by the users. 

0 
Media References 

X .. 3 
Maps Cultural References 

6 
Man Landing on 

the Moon 
Phases of 
the Moon 

Launch to 
the Moon 

(Figure 6.2.55. Apollo Mission Activity Vector Symbols References) 

(] 

Surface of 
the Moon 

The seven different symbols were designed to represent topics of multimedia content 

including, the surface of the moon, maps, cultural references, man landing on the moon, 

phases of the moon, space shuttle and media references (refer to Figure 6.2.55. Apollo Mission 

Activity Vector Symbols References). These topics were defined from my testing, data analysis 

and observations, which showed if participants were familiar or unfamiliar with astronomy and 

the Moon. The topics I tested included phases of the moon, and maps of the moon in which 

participants showed little knowledge (refer to chapter 5, questions 9 and 13 of activity pack 

testing). In contrast to this cultural references such as man landing on the moon and the 

surface of the moon were very familiar to participants shown by the text and graphical 

references and the number of correct answers in relation to representations and footprints 

(refer to chapter 5, questions 5 and 11 of activity pack testing results) . A combination of known 

and unknown knowledge allowed a level of understanding and provided new knowledge to be 

learnt in a visual form. This level of learning was significant for a museum space particularly an 

interactive interface, which was evident from the literature investigation (refer to chapter 3). 
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(Figure 6.2.55. Apollo Mission Image Examples) 

The symbols were designed to appear within the palette area of the control panel after the 

participant selected the 'Apollo Mission ' experience and read the instructions (refer to Figure 

6.2.55. Apollo Mission Image Examples) . 

Phase Two 

The testing showed that participants were more responsive to the second symbol visual 
concept in a vectorised form that represented the Moon rather than the graphical icons (refer 
to Chapter 5, appendix 0). Therefore the vector symbols were used as part of my interface to 
activate content. This preference also appeared more consistent with the over all appearance 
of the interface in contract to graphics, which did not appear in the interface as an activate-
able feature (graphics were used only within the main input area of the interface in which 
content was placed or observed). 
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Phase Three 

(Figure 6.2.56. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Development 3) 

(Figure 6.2.57. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Final Design) 

Due to the redesigned layout of the options and tools icons and the reduction of the 

experience button space more, room is available within the palette area. Therefore the symbols 

were enlarged to fill the entire available space, this made selections easier and improved the 

visibility of the icons (refer to Figure 6.2 .56. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Development 3 and 

Figure 6.2.57. Apollo Mission Activity Symbol Final Design). 
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My results indicated the Apollo mission experience was one of the most preferred (Chapter 5, 

appendix 0 and R), participants did not have difficulty selecting the button, this was evident 

from the unresponsiveness to negative observations or comments therefore the symbols 

remained unchanged from the previous design phase (refer to appendix X1 ). 

6.2.13/Save 

The fo llowing section describes my development of the save function within the interface to 

create a multi-dimensional experience that allows participants to save work with in the interface 

and to external email. 

Phase One 

The concept was developed to save and catalogue participant 's work within the observat ional 

panels. This was a result of observed social interactions during testing. The concept was 

designed to allow an exchange of information between participants, sharing and 

communicating ideas to others as well as provide a personal record of the work created. My 

research identified the save and share feature as a multi-dimensional experience in which 

users had a sense of creation and ownership to the content and narrative. 

Control Panel- Saving Content 

I 
l 

Observational Panel External Email 

(Figure 6 .2.58. Save Process Map) 
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Linking the interface to external web sources included email as an additional share feature 

(refer to Figure 6.2.58. Save Process Map and Chapter 5, appendix Q). Not only did this 

provide the user with a copy of what they created it also expanded the interface and museum 

experience beyond the confines of the physical table to external environments to enhance the 

overall experience (refer to chapter 3). 

Phase Two 

(Figure 6.2 .59. Exit Button Development 3) 

The save function was developed within the exit button (refer to Figure 6.2.59 . Exit Button 

Development 3). 

(Figure 6.2.60. Exit, Save and Email Windows) 

Once a user decided to exit the experience they were presented with the option to save and 

send a copy to an email address (refer to Figure 6.2.60. Exit, Save and Email Windows) . The 

input of the name and email address was presented in the same format as the text palette that 

was within the activity experiences, this utilised what the participant had already learnt from 

the interface. 

Alternatively the user can exit without sending a copy to an email however the content will still 

be saved for the observational catalogue. The user inputs a name and email address, once 

send was pressed the panel closes. 
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6.2.14/Sound 

This next section explains the use of sound as an additional confirmation feature to 

accompany visual changes and selections of elements within the interface. 

Phase One 

The digital test results showed participants were unaware of selections being made. This 

resulted in the participant pressing multiple times and feeling uncertain of the function of 

buttons (refer to chapter 5,appendix Q and R). Further confirmation was provided within button 

selections of moon activation, options, palettes and experience. Each button was assigned a 

sound to confirm the button was selected correctly (see Figure 6.2.61 . Sound Allocation Map) . 

The use of sounds was also infiltrated within palettes providing the effects of typing, selecting 

brushes and colour to provide the audience with confirmation and feedback that accompanied 

the visual change in the interface. Sound provided another level to the multi-dimensional 

experience and activated another sensory experience for the user (refer to chapter 3). 

(Figure 6.2.61. Sound Allocation Map) 

The sounds used were basic short sounds that participants could identify a selection with. 

Because of the multi-user possibility of the interface, the sounds overlapped when more than 

one user engaged with the interface. Therefore, with short distinct sounds applied this 

provided easier recognition without confusion or the sound becoming a distraction . Another 

alternative was to provide the user with headphones, however this would reduce the social 

experience already established within the interface (refer to appendix Z). 
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6.2.15/Titles 

The next segment documents how titles are used within the interface design particularly within 

the control panel and observation panel areas. 

Phase One 

The control panel was designed to incorporate titles of each section of the interface. 

(Figure 6.2.62 . Panel Title Design Development 1) 

(Figure 6.2.63. Panel Title Design Development 2) 

The layout and design of the titles were explored through a number of concepts designed to 

appear as futuristic and scientific structures (refer to Figure 6.2 .62. Panel Title Design 
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Development 1 and Figure 6.2.63. Panel Title Design Development 2). The initial two designs 

were disregarded based on the need to maximize space for the input area of the panels. As a 

result the buttons incorporated text to compensate for the loss of titles. 

(Figure 6.2.64. Panel Title Design Development 3) 

The titles for the experience buttons were designed in a scientific font that was coloured 
corresponding to the button colour. The text and arm joining to the text to the panel appeared 
to the user in a typed animation sequence when the panel was activated (refer to Figure 6.2.64. 
Panel Title Design Development 3). This effect drew the participants attention to the title and 
made the buttons more propionate in the panel as the only animated title sequence. 
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Phase Two 

(Figure 6.2.65. Control Panel Title Design Development 4) 

(Figure 6.2.66. Observational Panel Title Final Design) 

As a result of the digital design testing, the space allocated for user input (the middle of the 

panel) and the control panel (entire panel object) needed to be increased . As a consequence 

the arms attached to the text and the panel were removed. The labels were restricted to 
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naming the experiences only and placed closer to the panel area, this allowed the panel to 

consume more surface space (refer to Figure 6.2.65. Control Panel Title Design Development 4 

and Figure 6.2 .66. Observational Panel Title Final Design). The results from user testing of the 

redesigned titles showed (chapter 5, appendix R) that the titles were acknowledged but did not 

distract the user from the experience therefore changes were not made to the titles. 

6.3/lnteraction 

The section outlines key design and conceptual developments of the interaction modes 

selected to operate the interface. 

6.3.1/Using Touch Interaction 

The following segment explains the physical interaction participants are required to use to 

operate the interface. 

Phase One 

My observations of the paper testing revealed participants preferred to interactive directly with 

objects rather than using peripheral devices or other objects. Therefore my interface design 

was completely digital. This reduced confusion between physical and digital objects and the 

possible links between the two. 

The research confirmed touch was the most appropriate form interaction. It reflected a natural 

mode of interaction associated with table interfaces. This was supported through my literature 

and field research conducted on existing table interfaces (refer to chapter 3). Existing 

interfaces showed limited interaction, users were required to press, drag or move over objects 

in order to activate content. This appeared to be a natural instinct that users could interpret 

easily and did not require large amounts of instructions. The research suggested that visitors 

were up to date with interactive gestures, this included those associated with touch and 

peripheral selections offered throughout Museum interactive environments. The knowledge 

that uses had of interaction modes was instinctive (refer to Wallace (1999). On this bases, 

basic and known forms of interactive gestures were incorporated into the design for 

participants to reveal and create content. As a result of this, it allowed learning and 

understanding of the interface to be processed easily and quickly and maintained user-

friendliness. 

Phase Two 

My paper testing results reinforced the use of participants pressing, dragging and sliding 

objects as the form of touch interaction (refer to chapter 5, appendix 0). Therefore no changes 

were applied to the use of touch as the main mode of interaction within the interface. This also 

confirmed the success and acceptance of touch by the user. 
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Phase Three 

Further testing analysis indicated participants did not have problems intuitively pressing 

objects on both the touch table and the laptop. Although the results indicated a selection was 

difficult, this was due to design features , not the physical act of touch or pressing (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix A). Gestures that were designed to operate the interface remained 

unchanged. The combination of these gestures remained familiar and instinctive for 

participants therefore, the user-friendliness of the interface and level of learning required to 

interact was reduced, ensuring a more pleasurable and prolonged experience (refer to chapter 

3). 

6.3.2/Touch Table 

Although the MEAL touch table hardware was capable of multi-touch features, these features 

required new code (programming) to be written from Flash to the MEAL touch software for the 

feature to take effect. Although this was a major part of the interface for testing and prototype 

development the interface remained as a single user interface with the potential for multi-users 

(four). If users were willing to share the mouse the interface would simulate as a multi-user 

experience. Considerable time and knowledge was required to construct the code necessary 

for multi-touch that was not available at this stage of the research . Therefore the interface 

remained a single user experience, however this was not a deterrent to the testing because the 

main focus was on technical and conceptual features, not the multi-usability. 

The analysis indicated the interface was more effective when presented with a projector that 

had higher resolution and better quality. A lot of visibility and clarity issues (refer to Chapter 5, 

appendix Q and A) were associated with the text and graphics. This would be eliminated if a 

higher resolution image were used. This was clearly visible when the i11terface was presented 

on the touch table and compared against the appearance on the computer screen. 

Additionally, if the interface was displayed to the true size as proposed (approximately two to 

three meters in diameter) the size of the objects on the screen would be bigger and clarity 

issues would be resolved. 

6.4/Design Features 

The section outlines key design and conceptual developments of the design features of my 

interface. These areas of design include user circular forms, the control panel design, 

observational moon panel design, colour, background and scientific elements. 

6.4.1/Circular Forms 

The following segment explains the circular forms used as a primary design feature to establish 

a visual theme within the interface. 
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Phase One 

The interface was designed from circular forms. The results showed circular shapes were a 

common theme within participant responses in particular a full Moon (refer to Chapter 5, 

appendix L). Therefore circular formations were a necessary design feature, it also allowed the 

appearance of the interface to be recognised and interpreted easily when participants were 

confronted with the interface. 

Orbting Paths 

(Figure 6.4.1. Interface Orbiting Paths- Birds-Eye View) 

The orbiting moons were separated by different orbiting paths (refer to Figure 6.4.1. Interface 

Orbiting Paths- Birds-Eye View). The animation of the moon icons was continuous, this gave 

the user a sense of movement and engagement without necessarily physically interacting with 

the interface. 
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(F igure 6.4.2 . Basic Panel Circular Design Development 1) 

(Figure 6.4.3. Basic Panel Circular Design with Buttons Development 2) 

(Figure 6.4.4. Basic Panel Circular Design with Media Development 3) 
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The structure of the control panel (input area) and observational panel was formed on a circular 

shape (refer to Figure 6.4.2. Basic Panel Circular Design Development 1). This circular 

formation was also incorporated into the design of buttons and the presentation of content, 

this created consistency across the over all appearance of the interface (refer to Figure 6.4.3. 

Basic Panel Circular Design with Buttons Development 2 and, Figure 6.4.4. Basic Panel 

Circular Design with Media Development 3). 

Phase Two 

Testing indicated participants accepted and liked the appearance of the interface. This 

feedback was provided from paper and digital testing evaluations (refer to chapter 5, appendix 

Q), therefore the appearance of the interface did not change and was modified in any way . 

6.4.2/The Control Panel 

The next section outlines my design of the control panel. The control panel presents three 

activities (previously mentioned and explained) to the user allowing the input of content and 

media to be experienced. 

Phase One 

The control panel became active once the user selected an orbiting moon on the interface 

table. Once the moon was pressed the control panel appeared out of the moon icon as it 

expanded. 
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(Figure 6.4.5 . Initial Control Panel Concept Sketches) 

My initial designs for the control panel were designed from formative research on the Moon 

and scientific visualisations of elements and aspects of space travel that included consoles, 

data display , and astrological elements (refer to Figure 6.4.5 Initial Control Panel Concept 

Sketches) . 
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(Figure 6.4.6. Control Panel Concept 2) 

(Figure 6.4 .7. Control Panel Concept 3) 
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My testing analysis shows participants identified with circular forms significantly throughout all 

stages of testing therefore using circular forms is necessary for the context of the interface 

(refer to chapter 5, appendix 0 and R, and Figure 6.4.6. Control Panel Concept 2, and Figure 

6.4. 7. Control Panel Concept 3). Based on my research analysis concept three was selected to 

develop further (refer to Figure 6.3 .7. Control Panel Concept 3). 

Options 
Buttons Area 

Activity Buttons 

Drawing/Typing/Symbols 
Buttons and Palette Area 

Input Area and 
Media Viewing Area 

(Figure 6.4.8. Control Panel Division of Sections Development 1) 

Concept three was the most appropriate choice due to the circular structure that was divided 

into a number of sections, this allowed the organisation of buttons, user input and text within a 

compact space (refer to Figure 6.4.8. Control Panel Division of Sections Development 1). 

Referring to Figure 6.4.8. Control Panel Division of Sections Development 1, the design display 

positioned the activities at the top outer ring of the control panel, this included Future Moon, 

Your Sky and Apollo Missions. The activities were shown in three different colour coded 

sections (Future Moon is yellow, Your Sky is green and Apollo Missions is blue) with titles at 

the top of the panel for clear identification. I designed these titles to animate out appearing as 

if the text is typed. This design feature was used to make users aware and promote interest in 

the section. The round buttons located in the middle of each activity section guided 

participants to a specific point of selection to activate an activity. Once the button was pressed 

confirmation was shown to the participant by the corresponding colour filling the entire activity 

selection area (initially set to a 80% opacity of the solid colour). 
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The left outer ring of the control panel was allocated to options buttons and the tools buttons. 

The remainder of the control panel outer ring was delegated to input modes, which included 

type, drawing buttons, and symbols. The center of the control panel was for information text, 

users input of content and for media displays. This was the largest and central section of the 

control panel therefore maximizing this space for input and content is appropriate . 

Phase Two 

The results from paper testing demonstrated that participants were able to configure and 

accept the circular forms that made up the elements of the control panel. Although some 

participants did not always place the objects in the correct areas, attempts were made to 

make the elements work together. Therefore the main structure of the control panel remained 

unchanged for d igital development. 

Phase Three 

Modifications to elements within the panel space were necessary, however the main structure 

was accepted and remained unchanged (refer to chapter 5, appendix 0). 

Options 
Buttons Area 

Activity Buttons 
I 

Drawing/Typing/Symbols 
Buttons and Palette Area 

Tools Buttons Area 

Input Area and 
Media Viewing Area 

(Figure 6.4.9. Control Panel Division of Sections Development 2) 

Due to rny redesign and reconfiguration of the tools and options buttons the space allocated 

for the activity buttons was reduced catering for the space needed for the type and drawing 

buttons (refer to Figure 6.4.9. Basic Panel Circular Design with Buttons Development 2). 
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The size of the control panel was enlarged to increase surface space for elements in the panel 

and to increase the area of interaction. As a result the animated arms initially designed for the 

activity titles and the additional titles naming the different palettes were removed. The removal 

of the titles wasn't problematic because the icons within the panel graphically represented the 

task associated with the button/icon, this eliminated the need for palette titles. 

6.4.3/0bservational Panel 

The next section outlines the design of the observational moon panel. The panel presents a 

catalogue of content created by participants from the two activities and activated media 

content with in the Apollo Mission activity . The section explains the design featu res as well as 

functionality of the panel. 

Phase One 

The observational moons were designed to active after a participant selected an observational 

moon icon rotating on the orbiting structure of the interface. 

(Figure 6.4.1 0. Initial Observational Moon Icon Design Development 1) 

The observational moon I designed were yellow colour moons in comparison to the white 

colour of the control panel orbiting moon (refer to Figure 6.4.1 0. Initial Observational Moon 

Icon Design Development 1). The results showed participants associated easily with a full 

moon, therefore the design represented the orbiting moons as full differentiating the 

experience by colour, so participants could see that there were different experiences in the 

interface. 
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(Figure 6.4.11. Observational Panel Basic Design Layout Development 1) 

Once the user activated observational moon a panel appeared, the panel was designed in the 

same aesthetic as the control panel. However, the observational moon panel only showed an 

exit button, information text and activity buttons (refer to Figure 6.4.11 . Observational Panel 

Basic Design Layout Development 1) . The input modes and tools were removed in this mode 

because it is an observation based experience and user input is not required. 

Phase Two 

During digital testing only one example of observat ional content was on display. As a 

consequence the results revealed participants were unsure of the experience, and requ ired a 

detailed explanation of the functional ity and purpose of the observational moon (Refer to 

Chapter 5) . Despite uncertainty, participants understood the structure of the observational 

panel design . I would suggest because the observational moon panel was consistent with the 

control panel the participant already understood how to utilise what was previously learnt and 

applied that knowledge to the observational experience (terms of pressing the appropriate 

buttons and knowing the experiences). 

Phase Three 

The testing evaluation suggested additional examples within the observational panel were 

necessary to represent the functionally of the prototype (refer to Chapter, appendix Q and R). 
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(Figure 6.4.12. Observational Panel Design Breakdown Development 2) 

(Figure 6.4.13. Observational Panel Design Breakdown Development 2 Screen 

Shot) 

Adding additional examples resulted in a scroll feature being necessary for part icipants to 

navigate between examples (refer to Figure 6.4.12. Observational Panel Design Breakdown 

Development 2 and Figure 6.4.13 . Observational Panel Design Breakdown Development 2 

Screen Shot) . The scroll was placed at the bottom of the panel , the design proposed that 

participants pressed an arrow to scroll one by one, or use a scroll line to quickly jump to 

different images. Participants pressed and dragged over the scroll line to move between 

examples. The design of the scroll feature was compliant with the over all circular structure of 

the pane! to ensure consistency and minimise confusion . 
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6.4.4/Colour 

The next section outlines the colour palette I use within the interface design including the 

orbiting moons, control and observational panels. 

Phase One 

Panels and Interface Colour Palette Activity Colour Palette 

(Figure 6.4.14. Interface Colour Scheme) 

Colour was used to define different areas of the interface and provide a visually pleasing 

aesthetics that encouraged enquiry and interaction (refer to Figure 6.4.14 Interface Colour 

Scheme). The testing showed participants identified with different colours within the context of 

the Moon. This was particularly evident within the results of the Activity Pack testing (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix L). My analysis from the activity pack testing indicated participant's 

reference (using coloured pencils, or written) various colours including blue, white, red, grey, 

silver and black as well as references to light and brightness. Therefore it was important to 

implement colour that was bright and contrasting into the interface that the participants can 

use to distinguish the different elements within the interface and context. 

The analysis indicated participants represented the moon as either white or yellow (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix L). Utilising this result was important because of the high percent of 

participants that made this reference. Therefore contrasting colours were used to differentiate 

the orbiting moons to activate the control panel (white moon) and observational panel (yellow 

moon). 

The analysis also indicated participants associated the moon with light, and brightness (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix L) . It was appropriate to incorporate these features into the interface with 

the knowledge that participants would identify with the colour in the context easily . This 
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knowledge was utilised for the colour of the circular forms within the control and observational 

panels, designed as white with a blue glow to represent light and the brightness. 

Phase Two 

The results analysis showed participants saw no need to change or alter to the colour scheme 

of the interface (refer to chapter 5, appendix Q and R). Therefore the colour scheme remained 

unchanged and will be adapted to new or modified elements of the interface for the remaining 

development phases to maintain consistency. 

Phase Three 

(Figure 6.4.15. Exit Button Development 3) 

(Figure 6.4.16. Reset Button Development 3) 

The colours selected for the redesigned options icons included green for the exit button (refer 

to Figure 6.4.16 . Exit Button Development 3) and orange for the reset icon (refer to Figure 

6.4. ·1 6. Reset Button Development 3). These icons were universally recognised in the 

presented colours , the task of the buttons had significant implications on the experience (to 

exit or reset) . Therefore the colours of these icons was bright and contrasted against the rest of 

the interface, this made the icon clearly recognisable and stand out from all other elements in 

the panel. 

(Figure 6.4.17. Save Buttons Colours) 
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Within the save window the 'yes' and 'no' buttons colours were highly contrasting , 

representing negative and positive actions (refer to Figure 6.4.17, Save Buttons Colours). The 

'yes ' is in green while the 'no' is in red. This colour scheme was used to avoid the users getting 

confused about which button to press in relation to the desired task (refer to appendix AA) . 

6.4.5/Background 

The next section outlines the background covering the entire suriace area of the interface, 

including an image and orbit tracking lines . 

Phase One 

(Figure 6.4.18. Background Image Exploration Development 1) 

The background image was developed from astronomy research conducted in which visual 

explorations of the Moon were investigated (refer chapter 3, appendix F). My research explored 

visualisations focused on colour, shapes and forms of objects in space. These concepts were 

digitally developed through image creation and manipulation in Adobe Photoshop (refer to 

Figure 6.4.18. Background Image Exploration Development 1, appendix BB). 
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(Figure 5.4.19. Background Image Exploration Development 2) 

The abstract background created a sense of depth and space within the interface. All other 

elements in the interface were placed on top of this image (refer to Figure 5.4.19, Background 

Image Exploration Development 2). This gave all participants an engaging experience, not only 

through physical interaction , also through observation. 

Phase Two 

My choice to design and use of an abstract image as the background to create depth in the 

interface was confirmed from testing in which participants documented knowledge and ideas 

of the distance from Earth to the Moon as well as the Moon being in the context of space (refer 

Chapter 5, appendix L). 
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(Figure 6.4.20. Final Interface Background Image, Solid) 

(Figure 6.4.21. Final Interface Background Image, Circular) 

Therefore the image for the background was applied to the development of the digital interface 

which combined cool colours (blue) with elements of light and space (refer to Figure 6.4.20 
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Final Interface Background Image, Solid and Figure 6.4.21 Final Interface Background Image, 

Circular). 

Phase Three 

Digital User Testing- University Digital Design Testing 

Digital User Testing- University Digital User Testing- Museum 

(Figure 6.4.22. Image Quality Comparison) 

The results of the background on dig ital displays included the projection on the touch table 

and the laptop screen showed a large variation in the quality of the image (refer to chapter 5, 

appendix 0, and Figure 6.4.22. image Quality Comparison) . This did not seem to affect the 

users experience of the background, my observations suggested the users experience was 

more focused on the interaction and understanding elements of the interface. Therefore the 

background remained unchanged. 

6.4.6/Scientific Elements 

The following section documents the scientific elements within the interface and specific 

components of my design including the control and observation panels. 
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Phase One 

(Figure. 6.4.23. Vector Image Research Examples) 

Contextual research conducted on the Moon included visual references of maps, photographs, 

videos and symbols (refer to Figure 6.4.23. Vector Image Research Examples) . My research 

analysis informed the development of the visual features designed within the interface. The 

analysis indicated that participants identified with scientific elements and perspectives (refer to 

chapter 5, appendix L, question 8). The findings from the activity pack testing also showed 

that participants expressed scientific elements, which included multiple lines and atmospheres 

(refer to chapter 5, appendix Land 0) . Therefore scientific vector visualisation features 

incorporated into the interface was appropriate. The data suggested these elements would be 

understood and interpreted correctly by participants. 
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(Figure 6.4.24. Vector Scientific Line Work) 

Referring to Figure 6.4.24 Vector Scientific Line Work, the elements in the design of the control 

panel included measurement indicators (cross vector lines) , dashes and straight lines that 

referenced pathways and motion tracking, singular and mult iple circular lines of time frames 

and distance. 

The researched line work and shapes were utilised to form the skeleton visual structure of the 

panel frame, from this form I built up the design on top of this frame with other visual elements 

such as colour. 

Phase Two 

It was observed during the testing phases that participants understood the scientific features 

and accepted the elements as being part of the interface design (refer to chapter 5, appendix 

Q and R). Therefore I would suggest that the elements remain unchanged through to the 

digital prototype development. 

6.5/ Conclusion 

The design was developed over a number of phases that included multiple testing methods. 

Each method was necessary for the design to be informed by research, this allowed the 

interface to develop directly from the user for the user (refer to appendix CC). This ensured that 

the design would be interpreted and understood correctly and with ease by participants. The 

use of multiple participatory research methods secured the success of the interface in terms of 

meeting the design requirements and designing an interface for a museum context that was 

engaging, exploratory and informative. However through the research methods, it was 
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discovered that there were levels of content and interaction that were necessary for the aims to 

be met. This included areas such as a social experience, shared experience, creation of 

content and expanding the experience beyond the context of the museum. Without the 

research methods these identified aspects would not be securely integrated into the interface. 

Without the use of all the research, testing and evaluation methods the design was at risk of 

not fulfilling the project aims and would be based on assumptions and uneducated design 

decisions. 

The final design developed meets the needs and requirements that the participant expected 

from and interactive interface about the Moon. The reliance for a summative evaluation was 

minimised and possibly eliminated as a result of the extensive prototype and evaluation 

methods throughout the design development. The over all product was a design that was built 

for the user with the user and could be implemented into the museum space with a guarantee 

participants would interact. 
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7/LIMITATIONS 
Through my research a number of limitations were evident that effected the research methods 

and design process. The limitations impacted mainly on the extent of prototype development 

and insight into the context and audience. The limitations did not compromise the scale of 

research or the conceptualisation development of my design product. 

7.1/Technology, Time and Budget 

With more time and financial investment the high-fidelity prototype would have been 

developed into a multi-touch application in which a third phase of digital testing would be 

required. However, due to the lack of time, it wasn't possible to develop the code required for 

the multi-touch application, therefore the high-fidelity prototype remained partially functional, 

with save and email feature not functional. 

The construction of a round physical touch table that utilised appropriate technology (screen 

based) would have been achievable with the further investment of time and money. Testing 

with appropriate technology and on the proposed table shape would of effected the perception 

of the experience. However, these limitations were recognised these did not compromise the 

development of the project, and it was of no less quality as a result of the limited time, budget 

and technologic constraints. 

7 .2/Resources and the final design product 

The research was limited to the development of a high-fidelity prototype with most of the 

interface features functional as a single user experience. For a final product to be developed as 

fully funct ional design that operated on the proposed technology collaboration was required 

between the Information Technology and Design faculty within the university. Although there 

was a degree of collaboration, this was with a programmer outside of the university and due to 

budget and time constraints the development of a final product was unachievable. However if 

the resources and access to technology were available the final product would be achieved. 

A summative evaluation of the product is unachievable due to the inability to develop a final 

product. Although this did not impact on the design or research process achieved, the 

evaluation of a high-fidelity prototype as a fully functional product would provide insight into 

the functionality and effectiveness of the interface in the context of the museum space as a 

working product. This would reaffirm the use of multiple research methods for the 

development of a successful design outcome. 
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7 .3/Digital user touch table testing 

The touch table was only available at specific appointments (subject to other academics and 

faculty availability) access to the touch table was limited. The table it was restricted to a 

specific room in the University of Technology Sydney unable to be transported or relocated, 

additionally access to the room was limited and relied on others within the IT faculty. These 

limitations restricted the user testing on the touch table, however despite these limitations the 

testing was attempted. The response rate was minimal with only two people attending. 

Although this did not hinder the results greatly, the opportunity for the touch experience to be 

used by the participants from both sample groups was realistically unfeasible and 

unachievable. The table limitations also restricted the possibility of using the table for testing in 

other environments such as the museum space. 

7 .4/Context of narrative 

From the initial stages of my literature and contextual research to the development of the high-

fidelity prototype, the topic within the research and design was centered on the development 

of an interactive touch table interface about the Moon. The use of one topic and the analysis 

from activity pack testing limited the narrative to a particular perspective. This perspective was 

focused on the users thoughts about the future of the Moon, the Sky and cultural references. 

However, from the testing and research the Moon proved to be a narrative of multiple 

contexts. These contexts could be explored to expand on the selected content within the 

interface exploration such as introducing the context of religion or mythology. 

7 .5/Culture 

My research on the target audience in the Powerhouse Museum environment represented 

research results from an Australian cultural perspective. The research and design development 

from the testing phases provided insight into the knowledge, experience and preferences of an 

Australian child. From this perspective not only was the content and narrative informed from an 

Australian cultural perspective, the level of technology understood by this group was also a 

factor when understanding the perspective of the audience and the interaction and 

technolog ical capabilities. 

7.6/Sample Environment and Context 

The research was limited to testing museum sample groups in the New South Wales school 

holidays with in the Powerhouse Museum. Although this was beneficial for the testing because 

it was conducted during a time when the visitation of the sample group was at a maximum, it 

lacked insight into the visitors that experience the museum space during non-school holiday 

periods. 
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Further more the testing was limited to children within New South Wales and no other state or 

country, therefore insight into possible interstate or international visitors was not tested. The 

contrasting sample was restricted to university students within the design faculty at the 

University of Technology Sydney, although this sample was established as a contrast, the 

research was limited to one faculty and one university. This restricted the level of knowledge 

understood from the sample demographic. 

The sample was tested within the Powerhouse Museum. Although this museum fit the criteria 

of a science museum, no other museum spaces were sampled. Therefore knowledge of how 

the interface would operate in other environments was unknown as well as how participants 

would interact with the testing in those environments . 
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8/FUTURE RESEARCH 
The limitations recognised in the research have allowed areas of future research to be 

identified. The first area for possible future research would involve national testing of the target 

audience within different museum contexts in different states. Through pursuing national 

testing insights into the possible impact education had on the audiences knowledge and 

perceptions would be realised (different states have different syllabus). The extent of exposure 

the audience had to content in the context of the Moon between children in different states 

would also become evident through national testing. This would provide an understanding of 

required capabilities and content requirements to meet the needs of audiences on a national 

scale extending the possible range of interaction between participants to different 

environments. 

Applying the interactive interface within environments other than the Powerhouse Museum 

could also be an area for future research. By applying the application into multiple museums 

including other science museums and historical museums the research extends beyond the 

current context in the Powerhouse Museum (science museum). Researching other museum 

contexts would allow knowledge to develop an understanding of content structures, audience, 

experience and artifacts, th is would provide insight into the capability of the interface being 

placed with in different environments . 

Future research also included the possibility of implementing the interface into different 

contexts other than a museum such as airports, galleries, government environments and in a 

commercial context. This research would have to consider various other factors such as the 

inclusion of marketing and advertising as contributors to the interactive interface experience. 

Within these environments further research on technology would need to be explored as a 

result of technology being considered an area that constantly produces new and innovative 

hardware. Therefore research to select the appropriate technology for the interface and 

context that caters for a technological savvy audience in a competitive environment would be a 

considerable avenue for further research. In addition to this research, considerations would 

need to be investigated such as the adaptability of the interface to be utilised within a 

commercial or other environment the uses new technology not necessarily of the proposed 

design such as hand held devices. 

Its possible for further research to be conducted internationally focusing on the application of 

the interface in different cultures. This would allow knowledge of the adaptability of the design 

and experience for users outside the Australian culture . Research within different cultures 

would provide insight and a comparison between Australian audiences knowledge, experience 
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and understanding and other destinations such as those in Europe or America. Research on 

the level of knowledge as well as the technological sophistication of interaction would be key 

areas of research to explore monitoring the possibility of the interface being applied to other 

destinations and with different audience demographic. 
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9/CONCLUSION 

9.1 /The need for data and knowledge in practice-based research 

frameworks 

My research demonstrated that data and knowledge were necessary for designing interactive 

interfaces. The methods of research used to collect data provided valuable insight and 

knowledge from the audience and within the context of the design. User-centered design 

research methods used to gather data from the audience revealed the level of knowledge, 

imagination and experiences that the target audience understood and related to. Research 

methods used to establish the context revealed data and information on the physical location , 

narrative and content, technology , current developments (in this case interactive interfaces) 

and primary field studies of interactive experiences (touch screen table interfaces) 

The appropriate data could not be collected without utilising methods of formative research , 

user-centered design, testing and evaluation, prototyping, intervention and analysis. It was 

only through the continuous application of all the methods combined that new knowledge 

could be collected. It was only once new data and knowledge were interpreted and analysed 

that conceptualisation could develop and the design could evolve from the research. Without 

the methods of research to inform the design, tha process would deve:op based on the 

assumptions and personal perspective of the designer. With the justification of research to 

back up the design development, the design will successfully fulfill the brief and is at a high 

risk of not engaging the audience resulting in a bad investment. 

9.2/Cultural Probe and user centered design 

An influential and critical method of testing within the reconfigured framework and design 

development included the use of the cultural probe (activity pack). The role of the cultural 

probe was vital to the design development. It allowed a clear understanding of the audience 's 

knowledge, experiences and imagination on the topic area (the Moon). The physical packs 

were designed as an activity and combined scientific and subjective questions to allow the 

audience to connect and identify with the pack. Designing the packs specifically for the 

audience (children between 6-13 years) encasing, questions on individual postcards and the 

tools to document information (pencils) within a pencil case, this allowed the sample group to 

feel comfortable to express themselves and perceive the probe as an activity rather than a test. 

This demonstrated the importance of designing a probe specifically for an audience and 

context and proved that a generic probe would not provide any valuable data. 
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My analysis associated with the cultural probe testing included statistical data and 

interpretation. Because the probe combined qualitative and quantitative questions a 

combination of data analysis was appropriate to understand the audience and gain knowledge 

to inform the design conceptualisation and development. Without this data as a foundation, the 

design would remain a personal development from the designer 's perspective and could only 

assume what the audience wanted from the interactive interface experience. 

The cultural probe results led directly into the experience and my design of the interactive 

interface. Because these elements had already been tested and proved to be engaging, 

informative and exploratory for the audience, incorporating these elements into the design was 

already reassured and justified. This process eliminated the need to guess or assume the 

audience's level of knowledge, experience or understanding of the topic. Although within the 

analysis of data, a level of interpretation was required, these interpretations were compared 

and contrasted against all samples, consequently any interpretation was informed and 

educated . Therefore I would suggest that utilising this method of participatory research was 

vital to determine the parameters of the design and integral to the entire design to understand 

the audience, establish content and narrative structures, experience and design elements 

(such as aesthetic). 

9.3/Mixed-fidelity prototype approach 

By integrating a mixed-fidelity approach within my research, it enabled the prototype to be 

tested and evaluated through a number of iterations. The mixed-fidelity method produced the 

best results for identifying and improving the prototype allowing it to evolve into a product that 

tl1e audience cou ld relate to as well as being developed in the most efficient and functional 

way. However the development of a semi functional prototype is not possible without first low-

fidelity prototyping. Because of the low cost and efficiency (paper), the testing and evaluation 

was easily recognisable and enabled the elimination of features of the design, while others 

were then developed further, due to the recognition of trends between users. The completion 

and analysis of the low-fidelity testing enabled further conceptual development, which led into 

the high-fidelity prototype, testing and evaluation iterations. The combination of methods 

enabled research to drive the design development and also reassured the progression of the 

design as a product that the audience will connect with and relate to on a number of level 

including experience, interaction, usability and narrative. 

9.4/ Adaptable evaluation and testing criteria 

Using multiple types and adaptable criteria for evaluating my research proved a valuable 

method of data collection and vital to the development of the design. Using multiple criteria 
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enabled flexibility within the testing as each evaluation was customised. This allowed a range 

of attributes to be assessed. The criteria consisted of a scientific checklist approach to 

usability, functionally and structure of the design, while behaviour and user experience were 

also assessed at appropriate phases of the testing. Using these methods enabled insight into 

the audience's perspective and knowledge, as well as personal experiences that would 

otherwise be unknown. 

The high-fidelity prototype was the most time consuming and complex, however was also the 

most effective because it allowed modifications and changes to be identified immediately. The 

prototype advanced the development of the digital prototype quickly for further testing in an 

iterative process that made the prototype as close to the final product as possible. However 

given the limitations an absolute final output was not possible. Regardless of this the 

production of the high-fidelity prototype was only possible due to the previous research 

methods and conceptualisation as well as the low-fidelity prototype development. 

9.5/0ver all outlook of the reconfigured framework 

Over all, the reconfigured framework successfully enabled the development of an interactive 

touch screen interface for children between the ages of 6·-13 years that was exploratory, 

engaging and informative within the Powerhouse MLAseurr.. This proved that a combination of 

participatory and expert based methods of research were necessary for the design to develop 

successfully. It also proved that the selected methods within the framework were appropriate 

to gather valuable data to inform the design and worked well with previously ignored methods 

including critical reflection and intervention, which were essential to the process. 

My reconfigured framework was an accurate representation of the practice-based research 

processes necessary for the development of a successful interactive interface that fulfills the 

requirements of the client and audience. This framework explicitly guides a designer through 

methods of practice and research, which has not been documented in this detail before for the 

development of an interactive touch interface. 

9.6/Who benefits from the reconfigured framework? 

The reconfigured framework benefited the audience, client and the designer. It enabled the 

designer to create a design that was what the client and audience wanted. The client (the 

museum) wants an interactive that increases visitation and fits into the museum and exhibition 

context to make a return on the investment. The audience wants an interactive that provides 

an experience that cannot be had anywhere else. For this to be achieved the interactive must 
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be built as an informative, engaging, and exploratory experience that expands the users 

knowledge and the museums service/experiences. 

The audience also benefited from the reconfigured framework because they became part of 

the design development as an informant in a participatory research experience. By responding 

to the research the audience was revealing what they knew as well as what they don't know. 

This allowed gaps and trends to be identified within the data set. This analysis was responded 

to through the design in which the gaps and trends are conceptualised or incorporated into the 

interface development. Using this practice (in the reconfigured framework) assured that the 

audience would use the interface for its purpose, in this case a exploratory, informative and 

engaging experience. 

These benefits were shown through the application of research methods to gather data before 

and during the design development building upon the foundations of the design and enabling 

the designer to meet a specific criteria or design brief. Therefore as the design was built , and 

information was gathered, the needs and wants of the client and audience were constantly 

referred back to . 

9. 7 /Filling the gaps 

The reconfigured framework filled the gaps discovered with in literature on practice-based 

research processes and methods. The framework was developed to represent an accurate 

practice and build successful designs through the implementation of multiple methods and 

design practices. It was through the application of the framework that the project aims 

developed and the design brief was defined. 

Through the development of this project it proved that the selected methods that included 

reflection, intervention, user-centered design (cultural probes), mixed-fidelity prototypes, 

testing and evaluation methods were necessary. These methods were broken down into 

phases to build a structure for further designs to follow. The breakdown of the reconfigured 

framework into phase and roles allows future researchers and designers wanting to develop 

interactive media for museums to interpret and understand how to develop a design from a 

practice-based research approach that will not only identify the project aim, but will also 

achieve it. 
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1.0 BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH RATIONALE 

The front-end evaluation process is critical in determining the context that new 
exhibitions occupy in the minds of visitors. Front-end evaluation typically occurs at the 
initial planning phase of exhibit development. The research provides information about 
visitors' interest, expectations and understanding of the proposed topics for the 
exhibition. 

Qualitative research is the ideal methodology for frond end evaluation as it deals with the 
thoughts and feelings of individuals. 

In the case of the project for Space, the knowledge required comes from a thorough 
understanding of visitors', and potential visitors' feelings, knowledge and attitudes to the 
concept of 'space' . The front-end evaluation must deliver clear focus for the further 
development of the new Space exhibition . 

The existing Space exhibition is visited by 59°/o of Museum visitors and the exhibition 
has been a popular school excursion for many years. The high levels of visitation show 
the need to keep the exhibit fresh and dynamic given the important role it plays in the 
Powerhouse Museum visitor 'experience'. 

The timing for this evaluation of Space was due to the age of the exhibit and return of 
some exhibits to other cultural institutions as loan agreements expire. 

Permanent Exhibition On Space-Front-End Evaluation-Powerhouse Museum-June 2003 
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2.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Research Design 

The methodology chosen for the project was group discussions, often known as focus 
groups. Group discussions are a subset of qualitative research. Group discussions 
generally take place with around eight participants. A moderator takes participants 
through a 'discussion guide' that has been designed to cover the areas of interest for the 
study. The discussion guide is not always followed in sequence, as the power of this 
approach is its complete flexibility. Learning comes not only from what is said, but the 
order in which issues arise, the depth of comment on issues, and what is not stated in 
the discussion. 

This approach is ideal for considering issues where the thoughts and· feelings of people 
need to be explored . In this project the objective was to understand two areas: 
• expectations of what a Space exhibition may deliver 
• visitor knowledge, perceptions and attitudes to the topic of space. 

Both of these broad areas require understanding ... of the thoughts and feelings of different 
groups of stakeholders, making group discussions the ideal approach . 

Diagram 1-The Research Process 

Expectations Df 
what a ·space 
~xhibition may 

deflver 

__ ,.· ·,• 

Responses to 
proposed 
themes 
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Eight qualitative group discussions (focus groups) were held with specific stakeholder 
groups. Group discussions were held in a number of locations and were viewed by key 
Powerhouse Museum staff. Groups were also audio-taped and transcribed for analysis, 
and video-taped for Museum use. The groups were structured to ensure gender parity 
and to reflect equity across a range of socio-demographic factors. 

Sample: 

Eight stakeholder groups were specified in the Brief: 

Group 1 
Upper Primary 
Students: 

Group 2 
Lower Secondary 
Students: 

Group 3 
Primary School 
Teachers: 

Group 4 
Secondary School 
Teachers : 

Group 5 
Adults without 
dependent children : 

Group 6 
Parents with children · 

who have visited the Museum at least once, and represent both government 
and non-government schools. 

who have visited the Museum at least once, and represent both government 
and non-government schools. 

who have arranged an excursion to the Museum within the last year, and 
represent both government and non-government schools. 

who have arranged. an excurs1on to the Museum within the last year, and 
represent both government and non-government schools. 

who are between 30-55 years of age, who reside in a range of Sydney areas 
(North. Shore, Inner West, Southern Suburbs, West and Outer suburbs) and 
who have been to both the Powerhouse Museum and the Observatory. 

under 12 years: who visit the Museum regularly (1-2 visits per year}, and reside in a range of 
Sydney areas (North Shore, Inner West, Southern Suburbs, West and Outer 

--- ---- -----------·---- -- -- ---- ~~ ~-~~9~ ): ----- ------- ------ -- -- ---- -- --- ---- --- --- ------- ------------- ----- ----- -- ----- -
Group 7 
Youths aged 
between 18 and 24 
years : 

Group 8 
Adults with an 
interest in space: 

who visited the Museum to see the Star Wars exhibition, who reside in a 
range of Sydney areas (North Shore, Inner West, Southern Suburbs, 'Nest 
and Outer suburbs), and represent both employed and student occupations. 

who are members of fan clubs, who visited the Museum to see either Star 
Wars or Star Trek, and who reside in a range of Sydney areas (North Shore, 
Inner West, Southern Suburbs, West and Outer suburbs) . 

Permanent Exhibition On Space-Front-End Evaluation-Powerhouse Museum-June 2003 
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Five of the focus groups were recruited by Stollznow Research. Where possible, 
Stollznow Research tries to recruit the participants. We believe this is a vital part of the 
success of the project for the following reasons: 

• We recruit anew for each project ensuring quality of response due to the 
'freshness' of participants. 

• By controlling the recruiting process, Stollznow Research is able to ensure that 
participants are appropriate-near enough to the specification of recruitment is not 
good enough. 

• A relationship is formed with participants before they even walk through the door. 
By contacting the participants and clarifying the practical details then asking them 
to consider a question prior to the group, the participants are more inclined to feel 
relaxed and ready to go when the group begins. 

Stollznow Research used professional recruiters to contact ·students, and the parents of 
children twelve years and under. 

Permanent Exhibition On Space-Front-End Evaluation-Powerhouse Museum-June 2003 
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2.2 The Discussion Process 

The Discussion Guides are included as Appendix 2. 

There were specific stages in the process (see Diagram 2). 

Stage 1-Pre-discussion 

Prior to attending the discussion , participants were asked to think about the question: 

"How has mankind used technology to meet the challenge and adventure of 
space exploration? What comes to mind when thinking about space 
exploration?" 

5 

This was done to encourage considered discussion in the group. Thinking about the 
issues prior to the groups allowed individuals to come with developed thoughts and ideas 
about their attitudes to space exploration. 

Stage 2-0pening the mind 

As a commencement to the discussion process, participants were asked to talk about 
their thoughts on the above questions . This 'primed' participants to focus on the topic 
and allowed them to share their initial thoughts. 

Stage 3-Knowledge and understanding 

Group participants were asked to discuss a series of topics. This was to determine the 
level of knowledge that participants had about each topic prior to the introduction of 
stimulus material. 

Stage 4-Perceptions and expectations 

Participants were asked what they thought would be in a space exhibition at the 
Powerhouse Museum and what they would like to see in an exhibition. This was also 
asked after exposure to .the eight themes. 

Stage 5-Theme evaluation 

Participants were exposed to eight theme categories illustrated with approximately seven 
to eight images each. They were asked to record their level of interest in each of the 
eight themes, and in each of the images as it represented a key idea within that theme. 
The discussion and the ratings are combined in the report for analysis. 

Stage 6-0bservatory 

Finally, participants were asked their general perceptions of the Observatory in the 
cultural experience environment. 
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Diagram 2-Discussion Process Map 
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3.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

It is important to acknowledge that :space' is a fascinating topic. Participants in all 
groups were knowledgeable and lively in their discussions. Their level of involvement 
reflected their enthusiasm. 

In response to the question given to participants, the section titled 'Top of the mind and 
attitudes' g ives a revealing insight into how participants feel about space. There were 
several topics discussed at this preliminary level which were interesting-some of these 
topics were raised several times . This helps us determine how important they are to 
these participants. 

At this preliminary stage: 
• participants discussed the actual 'hardware' that has allowed space exploration to 

occur, e.g. space shuttles, telescopes 
• they were very interested in the 'day to day' lives of astronauts when on a mission 
• there was concern about the future viability of Earth-Earth will become 

compromised in some way due to its careless management, or due to a natural 
disaster (e .g. asteroid collision) , and humans will need to find a way to live on other 
planets if we are to survive 

• there was concern that the space program has stalled and is focused on military 
needs and communication expansion 

• there are many benefits people enjoy due to space exploration and many 'spin-offs' 
that have an impact on day-to-day life on earth. 

Knowledge and understanding-participants were knowledgeable in their 
understanding of space and the topics presented to them for discussion. As would be 
expected, the 'space focused' groups had a greater insight into some of the space 
issues, but general knowledge was high across all adult groups. 

History was thought to be an important topic. Though Space exploration began in the 
earlier part of last century,. it was not until the programs had become sophisticated 
enough to send humans into space that history begins for most of the participants . 
'Man' on the moon was and is still seen as a milestone in space exploration. Moving a 
human being from one planet to anther is seen as a major achievement, the likes of 
which has not been reproduced since. 

Internationalism-participants realise that most countries have space programs, but 
the dominant countries are Russia and America. The difference between these 
countries and others is that they continue to send human beings into space whereas 
other countries are more involved in communications. Not all participants were aware of 
Australia's program. To most participants, Australia's role appears to be a support role 
to other countries. 
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There were surprisingly few ideas about 'space exploration-what is happening 
now'. The unmanned probe going to Mars, and Hubble , were the only two suggestions 
put forward as to what is currently taking place. However, it is felt that we are working 
towards keeping people in space for longer periods of time so that eventually people will 
be able to live in space. 

The benefits of exploring space are numerous. It is thought that by understanding how 
the universe was created would lead to a better understanding of what Earth's destiny 
will eventually be. The benefits are mostly seen by how our lives have been 
influenced-mobile telephones, satellites, smaller and more efficient devices, the list is 
almost endless. The question posed by a few participants is whether market forces 
would have caused these developments to occur, or whether space exploration is 
directly responsible. 

The future of space exploration is also a topic where little . info(mation was offered. 
Unmanned probes seem to be the next step, and with good reason-:-there is little point 
sending humans into space if there is no reason to inv.estigate. Space tourism , it is 
thought, will eventually become affordable, and ultimately space colonisation will be a 
reality- just not in the immediate future. 

Most groups feel that risk and cost are interesting topics. Risk is interesting due to the 
Challenger and Columbia tragedies however they feel that the loss of human life has 
been small compared with the benefits gained: The same can be said for cost. They all 
know space programs are costly, but again, the benefits are worth the expense. 

Participants in these groups seemed to be divided into two groups-those who like and 
those who dislike science fiction . . However it is recogn ised that 'good' science fiction 
writers are people who have a realistic vision of what life could be like in the future. They 
are able to combine fact. with ·: fantasy. Science fiction makes the readers/viewers 
challenge their ideas and jmakes them think'. 

' :.: . 

In terms of an exhibition ,.i;p,articipants all want ' hands-on ~'. By this they mean they want 
an experience. ;they "do;,,not>simply want to walk out of the Powerhouse Museum with 
knowledge? Theykwant to""experience and take away an understanding of what it is like 
to be involy~d ::tin a~,_space.iprogram~ They feel that to interact will help them !le~irn in ways 
that reading just,,,.caniiot satisfyr. The types of experiences they are after are 
weightlessness, 'a _: day in the life' of an astronaut, and what it would be like to sit In a 
space craft. ~h~yz:do not want to do 'lots of reading'-this is simply too boring-. 

Participants claim they do not mind if replicas are used. There is no doubt real objects 
would be more appealing , but if a real object means that no interaction is possible 
because it is put behind glass, then a replica with which they can interact is preferable. 
These participants want an experience-they want to touch, feel, and enjoy themselve9. 
Reading can be worthwhile, but interacting is enjoyable. '' 
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Themes. As previously discussed, participants were exposed to eight different themes. 
Each theme had approximately eight different images and each image was rated. The 
highly rated themes were 'Living in Space', 'The Future', and 'Impacts and Applications'. 
'Australia' also rated reasonably well. It is not surprising these themes did well because 
they were the topics raised by participants in earlier discussions. Participants want to· 
understand what they cannot read in books. They want to know what it is like to live in 
space-even the 'space interested' groups want this. These are sensations that have to 
be experienced to be fully understood. An astronaut can describe the sensation, but it is 
not until it has been experienced that it can be fully grasped:, 

'The Future' had an interesting result. There was little vision expressed by participants 
prior to presentation of the images as to where the future is going. The images 
accompanying this theme appeared to capture participants' imaginations. But it cannot 
be overlooked that the images mainly involved people. In some way the images made 
them tap into their curiosity as to where future generations'. destiny will be. There was 
little in the way of general discussion about this offered by their main sources for 
information about the future of space exploration , (for example, newspapers, internet) 
and they do not necessarily believe science fiction . This theme satisfied their curiosity, 
and even if the vision is not accurate, it certainly appealed to these participants. 

'Impacts and applications' is the third preferred theme. This theme again appealed to 
participants because of the human dimension- how space exploration has affected 
them as individuals. It is the human connection which. has made the theme engagin§. If 
it can be demonstrated to each person DOW they have benefited from space exploration, 
then participants believe they personally will have ·tearned something meaningful. This 
theme also lends itself to some interesting interactive exhibits. 

Whilst the theme of an Australian space program did not rate as strongly, there are 
some strong indications that if could be a theme that would be popular. Participants 
were interested in Australia and the programs we have. Throughout the discussion they 
commented that they would like to know more. It may have just been that the images 
were not presented .in an appealing way. If this theme can be expanded on, there is 
definitely room for it in an exhibition. 

The Observatory was the last discussion topic. Many participants did not realise there 
was a connection between the Powerhouse Museum and the Observatory. The 
Observatory's limitations are its size, its location and from a teachers perspective, its 
difficulty in accommodating a school groups needs. Only two suggestions were made 
about promoting it. One was to have a 'combo' ticket deal and the other to have a 
display of the Observatory in the Powerhouse Museum to promote it. 
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4.0 REPORT 

4.1-Top of the Mind and Attitudes 

Participants were asked to consider the question: 
"How has man used technology to meet the challenge and adventure of space 
exploration? What comes to mind when thinking about space exploration?" 

4.1.1 Summary of Responses 

10 

• Technological-Participants from most groups discussed the technology used in 
space exploration . The ideas included were: 
• space ships or space craft 
• unmanned probes 
• rockets 
• Hubble 
• telescopes. 

• Most groups commented on the day-to-day lives of the astronauts. An integral part 
of space exploration is understanding how astronauts spend their time whilst in 
space. There is a fascination with the equipment and tools used and generally how 
they survive day-to-day. 

• All groups were very interested in .the future . Mars was a focus for a couple of 
groups, but finding new planets was certainly a thought most groups raised. The 
major reason they feel the ·future ·;s important is concern that 'man' will need to find 
other places to live. · 

• Three groups of participants (the 18-24 year olds , parents and space-interested 
adults) commented that space exploration has stalled since the moon landing and 
there is a need for ._ qew inspiration . 

• How humans have benefited from space exploration was raised as another topic-
th is includes computers, satellites, medicines and the efficient and cheap 
production of goods .. : 

. ~ ' . 
• Primc:1r)i School ·- teachers feel space exploration has helped their students 

understand that Earth is only a part of the solar system . They also feel that space 
for the maj9rity of students is 'fun'. It gives them a fantasy that is almost 
comparable With dinosaurs. 

• Primary School students associate space exploration with aliens, the moon with a 
flag stuck in it, and stars. 

• Secondary School students are more preoccupied with UFOs. 

• Adults with no dependent children feel that landing on the moon has been one of 
the most significant events in space exploration because it was the first time a 
human being actually went away from this planet and onto another. 

• Space-interested adults feel that astronauts are real heroes. 
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4.1.2 Discussion 

When most of these participants were asked to discuss what space exploration meant to 
them, they discussed the actual objects which have been used as part of this program. 
These objects include space shuttles, telescopes, Hubble, satellites, space craft and 
rockets. Participants feel these are vital 'tools' needed for space exploration to occur. 

"We've been sending space shuttles up there." 

(( ... more powerful telescopes on Earth, ones that will see through the space 
dust. We want more powerful telescopes to be used from Earth to look into 
space .. . " 

Unmanned probes were discussed in terms of the way technology will be used to 
discover inhospitable planets . 

Participants were also fascinated with how the technology works. They wer , rio 
about all aspects of sending either a manned or unmanned probe. From bias -o~o 
homecoming, particularly f ll"",ttifCfse are less involved with this area, space and how 
the technology is used is · ystery. 

((And like the fuel, whe e Cio~t ey get their fuel, and how do they store their 
fuel. And how much fuel do they carry, and like how do they work all that 
out?" 

(( ... in terms of navigation equipment, and how did they know exactly where 
they're going. Communication again,· how do they communicate with each 
other and communicate with back on Earth, like how exactly does that happen 
in terms of technology." 

The 'hardware' is the 'bricks and mortar' of space exploration . Without that there could 
not be space exploration. 

There is . ,. fascinatio these participants about th 
whilst on a ~exg hey are interested in what a · a¥~in the life' of an astronaut 
would be-from sleeping to eating, working to leisure, thes;a~~au~t0p>ie~N1ley~tt:tr 
about. Participants: are interested in knowing how astronauts have to adapt so they can 
do all these activiti~s when they are living in space. 

"Yes, being in a hostile environment you know with a space suit, its own self-
contained breathing supply . .. II 

" ... but the manned probes, how would that work in terms of food and oxygen 
and the distance .. . " 

((What's involved in becoming an astronaut, in the training." 

((I think all that stuff about, like what the toilets are like, and what do they eat, 
and you know all that sort of thing, I think that's all good for them to know too 
because that's interesting. II 
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Teachers, parents and students were initially the main groups interested in this topic. 
However as the discussion progressed all groups expressed an interest in experiencing 
what it would be like to be in space. 

T~ t~ose_ w~Jfr~ot{;m~li~r wit_h ~pac~- ~~a~=~~~~s~~!"~~.fu~~~~~lst o~ a 
m1ss1on 1s ~ l'flYStery. ' ItS-., s~~!!»~~~~eatrs~fo~.ea'fit_~reJ~.tl:iJ~J~tUIDagmatte~ whilst 
being one tli~ they ha~Ef few answers for. They do not know what it is like for astronauts 
to sleep, breafrre~~~Twhilst on a mission. They know what it is like for them on Earth, 
but what is it like wnilst in outer space? How has technology allowed a person to leave 
Earth and still survive? 

The future of space exploration was another topic all groups discussed. There is a 
genuine fear that the Earth will one day expire , over-populate or over-pollute itself, or in 
some way become unfit for human habitation . In order for humans to survive there 
needs to be viable alternatives. 

There are two aspects to this. The first is that we are currently exploring space to find a 
new place to inhabit. The second is that through exploration we will be able to work out 
how we are going to adapt when we leave Earth. By discovering the effect space has on 
a human being, we will determine what facilities have to be provided in order to make life 
sustainable whilst in space. 

Participants are fairly sure that during our lifetime there will be no alternative to Earth, 
but it is a goal that we have to work towards. As technology improves, so too will the 
understanding of what alternatives we have, and how we can adapt to make use of 
them. 

I< f. think of researching the possibilities for man to one day colonise space and 
other planets." 

t(The other issue a9out space also tends to be, if you look at the size of this 
planet I am of the ·belief that you can't really expect humanity_ to live on this 
planet forever, --and it has finite resources, and to be blunt, I don't think that 
humanity is -going to be_ able to last unless we find somewhere else the 
populati9n can be moved to." 

Exploration of Mars was topical for a couple of groups, probably because at the time of 
the focus groups an. unmanned probe to Mars was being launched. 

It was thought that exploration of Mars represents the beginning of our understanding of 
a new planet-thus the next step forward in learning how we can use other planets to 
our benefit. 
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A suggestion was made by three of the groups that space exploration has stalled 
somewhat since the first landing on the moon. The moon landing is seen as a major 
milestone in terms of space exploration. However since then, it is suggested that there 
has not been any event that has had the same dramatic impact. 

"!don't think space exploration will be excited about it until they reach the next 
margin. I mean they have had man landing on the moon and that is really 
great, and they haven't really cared about that for quite some, many years 
now . . . . but until they develop the fastest space travel for somebody to 
actually land on Mars or any other planet, then they will make a big hoo-hah 
about that." 

The 18-24 age group voiced the opinion that one of the reasons why space exploration 
has stalled is because, in America, the Military has dominated the direction of space 
research . Another theory as to why this has happened is because there is no longer 
competition between two major countries and no major goals have been set. 

((The impression I get is that the emphasis on the last, perhaps not on the last 
ten years, but certainly the 30 or 40 years before that, has been more on 
looking at weapons from an offensive or attacking point of view, how we can 
use this to our advantage against our enemies kind of thing .. . " 

The perception is that whilst there _ ha~ been a lot of _ development, there has been "no 
event in the last thirty years that can match putting man on the moon. These groups feel 
that until such an event occurs, interest-in the space program will be limited. It is hoped 
that the probes on Mars will encourage community interest. 

The last topic that was generally raised by these groups is the benefits we have qerived 
from space exploration on a day-to-day personal level. It would appear that Teflon and 
Velcro have both dramatically changed our lives, (well at least they are the two most 
reported benefits viewed to be derived from space exploration). However on further 
probing, there was a general view that the need for faster, smaller and more advanced 
equipment in order to meet the requirements to explore space has meant that computers 
have now become an integral part of everyday life; we can communicate with anyone 
anywhere in the world within a matter of seconds via the use of satellites; 'we know more 
about 'medicines, crystals, and molecular structures further out in space'; and we can 
better navigate our way using GPS systems. 

Other responses to the question which were not generally commented on are as follows: 

1. Primary School teachers felt that space is an interesting way for their students to 
realise that Earth is simply part of the solar system-it is not just Earth by itself with 
the other planets being incidental-Earth is an equal member of the solar ·system 
along with the other planets. This is a concept that students can struggle with. 
Exploring Space and the solar system can help them get a sense of 'perspective'. 
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2. A teacher also comrmented on the experience that astronauts have when looking 
down on the Earth, and the profound effect this can have. Teachers generally 
looked upon space exploration more in these human terms, and the knowledge 
would benefit their students, rather than complicated technical aspects . 

3. Primary School teachers also felt that space is a lot of fun for most students . 
Whilst it is not quite a1s fascinating as the topic of dinosaurs for younger students, it 
is still a topic which alllows their imaginations to beoused . 

l(Especia/ly, we go into creative arts as well as making the art. The solar 
system itself by using papier mache, yes, and the colours and things, 
they love it." 

4. Space is not thought to be confronting for most students. Most teachers were of 
the opinion that as students are already exposed to threatening stimuli via the 
media , contemplating space and beyond is exciting rather than threatening . 

((/ don 't think it's scary for them because there is so much thrown at them 
via television and media and that." 

5. However there are stUJdents who take the bigger issues of space upon themselves: 

"Only like I have had a few kids and when you do really explore that 
whole concept o1f us being part o~ you know, the universe and the solar 
system and all troat sort of thing, when they actually first learn what is the 
solar system, that does freak some of them out .. . " 

It would appear their concerns are that they could fall off the Earth , and real ising 
that Earth is just a sm:all part of the universe. 

6. Primary School stud~rnt? answered Jhe question simply. When they think of space 
exploration they tQtrik' ·'ofi~liens?::fhe -moon with a flag on it, and the stars. What 
aliens looks like wiUb1e determined by what planet they come from. They usually 
are here to harm ~he Earth in some way (which is scary to these participants) but 
how scary they are is determined by the image presented in movies. 

"If it was like really realistic you would be scared, but because it is so 
obviously fake ·yo)u just go (oh my gosh', it is so fake it is not believable." 

7. Secondary School stwdents were not so pre-occupied with aliens but rather with 
UFOs, although there was no agreement as to whether extra-terrestrial beings exist 
or not. It was loosely fe lt that the universe is so big there must be other life forms 
even if it is just bacterica . 
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8. Adults with no dependent children felt that landing on the moon was an example of 
how technology has allowed man to make a significant step in space exploration . 
Even though it occurred in 1969, it is still one of the images they see when asked 
what space exploration means to them. 

((I don't think that we 'll ever see those times agarn. Maybe just as good, 
but very very different. And I don 't think the emp hasis will ever be again 
on the human endeavour. It may be on unmanned space probes, or 
radio telescope astronomy, but not necessarily people, actually getting 
into a vehicle, jetting off from Earth and going elsewhere. I think those 
days are probably over." 

9. Lastly, the space-interested adults felt that astronauts are the real heroes in space 
exploration . They were the only group who mentioned astronauts for their bravery 
and ambition. Whilst other groups were interested in what the astronauts do, they 
never referred to them as people who have made a co tribution . 
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4.2 Knowledge and Understanding 

4.2.1 History-Summary of Responses 

16 

• All groups (except the students) made references to past centuries as being the 
starting point for space exploration . 

• Some participants felt that space exploration started with aviation. 

• Most felt the first significant inroads were made during the early part of last century 
with Dr Robert Goddard being mentioned, and then the 1940s with the 
development of the V2s. 

• The USSR v America period was looked upon as being a period of time where, due 
to competition, major steps were taken towards advancing space exploration. 

• Landing on the moon is seen as the highlight in space/. exploration.· ·Whilst some 
younger Participants feel they have seen the landing too ·many times, most view it 
more as an historical milestone. It appears to be more significant if the participant 
is old enough to remember the landing. 

• It was felt that it is difficult to understand where space exploration is now, without 
understanding where it has come from . 

Other responses raised were: 
• man orbiting Earth 
• Sputnik 
• animals 
• '77 space probe 
• Soyuz 
• Venus probes 
• Hubble 
• space exploration and its political overtones. 
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4.2.2 History-Discussion 
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Whilst the question of when space exploration began was generally believed to be in the 
last century, there were several references made to it being from the time of the Greeks, 
Copernicus or da Vinci. Astrology played an influencing role for those who, believed the 
stars influenced their lives. The invention of the telescope was seen as significant, but in 
terms of development of technology, the last century was naturally seen as the one 
which has had the most impact. 

"/ think man has a/ways looked up into space. They have had their 
constellations and they have all the astrology stuff . . . that was exploring 
space. It wasn't terribly productive. They still looked at a little goat and they 
decided it was going to influence what their whole life was going to be." 

Some participants felt that space exploration started with aviation. 

((/ would look back even further than that. I would take it to the very early 
areas of flying." 

However, it is in the early part of last century that space exploration is thought to have 
had its true beginning. This included Dr Goddard's work and then the development of 
the V2 rockets . The teachers group and the· space interested group were aware of 
Wernher von Braun's work with V2 rockets, and the history behind his leaving Germany 
to help the Americans. 

Whilst the above issues may have historical value, space exploration became more 
interesting when man began to discover ways to leave Earth. 

The USSR v America Cold War period, whilst a politically difficult time, was seen as the 
catalyst for making space exploration accelerate. Without it, and the goals that were set 
during this time , perhap.s progress would have been much slower. It was during this 
time the USSR put the first man into orbit (Yuri Gagarin) and the technology to move a 
rocket from the Earth's atmosphere was further developed and refined. 

((/ suppose, just talking about America and the USSR then, a Jot of 
development in space exploration you have because of the Cold War and they 
were all competing against each other to be the fjrst in space and to do all the 
things first that they wanted to do up there." 

The achievement of reaching the moon is one of the highlights of the century. All of the 
different groups took the view that it was a milestone in space exploration. It was a 
significant achievement because two people physically left our planet and landed on 
another. It was an achievement that required many people to make it happen . They 
made it possible for a human being to survive in a totally different atmosphere. It was a 
success and from the American point of view, they had beaten the USSR. 

"Well I think on the excitement scale that actually putting a man on the moon. 
Having someone travel, it changes history and I think they send robots to 
places and I think we've done a lot of that and we 'll do more of that, but in 
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people's mind it's not a real place unless someone goes there, and I think it 
radically forever changes the way people can feel about what's possible. " 

1/We/1 I think man walking on the moon and not because it was a huge 
technological advancement] but it was not-/ understand it is not the biggest 
but it was an accomplishment. Yeah] just the human factor, like you were 
saying, there were so many people watching it, it was a huge race to get 
there. JJ 

18 

Landing on the moon for most of these participants is one of those events they could 
remember vividly: 

"/ can remember being at college and you know, I can remember man walking 
on the moon. I know exactly where I was. JJ 

However the impact of the moon largely depends on whether participan.t~ . were alive 
when it happened. If they had seen it, then the impact Vt{a~ greater. That is not to say 
that those not alive-during that time cannot appreciate its· significance, .but the emotion 
attached to it does not seem to be as great. 

For some in the 18-24 age group there was an attitude that whilst it was an 
achievement, it is an event they have been made~ to Wq~ch so many times that they are 
bored with it. For these participants, and for :the secondary school students, the moon 
landing is not an emotional experience but mote a practical one; 

'
1/t was the starting point for heaps of new inventions and stuff. " 

)O..l~1 Of \ lnevitabJy J.~ these groups th,~ __ ·_, .c_q··.ntroversy of IIVhether 'man' landed on the moon or not 
was raised. Primary School ~!y.fients Qommented that they had watched a documentary 

'tt'E- which suggested that man .dia "hbt laria on the moon, and that their teachers told them 
~~ that: · 

11 
•• • on the moon the shadow went one way, and he said when we launched 

the Neil Armstf6ng thing, the shadow of the rocket went the other way. 1J 

Secondary School teachers also commented on how some of their students had similar 
ideas. More disturbingly, one teacher claimed that one of their staff also held this view. 

All adult groups were able to comfortably discuss the history of space exploration . They 
feel that to unde.rstand the developments that are taking place now, there has to be an 
understanding of where it started . 

~~without history, we wouldn't be where we are now. JJ 

Other responses raised were: 

• Man orbiting Earth captured the imagination of one of the Secondary School 
teachers when he/she was a child-remembering the media coverage and being 
overwhelmed at the concept of being away from the Earth. 
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• Sputnik was mentioned as the beginning of the communications explosion. Being 
the first satellite, and having been launched by the USSR, made it a significant 
event for one participant. 

• Animals in space were of most interest to students. They thought it was cruel to 
send animals, particularly ones which did not return . Most knew the animals sent 
were either dogs or chimpanzees. 

• The 1977 space probe was interesting to one of the Secondary School teachers 
because it could only be done once every 175 years. It also had the capacity to go 
further into the solar system than had been previously achieved. 

• The Apollo-Soyuz was mentioned by one participant in the 18-24 age group, who 
saw this event as a moment when political concerns were put aside and two 
previously antagonistic nations came together to work on a project which would 
ultimately benefit mankind. This was a turning point for international cooperation. 

• Hubble was mentioned several times, although it probably was not seen by most 
participants as being in the 'history' category. However, Hubble is thought to be a 
most exciting development. There has been a lot of publicity surrounding it due to 
pictures printed in the media. It is felt that the Hubble telescope will : 

({... enable us to learn more about far-outer space, and we can actually 
see how solar systems evolve and their structures and black holes. And 
basically plot the life cycle of the sun. " 

Perceptions of when the history of space exploration began would appear to depend on 
when the individual started taking notice. Knowledge of the history of space exploration 
was a factor of personal interest ·and participants were actively seeking information. If 
they were members of one of the space-interested groups, then they were aware of the 
early pioneers in this area:,. IJ they lived through the landing on the moon, then it had a 

,O(tOtJ'k- dramatic impact upon theni 
r~~. 

It was interesting that the space shuttles, the MIR space station and Hubble were hardly 
mentioned. Maybe they are not viewed as being historical due to their more recent 
evolvement. However, if it . is true that a participant has to live through a development to 
appreciate it, then it would be reasonable to expect that these topics would have been 
introduced. 

;1 '\ttUJ Landing on --tfie .moon appears to be the 'stand out' of the last century. Most of these 
MPA'-1 participants (as me_0.ti~n~~).li~ed .through it, but even those who had not were in awe of it 

~D' of' as a technological achievement. _ In terms of history, from these preliminary discussions 
~ G~~ it appeared to be the most popula-r. 

History is important and interesting and several participants suggested the use of a time-
line to clarify the events and promote why they are important. ..___ -
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4.2.3 Internationalism-Summary of Responses 
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• All groups knew that Russia and America are involved and are seen as the major 
forces behind space exploration. 

• Several other countries were also nominated by the groups: China, India, Israel, 
Japan and the European Space Agency. There is an acceptance that involvement 
in space exploration has become more global. 

Australia 

• There is an awareness that Australia has telescopes and satellites, and offers 
tracking facilities. 

• Australia is seen as playing a role in world programs. 

• Woomera is where most action takes place. 

• The movie 'The Dish' was nominated as an example of how Australia has made a 
contribution. 

• As expected, groups with a specific space-interest were more knowledgable about 
Australia's role. They knew more about Wresat, Woomera and Australian 
astronauts. 

• These space-focused groups had more insight into the space program in Australia, 
in both an historical and 'happening now' context. 

• Neither Primary nor Secondary School students were aware that Australia had a 
program, although they thought it would.benefit Australia if it did . 
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All groups were able to nominate America and Russia as the two countries that have 
been involved and will continue to be involved in space exploration. 

"Well obviously you have got American and Russia." 

((America, Russia, it is mainly those two I would think." 

Adult groups were all able to name other countries who are now involved in space 
exploration . It was thought China is interested in sending an astronaut to the moon , 
which some hoped would be the catalyst to re-gain America's interest. 

~~China is planning on having a man on the moon soon. They want to go back 
to the moon." 

China is seen as a competitor to America in the launching of satellites . It is thought 
cheaper to send up a satellite on a Chinese rocket than to have the space shuttles do it. 
Even Australia has used this facility, with a participant commenting that: 

"Australia did that. I think we put some of the payload on the Chinese rocket a 
year or so ago." 

Other countries mentioned were Israel, Japan, the European Space Agency and : 

"Even India has a decent size launch vehicle sort of industry." 

These participants realised that many countries now have facilities of their own which 
seem to mostly serve their needs for satellite launches, but which do not develop their 
exploration of space capacity. America and Russia would still appear to be the only 
countries sending people up, although on these missions there are representatives from 
different countries. 

Australia 

It is thought that Australia has telescopes (Parkes, Coonabarabran) and {(we do a lot of 
tracking''. 

Australia's role in space exploration would appear to have more to do with 
complementing other countries' programs. All groups knew of our famous role in the 
moon landing courtesy of the movie, 'The Dish' . Most participants had seen the movie 
and had been impressed that Australia played a role in this event, but largely Australia is 
seen as playing a support role to America. 

"Australia is part of the American satellite network. They use our facilities." 

"/ guess you are talking about being part of the technology as far as satellites, 
you can look at some places like Pine Gap and say yes, we're part of the 
American program, it's sort of locked in as far as their satellite tracking 
systems and stuff like that. So yes, of course we are involved." 
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Being part of America's program did not appear to disturb these participants. For a few 
it seemed a sensible practice. For these participants , space exploration should be an 
international exercise so valuable resources can be used properly and wastage 
eliminated. 

There was some hope that Australia would be able to have new launch facilities at both 
Christmas Island and Woomera-it is thought to be important to be able to launch our 
own satellites. 

No matter how reasonable it is to support other countries, it was still disappointing to 
these participants that Australia does not have a more prominent role in this area. At the 
moment they feel that Australia loses talent to America because there simply is not 
enough money to support a 'space' industry. They feel the government has little 
interest. Australia does not have the facilities, and there is not enough money to sustain 
any involvement. 

"We train a lot of scientists and they go to America and work over there." 

"We just don 't have the money. J/ 

That Australian astronauts in the past have had to:become American citizens to be part 
of NASA has been a problem, although astronauts are now allowed to have two flags on 
their space suits There does not appear to be much incentive to encourage Australia's 
students to become involved in this area. 

Woomera, for special interest groups,· is a fascinating place . That Australia was one of 
the first countries to launch its own vehicles as far back as 1967, and was the fourth 
country to have a satellite 'in orbit, meant that Australia in the early days played an 
exciting role . There was a concern that unless Australia becomes more interested, then 
we will be left behind-which will be _to our detriment. 

" ... because we don't want to be swept under the carpet. JJ 

"/ would thinkthat __ you would have to get rather concerned if India starts to, 
starts thinking about having a serious space program ... the problem is that 
the Australian Government doesn't look seriously at some of the other 
countries in Asia-and says, 'oh, what is going on here, how come they are 
making rapid advances in science and why isn't this country'?" 

None of the students had any awareness of Australia 's involvement in a space program. 
Both student groups felt we should be doing something because: 

"It is getting boring watching all of these other countries do stuff Why can 't 
we just build stuff, go Australia, get out there and do something. All the 
countries, they pride themselves on doing this stuff and we don't have much to 
pride ourselves on." 
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4.2.5 Space Exploration-Summary of Responses 

Recent major developments 

• There were surprisingly few ideas as to what is currently happening in space 
exploration . 

• Mars and Hubble appear to be the most notable developments in recent times. 

• Parents and teachers felt that whatever is taking place now, it is to try and keep 
people in space for longer periods of time. 

• Teachers feel their students are fascinated with aliens, and the focus on improving 
communications . 

• Adults without dependent children felt the International Space Station is the next 
big project, and that telescopes are currently being developed which will be larger 
and more powerful. 

Benefits of exploring space 

• Many of the groups believed that one of the positive outcomes of space exploration 
will be to gain a better understanding of wh.ere and how the universe was created . 

• Space exploration has led to an explosion in the advancement of technology. The 
changes over the past 30 years have led to a total revolution in the way humans 
live. 

• Participants again re-stated their belief that there is a need to learn to live on 
another planet in order to sustain the human race. 

• Exploring space satisfies 'man's' curiosity. 

• Primary School students do not think they benefit. 

Sources of information 

• The main sources of information for all groups are the news, internet and 
documentaries. 
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4.2.6 Space Exploration-Discussion 
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At the time of these focus groups the topical item was the unmanned probe being 
launched to Mars, therefore it is not surprising that when answering the question 'what is 
happening now', that nearly all groups raised it as a topic. There appeared to be a range 
of countries or organisations who might be responsible for this launch-America , 
England, or the European Space Agency. 

However, though aware of it, the unmanned probe did not appear to capture participants' 
imagination. 

• They were aware that it is being/has been launched and its purpose is to collect 
information and take samples of Mars. 

• One participant claimed that it has a life span of nine hours and was uncertain as to 
what information it would send back. 

• Another felt that America's previous attempts had been failures. One of the 
teachers described how their co-teachers wer~ encouraging their students to 
download the information that is being sent back on a daily or·weekly basis . 

• Only one participant was excited by the concept of 'plasma propulsion' which would 
enable a three month round-trip to Mars rather than the three years he estimated it 
would take. 

Hubble, and the pictures being delivered back, are exciting. 

"Hubble is fantastic. The Hubble telescope is incredible .. . there has been 
some interesting discoveries, so that has been a bit more interesting." 

No group went into particular detail as to what the purpose of Hubble is (other than to 
deliver nice pictures), who is responsible for it, and how long it will be working . Whilst 
most groups knew about Hubble, they did not expand on it as a topic. 

Even though the .grou.ps were not able to discuss current events in great detail, parents 
and teachers .~ere of the -:belief that whatever is happening now in space exploration is 
designed t~ allow people to stay in space for longer periods of time. 

/(... if we're going to have man living out there, so we need to give them 
everything that they need, so provide a sustainable atmosphere and methods 
of eating and managing waste and all that sort of thing." 

Some Secondary School teachers were aware of sites designed to see if there is any 
extra-terrestrial intelligence. They have students who are interested in using their 
computers to help download signals and then have the computers search for any 
patterns in the data. The students enjoy this because, as was previously discussed, 
Secondary School students are interested in UFOs. 
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Secondary School teachers see space exploration at the moment as being more about 
satellites and less about space exploration . 

"You 'll notice that we don 't go to the moon any more, like we stick things up 
there and test things instead. " 

Only one in the parents group suggested that the International Space Station is now the 
focus. This is somewhat surprising considering what an enormous and exciting project it 
is, and the extent to which it involves so many different countries. It would have been 
reasonable to expect the space-interested groups to have raised and discussed this 
project-but as one participant commented, it is easier to become excited when a rocket 
is being launched and something 'big ' happens. Moreover, it is evident that is the 
'human' dimension that captures the imagination. A probe to Mars does not involve a 
human, and therefore does not attract a lot of attention. 

Benefits 

Participants saw the benefits of space exploration as being either intangible or tangible. 
The intangible benefits focus more on how we are to benefit in the future , whilst the 
tangible are how we have benefited to date. 

Several of the groups offered the opinion that one of the benefits of space exploration is 
a greater understanding of the atmosphere away from Earth and around other planets , 
and therefore a greater understand ing of how the universe came to be. For some 
participants, understanding whether the 'big bang ' theory is correct or not is irrelevant. 
But for others, they feel that having this knowledge will allow for greater insight into how 
we came to be, what possibilities we might face in the future , and how we can manage 
situations if and when they occur. The more knowledge 'man ' possesses , the more 
control we will ultimately have over our destiny. 

"The other part about space is the whole idea of the big bang and the 
universe, and what matter is, and black holes, and all this string business and 
where is the matter, and what is it, and what are the particles, and whether it 
is neutronise or whatever, is it the stuff of what the world is. I mean how are 
we going to answer those questions about what matter is and where we came 
from if we don 't explore space . .. we are a piece of matter and energy but 
belong to the whole universe and it is part of a puzzle." 

The more tangible main benefits derived from space exploration can be seen in the 
dramatic advances in technology during the last century but particularly over the last 
thirty years . 

Technology has meant we now have mobile phones, fax machines, televisions, VCRs, 
Teflon, computers, internet, Biro pens, and advances in communications, medicines, 
nutrition, food, energy and all forms of basic science. 
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The improvement in technology is amazing to these participants. Many items are 
smaller, more efficient and cheaper to produce than they were before. The level of 
knowledge we now have on how our planet works, and how we can use the resources to 
improve our lives, is nothing short of astounding. 

" ... 50 years ago we didn 't know what space was. We didn't know what the 
atmosphere was. We didn't know how radio could get from one side of the 
world to the other because we didn 't understand the ionosphere, there was 
just a Jot we found by putting stuff up. We didn 't understand our own weather. 
We didn 't know what the temperature was out on the oceans 'cause there was 
no way of finding out. We had no idea what was happening with cyclones. 
We couldn't predict floods. It is just very difficult to understand what life was 
like." 

It was suggested that for those who do not believe space exploration has hugely 
benefited our world, all the products they use on a daily basis should be taken away. 
This way they could see the benefits. Of course the counter argument to this is that the 
market would have applied pressure for smaller and more efficient goods to be 
produced , and that space exploration gave these developments a 'nudge' but was not 
totally responsible for creating them . However the majority of participants in each group 
firmly held the opin ion that having to develop ways of sending either people or 
equipment out of the Earth's atmosphere has greatly affected the speed, efficiency and 
quality of goods which are produced today. 

Without labouring th is point again , one ··ot the benefits of space exploration will be to 
work out how humans will live elsewhere once this planet becomes ''over populated and 
polluted". 

Exploring space has the benefit of satisfying 'man's' curiosity. There have always been 
adventurers. Teachers focused on explorers who thought that when they came to the 
end of the Earth , there was either a wall , or they fell off. Space is not that-much 
different. 

"And the s~·me as .in space, you know, we know what's there, but we don 't 
know wh__at's there and there are people who want to go to that edge and see 
what's over it." 

It is an important characteristic of humankind to be curious. Without it there would be no 
advances, and as a species we would become vulnerable. 

Primary School students see no benefit for themselves in space exploration, other than 
mobile phones. It is an excuse for teachers to give them more work to do. They see the 
outcomes of the technology, for example the space craft, but in their opinion three-
quarters of the population would not know the "name of the last space craft sent to the 
sky". They may well be right about that, but adult groups were certainly able to give 
many examples of how they thought they were benefiting from space exploration. 
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Sources of information 
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Primary and Secondary School students almost exclusively use the internet to find 
information. Whilst they have to be careful which sites they use, they find the internet 
provides them with information quickly. Once satisfied they have found the information 
they require , they print what they need and then write their projects. 

The adult groups are not that much different. They tend to watch the news more than 
students , they subscribe to magazines , they also use the internet (some receiving daily 
updates) , and they watch documentaries on television . 
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4.2.7 The Future-Summary Responses 
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• There was little offered in the way of future exploration ideas. It was thought there 
would be more probes. 

• Space tourism will be popular. There is already space tourism, although currently it 
is only for the wealthy. Eventually it will be affordable and, as a concept, it is 
mostly exciting to these groups. 

• Space colonisation will eventually happen. Most participants felt it would not occur 
in their lifetime, but will eventually have to happen because Earth will in some way 
be destroyed or at least compromised . 

• Teachers believe that in the future , space will offer us new resources that Earth can 
use. 

• The 18-24 age group believe the space shuttles will be re-vamped and improved. 

• The space-interested group believe there will be matter-transfer. 

• On the negative side there will be 'space advertising' and 'space junk'. 
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4.2.8 The Future-Discussion 
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In terms of technology development, there was little in the way of suggestions. The 
space-interested group and the 18-24 age group felt there will be an increase mainly in 
unmanned probes getting information about other planets. The advantage of unmanned 
probes is that they do not require food or water and it does not matter if they do not 
return. It was thought that unmanned probes are getting quite sophisticated as: 

{(They have all got telescopic arms and cameras that shoot in three directions, 
incredible stuff" 

The only way of successfully getting a human to Mars would be if they could find a way 
of inducing a coma, because it is felt that, as it takes three years to get to Mars, a 
human being potentially would go 'space mad' . It makes sense to these groups for a 
manned probe to be sent to Mars once it is determined whether it is worthwhile to go 
there. Certainly a 'manned' probe would attract more attention . 

It is thought space tourism will be an area of development in the immediate future. To 
date, two 'tourists' have gone into space with a Russian crew. It is felt Russia is offering 
this as a service because they are desperate for money. There are more 'missions' 
planned for 'space tourists' but these are thought to cost anywhere from 30-70 million 
dollars. This puts the experience out of most people's reach . Space tourism is therefore 
only for the very rich. Secondary School students felt it would be a complete waste of 
money and would prefer to "buy a mansion, or lots of mansions". 

"You need to have enough clients, people who can afford to go, you'd have to 
have enough rich people who can afford to go there if it's tourism."' 

Given the chance, most participants felt it would be an amazing opportunity. Looking 
down on Earth appears to be an image they felt would be life changing. 

I(And J think a lot of people would like to experience that, to just have more of 
an understanding of who they are." 

Space tourism is :. appeali11g because it allows the participant to fantasise. It is a 'fun' 
idea that" o'ne ::day the average person will be able to have this experience which to date 
has only been for a se1ect few. On the positive side, many participants felt that it will not 
be too far into the future when space tourism will be available to everybody, not just the 
wealthy, and they will be able to experience their fantasy. 

"It will probably be a lot cheaper in another 50 years or something. And they'll 
be going probably once a year, instead of going to Queenslaod they'll be 
going up to Mars." 

The Primary and Secondary School students were the only groups who were not overly 
keen on this experience. The younger ones were concerned that it would crash . Quite 
profoundly one participant remarked: 

"Space is unpredictable." 
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However for those Primary School students who did want to go, they thought: 

((It would be great fun to see all the other planets and get the experience to 
walk on the moon. It would be great." 

30 

Space colonisation is another area where the future lies according to most of these 
participants. It stands to reason that if they think that humans will need to find another 
place to live, then as a race we are working towards living in space. As a concept it is 
mostly attractive. It was seen as ((the new frontier, pioneering" and it was equated to 
being as exciting and as terrifying as when Columbus was discovering the new world . 

Participants thought that living in space is not something that is going to happen in their 
lifetime: 

'Tm thinking 100 or 200 years from now." 

It will happen when the population on Earth has reached the point of being 
unsustainable. The space-interested group believed . that the missions currently 
undertaken are rehearsals for how people will survive when living in space. This is why 
they conduct the biosphere experiments . Living in space for these groups is seen as 
being inevitable. 

The International Space Station is also seen as a mini-version of how people would live 
in space. Naturally it would be a much larger structure to accommodate any number of 
people. 

Primary School students (with the exception of one) visualised living in space as "houses 
floating around without any backyards" and they "would not be able to open their 
windows or doors". They were mainly concerned with the practical issues of living in 
space. Issues like ~~how .would everything be kept in its place", how would they /(get 
supplies", and how woul~ they ubreathe", were raised . It was thought by this group that 
trees would have to be · grown in order to supply oxygen. However two of the other 
groups also raised .the issue of the difficulties of a colony becoming self-supporting. 

"There would have to be· some way of cultivating food up there and water." 
._ ·, ... 

Other visiqns of the fuh.J're suggested by individual groups are as follows. 

Teachers were quite positive that resources will be found on other planets which humans 
will be able to use to their advantage. Similarly, the Primary School students felt that 
more planets that we will also be able to take advantage of will be discovered. 

The 18-24 age group felt that there will be a total overhaul of the space shuttles. It was 
suggested that there will be much smaller space shuttles taking fewer people, so rather 
than each launch being a major production and only happening on an infrequent basis, 
the smaller shuttles could be launched more regularly which would speed up the level of 
research. They felt that with the current system of research it simply cannot happen fast 
enough. 
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There was also criticism that the shuttles, being reusable space craft, are vulnerable 
because of old parts and lack of maintenance. 

One participant from the science-interested group felt that matter-transfer will be further 
developed. 

"One thing that I heard about a year ago is the matter-transfer thing. They 
actually accomplished that. It was only an atom or something but that is like 
the first flight of the Wright Brothers, but it virtually didn't rate a mention. But it 
could have huge implications if they can get that to work on any scale." 

There was also brief discussion of some negative developments that might occur in the 
future . Space junk is thought to currently be a problem and one that will only get worse. 
One participant had heard a discussion about the recent Columbia incident where it was 
suggested that the tiles were actually hit by an object in space causing them to fall off. 
Others felt that there are now so many satellites in orbit, doing nothing other than 
moving, that they will become a hazard. Whilst most space junk falls down as debris, it 
was thought that these and other objects that have been caught up there move at great 
speed and represent a danger. 

~'Space junk. There is supposed to be loads of it." 

The other issue raised , albeit only fleetingly, is that some participants were concerned 
that free enterprise will begin to have an influence on 'space' in the form of advertising. 
It would not be inconceivable to have a .McDonald's logo on the side of a space shuttle 
or from the Primary School students' point of view, a McDonald's on the moon. 
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4.2.9 Risk and Cost-Summary of Responses 

• Risk was thought by most groups to be a topic which needs to be addressed. 
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• There are many risky situations that, as people, we have to deal with on a daily 
basis. Space exploration is no riskier than many daily activities and the mortality 
rate for astronauts is thought to be small. 

• For the benefits gained, the cost of losing human life, whilst a possibility, is 
unfortunate but necessary for progress. 

• Astronauts are thought to be passionate and devoted to their profession and would 
have carefully assessed the risks and made informed decisions when they 
participate in a mission . 

• The Columbia and Challenger disasters are memorable and have affected some 
participants. 

• Risk and the subsequent disaster make people feel vulnerable. 

• All groups felt that it is expensive to run a Space Program although it is relatively 
cheap compared to Defence. 

• Some feel that people accept that it costs money, and do not think too deeply about 
this issue. 

• There were participants for whom spending money raised moral issues. Would the 
money be better spent elsewhere on needier causes? 

• Ultimately for both risk and cost, the benefits outweigh any negative issues 
associated with them. 
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4.2.1 0 Risk and Cost-Discussion 
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The risk surrounding space exploration was thought to be a worthy topic to explore in 
some detail. As with most things faced on a daily basis, there is an element of risk. 
There is a risk getting into a car each day, or taking an aeroplane trip 

"/just don 't' think that you have zero risk situation anywhere. Driving a car, 
flying a plane, a submarine." 

Secondary School students thought there is about a 50°/o chance that something could 
go wrong on a mission . All it takes is one error and the mission will end in disaster. 

/(Well to put so much time and effort into learning, and just one thing could go 
wrong. One malfunction and it is all over." 

It is not clear how many people, over the years, have lost their lives whilst working on a 
space program. It was felt that the Russians have been secretive, and there may often 
have been unreported 'behind the scene' incidents. In terms of the visible tragedies , 
Columbia and Challenger, the numbers are still small. 

"You can only fit seven people in a space shuttle so the cost on life, whilst it is 
a shame, it is only a few . .. " 

There is a perception that as more missions go up, the chance of disasters will increase. 
At the moment there are few missions but, according to the law of averages, if th is were 
to change and manned space exploration increases, then there will be more fatalities . 

Ultimately it is up to the individual to determine if the risk is worth it. Each astronaut who 
has gone on a mission , in the eyes of these participants , has made an informed 
decision. 

"I mean these people have studied it, and they live and eat and breathe and 
sleep space, Y()U know, so for them I suppose they wouldn't not see it, I'm 
sure they see it as a risk ... " 

"Well, only for the people who went up there. They end up taking the risk. 
They all know about it. IJ 

There is no doubt that the two space shuttle disasters have left an impact. Secondary 
School teachers felt that it has had an impact on their students. 

{(The thing that I think captures the kids imagination are the bad things that 
happen The kids will remember this blowing up, that blowing up, that 
exploding ... " 

The aspect of the Challenger accident which impacted on some participants was the 
death of the school teacher. It was felt that she was a human face, a "normal person" 
who represented those of us who would never have this experience. 

((She represented us." 
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Columbia, for several of the space-interested groups, was traumatic. They had a 
personal attachment to this shuttle. 

"To me it was a person." 

This accident was almost the same as the World Trade Centre being destroyed. 
Ultimately for these participants it was the realisation that space travel is dangerous and 
there are no guarantees that each mission will be safe. 

When accidents occur, whilst there is shock and disbelief, participants cannot help but 
work out the emotional effect it has on them. For most, the overwhelming feeling is of 
vulnerability. If it can happen to them, then what hope is there for me? People do not 
like feeling vulnerable, but are still fascinated by the prospect of their own and others' 
mortality. 

Cost 

There was not one group who did not think that one of the issues w.ith space exploration 
is the cost. All groups felt that any space program is expensive. 

((The money issue." 

"It costs a lot. Yes, that's the moral dilemma. That is the ·big moral dilemma." 

Most of the adult groups raised the issue of the cost of the American space program 
compared to the cost of the Military. It was thought 'that NASA receives a significantly 
smaller amount of money than the Military, so perhaps the best way to address the cost 
issue is to have a meaningful comparison. 

((Everyone sees NASA as getting all the money, but they get only one-tenth of 
what the rest of the military gets." 

The space-interested ·group was also hopeful that eventually the cost of the space 
program will become .:much cheaper. 

"It costs a fortune now, but it will eventually come down as you progress more. 
Look at how ·much TVs sold for when they first came out. It will become more 
cost effective.'' 

Members of sorne of the groups have moral dilemmas about the amount of money being 
spent. They fett it difficult to have, for example, starving people in the world and still 
spend billions of dollars on space exploration. 

However, in each group, there were others who, whilst being sympathetic to this 
argument, felt that there are many issues surrounding starving people that cannot be 
solved by diverting money, particularly away from space programs. 
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It was questioned whether the public ever pay much attention to how the money is being 
spent. They accept that governments allocate money according to their own policies . 
The 'average' person probably spends little time thinking about how much is spent on 
space exploration. 

/( .. . how many people are concerned with the amount of money, it's probably 
not an issue ... " 

Secondary School students have, by their own admission, no idea of the cost of any 
space program. Just trying to work out how much the fuel would cost was simply a 
guess. 

"There is heaps of fuel. It is like ten million dollars worth of fuel to get them up 
into space." 

Teachers of both Primary and Secondary Schools felt the cost of a space program would 
be meaningless to students unless it could somehow be related to them . 

" .. . sure to have something about the cost, but it's not something that kids, 
you know, is it worthwhile?" 

For both risk and cost, all groups agreed the benefits will ultimately improve our lives 
more than what we lose by continuing with space exploration. 

"Would you rather that we hadn't gone to the moon. Would you rather we 
hadn't sent probes to Mars and that sort of thing. Once you know, you don 't 
want to take that knowledge away, do you?" 

Of the two topics , 'risk' was of more interest than cost. Every adult was aware of the 
space shuttle accidents but nobody knew what costs are involved. These participants 
were able to discuss the many benefits that have occurred as a result of space 
exploration . They use items everyday that they believe otherwise would not be available 
to them. Risk, cost and the benefits of space exploration need to be discussed together 
in order to be meaningful. 
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4.2.11 Science Fiction-Summary of Responses 
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• Science fiction writers, at least the 'good' ones, are seen as people who mostly 
have an amazing vision of what space technology is capable of achieving. A 'good' 
science fiction writer is someone who can incorporate science-fact with a story. 

• It is felt that those with a vision, for example the writers of '2001' exert some 
influence on the direction of science-fact. 

• Science fiction makes us contemplate issues like other life forms. It stimulates 
thought. 

• Participants were able to make the distinction between science fiction and science 
fantasy. 

• For participants who are fans of science fiction, there is a place for it in an 
exhibition. Participants who were not fans had negative feelings about its role in an 
exhibition. 

• If science fiction is purely fantasy, whilst it can be enjoyed for the story, it cannot be 
taken seriously. 

• Both Primary and Secondary School studeots reported that they do not like science 
fiction. 
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4.2.12 Science Fiction-Discussion 
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Science fiction means slightly different things to different people. Below are some of the 
definitions. 

". .. an awful lot of science fiction is about exploration in space, about 
civilisations moving into space, about people doing things in space. The 
movies, the books, the comic books ... " 

((To me, it is just the theory that hasn't been proven yet. Science fact is what 
we know, science fiction is just that stuff that's still out there but we don 't know 
about it yet." 

"Science fiction is something that you can aspire to, and you want to compare 
it to, but you have to say, OK, well we have to be realistic and say that we 
can 't do that yet but we would like to do that." 

A good science fiction writer is thought to be someone who can predict future trends 
and/or incorporate science-fact into the story. They can see what is going to happen in 
the future , and present it in a believable way. Participants were particularly impressed 
with the vision of writers. This included writers such as Jules Verne and Arthur C Clarke . 
Many of their predictions have actually happened .. 

/(Look at Jules Verne, he was pretty insightful in some of the things he said. 
Some of the science fiction is not so far off the truth. And it 's rather amazing 
that there 's some people that had that vision. ·· They really tapped into where 
things are going and they weren't that far off. " 

((I can 't remember the book . but .I read a science fiction book last year and it 
was written in the 1940s or 50s, and what it was looking ahead to, so much of 
it is fascinating, so much of if has actually happened. 

Star trek is modern science fiction. For Star Trek fans, they feel that what was being 
shown in the 1960s · is now coming true. They felt that the script writers either 
researched, or had researchers who were able to see where we would be now, and a lot 
of what appeared on the show has happened. The people who grew up with Star Trek 
are now developing ways of making that technology real, an example being the opening 
and closing door. As more examples were given it would appear that science fiction has 
had an impact on technology, and technology has had an impact on science fiction. It 
was interesting that no recent science fiction writers or shows were discussed. 

The form of science fiction most preferred by these participants is where the story has 
some element of science-reality, rather than being pure fantasy. This is distinct from 
science fantasy. Star Wars was described as being "science myth", and ''fantasy". 
These participants cannot imagine that Star Wars is at all predictive, or how and where 
humans are going to respond to space in the future. And even if it was, there is a huge 
gap between where science-fact is now, and how science fiction is presenting its ideas. 
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One of the roles participants believe science fiction fills is to provide thought-provoking 
issues. A lot of science fiction makes us address the issue of other life forms . How 
would we react if we were to find another life form? What would happen if that life form 
is superior to us? What if we were to live for 300 years. How would the family unit 
change and evolve? 

"How would we feel if we found that there is another life force superior to us. 
lfs more advanced technologically. And sort of like, how do we deal with that. 
So maybe challenge ourselves." 

" ... like how do you react to the fact that your grandmother is going to live for 
300 years and she 's going to look like a real hot babe and you 're going to 
come across her at college, what do you do?" 

Because science fiction requires the reader's imagination to interpret the story, these 
participants felt that it has and will continue to play a powerful role ·in influencing the 
development of our culture . Science fiction is l(food for the imagination". 

Whilst many of the participants claimed to enjoy science fiction , not all could see how it 
could be incorporated into an exh ibition . 

For those in favour of it being included , they felt that it would be a "fun " way to explain 
space exploration and its potential. It would also be a way of explaining how and when 
predictions were made and how long they took to be achieved. 

a.. . if you were going to have an exhibition, you would want something frorn 
science fiction that has come to pass .. . " 

Explaining the predictions of the early science fiction writers might be particu larly 
interesting. 

There are several reasons why r:nany participants do not see a role for science fiction in 
an exhibition. They ... felfthat just because they enjoy reading science fiction does not 
mean that when they visit a museum to find out more about space that they want to see 
science fiction . They are· .. _there to learn , and they see science fiction as a learning tool, 
but they expe·ct the role ·. of science fiction to be limited so that people will not be 
confused with fantasy:·· ·:· · · 

Primary and Secondary School teachers group felt science fiction has become "boring". 
It is pure fantasy, and whilst fantasy can be enjoyable , it cannot be taken seriously. 
They feel that now there is no room for their imaginations to be used, the alien is usually 
evil , and what that alien might look like is never a mystery-science fantasy today spells 
it all out for the viewer. Star Wars is seen as representative of bad science fantasy 

/(There 's some ridiculous science fiction like, you know, Star Wars and that 
sort of thing." 

"Imagination. Now it is in your face. You see exactly what the alien looks 
like." 
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"I think science fiction these days is moving into the parody of things. Twenty 
or thirty years ago you had science fiction blast off and go to the moon and 
you do this sort of stuff ... now if you look at some of the science fiction on the 
Cable TV, it is actually poking fun at everything. It is so far deliberately over 
the top that, as I said, it is a parody." 
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Primary and Secondary School students claimed not to like science fiction. For Primary 
School students the story usually involves aliens, which means it is either {(scary" or 
~~stupid". Science fiction to them is movies such as Star Trek or The Matrix. In terms of 
the story, as one participant put it: 

"With fiction you want the stories, the adventure, the fun, the comedy, you 
don't want to be there reading a whole new book or something. Something 
about alien adventure, and then it gives you a whole lot of stuff about aliens 
that are still unknown to mankind and maybe don't even exist. You don't want 
that stuff" 

Secondary School students claim to be 11n10re into" action movies. With science fiction 
stories they are forced to think ((too hard", and the stories are not stimulating. The 
stories are "corny" and science fiction is )ust geek stuff". 

((Well you have to think too much." 

((Yeah, I don 't understand it, so they use like technical words and everything. JJ 

II Gets pretty stupid, the things they think of I J -

"So boring, like all the stuff they think o" all those extra-terrestrial animals) like 
who cares about it?" 
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4.3 The Ultimate Exhibition 
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Participants were asked to think about what they would expect and like to have in an 
exhibition. 

There were many responses to this section . The common ones will be discussed and 
then there will simply be a reporting of ideas as participants expressed them. 

4.3.1 The Ultimate Exhibition-Summary of Responses 

• Participants have sophisticated expectations of what an exhibition can provide. 
Whilst they had many suggestions as to what they would expect in an exhibition, 
they all want an exhibition to provide an 'experience'. When they finish their visit, 
they want to feel the 'wow' factor-they have been exposed to an exhibition beyond 
their expectations. · 

• All groups reported that they want 'hands-on' experience. 

• Experiencing weightlessness is thought to be a most exciting idea. If 
weightlessness could be represented in some rneaningful way then these 
participants would want to go to the museum to experience it. 

• 'A day in the life of an astronaut'. Understanding every aspect of what it would be 
like to be an astronaut appeals to these participants. They want to know exactly 
what astronauts do from the moment they wake up until they go to sleep. There is 
a particular fascination with the toilet. 

• Replicating a space craft of some description would also be enormously popular. 
Participants would like to be abie !O waik inside, experience what it is like to fly the 
space craft, have a vtsJon of what astronauts would see when in space, and have 
an insight into the feeling of what it is like to look down on the Earth. 

• Both students and teachers feel it is important that buttons and computers should 
not be there for the ·sake of being there. If they are offered as an interactive 
element, then the interaction needs to be meaningful. 

• When asked 'what is boring about an exhibition?' there was only one answer from 
all groups-reading. Unless by choice, they do not want to have to read too much 
detail. They want immediate gratification. 
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4.3.2 The Ultimate Exhibition-Discussion 
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When visiting, most people want 'hands-on' experiences. They want to touch and feel 
objects they would otherwise have no access to. They do not want to be a passive 
participant, they want action. If they can engage with the exhibition, then there is a much 
stronger chance they will take that information away with them and retain it. They will 
learn something. This is true not only for students and teachers, but for the other groups 
as well. 

Every group discussed experiencing what it would be like to be weightless in space. 
Being weightless is fascinating. Other than the "Rota" ride at Luna Park or the Easter 
Show, there is no other experience being offered that these participants could think of 
which would give them the feeling an astronaut might experience in ·space. They have 
an image of astronauts floating around and would like to not just imagine what that would 
be like, but to actually experience it. 

((How about a weightlessness room. I don't know how much that would cost. 
Kids would love that." 

((You know what would be great. To simulate weightlessness in a box and 
then have some gloves and put your hands in and then you have to try and 
eat dinner. Use the force. Push a button and then the food just starts, then 
rises off the place, and you have got to try and eat it, well obviously not eat it, 
but get it to the glass like you were eating it." 

'A day in the life of an astronaut' is also an appealing concept. Participants were 
interested in the equipment they use and what they do with it, the food they eat, how 
they go to the toilet, how they sleep, what clothes they wear, and what the gloves they 
use feel like. Some of the space-interested group also would like to know how they 
know what to do each day? Do they have jobs set out for them or do they make it up as 
they go along. What do they do in their leisure time? Do they read a book or is there no 
leisure time? What is their purpose for being there? 

In terms of an exhibition , participants felt there were many opportunities to demonstrate 
how astronauts live. Space food is an example that every group came up with and, 
inevitably, how astronauts go to the toilet (how that is demonstrated tastefully is certainly 
a challenge .for the curator) . 

((What I would like to see would be some space food for the kids to eat. So 
we've all heard of space ice cream. But I mean what do these people, the 
researchers and astronauts and so on eat when they're up there?" 

({Well from my point of view, the one thing that I would like to see is something 
about what space is like. Cause if I was a kid, my most intriguing thing would 
be can I go to the museum and get a first-hand experience of what space is 
like. Even touching an object that had flown in space, I stiJJ wouldn't get the 
connection. But to find out oh, it is hot, it is cold, whatever, something that 
has a connection. " 

"Put their hand in the gloves and use the tools." 
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"Real space suits. Real pressure suits." 

"You can get devices where you can put your hands in and get gloves and 
stuff, and have maybe things where they can grab and find out how hard it is 
for them to actually use the tools and stuff like that." 
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These participants do not want to look at these objects in a cabinet. They want to 
replicate the daily experience of the astronaut. 

The concept of walking into a replica of a space craft was also popular. The interest 
again seems to be in the experience. They are curious as to what the crew see when 
they look out. They imagine they would look at stars, and it would be very dark. If they 
were to be able to sit in a pilot's seat, then they would want to be able to press buttons, 
but would want that experience to help them understand the decisions that are made by 
the pilots. They imagined that pilots experience vibration, -much like turbulence, and it 
would be an extra bonus if that sensation could somehow be-incorporated. Secondary 
School students liked the idea of having a space craft actually go through a simulated 
take-off. 

A Primary School teacher had the idea that: 
11 Yes, to go into a room, and darken the room, and you have like the different 
planets or stars and the positions, so ,they get some sort of perspective of, 
OK, you 're here in your little space ship, -and thi$ is what you're really seeing. 
That kind of thing., 

A parent felt that: 

"They should have a big shuttle and they actually walk in it. And they touch 
things and there's lighJs going, and the kids can actually see what it's like 
inside. They would·· love something like that. And press buttons and 
something pops out. A Martian's face. Or the moon. All these different 
things." 

Participants were asked what makes an exhibition boring. The answer was 
straightforward . . They d9 not want to have to read information. However if they are 
interested ·in a topic, and they are curious, they are happy to press a button and hear 
more about it, but they do not want to: 

" ... have things on plinths that are there for you to look down at. They've got a 
label on them and you've got no real understanding of the context of how that 
little things with legs and wheels came to be there, and what its real 
significance was, that 60,000 Russians worked on this for five years to get this 
up." 
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Both students and parents felt that whilst people like to press buttons and see a 
response, it is important they are not there just for the sake of being there. If the 
response is not valuable then they are unlikely to learn. 

~~so I think mostly interactive stuff, not just reading. It gets more people 
involved and the more you learn." 

({Even if you do push the button, cause everyone just pushes the button, to 
like push the button, and then they walk away." 

The only other suggestion made is when videos are shown at an exhibition , they need to 
be appropriate. One participant felt that he/she did not want to see a documentary 
easily viewed at home, but to see something he/she is never going to have access to 
other than at a place like the Powerhouse Museum. 

However, pleasing everybody is impossible. The Star Wars exhibition was extremely 
popular and successful, and yet one secondary school participant claimed it was: 

"Awful. I just don 't like Star Wars. We were walking around looking at these 
figurines in like glass cases, pushing these little buttons, and listening to those 
funny characters talk." 

Two examples of good exhibitions were given. The first (by a Secondary School 
teacher) was the Mars exhibit in Canberra. The participant particularly enjoyed seeing 
one of Goddard's old spaceships, the space suit, the moon rock that could be touched , 
Armstrong talking, Russian and Chinese exhibits, bits of the Australian space program 
and indigenous Australian star patterns. 

The other exhibition was found to be interesting by a Secondary School student who had 
visited Questacon in Canberra. One exhibit that was particularly memorable was 
discovering how much energy was required to "do stuff'. The student had to ride a 
bicycle, and peddle to ·power a hair dryer or television. The kind of "stuff that you can 
relate to in everyday fife". 

Other ideas-:-verbatim 

When discussing the international space station: 

"That would actually be good, to have a scale model of like in the year 2020 
when this is· completed, this is what it's going to look like. And then some 
blurb about this is how many people are going to live here, this is what they're 
going to achieve, this is how much they're going to grow, they are going to 
grow food here." 

"NASA's plans for if you're going to colonise Mars, what do you envisage, 
what it's going to look like and sort of what time-scale are you looking at." 

"Space craft, re-entry vehicles etc etc. Buggies would be great. Moon buggy. 
That would be fantastic." 

((Probably more mock-up tnodels, more full scale models, it might be hard I 
guess in the limited space, but maybe some more full scale models of actual 
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space ships, an idea of their relative sizes-which I'm sure a lot of people 
haven't got. Possibly more hands-on exhibitions for the kids." 

"A video clip. And there was one section in FX in the Powerhouse Museum 
where the children could actually put themselves into a little movie. It was 
very small, but they just sat there and waited and waited until they could get 
that opportunity to put their little face into a movie. I mean that could be the, 
you know, coming from the factual into the creative at the end, to make 
themselves a little story, they're in space." 

"/ would say that what you really must do is an encapsulated version from 
Goddard to Mars and you can in fact look at the whole thing, then feature ... 
you must have a small section on Australia. That has got to be there. What 
Australian's have done and are doing." 

"Well I remember something that was pretty impressionable when I was 
growing up. I would have been only eight and I was over in the Perth 
Museum and they had a great big giant meteorite, like I don 't know where they 
got it from, but they must have got it out Kalgoorlie way, and they had it sitting 
in the middle of the room and it is like awesome, like just .to a little kid it is 
such a big thing to fall to the Earth." 

1/And looking at ground operations as well, all those hundreds and thousands 
of people who sat on the ground doing the hard work, that is something that 
has got to be interesting. What are they doing? Why are they needed, what 
do they look out for?" · 

"Things that relate to Australia. We've had Andy Thomas, Paul Scul/y-Power, 
both of them Australian"s in space. If we can bring that to Australian kids, then 
they can turn around and . say we can do that too. And I think that is an 
important thing to se_~.-" 

"Things that, the history side of it, so you can see how it has gone from 
Gemini to Mercury to Apolfo to everything else, to the space shuttles and 
things like tha( so you can see the background to that." 

"A bit model of the sun, cut it in half and be able to walk through the sun and 
explore all the different levels of the sun or a different planet or so1nething like 
that. Mining a planet." 

((. . . you could show developments of things, either with or without this we 
wouldn't have a space program, or from this without the space program the 
things that you depend on in everyday life that wouldn't be here-and that 
makes it very real for students as well. " 

1/How about some sort of maze where you have got to walk through because 
there are so many dead ends in the development of history, so that they get 
the idea that you don 1t, it is not essential, so we have an actual maze where 
you walk through and get to the dead end.'' 

((Like the things I found fascinating when I went to the Kennedy Centre, it was 
just that they had the coke dispensers in space shuttles so the astronauts 
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could drink Coca Cola. Coke had funded all the research for getting zero 
gravity storage and zero gravity, youVe got gas and everything. And it sort of 
relates to everyday life, something that you could be vaguely interested in if 
you werenY interested in space. '' 

"There would be one word Fd say-hope. YouVe got to get across the 
message that all of these things have been done by people that had hope. 
And what is coming next is going to be bigger, better, different. JJ 

'(Well maybe, you know, get an email site, it's easy enough to type your email 
address to NASA or something like that. You want to go on the space shuttle. 
You never know, they might go." 

"That's a great idea." 

"Hey, I talked to NASA. You know, what a buzz." 

1/Lots of colour. Kids love colour. Nebula and galaxies, they love seeing that 
kind of stuff." 
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Secondary School students, other than wanting to experience weightlessness and go 
into a space craft, had very few other suggestions. 

Primary School students, on the other hand, had some interesting ideas. 

~'Have a little quiz thing and all the stuff that you have just been through and 
see if you learned anything. And if the museum sees that heaps of people 
haven't really learned anything then they can kind of alter it." 

((A big telescope that you could see like the moon or something; that would be 
really cool." 

"One thing I found, really interesting is like say a model of that thing where 
they sent that dog, say a really old fashioned space craft, and put dim lights in 
there. For some reasons it makes it look mysterious." 

"On holidays and on weekends that you can have a program running like 
being an ·astronaut for a day or something." 

((You could have a free ride in a spaceship. 1) 
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4.4 Themes 

4.4.1 History 

History - Chart 1 

~---------------------------------------------------------------~ 

• Robert Goddard: for participants Who were interested in space exploration history, 
Robert Goddard is considered to have played an important role. They are 
interested in seeing how basic and simple the equipment he used was-this makes 
them appreciate how q·uickly technology has advanced. There were only a few who 
were interested, and students-who had no knowledge of who he was-thought 
that he was 'boring', claiming they do not care who he was. 

• V2 Roc~ets: . the same attitude applied to V2 rockets. For those who were able to 
comment, the V2 rockets were a significant development in technology. For some 
participants the V2 rockets were the best image, for others they were the worst. 

• Sputnik 1: ·· was not discussed by any group. 

• 'Ham' the space chimp: most groups mentioned 'Ham' as being interesting. 
They liked the fact that an animal had been taken out of its natural environment. 
They were told that 'Ham' had only recently died-also interesting information. 
Students particularly liked 'Ham'. 
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• Yuri Gagarin: participants commented that he was an interesting person because 
he was the first man to leave Earth , and was part of the Russian program. 
Teachers felt he is important because he would help students realise that space 
exploration has not been totally dominated by America. One teacher thought that 
his personal story (being born into a poor family with expectations of being a coal 
miner) would be as interesting as his historical achievement. 

• First American Space Walk: one participant felt that the image is misleading 
because it was not the first space walk that took place. An aspect which one 
teacher thought would be interesting is how this space walk came about, what did 
they do, and was it a success? 

• Man on the moon: one teacher felt this would be interesting for students. For 
most, 'man on the moon' represents one of the great feats of the last century-
which automatically makes it interesting. One participant felt he/she had seen this 
image too many times and it has become boring. 

• Space Shuttle Columbia and MIR: for those who liked these images it was 
because they are the most recent developments (they are more familiar with them) . 
It was suggested that MIR should be promoted because it was a success and 
achieved more than expected. 

There was common agreement amongst the adult groups that history is important. It 
allows us to realise that space exploration had humble beginnings (not that long ago) 
and has progressed extremely quickly and efficiently. Teachers felt that it is particularly 
important for students to appreciate the history of space exploration. Only one 
suggestion was made to include Voyager, however even members of this particular 
group were not supportive of this suggestion. 
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4.4.2 International 

International - Chart 2 
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US space 
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• Black Arrow and Australian satellite · being launched off a Chinese rocket: 
these were only interesting to sorne participants because they had the Australian 
connection. · 

• Apollo-Soyuz: appeal~d to some participants because they were aware of the 
political significance of this event. It was the first joint effort made in space 
exploration . 

• Space Lab: wa.$ not commented on. 

• India's satellite launch vehicle: only one comment made. This participant felt 
that it is unreasonable for India to have a space program when there have "people 
starving in the street". 

• American s_pace shuttle operations to MIR: not commented on. 

• International Space Station: across most groups this was found to be very 
interesting. They do not know a lot about it and are keen for more information. 
This one even appealed to students! 

"/just thought it was interesting to see like what countries have, how they 
have contributed, and who has contributed." 

• Japanese Astronaut: most participants did not find this an interesting image. It 
was commented that it would be more appropriate to have Australian astronauts. 
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All groups understood that this theme is trying to make them aware that space 
exploration was not just dominated by America and Russia. Most participants were 
aware that it is now a global industry, although the public is not told much about the 
achievements of other countries, which may well mean that at a general level people still 
believe it only involves two countries. 

One teacher felt that it would be good for students to realise that other countries are 
involved. Although another teacher felt this is simply a topic students would not find 
interesting-they would be more inclined to walk past and pay no attention. 
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4.4.3 Living in Space 

Astronauts 
bio-medical 
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Living in Space - Chart 3 
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Space food 
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Crew briefing 
on the ISS 
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Shuttle 

The response to this theme is fascinating . Unlike the previous and other themes, 
participants did not isolate individual images, but spoke of the theme more generally. 
This theme is interesting to them. This is also demonstrated by thei r high rating of most 
images, and the ideas introduced into their discussion prior to being shown these 
themes. 

All participants are fascinated with the ·day-to-day happenings whilst astronauts are in 
space: They are interested in the human aspect of space exploration . Reading and 
looking at pictures does·· not satisfy their need. In order to understand what living in 
space is like, they need to experience it. It is unlikely anyone in any of these groups will 
be an astronaut, but they are fascinated by the experience-what happens from when 
the astronauts . wake up to when they go to sleep. If there is a role for the Powerhouse 
Museum, it is to somehow provide these experiences. 

"See it is not in my everyday life to sit in the cockpit and fly the plane but I eat 
and I don ~thave to think logistically how I am going to do this. " 

"You can put yourself in their position." 

"The human stuff is always a lot more interesting to me than the actual 
technological stuff I have seen a few astronauts speak, and the one question 
that is asked every time is how do you go to the toilet in space, how do you 
take a shower in space. Everyday life stuff And that is what people find 
interesting." 
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A couple of groups were also interested in how astronauts spend their leisure time and 
how they relate to each other. What happens if they do not like each other? There are 
emotional and psychological aspects which are important and interesting for these 
participants . 

This theme even appealed to students. Both groups contributed meaningful ideas. 
Primary School children felt it would be important to show how they exercised because 
they were aware there is muscle wastage when in space . Secondary School students 
wanted to compare the way astronauts live with how they themselves live. 

All groups felt positively towards this theme. If the Powerhouse Museum can somehow 
satisfy their desire for the 'experience', then the exhibition will be a success. 
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4.4.4 The Future 

The Future - Chart 4 

• Future colony on the moon: th is was one of the images most commented on. It 
was thought it is conceivable that there will be a colony on the moon at some point 
in the distant future. Living alternatives for humans will need to be addressed-the 
moon is somewhere we can get to and is therefore a logical choice. Teachers felt . 
that the idea of living on _ _the moon is a ·great tool for getting students to use th~ir 
imagination". It would chal!e~ge , t~em to think about how this would happen arJ.d 
what needs to tak<? .:'.p·lace before it could become a reality. Secondary School 
students felt the image gave them an idea of what it might be like to live on the 
moon. 

• Aerospace plane design: one participant felt that it will only be a matter of time 
before space. shuttles will be redesigned and they may eventually look similar to 
this image·. · · 

• Space colony in orbit: similar to the moon- th is will eventually happen. 

• Asteroid mining: one participant thought this issue currently topical as he/she has 
been reading articles about the possibilities it presents. Again it is thought that 
Earth will exhaust its resources and mining on other planets will occur. 

• Exploration of Jupiter: no comment made. 

• Solar power: one participant found this to be particularly interesting, although this 
theme was not one of the popular images. 

• Space tourism: whilst all groups enjoyed the image, they did not comment on its 
implications. 
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Most participants responded positively to this theme. They liked the theme for its ability 
to excite an audience. The prospect of space exploration in the future should be 
exciting . It is an unknown, and humans being curious and being forced by necessity will 
continue to explore. Life will be different because of it. People may well be living under 
different circumstances, and this is an exciting prospect. The impact on future 
generations is almost unthinkable. This theme provides a vision to people as to where 
space exploration is going . 

There was a feeling that the general public have little idea of the goals of space 
exploration. Even in these groups, there was very few suggestions as to what is going to 
happen. Providing the average person with an idea of the future was a theme embraced 
by these participants. 
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4.4.5 Costs and Risk 
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This is another theme where participants did not go through the images one at a time. 
They spoke about the images more generally. 

• Cost: It was thought that cost needs to be part of an exhibition , but not a major 
part. Participants felt it would be difficult to present this information in a meaningful 
way. The best approach (both adult groups suggested this idea) would be to 
compare the cost of ispace exploration' with something that is meaningful in 
people's lives. For ·adults, ·it might be the Military, however it could also be projects 
such as the Snowy Mol.Jntain Scheme or the cost of a building. 

School teachers fel( that meaningfully educating children about the cost of space 
exploration would be extremely difficult, mainly because they probably would not 
care . ~ Relating ,to money is a difficult concept for the younger students, but again, 
the only chance of it being a success would be to relate it to things they have 
knowledge about, such as the cost of a house or car. Secondary School students 
felt that "if s a rip-off'. The money spent is simply not worth it. 

• Risk is a more popular idea . Primary School students felt it was interesting 
because it is possible it could happen to them . Some would be reluctant to go on a 
space craft because they could be "blown up into a million pieces''. However, they 
again stated that astronauts know the risks and are prepared to take that risk. 
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Adult groups were interested in the human aspect of how the accidents happened. 
Was it human error or just bad luck? How did these accidents actually happen and 
what have they done to solve these problems? Will this happen again? It could 
almost be a detective story. 

In terms of human lives, it is thought that the benefits of space exploration warrant 
the deaths that have occurred. Compared to most activities that occur on a daily 
basis, the risk of dying whilst in space is not greater. Space exploration was 
compared to war-many people are killed in war, and what is achieved in war? A 
few people are killed in space exploration, but the benefits are enormous. 

Teachers felt students would be interested in risk as a theme, but care would need 
to be taken in how it is presented. 

However cost and risk are addressed, participants felt it would have to be associated 
with the benefits. Risk and cost cannot be properly dealt with unless they are balanced 
with how life on Earth has been influenced by space programs. 
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4.4.6 Impacts and Applications 
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• The big blue marble: this is thought to be a beautiful image and one that nearly 
all participants had seen before. 

• Remote sensing: as Australia has a lot of bush fires, it was generally thought this 
image is a topic people could relate to. They could relate to it even more if they 
had experienced a fire first-hand, although with the intense media coverage of our 
bush fires, it would be · difficult not to think that we all experience bush fires first-
hand . More broadly though, Australia is a country that is affected dramatically by 
weather (either lack of or too much rain) and it is thought that remote sensing could 
be interesting.· ·· -

• Ozone hole .monitoring: a parent suggested this is a topic that children are asked 
to consider at school and would therefore be interesting to them. 

• Monitoring Weather: both parents and teachers thought that it would be helpful to 
their children/students to be able to see how weather is monitored. Whilst 
everybody sees satellite reports on television, it is not meaningful unless there is an 
understanding of how the technology works . If it could be shown how this 
technology may one day save lithe village in the Pacific ocean so it won )t go under 
water'), then it is felt it would impress this group. Teachers felt this is a topic 
students would be interested in . 

• Satellite navigation: this appealed to adults. Whilst we might not all drive the 
latest model BMW, there was appreciation of how this piece of technology can be 
used . 
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• Satellite communication: the impact of satellite communication has been 
enormous. A primary school student had been to an exhibition where he/she 
demonstrated how a satellite can read a sign from outer space. This had left an 
impression. 

• Space technology and how it touches our lives. What has space exploration 
done for me: These two images were the most popular in this group. They 
demonstrated how space technology affects: 

{( ... our everyday lives and just how close and relative it actually is to us. 
How exploring space actually comes up with these things." 

By making the benefits relevant to people it would make them realise just how 
many influences there are on their lives due to space exploration and the 
technology which stemmed from it. Some participants observed that there are 
people who have little idea about this, who are convinced it does not affect them, 
meanwhile they make a mobile phonecall and check the time on their digital watch. 

Teachers felt this topic would be of interest because it is relevant to students. 
Students, being who they are, are fairly egocentric by nature and if an exhibition 
can demonstrate how space exploration has specifically benefited them, then that 
would be impressive. This was confirmed by two of the Secondary School students 
who thought it would be /(cool" to see how space exploration helps them in their 
everyday life, because they realise they are probably {(taking things for granted". 
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4.4. 7 Science Fiction 
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Star Wars 

• Space craft, Wernher von Braun and the 1958 illustration: these were images 
recognised by some older participants They are enjoyable in an historical context 
because they represent the ideas of space exploration at that time. They were of 
no interest to students .. · 

• Futurama: as teachers -_ predicted , this is an image students like. They watch the 
show and find it amusing. . One participant observed that this is an entirely 
appropriate image because it describes what could be happening in space-except 
there "wouldn't be 'a _lobster" (the lobster being one of the characters). 

• Science Fiction· Films: other than there being a variety of films representing 
science fi_ction, this image was not otherwise discussed. 

• Combining real space with imaginary: this was an image many participants 
enjoyed. They liked it because it made them compare what is fact with what is 
fiction. 

• The Star Ship Enterprise: for those who like science fiction, this image is of 
particular interest They see Star Trek as a science fiction leader in that many of 
the ideas on the show have actually been realised. It is seen as a show which had 
vision beyond the time it was produced . Shows like Star Trek make the viewer 
think about what is and what is not possible. 

• Star Wars : not thought of as serious science fiction. 
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Teachers felt that if there is a role for science fiction, it lies in making students think 
about what is possible. If, for example, they watch Star Wars, do they believe that much 
of the information presented to them will ever be possible , and if so, how? They feel 
science fiction is one of the few areas that can stimulate their imagination. 

Students on the other hand claim they do not like science fiction-if they were to go to 
the Powerhouse Museum they would want to see science fact. Students thought this the 
worst theme. 

Whilst science fiction can no doubt provide an image of future possibilities of space 
exploration , many participants were concerned as to how it could be incorporated into an 
exhibition . Whilst it was thought there could be a role for it, it was not thought it would 
be a feature . Many thought an exhibition should be science fact only, and that science 
fiction would confuse younger visitors . 
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4.4.8 Australia 
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Australia - Chart 8 

~------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Again individual images were not discussed and a · more general conversation about 
Australia 's involvement took place. 

The adult groups thought it interesting to see vyhat Australia is doing because many were 
unaware of the level of involvement. That there is something happening in itself is 
interesting. Participants want lo·know what Australia is involved in , and they would also 
like a vision of where Au.stralia is headed. It was recognised that it is difficult for 
Australia to have a bigger program because of the expense involved . It is thought 
important that Austr~li~'s space program is included in an exhibition. 

Two participants thought that the Australian astronauts would need to be included, 
although one of the parents felt that children would not find this interesting. 

Neither parents or students were aware of Australia's involvement in any space 
programs. 

Secondary School students were not impressed with any of the images because: 

"It seems like not very impressive compared to the others. " 

"It is not impressive. We don 't look like we have done much." 

Whilst it may be difficult to demonstrate Australia's involvement, the participants in these 
groups (well at least the adults) were receptive to any information that might be provided. 
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4.5 The Exhibition 

4.5.1 Summary of Responses 

History 
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History is seen as an important component of a Space Exhibition . As previously 
discussed, it is considered important because it allows people to appreciate where we 
have come from and how quickly we have advanced . It is probably a theme which is 
most appealing to people who have a particular interest in space exploration. 

It is also interesting that, with the exception of the 'Man walking on the Moon' image, the 
other images rated poorly. This would suggest that whilst participants feel it would be 
beneficial to include some information, as individuals they would not find it particularly 
interesting. One participant suggested that the only way this theme could be presented 
is with detailed reading-and participants stated that one of the boring aspects of an 
exhibition is when there is too much reading . 

Not everybody is interested in the history aspect. Again , is .it something they can read in 
a book?-if so, they do not need to go to an exhibition to understand it. 

It is not surprising they rated 'Man walking on the Moon' highly, as from the early, 
discussion it was learned that this event still captures the imaginations of mar;ly 
participants~ Even though it has been seen ma.ny times, the majority of people still find· it 
interesting . It was an achievement of, its · day, and itrepresents 'man' leaving this planet 
and going somewhere else. ,Jhese astronauts were our pioneers , discovering the last of , 
what is left to discover, It is appealing on many different levels. 

Students did not find this an interesting theme, it would require them to read, and think~ 
they are not interested in-doing either. They do not care about the individuals and think 
only the moon walk is of value . 

Internationalism 

The only image that rated well in this group of images was the International Space 
Station. Participants reported that they found it an interesting image because this is 
where space exploration is going in the future. They do not know a lot about the 
International Space Station, but would like to understand more. They know it is a huge 
production involving many countries, but they have little idea of what they are trying to 
achieve and how it will work on a daily basis. · 

There is an acceptance that space exploration is an international exercise involving 
many different countries. Whilst participants feel that America and Russia still dominate, 
they are aware that other countries are involved. They did not need to see these images 
to know that. This is not an exhibition theme they would be interested in seeing . 
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Living in Space 

The images which rated well for this theme are 'space food', 'having a shower', 'sleeping 
in space' and fixing Hubble. Throughout the discussions, every group raised the topic of 
what it would like to be an astronaut-how do they live, what do they do, how do they 
spend their leisure time etc. This was one of the few topics that students were genuinely 
interested in. 

If the Powerhouse Museum can incorporate some of these ideas into an exhibition they 
would be immensely popular. As discussed earlier, most participants do not imagine 
they will ever go into space, however if they could have some insight into what it would 
be like to be up there, then their curiosity can be satisfied. Weightlessness was one idea 
mentioned by every group. It would be difficult to demonstrate, but if there was a way, 
the exhibition would be a 11Winner". 

The Future 

This was the second theme that rated well. The images that appealed were: 
• Future colony on the moon 
• Future exploration of Mars 
• Space colony in orbit, and 
• Space Tourism. 

Few participants have a vision of where _space exploration is going , however they would 
like to know what developments are likely to occur~ and what impacts these are going to 
have on them and future generations·. Space tourism seems to almost be a reality, but 
how are people going to live In space colonies? What are some of the practical issues 
that have to be addressed before this can happen? Maybe participants are searching for 
the more 'romantic' side of space exploration. They did not seem to be too curious 
about the Mars probe and what it is trying to achieve. The concept of putting people in 
space is where the focu~ . lies. : There appears to be a need to have a human element 
before this or any topic becomes interesting. 

The challenge w(ll _-,be hoW ~o present this information with a visual perspective to make it 
meaningful to·yisitors. Again they do not want to read a lot of information, so the future 
will need to be pres~nted ·in a visual way. 

, ·. 

Teachers feel tllis :·is one area they cannot teach adequately in the classroom, and from 
their perspective· would be looking to the Powerhouse Museum to provide the vision 
needed to make the future a topic their students can relate to. 
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Cost and Risk 

The only image in this theme to rate well was the Challenger accident. As previously 
mentioned, the accidents are fascinating. Participants would like to know how the they 
occurred and what has been done to ensure they will not happen again. Cost was not 
discussed, and rated poorly. There seemed to be confusion amongst these participants 
as to how cost could be discussed and presented adequately. If cost and risk are to be 
part of the Museum, they need to be associated with the benefits so the visitor can 
assess the arguments both for and against space exploration. 

Impacts and Applications 

The images that rated well are: 
• Satellite Communications 
• Big Blue Marble 
• Space technology, what has it ever done for me?, and 
• the Hubble image. 

Any topic that involved an impact on the participant rated well. . Participants, by rating 
these images highly, are saying they are interested in learning ways in which their lives 
have been affected by space exploration. They are aware of the obvious developments 
such as Teflon , Velcro , mobile telephones , satellites etc, but until they see a diagram like 
the ones shown, they have only a limited idea of what the real benefits are. 

This is a strong theme, and is one the Powerhouse Museum should consider when 
planning the new exhibition. The ideas lend themselves to exciting 'hands-on' 
interactives-which is what participants want. For example, exploring what satellites do 
now, and what they are capable of doing in the future is a nice blend of two popular 
themes. There are plenty of ideas that could be presented under this theme that 
participants would find interesting. The images that Hubble is responsible for could add 
colour-but the idea of understanding more about the weather and how it is monitored 
for example, lends itself to an involving exhibition. 

Science Fiction 

This theme did not rate well. There seemed to be two types of participant-those who 
like science fiction and those who do not. Whilst it may be going out on a limb, it did 
appear that male participants enjoy science fiction more than females. However, even 
participants who like science fiction could see a conflict of roles if it were to be 
incorporated into an exhibition. If it were to be included, it would logically fit into 'The 
Future' but only in context of the possibilities that lie ahead of us. 

Australia 

All adult groups felt there needed to be some mention given to Australia and its space 
program in an exhibition. Most were unaware of what Australia has done, and where we 
are going in the future. However, much like the 'History' theme, what they say, and how 
they rate the images, is quite different. 
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The only image they found interesting is Wresat. Most groups said that Australia's 
astronauts would make an interesting topic, yet they rated it poorly. In this case, there 
would appear to be a role for Australia's space program in an exhibition. Whilst these 
images did not excite participants, the actual discussion indicated that it has potential 
and it could be an interesting section. 

Other Considerations for an Exhibition 

Real objects are not essential. Participants are happy for replicas to be presented to 
them. Whilst it is recognised that 'the real thing' might be more exciting, they are aware 
that for security reasons they might be put behind a glass frame and therefore be 
inaccessible. They are also aware that it is not easy to get real material. One purpose 
of an exhibition for these participants is not to see a real object but to have an 
experience. 

lll think as long as it is involving it doesn't matter whether it is .the real truth or 
99%, so long as it grabs your attention and you get your point across. " 

Another purpose of an exhibition is to allow visitors to_have an experience they cannot 
get elsewhere. Most participants appeared to be well read . However, there is only so 
much you can get out of a book. Books cannot describe weightlessness , or space food , 
or the complexities of having a shower when water does not dribble anywhere. These 
are the experiences that people are after. 

((Something that you are not going to get out of a book." 

... ((If I am going to go to a museum, then I am going to want to see or do 
something that I can't g~t from that." 

It is important for these participants 4o walk away from an exhibition with some new 
perspective on a topic, re_garc!_!ess·~ <?.{ whether they are knowledgeable about this topic or 
not Even members . 6f the . space-interested group who have been to the most 
extraordinary places, . and have spoken to astronauts, still do not know what 
weightlessness is like: , 

The main pieGe. ofJechnqlogy that appears to be of interest is a replica of a spacecraft-: 
It would be :a·n· undKerta~jng-but if there is a way of creating the experience of what it is 
like to sit and live.)n a· space craft, then this would be tremendously exciting to these 
participants. In fact any kind of technology that can be presented to them that has an 
influence in a·ny-way on their lives will be well received~ 

This is true for all adult groups. Students would still like to experience a spacecraft, 
weightlessness, food etc, but the Secondary School students claim they will only go if 
they are made go. Museums are just not the sort of place they are interested in visiting. 
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Groups and their Preferred Themes 
Table 1 
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: History : Inter- : Living il : Future )r Cost i Appli-. i Science Aust- : 
; ; nationai ; 1n ; ; and ; cations .~ ; Fiction ralia ; 
; ; Space ~ : : Risk ; . 

... - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,_ - - - - ... - - - - - ...,j- - - - - - - - - - - - ..j - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -- - -- - - - -1- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ..... - ... - - ... - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - • 
I I I I I I I I 1 

: Upper Primary ; ; ; X ; X ; ; X ; ; 
I. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - ..,l .... - .. - - - - - - - - .J - .... - - - - - - - - 1... ... - - - - ... - - - .J ... - .. - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - ...J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j 
I I I I I I I I 1 

; Lower Secondary ; ; ; X ; ; ; ; ; 
~ --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - -:- - - -- - - --- - ~- - - - - - - ---- - ~ - - - - - - -- -- ~ --- --- -- - ~ ---- - ----:-- - --- -- - -- ~- ... --- -- - - - - - .. - ..... --- - ~ 

: Primary Teachers ; X : : X ; X : ; X ! X ; 
~ -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -:-- ---- - --- - ~- -- ---- - - --- ~ - - ... - -- - ---~ -- ... --- ... --~- - -- -- - - ... :- -- - - -- - -- - -:-.. - .. - ...... - - - - - - - --- ... - .. ~ 

: Secondary ; ; ; X : X ; : X : : 
: Teachers : : : : : : 
I I I I I I I I 1 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - ... , ... - ... - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - r - - - .. - - .. - - ., - - .. ......... - - ... ~ ... - - - - - ....... - .., - - - - - .. - - • - .. - - - - - - ... - - , 

: Adults no : ' ; : : : 
; dependants : : ; , X : : : X ; 
~-------- - - -- -------- ... --:--- -------- ~- - ----- --- - - ~- ----- - - -- ~ .. -- ... ----- ~ .. ---- ----:-- .. --- - ... - ...... ~--- - - .. - - --- --- ----- .. ~ 

: 18-24 : : : X : X : X : X : X X : 
I I I I I I t 1 

~ - -- - - - - --- - - -- - - - - -.. - - - :·· - - ------ --~ -- - - - - ---- -- ~ - -- ------ - ~ - - -- - -... --~ ---- .. -... -... :- -- ---- ..... -- ~ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ... - - - - ~ 

: Adults interested in : : : : : : : : 
X :, X :, X :. X :, : X :, X : . space : , , , : , : 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- -- -- - - - - - - ., - - - - -- - - - - - - , -- - -- - - - - - r - - • - - - .. - - ., - - - -- - ..... - r -- - - - - ..... - - -,- - - - - -- - .. - - - - - - -- - - - 1 

: Parents with ; : ' ; : 1 : : 

1 children under 12 : x · x j ! x ! ~ 
: years : , : : : : 
.. - - - - - --- - - - - ---- - - - - - - -·- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - .. - - ....... - -- - - -- - - .... - - - - -- - - - ... ... - - .. -- - --·---- - -- - -- --·- ---- -- - - - - - - -- .. - - - - . 

The above table shows the preferred themes on a group basis. Where an 'X' appears, it 
indicates the group found the theme interesting. This judgement was made by a 
combination of how participants rated the images and on verba l assessments. 

The table shows that the favoured themes are 'Living in Space' , 'The Future' and 
'Impacts and Applications' : 'Australia' also rated reasonably well across these groups. 

'Lower Secondary students' were the most difficult group to please, but as these 
students do not like going to exhibitions, this result is hardly surprising. 'Adults with no 
dependant children' is· also a difficult group to cater to, but it is reasonable to speculate 
that their interest in space comes from their own perspective-not having other people to 
consider. 

Primary School teachers, the 18-24's, and adults with an interest in space, were the 
most enthusiastic groups. These groups all have a special interest in space. Primary 
School teachers all address space as a subject with their students, unlike Secondary 
School teachers where space exploration is a small part of the curriculum. It would be 
expected that the other two groups would be interested in space as they were recruited 
with their 'space expertise' in mind. 
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4.5.2 Ideas-Further Contributions by Participants 

"I would really like you to think about, and that is having a space ship porthole, 
darkened corner, and you look through that and you see not just the full Earth 
but you have a jiggered image, you have actually got to put your face up 
against the glass to see it, and you will actually see it. There is one idea in 30 
which is something that you can do for not very much money at all, but you 
can have that experience the astronauts have had, that (wow, it is big, it is 
round, it is blue, it is floating in nothing'. That is worth far more than a bigger 
huge picture. Because that is something of the experience that these guys 
must have had." 

"And the other thing is that if you are going to display space technology, 
something that is real cheap is that you just have a computer monitor with the 
Bureau of Meteorology rain/radar thing, you could probably buy a tarted up 
version that would actually superimpose on that landscape · so that people 
could actual see that if they in lnvere/1, let's phone up· mum now and tell her 
that there is a rain cloud that is five kilometres away that is at Gulargambone 
that is coming in from the west. Even have a phone there so people can 
make these phone calls because that will really get across to people, and 
people at the other end of this space technology stuff, it is the rain coming in 
the backyard. It is real." · 

"One of the things I remember of Sky Lab ... is that they had a little window, 
and what they would do during their leisure hours that they had everyday-
most of them would be looking out through the window at Earth. And this is 
one of the human things. They did actually say, even it is wasn 't Earth and 
say it was A1ars, they probabfy .would have done the same thing. It wasn 't that 
it was Earth, it just invited you to look at it." 

"Aerial photographs. Yes .. Fro'!' Sydney or wherever, I mean look at their own 
particular postcode C?r whatever and zoom in. The kids would really go for 
that. " · 

.. 

When talking about cost: · 

"Have they gof:~nything on a time-period on this. As in how long it takes to 
build a. rocket . ·well there is another thing, talking about costs, part of the 
costs is how long it takes to build a rocket, or how long it would take to build 

. the space station and it really is not that big. 11 

"What would be really innovative is if you could have dozens of these future 
things and actually have them tagged as to when this was impossible. This is 
impossible because in 1987 as a consequence of the Voyager thing they 
discovered the level of intensity of radiation is such that ... so that people can 
see that the progress is not sort of seamless, but it has dead ends. OK, you 
can't do that. Well maybe we can send robot probes." 

"A wall of boxes of ideas. You can press one and it tells you what the story 
behind the picture is. And if it has got a circle with a red line through it, it tells 
you (this idea was discounted because of, if you want alternatives try box 67'." 
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((There are so many possibilities. I think one option is to possibly go out into 
time and say OK, this is what it might look like in 10 years time, 20 years time, 
100 years time, and the possibilities for each level. " 

((Things like virtual reality or games which you can experience, that sort of 
thing." 

,,How about having something like a launch sequence or something like that in 
real-time. I remember once hearing the shuttle taking off, and that was so 
interesting, what they were saying at the time of the launch and when they got 
into orbit, I found that really fascinating." 
11Like the countdown." liThe whole launch sequence." ,An interior video of the 
actual rocket going up." 

~~They could do a model of the surface of the moon and hf;Jve a model and 
build like a future city on it. And draw how they would get the people back too 
and from Earth." [Primary School student] r 

,, ... you could start it off like pretend that we are on a mission or something. 
And all the room like the space suits and pretend you know, and then like at 
the end, sort of make it as if you are doing something like, I don't know if you 
guys have ever been to Seaworld, they have got like a bat canyon thing at the 
start, they pretend that you are on a mission sort of thing, and you hop in the 
thing and then you go. So if they had something like that." [Secondary 
School student] 

Ill don't' know if anybody went to a restaurant called Zerk at Cockle Bay, 
when you walk through they put you in a room, it looks like a lift but it doesn't 
go anywhere. And then OIJ one wall, there's like a movie going on and there's 
a person there saying, 'OK, we are going in the space car, we're going to that 
station there to a restaurant so everybody hold on'. So everybody just holds 
onto the rail and it starts shaking, it's taking off, it starts shaking, and ifs 
landing onto the restaurant . . {OK, we're here at Zerk Restaurant' and the door 
opens. So youjust stay there at the same place but it looks like you're going 
somewhere." 
11 

• •• step -up to a computer terminal and type in that you are a family of six, 
mother, father, grandmother and some kids, and it will design a house for you. 
This is . your bathroom in space. And you actually stand in a line and it will 
take your photo and you can have father in the shower, superimposed over 
that picture of the shower type thing, and instead of having a back yard of 
course you will have an exercise machine. So you have got a queue of 
people going to the space bathroom and this is what you see out the front 
windows and stuff like that. So you can walk around your house in space, 
which isn't actually a real house, it is made up of all the bits and pieces used 
on a space station. You can pay 50 cents or a dollar to stick the CD and you 
can take away the picture of all of your family in your space house." 
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4.5.3 Students 

68 

In order to understand how students view space, questions had to be changed to suit 
their ability to convey how they think about space. Thus the discussion guide was 
slightly different in parts to the discussion guide used for adult groups. Below is a 
summary of the ideas of students and their understanding of topics. 

Satellites: Satellites, for the Primary School students, are ((like a giant phone, or mirror' 
that bounce signals back to another place on Earth. Secondary School students do not 
know how they work, but they know they are put up into orbit, where they hold their 
position and transmit information. 

Space Shuttle: Primary School students think of it as an ((anti-gravity space craft". It 
goes into space to study the planets . They were aware that some spiders went up on 
the last space shuttle. One participant was aware of the reason why they sent the 
spiders up. Some participants liked the idea of going in a space shuttle, whilst others did 
not. For those who did not, it is because they would not like to be that far away from 
Earth . Those who liked the idea think it would be a lot of fun , they would just bounce 
around . 

((It would be fab because you would be upside down all the time and then 
everything would rush to the top of your head and then you would get back up 
and go, errr, no matter what you did you would feel sick. And then you would 
get stuck to the toilet." · 

When astronauts are in space students imagine they would float around, sleep in tubes 
which have gas going into them ·so they can get to sleep, when they have a drink it 
comes in a big bottle and they . '(grab for it 'to" drink something". They go on missions 
anywhere from a week to a. Jew months. 

Secondary School students were generally not interested in the concept of being an 
astronaut. They ~o~!d not like 'to be away for too long. One participant would ((be 
scared of Aliens"-or ttie ·unknown. Another felt he/she would get bored because he/she 
"could not check M_SN an~· flet on the phone". They imagine that all the astronauts do is: 

((Sit up there and try and see if something has gone wrong or see something 
new on their big camera." 

They would not -want to sleep in the "sleeping bags", and one participant felt that it would 
be unhygienic not having a shower every day. They feel space shuttles go up for 
research reasons , trying to find out more about the universe and if any other planets are 
up there. The spiders were sent up to see how they would react under different 
conditions. The missions might be anywhere from six months (MIR) to two years . 
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4.6 The Observatory 

69 

Participants were asked at the end of each session what they knew about the 
Observatory and if they were aware of any link between the Powerhouse Museum and 
the Observatory. This question came at the end of the Space Exhibition discussion and 
often there was not enough time to deal with the topic in great depth. 

Of the students, a few had visited the Observatory. They did not have a strong memory 
of what the experience was like, although they remember it as being ((small". One 
student said he/she had wanted to use a telescope but was not allowed. Secondary 
School students see space exploration and looking at the planets as two different things . 

For adult groups, some were aware of the link between the Powerhouse Museum and 
the Observatory, but many were not. 

HI don't think many people associate that with the Powerhouse." 

Some adults were not aware that the Observatory even existed. 

Problems raised with visiting the Observatory were that it is difficult to park, often they 
''get booked" and even worse-they have heard of cars being broken into. One teacher 
said it was difficult to take students there for a few reasons: 
e it is too small to take large numbers of students . 
• the best time to go there is at night and not all students or teachers are willing to do 

this, and 
• there are not that many students studying this area of science who would benefit 

from a trip to the Observatory. 

Most Participants thought the two venues complement each other. They could only think 
of two ways to promote the connection: 
• firstly , to offer a 'combo' deal whereby entry to the Powerhouse Museum means 

entry to the Observatory, and 
• secondly, have a small exhibition representing the Observatory to stimulate 

interest. 
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-APPENDIX 1-

Interest in Images from 'Most Preferred' to 'Least Preferred' 
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Overall Interest in Images - Chart 11 
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Overall Interest in Images -Chart 13 
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Overall Interest in Images - Chart 15 
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-APPENDIX 2-

Space Exhibition-Discussion Guide 

Preliminary Discussion Guide 

a) When recruiting our respondents for these discussion groups, they are going to be 
told that the topic of discussion is space exploration. They are going to be asked to 
think about how man has used technology to meet the challenge and adventure of 
space exploration. Each respondent will be asked what comes to mind when they 
think about space exploration, write down their ideas and bring their list with them 
to the focus group. (They will not be asked to think about ·space in terms of 
astronomy' .) 

b) To begin the discussion, respondents will be welcomed and:.introduced to each 
other. The moderator will explain to the group that the session is being video taped 
and auditory taped , and there is a viewing room. They .will be told whether there 
are people watching the session. It will be explained to them why.this ·is happening. 

c) We will start the group by introducing the topic 'sp~ce ·exploration'. The discussion 
will begin by asking them to use their lists to describe their fe~lings towards 'space 
exploration' . (We want to capitalise on the ·tact that there is a great deal of 
attraction in the adventure of travelling in space and exploring the unknown.) 
What do they understand by the term 'space ~xp_l_oration'? 
What areas does space exploration cov~r? · · · -
How do they feel about space~is it a my~tety, is it real , is it scary, is it tangible 
ek? .· 

(Note: This should be kept to ·-about 10~15 minutes-we expect that this topic will cover 
a range of topics which the,._m.od.erator. needs to take note of and will be discussed further 
along. If we use this as our· di~~ctlonJor . discussion, we will not be approaching the topic 
systematically. It will ·aTfow ei:ich respondent to form a relationship. It is a valuable 
process because it,will a'now us tcFsee what they do or do not know about space.) 

··., . :. (.:· "'; -. .;·, ~ 

Space History 

a) 

b) 

c 

When did man start exploring space (the moderator will not to allow the discussion 
to go::too far into mythology-keep to the 20th century)? 
What have-been the major highlights up to now-have these been exciting-what 
made them exciting? 
Is the history of space exploration interesting? What makes it interesting/not 
interesting? 

(Note: looking for how interesting they find the period from the earliest rocketry in the 
early part of the century and the Goddard Rocket up to Apollo's landing on the moon and 
more recent developments such as the shuttle, International Space Station and MIR.) 
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Internationalism 
a) What countries have participated in space exploration. 
b) Who are the major players in space exploration now. 

• what do they know about these countries space programs? 
• is it important for a country to have a space program? Why? 

2 

• does Australia have a space program? If yes, what does this program 
involve? If no , should we? 

(Note: we need to be prepared to distinguish Woomera detention centre from atomic 
testing and space exploration in the same vicinity!) 

Space Exploration 
a) Ask if any of the respondents know of any major developments in space 

exploration in the last couple of years? 
b) What is happening now in the world of space exploration? 
c) Do we need space exploration-why? 

• what are the benefits of exploring space? 
• how does space exploration affect our daily lives? 

• if yes, how? 
• is this for the better or worse? 

• how do we know what is being discovered/explored? 
• is this how we learn about space-from what is topical in the news? 

(Note: should no discussion be generated from this approach, the moderator to suggest 
topics such as the impact of space technology on health i.e. 'wellness' of the body v 
fixing the body, 'wellness' and the impact that Apollo images of the earth in 1968 have 
had on the growth of environmental perception.) 

d) Where is space exploration going? 
• what can we look forward to in the future? 

(Note to moderator: the choice between human and robotic space exploration should be 
mentioned or questioned.) , 
e) Is there much ofa ·future in space tourism 
f) 

g) 
Is there going to be space colonisation 
Are there any down sides to space exploration? Moderator to introduce the idea of 
cost and risk should these have not been raised in discussion) 

h) How much risk is involved with space? 
• is the risk worth the outcome? 
• are some areas riskier than others-does this make them more or less 

exciting? 
• does risky make it more interesting? 
• how does the cost fit with the risk? 

(Note to moderator-same line of questioning for cost.) 
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Science Fiction 
a) How has space inspired popular culture? 

• probe for examples in comics, movies, radio programs, advertising, books. 

3 

b) What differences do you see between science fiction and the real science of space 
travel and exploration? 

c) Can science fiction be used to explain real space technology? 
d) Is there a role for a science fiction theme in this exhibition? If yes , what role? 

The ultimate exhibition 

a) The group will be asked what they would expect to see in an exhibition: 
• each of these ideas will be discussed. 

b) What is boring? 
• does any exhibition (related to this topic) come to mind , which they thought, 

was exceptionally good or exceptionally bad . 

(Note: should no ideas be generated , moderator to make some discussion suggestions; 
objects, images, stories , personalities, events, experiences, 1iving in space, orbits, 
rockets satell ites.) 

Themes 

There are eight themes . Each theme can only have a maximum of six minutes spent 
discussing it. Each theme will be presented to the group using a data projector. 

The respondents will be showneach .imag$ within that theme, given a brief description of 
that image and then the theme will be 'briefly discussed. 

"I am now going to show you some ideas the Powerhouse Museum has for the new 
Space Exhibition. We hav~ eight themes to work through and there are approximately 
eight images for each:theme. Each image has been chosen to represent an idea, so 

. don't focus too much on . tt)e i·mage, focus on the idea it is trying to represent. For each 
theme I will give ··a· brief e.xplanation of each image. You will see that I have given you a 
piece ~f paper· with th~ title of each image written on it. Could you indicate with a tick the 
images that you fin-d appealing." 

Theme 1. History e. g. Oust to give an idea of the spiel) The first picture is of Dr 
Goddard, who was a pioneer in rocket development. He developed the first liquid 
nitrogen rocket (or something like that) . 

After each theme has been described the group will be asked to nominate the image 
they found most interesting/least interesting and why. 

As a round up question-how interesting would a 'history' theme be? 
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Artefacts 
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a) Of all the themes we have just been through what best symbolises space? 
e.g. satellites, rockets, navigation, weather, space shuttles etc. 
• How interesting is the technology/hardware? 
• VVould the technology make you come in to an exhibition 

(Note to moderator: most people haven't been to Kennedy Space Centre or the Air and 
Space Museum at the Smithsonian so it will be interesting to find out if there are 
signature objects, i.e. Hubble which they associate with a space exhibition) 

b) What is it about an artefact that makes it interesting? 
• How important is it to have the real thing? Would a copy do? Checking for 

the importance of authenticity and the role of the Museum as a special 
source of information. 

• Does the 'object' have to be full size or is a model suitable? 

c) What level of explanation and detail-e.g. understanding why satellites stay in orbit. 

Observatory 

a) Moderator to ask the respondents if they have visited the observatory. 

b) Differences between observing space from Earth v travelling into space by rocketship? 

c) Moderator to describe some of the functions of the observatory should they not 
have already been discussed (Neil and Giselle to visit the observatory) and to get 
feedback from those who have visited. · 

d) Do respondents know there is a link between the Observatory and the Powerhouse 
museum? · · 

e) How could the connection between the space exhibition and the Observatory be 
promoted/implemented? 
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SPACE EXHIBITION-Kid's Discussion Guide 

1. The introduction would be the same as for the adults groups; i.e. introduce 
everybody, explain how they are being taped and viewed and why we are doing 
this. 

2. Introduce the topic of 'travelling _and exploring outer space' (making sure that they 
keep to the boundary of the technology of space). The moderator will ask them to 
use their lists to start the discussion . 

(Note: it is expected that more than 1 0-15 minutes will be spent on the usage of their 
lists-for the 'kids' this will give us a very good indication of how they think about 
space-at what level they are interested in the topic.) 

Space History and Exploration 

a) The respondents will be asked if they know of any. major developments which 
happened in the past. 

Moderator to make suggestions 
• when was the first satellite launched? 
• 
• 
• 
• 

do they know when man walked on the moon? 
who was the first person in space?. · 
have animals been astronauts? Which animals? 
are they still sending people ·to the moon? 

(Note: pictures of moon walks wiil be shown to help the respondents think about the 
moon and what it would be lik~ to go there:) 

b) Do they know of any countrie.sthafa.re involved in space programs? 

(prompt-America, ~ussia , · C.hina (any other countries?) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Is it important·for ··a·co.untry to have a space program? 
,, 

Does Australia have a space program> 

Do th~y learn :· ~b;uf space at school? 
.. what s.~. rt of things have they learned 
• how do they go about finding out information about space exploration? 
• where would they go to find information if they had to do a project on space 

(have books to use as a prompt)? 

f) What do they understand by the term 'Space Exploration'? 
What is a space shuttle? Can a space shuttle go to the moon? 
• why do they think we have space shuttles 
• what do the astronauts do when they are on a space shuttle 
• why do they send spiders, frogs and plants etc on these missions 
• how do they think that they live, eat and sleep when on a space shuttle 
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• how long do they think a mission lasts for 
• would they like to be an astronaut; why 
• do we benefit from space exploration-if yes , how? 

g) Have they ever heard of ISS or MIR (show image to help explain)? 

h) Do they know what a satellite is (show image)? 
• do they know what a satellite does? 
• high school students-when was the first live satellite broadcast? 

i) Do they think that ordinary people should be allowed to pay and go up into space? 

j) Do they think that some day people will live in space-how would they live? 
• do they think that people/aliens are already living out there? 
• what would an alien look like (use alien mask)? 

k) Are there any downsides to exploring space? 
• is space exploration risky? 
• is space exploration too expensive? 

Artefacts 

6 

(These topics may well have been discussed-however the topic will be approached 
from a different point of view, i.e. what would they want to see?) 

a) When they think of space-what are the pictures/images that come to mind: e.g. 
rockets, satellites, navigation , weather monitors, space shuttles etc. 

b) Of everything you have told me about, what would be the best thing to see? 
• what would it be like to climb into a space shuttle? 
• what would it be like to see how weather is predicted etc? 

c) Does the object have to be real? Or can it be a replica? 

d Does t~e object have to be the real size or can it be a model? 

e) When they come to the Museum what things do they like to do best? Probe for 
playing with interactives (which ones), reading, looking, dressing up, listening to 
story telling; etc 
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Science Fiction 
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a) What movies have they seen/TV shows have they watched, books and comics 
have they read about travelling in space? 
• what is science fiction? 

b) What do they like about science fiction? 

c) What do they dislike about science fiction? 

d) · Would you like a science fiction display in a space exhibition? 

The ultimate exhibition 

a) The group will be asked what they would like to see in an exhibition: 
• what do they think would be the best thing they could · possibly imagine in a 

space exhibition (even though touched on before would like to ask again?) 
• what would be really boring? 
• what is one of the best exhibitions they have ever seen-what made this 

exhibition the best? 
• what is the worst exhibition they have ever seen-what made it the worst? 

(Note: if the moderator finds there are few ideas being generated then again, the 
moderator will introduce topics of conversation-objects, images, stories, personalities, 
events, experiences, living in space, orbits, rockets, s~tellites.) 

Themes 
-_ . 

There are eight themes. Each. theme can only have a maximum of six minutes spent 
discussing it. Each theme witl be presented to the group using a data projector. The 
respondents will be shown each image within that theme, given a brief description of that 
image and then the them.e will ·be briefly discussed. 

"I am now going to 'show you some ideas the Powerhouse Museum has for the new 
Space Exhibition':_., We h~ye ·eight themes to work through and there are approximately 
eight images· for each theme. Each image has been chosen to represent an idea, so 
don't focus too much -orJ'::the image, focus on the idea it is trying to represent. For each 
theme I will give a ;brief explanation of each image. You will see that I have given you a 
piece of paper with 'the title of each image written on it. Could you indicate with a tick the 
images that you find appealing." 

Theme 1. History e.g. (just to give an idea of the spiel)-The first picture is of Or 
Goddard, who was a pioneer in rocket development. He developed the first liquid 
nitrogen rocket (or something like that) . 

After each theme has been described the group will be asked to nominate the image 
they found most interesting/least interesting and why. As a round up question-how 
interesting would a 'history' theme be? 
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Powerhouse and the Observatory 

a) Respondents will be asked if they have visited the observatory. (show picture) . 

b) Describe some of the activities that happen at the observatory: 
• see if these are appealing or not. 

8 

c) What's the difference between the Observatory and a space exhibition at the 
Powerhouse? 
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PRIMARY RESEARCH 

observation 
analysis 
personal critiques 
physical spaces 
exhibition exploration 

MELBOURNE MUSEUM 

THE MIND: ENTER THE 

LABYRINTH EXHIBITION 

Users are directed around the exhibition 
space in a manner that is directional, set by 
boundaries and guides in place that make up 
the exhibition space. 

Users are challenged to engage in the space 
my participation at different levels, using 
touch, sight and movement or combinations 
of interaction. 

Visual representation of data is offered in a 
variety of media allowing users to adopt and 
change to different learning styles. 

The user is required to make connections 
between the information the further into the 
exhibition they explore. 

Information tiles and sources are kept 
concise and brief. A good balance between 
visual, verbal and text based information 
arranged throughout the exhibition space. 
However in some areas user can engage in a 
more detailed text based explanation of 
content. 

The way that visual content is displayed is 
unique and challenges 2d visual display 
systems. E.g. The 360-degree glass 
enclosure projects a 180-degree visual 
motion sequence accompanied by a digital 
surround sound system. 

Users tend to by pass the larger areas of text 
and formal information areas, and get quickly 
attracted to areas that display visual or audio 
or both. 

Areas where users were challenged we also 
most attractive, the user was able to test 
their own ability in a very social environment. 
Where the user was actually required to think 
consciously about the process that they were 
engaging in was often more interesting and 
had a higher level of interactivity. 

Often users are overwhelmed with the variety 
of visual content and are seen jumping 
between displays, some times overlooking 
what has been passed. 

Users participating in the displays are 
observed by other users in the space. There 
seems to be no hesitation to participate even 
while being watched intently. The dynamic 
users experience becomes the static users 
experience. 

FoREST SECRETS 

User became part of the environment and made up 
the contents of it, having the ability to become 
involved in the layout and display of the forest, E.g. 
a user could shift an object in the space and 
therefore alter the overall design of the space. 

Users had the ability to experience areas of the 
environment that are otherwise unknown, E.g. a 
cross section of a pond. This type of experience 
then opens up a whole new perspective for the user. 
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observation 
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personal critiques 
physical spaces 
exhibition exploration 

THE VIRTUAL RooM 

Users experience a different way of seeing a 
variation of visual sequences through 3d goggles. 

The interface is broken into 8 separate screens 
allowing the user to see different perspectives of 
the image. 

A series of different narratives fill the space ranging 
from a 3d dinosaur narrative to an abstract 
construction of visuals that form according to the 
users position. 

Users can interact with the sequence of narratives 
by moving through and around the screen 
formation. 

Users aren 't initially aware of the direct control they 
have over the perspective or movement of the 
interface. Some users don't actually realize it at all, 
and leave the space with a purely visual 
experience, rather than an interactive one. 

User that are unaware of their control over the 
visuals through movement, are often seen 
observing others in the space that are interacting 
with the visuals. 

Users don't generally stop to read instructions, 
rather get consumed by the strong visual aesthetic. 

ACMI 

CENTRE POMPIDOU VIDEO ART 

1965-2005 

Displays included, 'Stamping in the Studio, 
Going Around the Corner Piece by Bruce 
Nauman, 'Switch' by Tony Oursler, 'Reverse 
Television- Portraits of Viewers' by Bill Viola 

A combination of screen/interface 
interactive displays that require user 
participation in order to function effectively. 

Users merely 'wandered' around the spaces 
looking an observing the content. 

Screens that reordered users movements 
and image, which were then projected, this 
participation engaged the user the most. 
The beginning of the interactive, the user 
appeared confused, but willing to 
understand what was happening in the 
space. 

The physical layout was very well utilised 
allowing the user to freely walk between 
screen interactives, sound was also well 
constraint to specific areas. 

Communication within the space, between 
users was minimal. Each user was very 
much within there own mental space 
interpreting the screen content. 
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S CIEN C E W O RKS MUSEUM 

HOUSE SECRETS EXHIBITION 

Highly interactive exhibition aimed at kids from the 
age of Pre School to primary school age. 

Over sized objects representing aspects of a house 
from the kitchen and food to the bathroom, and the 
animals that live within the confines of the house 

The objects that make up the space are so over 
sized; the user feels small in the space. The curator 
has positioned the user in an entirely new 
perspective in order to understand the narrative. 
The shift of reality and perspective creates a shift 
within the user psychological process, allowing the 
imagination to become aware of an experience 
otherwise unknown. 

The user is required to vary the levels of 
engagement and interaction through out the entire 
exhibition. The user shifts attention and focus 
constantly throughout each display to engage in 
various types of learning styles and interactions. 

Objects are used to communicate data in basic 
media formats or as simply object-based tools . 
For users to gain knowledge they must engage in 
the interactive and participate. 

Navigating through the physical space is 
somewhat complex with multiple paths and a 
variety of entry/exit points there is no definite path 
to navigate. Because of this undetermined 
navigation often users were uncertain of where to 
go next, or what to experience. This created an 
overlapping or a bypass of some displays. 

Often kids were overwhelmed with not only the size 
of the exhibition but also the volume of content. 
This created a heightened excitement and 
sometimes confusion. Users were observed 
looking around at others in the space to see where 
to go next, this then creating a cluster of users. 

POWERHOUSE MUSEUM 

THE WEDGE 

Multi-user concept though only supports single user physical 
interactions. 

One main user controls the direction and content of the 
interface. 

Other observes have to physically move to be able to see 
objects on the interface that are being move left/right of the 
centre alignment. 

Interactive can only retain a small amount of attention from the 
user once they begin participating in the interactive. 

There are no initial instructions or explanation of what the 
interactive intensions are or the possible outcomes that it can 
visually provide. Although people are encouraged to be 
curious, there has to be a level of understanding, and prior 
knowledge for the user to appreciate the content , action and 
interaction. Otherwise users will abandon the interactive, as 
was observed. 

The physical space provides a 'surround ' experience, that 
block out any possible distraction that may take away from 
the interactive experience once the user has engaged in the 
experience. The use of sound and voice over enhances the 
focus and over all unique experience within the space. 

Goggles have to be used to see the 30 virtual space -
creating an experience for the user that is unique to the rest of 
the museum. The user has to physically put on the device, 
choosing to participate in the experience or not. The use of a 
joystick to navigate the 30 space - although only by a single 
user - still creates a sense of ownership to the experience. 
The tangible peripherals allow the user to transform their realty 
into the digital/virtual space not just physically but also 
psychologically- as they try to understand and navigate into 
the unknown territory of the digital interface. 

BETA SPACE 

To BE OR NoT T o BE 

BY ROMAN DANYLAK (2007) 

A interactive based on game theory 

Uses movement via a floor sensory grid to reflect physical 
placement of the user, which is then represented on the digital 
interface. 

The process for the user to 'win ' and advance to the next level 
is slow and often misunderstood by the user. 

Observations of children using the space show that they do no 
actually read the instruction panel or the content on screen 
rather attempt to work out the system on their own, using prior 
knowledge of interactive systems and physical movement to 
create outcomes on the interface. Once the child does not see 
the results desired, or fails to understand the connections 
between movement and the interface, or the rules and 
objectives of the game, the child becomes seemingly bored 
and gives up on the process. 

People are often drawn to known and familiar interactives and 
interfaces because they know exactly how to use it, and see 
instant results from their actions. - Knowledge is essential in 
order for an interactive to work, the designer should not rely 
on the users intuition, and creativity or curiosity to make an 
interactive function to is full capacity. 
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FLOATING.NUMBERS (2004) 

The central element in this exhibition is a 
9-metre long interactive table with a 
mass of numbers flowing in a continuum 
on its surface. Individual digits appear 
randomly at the surface of this stream of 
numbers and, once touched by a visitor, 
surrender their secret in text, pictures , 
films and animation. 

The significance of the numbers 
materialises from the various 
perspectives of science, religion, art or 
one 's outlook on everyday life. 

A large-scale projection system and a 
touch-sensitive table surface form the 
elements of this media installation. 
Visitors ' exploration of the world of 
numbers is a fascinating hands-on 
experience. 

DOCUMENTA MOBIL (2005) 

A touch-sensitive projection surface on 
the tabletop makes the exploration direct, 
informative and playful. The content is 
divided into five themes: "Curatorial 
Concept", "Artistic Positions", 
"Reactions", "Zeitgeist" and "Statistics". 
Interacting with the installation 
familiarises the visitor with the cultural 
milestones of the 20th century. 

A particular highlight is the moment when 
the installation changes from independent 
and interactive learning to a more linear 
mode. Visitors become spectators and 
are taken on an audio tour of the city of 
Kassel. Panoramic images focusing on 
Kassel's cultural landmarks also appear in 
the background. The original documenta 
catalogues are additionally presented in 
glass display cabinets with interactive 
surfaces. 

LYNETIE W ALLWORTH 

STILL: W AITING2 

An immersive installation environment that 
is both unsettled and revealed by our very 
presence. When a viewer enters the 
space, sensors are activated, causing 
these birds to fly from the tree. The viewer 
must then negotiate the needs of the 
space, as well as the movements of others 
in the space, if the birds are to return. The 
works suggests that on first viewing much 
can be overlooked by the 'newcomer'; it is 
about a threshold, a gateway that is 
passed through often unknowingly, whilst 
inviting us to consider the impact of 
others, of communal life and the complex 
interconnection of co-existing species. 

02 F LAGSHIP S TORE (2004) 

Along the entire length of the multime-
dia strip customers are able to call up 
detailed information on products, 
services and offers. The installation 
winds its way through the room on 
various levels , starting as an interac-
tive floor projection and flowing into a 
multimedia tabletop before becoming 
a wall projection. Customers can 
interact simultaneously with the 
content displayed on the strip , 
activating 02 bubbles, obtaining 
information on prices and mobile 
phones and playing film sequences. 

The installation uses 12 high-
performance projectors and touch 
sensitive technology developed by 
ART +COM for sensory surfaces. The 
system utilizes the in-house Y60 
Visual Simulation Engine. The interplay 
of these systems allows as many as 
20 users to interact on the installation 
at any one time. 

IMK 

Monika Fleischmann 

I-CONE 

POINT SCREEN 

ALVA NOTO - XERROX 

xerrox, explores themes of dissolution and 
atomisation: separation of matter into 
component parts. 

xerrox takes its title and principle from the 
original xerox machine that copies graphic 
matter by the action of light on an 
electrically charged surface. In a similar 
way, alva noto's xerrox is born out of a 
point of process, in which the ground 
material undergoes a series of shifts, 
stretches, zooms and ratio adjustments. 
The compressions, multiplications, scale 
changes and shifts in resolution to which 
Nicolai subjects his audio and visual 
sources become both the process and the 
content of xerrox. 

I 

; '· , ·' , ./ 

INFO JUKEBOX 
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INTERACTIVF EXAMPL E:S 

An interactive that scans and interprets 
facial featuers and represents it in a 
schematic 30 digital form. 

Users are able to move in the space and 
interact with other users, the digital 
space follows the physical movements 
changing size and distance. 

SIMON PENNY 

The user engages the system by their 
bodily movements, the system responds 
with a changing video stream which 
travels around the walls of the space. 
This may be understood as a 'conversa-
tion' with an intelligent system, or as the 
user 'cutting a movie' by their move-
ments. 

Fugitive II is one of a series of interactive 
installations by Simon Penny which utilise 
custom machine-vision systems to 
provide unencumbered sensing of the 
behaviour of human users. These 
projects address the issue of embodied 
interaction. 

The goal was to build a system with rich 
and diverse behaviour, which interpreted 
and responded to large physical move-
ment and gesture. At the time, machine-
vision was a new and active research 
area at the cutting edge of robotics, 
made possible by increases in available 
computational power. All the code and 
machinery was custom made. 

Fugitive II - the project on display - was 
reengineered, with a new multicamera 
vision system, motion control mechanics, 
interaction scheme and video content. 
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PICO INTERGRATING ENERGY 

http://www.jamespatten.com/pico/index.php 
http://vvvv.org/tiki-index.php?page=meso-
ISH+07&highlight=meso%20ISH%2007 

PICO is a tabletop 
interaction surface that 
can track and move small 
objects on top of it. 

INTERNET MAP 

http://www.chrisharrison.neVprojec 
ts/Internet Map/ 

A set of visualizations that 
display how cities across the 
globe are interconnected (by 
router configuration and not 
physical backbone). In total, 
there are 89,344 connections. 

TABGIBLE TABLE PROJECT 

http://www.tangibletable.de/?page_id=6 

- --
; -- II ·1 

Visitors to the fair learn facts & figures about the current 
energy debate by playing with a little universe of abstract 
glowing objects, which pop up at the flick of a finger. 

Tracking the visitors' gestures with a robust and effective 
inrared tracking system from above, the table offers room for 
up to 8 simultaneous users. Due to the nature of the optical 
tracking system from above, interaction works without the 
visitors even touching the surface - just a wave of the hand 
is enough to trigger the text infos and visual effects 

A table based user interface that allows interaction via 'pucks' that can 
be moved and removed and enable changes to the interface including 
size, direction, rotation, colour and multiple effects. 

• I 
~ 
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INTERACTIVE HISTORY TIMELINE ICCARUS 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/interactive/timelines/britis 
h/index.shtml 

http://www.viddler.com/explore/rich 115/videos/1/79.76 
6/ 

The history of Great Britain, divided into interactive 
data blocks. The density of events is displayed on 
the map. 

A 30 data visualization of the real-time social networks 
behind scouta.com. ICCARUS, short for "Interactive 
Command Console & Relat ional User Statistics" , consists of 
different traditional network graphs that convey the social 
network between members, the memberships of groups, & 
the links between members & the content they explore . 

REVEALICIOUS - SPACENAV 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/ 
project_details.cfm?id=148&index=15 
&domain=Knowledge%20Networks 

Revealicious is a set of graphic 
visualisations for any del.icio.us 
account that allows one to browse, 
search and select tags, as well as 
viewing posts matching them. 

.. "''" 

STUDYSPACE 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/p 
roject_details.cfm?id=212&index=30& 
dornain=Knowledge%20Networks 

"Studyscape" concentrates on 
competences and joins information on 
lecturers as experts, on students as 
future professionals, on modules and 
courses of the different education and 
research fields and on jobs and working 
fields by their corresponding 
competence profile. 

PERSONAL BRAIN 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/p 
roject_details.cfm?id=493&index=94& 
domain=Knowledge%20Networks 

PersonalBrain helps you organize Web 
pages, contacts, documents, emails an' 
files in one place so that it?s easier to 
find them. With PersonalBrain you can 
even find related items that you worked 
on, but forgot existed. PersonalBrain is 
simple to use and allows you to create c. 

Brain for your own desktop. 
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FRIDG 'T 

http ://www.fidgt.com/visual ize 

The Fidg't Visualizer allows you to play around 
with your network. You interface with the Visualizer 
through Flickr and LastFM tags, using any tag to 
create a Magnet. Once a Tag Magnet is created, 
members of the network will gravitate towards it if 
they have photos or music with that same Tag. 

MAPPING SCIENTIFIC PARADIGMS 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/pr 
oject_details.cfm?id=421 &index=80&d 
omain=Knowledge%20Networks 

The map was constructed by sorting 
roughly 800,000 scientific papers (shown 
as white dots) into 776 different scientific 
paradigms (red circular nodes) based on 
how often the papers were cited 
together by authors of other papers. 
Links (curved lines) were made between 
the paradigms that shared common 
members. 

NOBEL FIELD 

ONEWORD 

http ://www.todo.to.it/projects.php?id=9&# 

A social, public display of crowd moods & feelings 
during an large-scale event: people send SMS to a 
special number, the SMS's lenght is constrained to 
one_word. The messages are then displayed with 
a tree-like generative graphic software. As soon as 
a new message arrives a new branch blossoms. 
As the event unfolds layers of texts gradually build 
up a flowing foliage of collective memor . 

http://www.davidsmall.com/Nobel/i 
ndex.html# 

A room of glass where, amongst many hundreds of points of light, you find 
glowing portraits of all the Nobel Peace Prize Laureates. A small sensor at 
the bottom of the screen registers your presence, triggers animations on the 
screen, and sends a wave of color across nearby LED stalks. Synchronized 
audio spreads throughout the space. Architect David Adjaye said of the 
room: 
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ROYAL SOCIETY ARCHIVE VISUALISATION 

http://www .ch risharrison. net!projects/royalsociety I 

chris harrison 
Author Distribution: 
This visualization displays papers chronologically. Paper titles radiate downward from the vertical 
midpoint at a 45 degree angle. Within a single year, papers are sorted alphabetically. The year a 
volume was published is shown, centered among it's respective block of papers. The size varies 
linearly by the number of number of papers published during that year's volume. Authors are 
shown radiating upwards from the vertical midpoint at a 45 degree angle. Their positions are 
computed by calculating the average position of the papers they authored. The size of the author's 
name reflects how prolific they were Oinear relationship). Essentially, author names are "centered" 
above the time period they were active. 

/ / / 

---- -
Word Distribution: 
This visualization has the same visual characteristics as the author 
distribution (above). However, instead of authors, this visualization 
explores the distribution of words in publication titles. words size is 
determined wtth a square root function, which helps dampen extremely 
common words O.e. 'the' and 'of'). Only words used three or more times 
are shown. It's interesting to see how words evolve and fields like 
photography and electronics emerge. 

1971 1973 1975 1976 

Combination: 
Include almost all keywords and authors regardless of significance. The 
resulting infographic leans more on the side of aesthetics. 

I· 
DIALOG TABLE 

http://www. i nteractivearchitecture.org/ 

Dialog Table is a shared interface 
where you use hand gestures to 
discover more about any dynamic 
information. Several people can 
gather around and together explore 
the table's movies, narratives and 
3D journeys. The table provides an 
opportunity for people to discuss 
with each other their thoughts on 
what they have seen, whether it be 
an artwork. a game or a service. 
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Floating Numbers - Art+Com-
Germany 

- Multiuser, multi touch. 
- Multi-media, text, graphic, animation, film. 
- Real time changes to interface (touch to 
activate) 
- Peripheral interaction (ripple effect on 
background) 
- Graphic (abstract) interface layer under 
constructed forms of data and visuals. 
- Randomised appearance of narrative structure 
- Projected interface, shadow obstructions 
-Personal experience among a communal 
environment 

Integrating Energy- Meso Lab-
Germany 

- Multiuser, multi touch. 
-Multi-media, text, graphic, animation, film. 
- Real-time changes to interface (touch to activate) 
- Peripheral interaction (circular expanding forms 
background) 
- Changes to the interface change the lighting colour of 
the whole room (surround experience) 
- Floating icons activate content (abstract circles) 
- Randomised appearance of narrative structure 
- Projected interface, shadow obstructions 
-Personal experience among a communal environment 
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Serendipity Table - Eureka Tower -
Melbourne 

- Multiuser, multi touch. 
- Multi-media, text, graphic, animation, film. 
- Real time changes to interface (touch to activate) 
- Peripheral interaction (circular expanding forms 
background) 
- Limited levels of the interface (background and icons, 
limited options of navigation and content) 
- Floating icons activate content (constructed forms) 
- Randomised appearance of narrative structure, icons 
move closer to user when table is touched. 
- Projected interface, shadow obstructions 
- Personal experience among a communal environment 

Dangerous Animals - Australia Museum 
- Sydney 

- Multiuser, multi touch . 
- Multi-media, text, graphic, animation, film. 
- Real t ime changes to interface, elements animate regards of user interaction . 
- Peripheral interaction (ripple effect on water, dust effect on land areas) 
- Multiple levels of the interface (2 sections, land and water, animating graphics, 
content, icons, multi modes (3D and 2D) 
- Limited options of navigation and content, however involves user in an 
experience (eg. First aid, "you have been bitten) 
- Interface modes change, interaction to animation on the whole table 
- Structured appearance, categorised 
- Projected interface, shadow obstructions 
- Personal experience among a communal environment 
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SUMMARY OF CONTENT AND INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT RESeARCH PROGRESS 

FORMATIVE 
CONCEPT 

To create an immersive 
interactive environment within 
a physical and digital interface. 
To create an emotive and 
psychological experience 
combined with an informative 
experience. 

To create an interface 
controlled and manipulated by 
gestural movements by the 
user. The process is to 
encourage a connection 
between the psychological, 
physical and digital 
environment. 

CONTENT 

A combination of fact and 
fiction from belief systems to 
sc ient ific evidence on the topic 
of the moon and the universe 
as a form of matter and 
anti-matter. 

Specific narrative structures 
are still in the process of being 
developed, and will take form 
into a structure once more 
research and investigations 
into the topic are explored. 

THE E XPERIENCE 

To provide a creative 
environment the causes the 
user to explore their own 
th inking and actions to 
manipulate and explore visual 
interactive content. For users 
to become engaged with the 
experience evoking the 
imag ination into a meditative 
and psychological creative 
state. The space aims at 
creating states of euphoria , 
wonder, cur ios ity, questioning 
and enchantment. 

THE SYMBOLISM - BELIEFS, MYTHOLOGY 

A number of different 
symbolic texts explain 
the significance of the 
moon to man kind as a 
"dependence and 
invariably [that 
represents] the female 
principle as well as 
periodical change and 
renewal" (Chevalier, 
1996, p669). 

THE OBJECT - BRECCIA MooN Roc K 

Research into the symbolism of the 
Moon over the centuries of different 
belief systems indicated that the 
Moon is significant to a variety of 
aspects of life including , 
Astronomy, Alchemy, Astrology, 
Navigation , Anc ient Mythology, 
Religion , Spirituality, Physics , and , 
Metaphoric/symbol ism. The Moon 
is a "cosmic symbol throughout 
every age , from immemorial to the 
present , and common to every 
culture. "(Chevalier, 1996, p673). 
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W )~ C Ul\.JH-N1 AND l~T[HACTIVl l~VIRONMLN1 Rt SE.ARCH PHOGHE SS 

0 MAT VE 
S C IENTIFI C E XP LORATION 

Cu rrently science has been able to understand to sets 
of laws , quantum mechanics (that is all elements that 
make up the smallest matter, atoms , protons , neutrons 
and the smaller aspects of the universe) originally 
theorised by Niels Bohr as well as the laws of general 
reality from the research and discoveries from Newton 
and Einstein (gravity, time and space and the laws the 
govern the larger objects within the universe) . 
(reference) Physicists aim to find a way to unify the 
two equations in order to understand the way in which 
the two forces work together. Current investigat ions 
have no been able to produce rational answers that 
would be able to unify the theory of the universe , 
however this investigation has been present in the 
minds of scientists for decades, the alchemists refer 
to the concept as the "macrocosm and the 
microcosm. " 
(http ://www.zen-it.com/sym bol/ m yl iu s/Myli ntrod uctio . h 
tm, viewed 15/ 6/07) 

A LCH EMY 

Alchemists were primarily 
interested in the "cosmos [as] a 
uni t y of interdependent parts , 
that man is therefore connected 
to and that if the nature of that 
connection or relationship can 
be found, it can be used to 
man's benefit" (Hall , 1997,p1). It 
is assumed within alchemy that 
"the physical universe is entirely 
constrained by this mystical 
reality" however, it is " [this] 
material world that has 
supposedly been built using the 
immaterial world as a blueprint. " 
(Hall , 1997,p1). 

Alchemist believe that the 
universe if made of the four 
elements. The elements that are 
relied on for predictions in 
astrology are wind, water, air 
and fire as well as forming the 
basic material of the universe , 
what is more interesting is 
alchemists belief that "the 
relationship between the 
elements , their animistic 
antipathies and sympathies with 
one another, their dualistic 
qualities of" the opposites " is 
what enables the world to 
function as it does". (Hall, 1997, 
p2) 

S YMBOLISM AND C ODED REPRE SENTATIONS 

Alchemists believed that their work needed to 
be protected in fear of it getting into the wrong 
hands and causing humanitarian chaos as well 
as the finding becoming invaluable. Therefore 
the findings and philosophies were encoded 
through symbols , and visual metaphors that 
could only be understood by those within the 
alchemy circle. 

The themes in the images representation 

concepts of the universe and earth. In each 
image it is important to the alchemist to show 
all elements , that is the opposites of all things 
that are present 
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SUMMARY OF CONTENT AND INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH PROGRESS 

EXP ER MENTAL 
VISUAL EXPERIMENTATION 

The images represent different dimensions within a space. 
The movement in the images shows that although it is 2D 
or possibly 3D, there is a sense of movement within the 
work. The image depicts the concepts of energy and 
string theory, that everything is a vibration that is 
constantly changing. The use of colour highlights the 
differences between dimensions and allows the viewer to 
interpret the work from a very personal point of view. 

VISUAL AND CONTEXT RESEARCH 

- THE FOUNTAIN 

(FILE AND INTERACTIVE WEBSITE) 

The fountain is a movie that aims 
at communicating the themes of 
eternal life/youth, connections 
between the physical and the 
spiritual as well as the concepts 
that everything is one. Energy is 
what combines all things even in 
a modern society, 3 narratives 
contact 3 different periods of time 
decades apart, however the 
common themes of science, 
philosophy, spirituality and 
technology remain consistent. 
The visual style is very abstract at 
times and experimental leaving 
the audience in a very ambient 
atmosphere, the music style also 
compliments the visual making 
the movie an almost meditative 
experience. 

Metaphors are key in 
communicating ideas of universal 
themes , however interpretation is 
left very open, as the audience 
becomes in tune with the 
experience. 

Symbolism from an array of fields 
including science, religion and 
spirituality from different periods 
throughout history have a strong 
presence in the story and visual 
structure. Combining these 
symbols shows that ideas from 
different cultures, histories, and 
beliefs aren't as disconnected as 
possibly perceived. 
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The idea is to provide images that can 
represent an energy within a space. That is 
the image can be manipulated by the user 
through physical movement , and therefore 
shows a change within the digital space and 
the physical space. An endless change and 
continual warp in space and time. 

EXHIBITION AND INTERACTIVE 

RESEARCH 

Daniel Brown -
play/create gallery 
http ://www. play-creat 
e.com/ 

An interactive 
interface designer, 
originally from gaming 
designer moved into 
exploring expressing 
emotions through 
digital interfaces. 

Users can manipulate 
content by using the 
keyboard with options 
to blur, move, and 
resize content to 6 
different sound tracks 
and light 
configurations within 
a 3D space. 
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DI ST RIBUTION OF CONTENT 

Developed from the moon rock (bressica) in 
the PHM. The content developed from using 
the rock as a element of matter. This then led 
into the ideas of the universe constructed by 
alchemists, scientists and religion. 

The content is to be developed as an 
informative factual structure with elements of 
experimental visual design, aided by the user 
itself. 

Content needs to be divided and distributed 
into a structure that can be easily recognised , 
accessed and interacted with by the user. 

The need for psychological links between the 
content need to be made in order for the 
structure and narratives to be effective in 
relaying information to the user as an 
informative interaction as well as an 
experimental interaction. 

CONCEPT 

PRIMARY TOPIC 

Matter and the universe 

L Time, Space and Matter 

SECONDAR Y TOPIC 

Principles of physics 
(quantum theory and 
general relativity) and the 
links to alchemy as well as, 
religion, spiritual belief 
systems. 

NARRATIVES 

Sus-NARRATIVES PENDING ... 

THEME S 

E XPER IENCE 

DISCOVERY ______ Turning points of knowledge, progression of discoverers 

IMA GINATION _ ___ The progression of the mind and intellect 

CREATIVITY ----- The mind and visualisation of creative thought or ideas. 

MATTER - ----- Objects in space - physical artifacts over time 

u N 1 v ER s E ------ Bound by laws of space and light and movement 

COMMUNITIES ---- Occupancy of space 

au ANT u M M E c HAN 1 cs - Laws of the smallest/largest forms of matter 

RELATIVITY Laws of gravity and the universes dynamics. 

s PA c E -------- Objects within the universe - planets, moons ... etc. 

CREATION 

Fl ELD 

SCIENCE 

PHYSICS 

ASTRONOMY 

PHILOSOPHY 

PSYCHOLOGY 

RELIGION 

AL CHEMY 

SPIRITUALITY 

Ideas of creation from various point of views ... eg, science, 
religion, philosophy, spirituality. 
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ACTIVITY PACK QUESTION SERIES 

Fut ure Moon 
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Interviews/meetings occurred numerous times over the course of the research. For the purpose of recording 
the conversations the interviews will be placed within two mind maps. The topic of the conversation was 
initially focused around the museum, later on in the research the conversation was focused on the concept 
development. 

Unstructured Interview - 2007-2008 
Matthew Connell 
Curator of computing and mathematics at the Powerhouse Museum 

I 
The powerhouse is a unique 
museum that is like no other 
in Australia. It has a high 
visitation and allows for new 
and permanent exhibition to 
occupy the space in a way 
that new technologies are 
combined with traditional 
object based artifacts. 

- Developing and interactive means providing 
multiple experiences, and offering something 
that isn't easily available (round table touch 
screens), you have to create an internal 
experience in the exhibition, add an 
experience to the museum environment as a 
whole and some how enable an experience 
external to the museum. 

....-- The museum audience consists 
of 3 different of learning styles, 
the primary is social learning 
between family, friends and 
school groups, the other two 
groups include participants that 
want to read everything to learn, 

""" and others that are tourists. 

Think about the possible 
different narratives and 
different perspectives of the 
moon and how that might 
be combined into one 
interface, this will interest 
arrange of age groups and 
people as enable a diverse 
learning experience. 

THE MUSEUM FROM A CURATORIAL 
PERSPECTIVE n 

I 
Museum content and information 
is aimed at an average high 
school educational level. 

There has to be an attraction that 
will promote visitation and 
returned visitation. Something that 
is unique to the Powerhouse 
museum, because it is a science 
museum visitors expect to have a 
hands on experience. Therefore 
designing an interactive that is 
touch screen is appropriate. 

I 
The narrative and 
experience needs to offer a 
goal, or a reward for the 
users efforts and to 
encourage the continued 
use of the interface. 

Three levels of possible experiences 
include an emotional (floating in space, 
meditation, logical), educational (basic 
understanding of factual 1nformat1on) 
and social (becoming part of a larger 
network, sharing and interacting with 
others). 

- The narrative is a key attribute to 
the interactive. Without the story 
then the participant will potentially 
get bored or not be interested in 
interacting. It is important to 
establish a journey in which the 
participant can follow. 

Children are more 
technologically advanced 
than adults. Children are 
inquisitive and have no 
reservation about using an 
interface and learning it within 
seconds or minutes. It needs 
to have conventional modes 
of interaction so that the 
system can be learnt easily 
with elements of new modes 
such as navigation. 

Need to have levels of 
interaction in which participants 
can explore the virtual and 
physical space. This needs to 
occur in relation to the context 
in which the interactive is 
located, to maintain a consistent 
narrative. There are people that 
will need to see the physical 
object to relate to it, others will 
have no need. 
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Unstructured Interview - 2008-2010 
Matthew Connell 
Curator of computing and mathematics at the Powerhouse Museum 

I 

~ n re erence to the activity pack questions (mid 2009): suggested 
that the question were well structured and good for a range of 
kids. The questions were a great tool to collect information on 
the users thoughts, knowledge and imagination. The questions 
enable the participant to have a sense of ownership, and it also 
allows it to be a social experience in which parents or friends 
can answer or reflect on the questions together. The questions 
could be utilized in the museum as an activity by itself within the 
space exhibition, or could also be an activity to be purchased in 
the museum shop. The questions were designed with an 
appropriate aesthetic (of space). The language used for 
questioning was good however it was advised that it should be 
more direct and made clear with fewer words. The package itself 
was great as a self-contained tool kit for the participant to take 
home with them. Also the use of a certificate gave the 
participant a sense of accomplishment. 

I 

Suggested to test the kids CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
DESIGN CONCEPTS 

- Need to allow for different 
perspectives of the object. 
Which one will appeal to more, 
and how are you going to cater 
for those that think differently? 

I in school holidays in with 
visitation is at a peak. And 
informed of Leanne Atkins, '-------r--------ro----,-----,---r----

Need to have an experience, what 
is the experience, what are people 
taking away from the interactive? 
There has to be levels to the 
experience, and how are you 
going to cater for those outside 
the target audience, that are going 
to use the interface. 

within the evaluation 
department to organize the 
testing area and times. 

I 
How the data collected from the activity 
pack should be established , as well as 
the way in which that data would be 
translated into design concepts and 
features. Also how is the analysis going 
to be presented, in a way that enables 
others to understand the findings, and 
show insight into the audience's 
perspective of space and the Moon? 

I 
Need to add an experience that is 
beyond the physical walls of the 
museum and continue the experience 
else where, such as on the internet 
where children log onto the museum 
website and access a smaller 
application of the interface, or also 
using a phone application as a 
suggestion. 

- Distance the scientific approach of 
the concept and perspective to 
create a concept that allows for a 
more interpretive and creative 
interface. 

The rock needs to be 
unpacked and explored 
through a variety of narratives. 
However, there also must be a 
unique experience associated 
with the narrative that allows 
the participant to think 
differently about the artifact 
and what it represents. 

On the topic of the current 
space exhibition and the Moon 
rock late 2008: the rock was 
encased in a small cabinet not 
enabling participants to in take 
or perceive the possibility and 
the value of the rock. The 
narrative was hindered and the 
knowledge of what the piece of 
rock and moon means to 
humanity was not expressed in 
any way. 
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A number of unstructured interviews and personal communication occurred throughout the entire research 
process, however some were more influential to the research process than others. These unstructured 
interviews often proceeded into topics that were undetermined. Therefore the record of the interviews is in 
point from represented through a mind map visualizing the flexibility within the conversations. 

Unstructured Interview -11/3/2009 
Janette Griffin 
Senior Lecturer from the Education Group at the University of Technology Sydney 

Children will tend to learn -
within groups or with family, 
it's a social experience in 
which ideas are bounced 
back and forth. 

Questions can 't be too 
easy or too hard 

I 

Ethical considerations for testing -
Recommended that public school aren 't 
approached because of the time the paper 
work needs and for approval to go through. 
Private and Catholic schools come under 
standard ethics clearance within the 
university. The packs were appropriate for the 
age group and in a museum context the fun 
and enjoyment would be beneficial to the 
museum experience as well as for testing. 

Strategies and Promoting Learning In 
Museums for Children 

I 

Children don 't like to read 

I 

~ The proposed questions would 
produce interesting findings , 
thoughts on how the information 
would be collected and analysed 
needed to be clarified. 

The proposed questions 
were not too difficult and not 
too easy for the age group 

For learning to occur the 
questions should to be 
relevant to the interest of 
the child 

- Images and visual stimulus 
should be used on the 
particular age group 

I 
Literature references of Janette 's work 
included two papers: 
An Exploration Of Learning In Informal 
Settings, National Association for 
Research in Science Teaching Annual 
Conference, Boston, 1999 

John Falk et al , ed, 2007, Students, 
Teachers and Museums: Toward An 
Intertwined Learning Circle, In Principle, 
In Practice: Museums as Leaning 
Institutions, AltaMira Press, Lanhan MD 

Learning needs to engage 
the child for them to 
become interested and 
want to learn 

Questions that are too 
descriptive and contain too 
much text will not appeal to 
children. If a description is 
required the language 
should reflect the average 
educational level of the 
target audience. 
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Unstructured Interview- 09/2008 
Damian Hills 
Postgraduate Student at Creative and Cognitive Studio at the University of 
Technology Sydney 

r-- Control pane s and buttons need to be 
simple and clear. Users need to be able to 
interpret and understand how to use the 
interactive and the tool that are available to 
function the interface. If this is not 
communicated clearly then users won't be 
able to use the interface to the full potential 
and will possibly misinterpret the 
experience. In a museum context if children 
can 't work out the functionality quickly then 
they will instantly loose interest and move 
on to the next attraction. 

/ 

...---- Have to encourage a social 
interaction between users 

INTERACTIVE MULTI-TOUCH SCREEN 
INTERFACES - CONCEPTUAL FEEDBACK n 

'--------~----------~----~----------~/ 
What is the possibility of allowing 
others to see what each user is 
doing or creating, all users have 
access to view what each person 
on the table is creating. 

I 
Further refinement should be made to 
the levels of content within the 
experience. Once users initially interact 
what is the next experience? 
Experiences need to build on each other 
but also offer something new and 
entertaining. To apply this, the structures 
of content and different narrative need to 
be worked through. If there is an 
interactive that isn't well structured in 
terms on content, participants will get 
lost, misunderstand or get bored and 
eventually stop using the interactive, due 
to no motivation to continue. 

I 

How am I going to get strangers to 
communicate? The likelihood of 
verbal communication between 
people who don't know each other 
is minimal so how is this going to 
be encouraged and how is this 
going to be sustained over the 
course of the experience. Because 
the table is communal, this 
interaction is a consideration, and it 
should be thought about in terms of 
how communication will affect the 
interface as well as the experience. 

Refinement needs to be made to 
the levels of the interface to create 
a sense of depth and space. 
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Unstructured Interview - 14/10/2009 
Damian Hills 
Postgraduate Student at Creative and Cognitive Studio at the University of 
Technology Sydney 

When asked about feedback on the 
design - why don't you try and contain 
the space in which all the tools are 
located instead of having it separate 
elements around the interface. 

Approval to use the touch table 

·---·--- MERL TOUCH TABLE 

Need to make sure the diamond touch 
mouse utility is enabled before 
running the flash application to ensure 
that the interface can be controlled on 
the table. This is available on the 
computers in the lab. 

Dimensions of the table are 
1024x768px 

Will need the flash tool kit for the 
development of the application in flash. 
Coding between the table and flash for multi 
user has to be manually coded, there is 
currently no code available that has been 
developed to enable the two applications to 
communicate the multi-user aspect. This 
will take a considerable amount of time to 
develop. For the time being, you can still 
user the table however, multiple users will 
have to share the interface mouse (input), 
limiting testing to two people would be a 
good approach. 
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Unstructured Interview - 22/10/2009 
Damian Hills 
Postgraduate Student at Creative and Cognitive Studio at the University of 
Technology Sydney 

Accompanied by Greg Louden and Daniel Roperto (postgraduate IT students in the 
Games Lab at the University of Technology Sydney). 

Make design full size with a circle in the 
middle and the outer areas black to 
represent the round table interface 
appearance. 

MEAL TOUCH TABLE 

External code for multi-touch, 
have to make one file and build 
the others on to it, so there is a 
hierarchy of files and if anything 
needs changing it is easily done 
and the whole application 
doesn't need to be changed , 
just one component (file). 
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Urnstructured Interview -16/5/2008 
Diana Lore tz (accompanied with Mathew Connell) 
D~sign Department at the Powerhouse Museum 

Q. how long before people can become 
engaged and immersed? 
A. You have to get passed the physical 
constrictions such as the edge of the screen 
and draw peoples attention to the content so 
that the edge becomes part of the design and 
part of the experience, so there is nothing that 
will disengage the participants experience 
prematurely before they want to. .....---- You have to draw the participant 

into an experience in which they 
can reflect on their own life. It's a 
human approach that enables a 
digital environment to immerse 
and engage to become part of 
people reality. This is a 

' 

For people to see more, 
this can be achieved by 
no t being so literal , this 
wi l l switch peoples 
minds on to think about 
the different aspects of 
the moon. 

' Immersion within interactive touch screen transformative experience that 

interactives and museum narrative structures 
- focused on how to connect with the user 

comes from the human 
experience 

I 
Create a narrative of 
surprise, this means not 
being predictable and 
offering change, such as 
a game play narrative in 
which the story line 
changes as a result of the 
users decisions. 

Key references, the movie 2001 space 
odyssey, and the book chapter 
Resonance and Wonder. 

Stephan Greenblatt, Ivan Karp and 
Steven Lavine ed , 1991, Resonance 
And Wonder, Exhibiting Cultures: The 
Poetics and Politics of Museum Display, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington 

L The use of symbolism to connect 
to people and to embody topics 
within the experience. Such as 
spirituality, what symbols can be 
used that embody different topics. 

Need to establish a hierarchy of 
experiences, what are the initial 
experiences and where is the peak 
experience? This means taking the 
participant on a journey, and 
getting the people who just see a 
piece of rock to see more. 

Have to offer the audience a 
sensory experience that is about 
feeling to create an environment 
that is immersive. This could 
mean using physical rocks with 
the digital interface, creating 
feelings associated with objects 
relating to the moon such as a 
space suit or making the users 
activate their hands in some way. 
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Unstructured Interview - 17/2/2009 
Lizzie Muller 
Senior Lecturer in the Design and Architecture Building at the University of 
Technology Sydney 

,.--- Because there are different forms 
of testing including probe, paper 
and digital testing the criteria has 
to change and be adapted to each 
method of test to ensure the 
findings are relevant to the 
research. 

- Have to develop my own 
methods and criteria for specific 
projects. 

/ FORMATIVE EVALUATION IS MUSEUMS - ' 
TECHNIQUES AND APPROACHES TO 

EVALUATION FOR INTERACTIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES. 

n 
Museums are a place of fun , 

I 
Literature references supplied: 
Mark A Blyth, Funology: 
Beyond Human Computer 
Interaction 
Interaction Design, beyond 
human computer interaction 
Curator Journals 
Interaction Magazine, 
Leonardo 
Interplay 

learning and enjoyment, therefore 
this should be a significant part of 
the evaluation criteria. 

Can integrate video recall and 
verbal feedback into the 
evaluation process to enable 
insight into the thoughts and 
ideas of the participants. Video 
recall also allows for observation 
to be used after the testing has 
ended, this also allows details to 
be recognised that may have 
previously been missed or 
unseen. 
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Unstructured Interview - 2/4/2009 
Professor Lawrence Wallen 
Head of School, Design, at the University of Technology Sydney 

The work is not an immersive 
experience, it would be appropriate to 
use eng,aging rather than immersive. 
Work such as Monica Fleishmann is 
immersive, Art+Com. Work is also 
immersive. 

REGARDING DIRECTION OF THE 
RESEARCH FOLLOWING A 

CANDIDATURE PRESENTATION 

The research need to focus on 
one area, either methods of 
practice based-research and the 
table is used as a case study for 
the approach or a table interface 
using such methods. The final 
outcome does not mean that 
either one has to work , it's about 
finding out the best methods or 
design practice. 

The chapters of the thesis need to 
be structured and the approach 
needs to be communicated so that 
the process of design can be seen. 
The appendix should be used to 
present information that is not 
necessarily critical to the research. 

There needs to be an 
investigation into the current 
interface work as well as the 
academics and practitioners 
point of view about the field. 
This needs to be clearly 
recognised in the research. 
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5.1 I Activity Pack Testing/Cultural Probe Testing Results 
This section documents the results from the Activity Pack testing as well as observations of 
the testing within the Museum and University sample groups followed by a comparative 
analysis. 

5.1.1/Museum Sample Group Results for Activity Pack Testing 
The following sections outline results from the Activity Pack testing from the Museum 
sample group. The sample consisted of 32 participants in total of children within family 
groups between the ages of 6 and 13 years . The testing was conducted in the Powerhouse 
Museums 'Space ' Exhibition space during NSW primary and secondary school holiday 
periods. The results are documented in order of questioning (refer to appendix#}. 

Norms 
The tables below show that the Museum respondents were aged between 6-9 years of age 
making up 72% of the sample, which is the high majority and related to the sample data set 
objective (refer to graph 5.1.1 ). 
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(Graph 5.1.1} 

Participants had an education level that was between Kindergarten and Year 4, however a 
large sample was also in year 2 (refer to graph 5.1.2). 
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(Graph 5.1.2) 

The testing shows of the participants tested majority were female consisting of 21 
participants or 65% , and 11 male (refer to graph 5.1 .3) . 

.--------------------------------- --------

Activity Pack Testing - Museum Sample - Gender 



(Graph 5.1.3) 

Question One - Memory Of The Moon 
The data analysis shows that 94% tested represented the moon as full (refer to Graph 5.1.4). 
Of the other two participants one represented the moon in an alternative form and one did 
not complete the question. Therefore participants associate the roundness of the moon as a 
key visual to identify with the object. 

Activity Pack Test - Museum Sample - Ql Memory of the Moon - Visual 
Analysis 1 

Other NR 
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(Graph 5.1.4) 

Full 
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The analysis shows of the 30 participants 22 participants documented a full moon combined 
with other visual features on the surface of the ful l moon included craters as the highest 
rated feature (refer to Graph 5.1 .5). 
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(Graph 5.1.5) 

Other visual references within the analysis show 22 participants also included a combination 
of visuals features including, dust, earth, a face, mountains, and stars (refer to Graph 5.1.6). 
This shows that participants not only visualise the object from a macro perspective but also 
a micro perspective drawing on prior knowledge from scientific and cultural visual references 
such as film and television to express their ideas including dust, which would otherwise not 
be known from the perspective from Earth. 
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Question Two - Future Moon 
The results show that 19 participants used text to communicate their ideas, while 13 
participants used images to communicate their ideas (refer to appendix #) . Of the 13 that 
used images, 9 participants represented a full moon (refer to graph 5.1.7). 
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The data also shows that 6 participants represented a full moon within an establishment 
shot, while 4 participants represented a mid shot (refer to Graph 5.1.8). 
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The visual moon analysis (refer to Graph 5.1.9) shows 3 participants represented a futuristic 
context on the moon contrasting the 10 participants chose an alternative context . 

.----------------------------- ------------" 
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Further represented visual features within participant's visual expressions include the most 
frequent visual themes included buildings from 5 participants, houses from 5 participants, 
craters from 3 participants and tress from 3 participants (refer to graph 5.1.1 0). 
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Within the 19 participants that chose to express their ideas through text, the most common 
theme included 'houses ' documented by 6 participants (refer to graph 5.1 .11}. Other 
common themes including , 'no air' by 3 participants and 'dirt, food, beds, no water and 
space ships' all expressed by 2 participants. Singular references including buildings, 
bl.!bbles, light, rubbish , school, skyscrapers, and tunnels were also suggested among the 
total responses. 

The extent of visual themes expressed through drawing and text shows that participants 
responded well to this question . The question provoked a number of different perspectives 
and allowed the participant to express ideas with interest and ease shown by the extent of 
themes in the results. The results also show a similar amount of participants chose to 
express their ideas through text compared to images. 
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Question Three - Feelings 
The results show a significant difference between participants expressing their feelings 
through images in comparison to text (refer to graph 5.1.12. Of the total number of 
participants, 7 used visual expression to document their ideas, while 26 participants used 
text. Of the participants that used visuals 3 also included text to accompany the visual (refer 
to appendix#). Of the 7 participants that used images, 2 participants represented the moon 
as full with a crescent coloured black with craters , another 2 had faces . 

(Graph 5.1.12) 

Among the 26 participants that used text there were 51 different text references from the 68 
participants (refer to appendix#) The highest reference themes expressed in text included 6 
participants referring to the Moons tern perature suggesting the moon was "cold". The 
number of references to other highly referred to themes including 4 participants mentioned 
the moon was bright and it made them feel happy, 3 participants documented that the moon 
was round, big as well as 3 participants mentioning night, 2 participates mentioned dust, 
white, alone and suffocating (refer to graph 5.1.13). 
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The question asked the participant to reveal feelings, however the participant makes 
references to visual features through text and images. It shows that visuals have an 
influential role in provoking feelings associated with the object. The use of verbs also 
suggests that participants can more easily associate with the moon through descriptions 
than actual feelings. The fact that 6 participants referred to the temperature of the moon and 
other references such as dust, also shows that the interpretation of feeling is subjective as 
well as showing that the way that participants feel is open to interpretation , however such 
interpretation are made from prior knowledge of scientific facts of the moon. A more 
personal interpretation contrasts this, shown by references such as happy, alone and 
suffocating (refer to graph 5.1.14). 
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(Graph 5.1.14) 

Question Four- Symbols 
4a. Selected Symbol (refer to Image 5.1) 
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Respondents showed a significant preference for symbol 8, the comic moon visual by 47% 
of participants. The next top four highly preferred symbols included symbol 3 by 9 
participants, symbol 4 by 8 participants, and symbol 2 by 7 participants . The second, third 
and forth highest rated selections are scientific symbols that represent the Moon (refer to 
graph 5.1.15). This shows that participants have a strong association with scientific 
representations than any other symbol. These symbols are clear and easy for the participant 
to understand and interpret as the Moon with little thinking required. 
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4b. Redesigned Symbol 
The question required participants to reinterpret and express a newly invented symbol to 
represent the moon. The results show 15 participants included a full moon as their own 
symbol while 10 participants used a crescent moon as the second highest symbol. The use 
of a crescent moon is significant as the results show that of the 15 participants that 
represented a full moon, 5 participants also included a crescent moon (refer to Graph 5.1.16) 
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The most common added visual feature in addition to a moon included craters by 7 
participants, stars by 3 participants, and people/face also by 3 participants (refer to graph 
5.1.17). The results reveal that participants have a clear preference for comic and scientific 
perspectives when interpreting symbols representing the moon. This also shows that 
participants have more knowledge of scientific and comic perspectives of the moon. 

From the visual analysis of the redesigned symbols and design interpretation looking at the 
visual itself, the shapes and forms used by a number of participants represent a combination 
of establish moon symbol features listed redesigned to form a new inspired symbol (refer 
appendix, Participants 54, 55, 60 , 63 and 66). This shows the participants ability to interpret 
and utilise visual material to establish new forms of information creatively. 

The results suggest that participants are familiar with scientific and comical references to 
moon symbols, however cultural and religious reference are not as clearly recognised . This 
could be due to the level of knowledge, visual appeal or simply preference. 
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Question Five - Representations 
Graph 5.1.18 shows the number of questions answered correctly by participants. Fifteen 
participants gained a perfect score. It should also be noted, when participants were 
answering the question assistance from parents was provided (refer to activity pack museum 
sample observations). This suggests that participants are culturally aware of references 
about the moon. However due to the help from parents it shows that the activity was a 
source of social interaction and a learning experience between family groups in which the 
parent was able to teach the child. 
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Question Six - Your Sky 

NR 

The results show 25 out of the 32 participants represented the moon as full (refer to Graph 
5.1.19). 
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Of the 25 participants 12 participants represented the moon in the context of space, while 
another 12 represented it in an alternative context (refer to graph 5.1.20). 
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Additional visual features indicate the most frequent visual themes as stars (by 11 
participants) , an additional 5 participants included yellow stars and 1 had red stars, equating 
to 53% of the total number of participants (refer to graph 5.1.21). Further additional features 
also include the sky represented as dark by 9 participants, 8 participants included craters , a 
person , clouds by 3 participants, 2 participants included a horizon, and 1 participant 
expressed hills (refer to graph 5.1.21 and also refer to appendix#) . 

Over all the most expressed visual features included a full moon, stars, craters and a dark 
sky. This is reflective of how participants imagine a sky to appear drawn from knowledge 
and experiences personal to the participant. A variable was the context in which participants 
expressed their ideas. The fact that the context of space was dominant suggests that 
context in which the sky is being perceived is not as significant in comparison to the content. 
The variety of visual themes also suggests that the participant's imagination include a broad 
variety of objects. The way in which participants expressed their ideas was fundamentally 
the similar, however the main variable was the skill at which participants were able to 
express the ideas (refer to appendix #) 
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Question Seven - Message To The Moon 

I 

Of all participants tested 70% of participants expressed a message from a personal 
perspective, and 30% of participants asked questions from personal and scientific 
perspectives (refer to graph 5.1.22). 
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Of the 23 participants that expressed a personal message, 5 also asked a question. 
Participants referred Key visual references including 'cold and light/shine' by 3 participants 
and being safe by 2 participants (refer to graph 5.1.23). This is representative of the 
combination of personal and scientific perspective expressed by the participants. 
Participants felt that they had a connection to the moon that was similar to a human 
connection referring to feelings about the moon referring words such as 'love' (refer to 
appendix#, Participants 40, 44, 51, and 64) and referring to the moon as 'you' (refer to 
appendix #, Participants 21 and 45). This suggests that participants think of the moon with a 
personality rather than simply an object. 
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Question Eight - Perspective 
Referring to Table 5.1.1, it shows the highest rated preferences included 14 participants 
selecting astronomy and 15 participants selecting astrology. The second highest preference 
included 10 participants selecting chemistry. 3 participants did not select any preference 
however documented their thoughts through text stating (refer to table 5.1.1) "big bang" (by 
Participant 61 ), "god" (by Participant 41) and "none" (by Participant 42). The preference for 
chemistry and astronomy shows perspectives for a scientific perspective, although astrology 
is also rated high , none of the contrasting perspective to science was selected, such as 
alchemy. This shows that there is a belief in astrology however the context of which this 
belief exists is questionable given the other preferences selected. 



Acthfity Pack Test- Museum Sample - QB Perspectives - Pivot Table Analysis 

Count of Chemstry 
Chem Tota l 

1 10 
NR 22 
Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Phrenology 
Phren Tota l 

1 6 
NR 26 

Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Magic 
Mag Tota l 

1 3 
NR 29 

Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Astro logy 
Astro Tota l 

1 15 
NR 17 

Grand Tot al 32 

Count of Not es 
Notes Tota l 

- 29 
"bi; bang" 1 
"Qod. 1 
"none" . 1 
Grand Total 32 

"'*Added tex t where no perspective 
was selected 

(Table 5.1.1) 

Question Nine - Star Charts 

Count of Alchemy 
Alch Tota l 

1 8 
NR 24 

Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Neurology 
Neuro Tota l 

1 1 
NR 31 

Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Phys ics 
Phys Tota l 

1 6 
NR 26 

Grand Tota l 32 

Count of Astronomy 
Astron Tota l 

1 14 
NR 18 

Grand Tot a l 32 

Of the total number of participants 25% did not answer any questions correctly. Nine 
participants answered 4 questions correctly, while 7 participants answered 1 or 3 questions 
answers correctly (refer to graph 5.1.24). 
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(Graph 5.1.24) 

All participants answered Grus incorrectly (refer to Graph 5.1 .25). The combinations of 
incorrect answers reveals Gurus, Leo and Grus, Leo Saturn and Grus were of the most 
incorrect combined answers. 
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Of all the incorrect answered , the results show 12 participants failed to answer Leo correctly 
and 10 failed to answer Saturn correctly (refer to Graph 5.1 .26). This shows that participants 
have a bas!c knowledge of objects with in star charts, however for more knowledge of this 
topic the participant would need to be provided with this information. 
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Question Ten- Re-Naming the Moon 
Table 5.1.2 shows 6 participants included 'moon ' in the name while 3 participants 
referenced a 'circle' . The data shows that participants preferred to give the Moon a personal 
name rather than a scientific name. Participants adapted scientific names into nickname 



such as "mooni' (refer to appendix #, respondent 44) showing participants preferred a 
personal name. The table also shows that there is a large variation within the responses, this 
highlights the range of responses is extensive. 

Activity Pack Test- Mus-eum Sample- Q10 Renaming the Moon-
Text Analysts Pivot Tlillble 

Count of Names 
Names Tota l 

- 3 
A Circle 1 
Bubo Ia 1 
8u!1'1>5 1 

Casapull 1 
Circle 1 
Coo 1 

Crater Land 1 
DarkCin:ul 1 

D'gby 1 
Giant Meteorite 1 

Holly 1 
Jurg 1 
Moni 1 
Moon 1 

Moon Godess 1 
Mooney 1 
Moony_ 1 

Moony ITK)ony m:l 1 
No om 1 
Peter 1 

Phoebe 1 
Ploto 1 
Salty 1 

Siarata 1 
Solar 1 
Spilly 1 

T lam (the lone ly and arraz ing rmon) 1 
Uors 1 

White Fire Ba ll 1 
Grand Tota l 32 

(Table 5.1.2) 

Question Eleven - Footprints 
Graph 5.1.27, reveals the participant's ability to match text to visual contexts. The table 
shows that 82% of participants answer all 4 questions correctly, 9% of participants only 
answered 2 questions correctly and 9% participants did not answer any questions. 
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This suggests that participants have a good ability to associate words with visuals, as well 
as showing that the moon landing is a recognisable event even if suggested in a different 
visual context such as a footprint participants were able to make the connections (refer to 
image 5.1.2). 
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(Image 5.1 .2) 

Question Twelve - Moon Speak 
The question required participants to document communication about the moon. Graph 
5.1 .28, shows 6 partic ipants references the Moon is 'round' , 7 participants mentioned the 
moon was bright/light , 4 participants mentioned the moon has holes/craters, 5 participants 
referenced the size as big/huge. Comical references made by 2 participants included, 
cheese, cow, and jump while, scientific references were made to time, tides, Luna eclipse 
and rotation (refer to appendix #) . This shows that participants verbally communicate similar 



themes on the thoughts and knowledge of the Moon. It also shows a preference for scientific 
and visual features to describe the Moon. 
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Question Thirteen - Phases Of The Moon 
Moon phases results revealed 10 participants answered 1 phase correctly, 5 participants 
answered 2 correctly and 4 participants answered 3 correctly. The remaining 10 participants 
did not answer the question (refer to graph 5.1.29). This shows that participants did not 
have knowledge of this content and had difficulty even attempting to guess the answers. 
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Question Fourteen - Dark Side Of The Moon 

NR 

The data from the samples showed that 65% of participants coloured the surface of the 
moon black (refer to graph 5.1.30). 
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Out of the remaining 11 participants 5 participants coloured the surface half black and white, 
while 4 coloured a crescent in black (refer to graph 5.1.31 ). 
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From the analysis (referring to Graph 5.1.32) it showed that 4 participants included text 
referencing the darkness of the surface including "black" (refer to appendix#, Participant 53 
and 64), "darker" (refer to appendix#, Participant 65,) and "grey grey grey" (refer to 
appendix #, Participant 52). This shows that participants did not think in an imaginative way 
but rather from a more literal perspective. 
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Question Fifteen - Moons Of The Solar System 
The data shows the participants level of knowledge of Moon's of other Planets (refer to 
Image 5.1.3). 

(Image 5.1.3) 

The sample response showed 10 participants answered 5 questions correctly while 5 
participants answered 6 questions correctly (refer to Graph 5.1.33). However 7 participants 
did not attempt the question. interestingly only 3 participants answered one correctly, Earths 
Moon (refer to image 5.1.3). Participants generally did not respond to this question well, the 
level of knowledge required and mental processing to eliminate preferences was not 
something participants wanted to engage in shows by the 10 participants who did not 
respond. 
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Graph 5.1.34, shows the total number of participants asked to participate of which 68% 
accepted and completed an Activity Pack. 
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5.1 .2/Museum Sample Activity Pack Testing Observations 
During the Activity Pack testing person-to-person survey notes and observations were made 
in person (taking notes) and by video recording. The observations were themed according 
to emotions (positive and negative), communication (verbally and social) and behaviour 
(actions and interactions). The observations were made to build the results through 
qualitative methods accompanying the Activity Pack results. 



Emotions 
Positive 

Initial excitement is reduced when children go into their thoughts; often there is a 
period of reflection and thought before the question is attempted, however their 
process is also accompanied by parental probing. 
Children are more relaxed and responsive being with people they know including 
siblings or parents. 
Level of excitement at the beginning of the activity- laughter, smiling an enthusiasm 

Negative 
The parent reassured any confusion from the child 
Some children find it hard to guess, if they can't think of an appropriate answer or 
the right answer, making something up can be difficult unless verbally , or visually 
stimulated. 
Conversation of instruction , the participants wanted to know how expressive they 
could be - they seemed uneasy about being able to express themselves in any way 
at the start and then became comfortable with the idea. 

Communication 
Parents contributed a lot to assist their children and re-explain a question or read it 
out to their children 
Often parents would probe their ch ildren after reading the question to initiate more 
ideas and/or understanding . 
On occasion some parents wrote for their ch ild 
Children want to 'pass ' (participant 38), told by the parent to 'give it a go ' 
Feedback fro m parents during and after testing was positive stating that they 
themselves learnt something from the activi ty as well as their children . 
A parent had to communicate in a native language to explain the question further 
(participant 40) 
Respondents verbalised ideas looking for immediate approval from the parent. 
More vocal personalities initiated and sustained conversation while answering 
questions (participants 32-36) . 
All conversation related to the questions , family groups were very focused, unless 
major attractions were activated within the museum (The air light and sound show in 
the same area). However after recogn ition the chiid went back to the task. 

Behaviour 
Often parent would read the question to understand it before communicating it to 
the child 
Parents often encouraged their child communicating that there "was no right or 
wrong, it's just what you think" , "have a go", or "have a guess". 
Parents bring their prior knowledge into the realm of the child 's thoughts to offer 
solutions to the question , the 'moons of the solar system' question, a father offers 
his opinion "Pluto isn 't a planet is it?" 
Majority of parents immediately start participating with their children , without asking 
or waiting for their ch ildren to ask them. Only 2 parents told the chi ldren to do it on 
their own, however the ch ild eventually asked questions regardless of the original 
instructions. 
Children with siblings were more inclined to answer all the questions and compare 
answers, or ask what the other answered before documenting their ideas. 
Physical signs of thinking including looking around, twirling hair, looking at other 
people work- particularly evident during the 'moon phases' , 'moons of the solar 
system ', as well as 'future moon' questions. 
Participants had to think about multiple-choice questions for a number of seconds 
often reading the question more than once. 
There was no doubt or judgment of skill level or ability to express ideas by any 
participants 



There was minimal interaction between different family groups. However there was 
no hesitation to use the common activity area. 
Visitors passing by often saw what participants were engaged in and wanted to be 
part of the process- approaching and asking to participate. 
The communal environment did not put off participants shown by the wiliness to 
participate. 

5.1.3/University Student Sample Group Results for Activity Pack Testing 
The following sections outlines the results from the Activity Pack testing produced within the 
University sample group. The results are documented in order of questioning (refer to 
appendix #}. 

Norms 
The university sample group consisted of 78% of participants aged between 19-21 years of 
age (refer to graph 5.1.35). 
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21 
Age 

22 23 24 25 

All participants were currently enrolled in or had obtained tertiary education (refer to graph 
5.1 .36), although 1 0 participants did not specify their education level, all were of at tertiary 
level confirmed by the location and recruitment of participants (refer to ethics appendix#). 
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Of the total sample 56% were female compared to 11 males being involved in the testing 
(refer to graph 5.1 .37). 

Activity Pack Testing - University Sample - Gender Graph 

(Graph 5.1.37) 

Question One- Memory Of The Moon 
The data analysis shows 56% of participants (20 participants) remembered the moon as full, 
while 15 participants remembered the moon as a crescent. Interestingly no participants 
remembered that moon as half (refer to graph 5.1.38). 
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The analysis on additional visual features that accompanied the moon graphic was vast. The 
most identified additional visual feature was 'craters' on the moon showing a total of 16 
participants included craters (refer to graph 5.1 .39). Of the 16 participants, 2 participants 
also included stars, another 3 participants included yellow colouring and another 2 
participants included shadows as a second visual feature (refer to appendix#). Other highly 
reference visual ·features included 5 participants drawing a sky, 2 included a blue coloured 
sky and 1 represented the sky as blue and grey, 5 participants included stars , 3 participants 
included cloud, while 3 participants drew a smiley face in the moon. 

Of the total participants 4 responded to the question using text (refer to appendix #).Two 
participants included text in the response including "moon" and "very white and textual" as 
cues. Participants associated the moon with night or a dark atmosphere. 

The results show the extent of visual expression included a large range of themes showing 
that experiences and memories of the moon are unique. However it also shows the 
commonalities, suggested that participants also think in the same way about the moon and 
associate common objects with it such as craters. It shows that there is a common and 
personal language the combines when the moon is remembered. 
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Question Two - Future Moon 
All the total number of participants 20 drew the Moon in a shape other than a full , crescent 
or half, while 42% drew the Moon as full (refer to graph 5.1.40). 
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The perspective in which participants represented the Moon was consistent across 
respondents with majority expressing a close up shot (refer to graph 5.1 .41) . 
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Mid Shot Close Up Extreme Close Up Other 
Visual Perspective of the Moon 

Six participants represented the Moon in an establishment shot (refer to example of 
Participant 22 , image 5.1.4). Of the responses 8 participants represented a mid perspective 
(refer to example of Participant 34, image 5.1 .5), 7 participants included a close up 
perspective (refer to example of Participant 2, image 5.1.6) and 9 participants included an 
extreme close up (refer to example of Participant 15, image 5.1.7). 
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Additional visual features were expressed part of the Moon visual (refer to graph 5.1.43 and 
appendix #) including 13 participants expressing 'building/s' on the Moon, the highest rated 
visual graphic. Fifteen participants included a skyline while, 3 participants represented a 
domed city, making the total number to 17 participants that visualised infrastructure. Two of 
these participants also included craters as a second visual feature. Other additional visual 
features that were highly rated included crates by 9 participants, 3 people included domes; 
an additional 3 included cities in domes, 5 participants included houses, 1 participant 
included a tropic villa. 4 participants included infrastructure including roads. 1 participant 
included a means of transport, whiie 2 participants included spaceships. 3 participants 
represented an atmosphere, 2 participants represented pollution another 2 participants 
included rubbish. 2 participants represented water. 2 also included a form of vegetation, 
while 1 participant included Me Donald's (refer to appendix# , Participants 23, 27 , 14, 34, and 
33). 

The results show the variety of visual themes is extensive. Participants have explored the 
question from a number of different perspectives allowing for personal input with scientific 
knowledge to merge into a visual representation of an imagined environment. 
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Question Three - Feelings 
Of the total number of partici pants to answer the question, 75% chose to represen t their 
feelings through text , the remaining 25% documented visuals (refer to appendix#). Of th e 
visual features the most frequent was a full moon documented by 3 of the 9 participants 
(refer to graph 5.1.44). Other repet it ive features included 2 participants documenting, a 
person, cheese, stars, and a telescope. 
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(Graph 5.1.44) 

The highest rated themes expressed through text (refer to Graph 5.1.45). The most used text 
included , 6 participants referenc ing calm and mysterious. 4 references were made to 
beautiful , love and romance. 3 participants chose to express using a first person 
perspective. In total 133 words were used to document feelings and/or emotions , as well as 
verbs (refer to appendix #). This shows that participants were able to communicate ideas 
and make connections to feelings that they associated with the moon through text easier. 
Expression through visual means did not reflect feelings however they did document 
associations, part icipants how used text were able to be more expressive. 
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Question Four- Symbols 
4a. Selected Symbols (refer to image 5.1.1 , page#) 
Referring to the selected symbol analysis shown in Graph 5.1.46, it 's revealed that 59% of 
participants associated with symbol 4, the second highest symbol was number 5 with 17 
participants. Of the 21 people that selected symbol 4, 7 participants also chose symbol 5 
(refer to appendix#). This shows the three highest rated selections are representative of 
scientific symbols, showing that partic ipants can identify easily with representations of this 
perspective. 
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4b. Redesigned Symbol 
Of the redesigned symbols, 21 participants drew a full Moon, while 13 participants used a 
crescent Moon (refer to Graph 5.1.47). 
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Addition features (refer to 5.1.48) are shown the highest rated visual feature included craters 
(by 7 participants). Five participants combined a full Moon outlining the crescent shape. 
Another 5 participants didn't add any addition features other than a Moon. This data shows 
a high variance of added features that are unique to participant 's shows a high level of 
creativity and individual ideas and representations. Participants were able to draw on various 
sources to produce unique configurations of symbols, even though there were a number of 
shared themes . 
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Question Five - Representations 
The results show that 86% of participants matched the words to the correct image to the 
representation (refer to Graph 5.1.49). Cultural references were well recognised showing that 
interest and knowledge of this area is more extensive than that of the Museum sample. 
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Question Six - Your Sky 

8 

Visual expression of the Moon phase expressed by participants shows that 23 participants 
represented the moon as full , 7 part icipants represented the Moon in an alternative shape 
(refer to Graph 5.1.50). 
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The highest rated context in which the Moon was represented included the country (by 10 
participants). Eleven participants represented the Moon in an alternate context while 8 
participants represented the Moon in outer space (refer to Graph 5.1 .51). 
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Additional visual features analysis (refer to Graph 5.1.52) reveals that stars were included by 
15 participants, a horizon by 11 participants, craters on the moon by 8 participants, clouds 
by 7 participants, of which 2 participants also included craters (refer to Graph 5.1.51 and 
also appendix#). Interesting perspectives included a participant documenting looking down 
through cloud (refer to appendix#, Participant 3), another through a window including a 
telescope (refer to appendix#, Participant 11) and another reoriented the physical card to a 
portrait setup and documented the moonlight reflecting off the ocean drawn in colour (refer 
to appendix#, Participant 8). 
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A combination of visual and written concepts was also documented showing 16 participants 
included text and visuals while 15 participants only included visuals, and 5 participants only 
including text (refer to Graph 5.1.53). Three participants used a combination of arrows, text 
and visuals to communicate concepts and to described what was visually expressed (refer 
to appendix# , Participant 19, 25 and 33). 

l 



This shows that participants associate a sky with a full moon in a number of different 
contexts. The context in which the participant uses influences the additional features. 
However there are common themes that spread across each context, showing that 
participants have similar views of the sky across and group including the Museum sample. 
The results also show that there was about an even amount of participants that used images 
or text, regardless of the expression, the themes still remained. This also shows that there 
wasn't a clear preference as to how participants expressed ideas. 
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Question Seven- Send A Message To The Moon 
The data shows that 81% of responded with a personal message while 39% participants 
asked a form of question (refer to Graph 5.1.54). Of the participants that responded by a 
personal message 3 participants also asked a question. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Activity Pack Test - University Sample - Q7 Postcard - Text Analysis 1 
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Additional themes (refer to Graph 5.1 .55) in the text show that 5 participants referred to night 
and cheese, 3 participants referenced the shine of the moon; another 2 participants mention 
the glow and light of the moon -totaling 7 participants. Other highly rated references 
included 3 participants writing about the sky, as well as the fullness by 2 participants, and a 
combination of the moon and the stars that surround the space by 2 participants (refer to 
appendix #), while 5 participants referenced the moon landing (2 participants in some way 
included, flag, man and Neil). Other references included, beautiful, cow, destroy, lonely, safe, 
tides and white. 

It shows that participants preferred a personal message to be sent that included a number of 
different themes including personal feelings and thoughts. From the variety of additional 
themes documented it shows that messages were unique to the experiences and knowledge 
of the participant even from a personal perspective. 
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Question Eight- Perspective 

VIsual 'Reference In Text 

The Table 5.1.4, shows 15 participants chose chemistry, 11 chose neurology, 23 chose 
physics and 22 chose astronomy, all of which are scientific perspectives All the highest rated 
showing clearly that participants within this sample group think about creation and the 
universe from a scientific perspective when faced with the contrasting perspectives. 



Activity Pack Test .. University Sample .. QS Perspectives 
Pivot Table Analysis 

Count of Chei'Tistry Count of A lchei'Tly' 
Cherristry Tota l Alchemy Tota l 

1 15 1 10 
NR 21 NR 26 

Grand Tota l 36 Grand Total 36 

Count of Phrenology Count of Neurology 
Phrenology Tota l Neurology Tota l 

1 6 1 11 
NR 30 NR 25 

Grand Total 36 Grand Total 36 

Count of Magic Count o,f Physics 
Magic Total Physics Total 

1 10 1 23 
NR 26 NR 13 

Grand Tota l 36 Grand Total 36 

Count of Astrology Count of Astronomy 
Astrology Total Astro,nomy Total 

1 10 1 22 
NR 26 NR 14 

Grand Total 36 Gr.:md Total 36 

(Table 5.1.4) 

Question Nine - Star Charts 
The analysis shows 18 participants answered 4 of the 5 questions correctly and 11 
participants answered 3 of the 5 quest ions correctly as the highest rating responses (refer to 
Graph 5.1 .56). 
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(Graph 5.1.56) 

The analysis referring to Graph 5.1.57 reveals that of the incorrect answers 18 participants 
answered Grus incorrectly, and 15 participants answered Leo incorrectly, while 10 
participants answered both Leo and Grus incorrectly. 
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leo, grus leo, milky leo, saturn, 
way, grus grus, jupiter 

Grouped Incorrect Answers 

leo, saturn, 
grus 

saturn, 
jupiter, grus 

This analysis shows that participants have a good level of basic knowledge on this topic, 
also shown by 2 participants answering the Milkyway wrong (refer to Graph 5.1 .58), showing 
that even soma basic knowledge wasn 't know, however not among the majority. 

These responses are comparative to the Museum sample, which shows consistency 
between the number of correct and incorrect responses. This demonstrates a commonality 
between the levels of knowledge of this topic between the two sample groups despite the 
difference of age and education level. 
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(Graph 5.1.58) 

Question Ten- Re-Naming The Moon 
Analysis of participant responses of renaming the moon is shown in Table 5.1.5. The graph 
highlights similarities of moon related names, showing 3 participants named the Moon 'Luna' 
(another word for the Moon) and 2 participants re-named the Moon , moonlight. Participants 
also associated the Moon with personal names such as 'bob', documented by 3 participants 
(refer to Table 5.1.5) 

The extent of variation between the perspectives and expression of names shows that the 
responses are highly open-ended. Participants have flexibility within the question evident in 
the responses as individual to each participant. 

Activity Pack Test - University Samp e- Q10 Renam ing the Moon -
Text Analysis Pivot Tab e 

Count of Re - Narnng t he Moon 
Re-Naming the Moon Tota l 
A ldra 1 
Ball 1 
Beg a 1 
Big Ball 1 
Big White 1 
Bindd 1 
Bob 3 
Cheese Ball 1 
Daschmanky 1 
Hade 1 
Light 1 
Ulo 1 
Lumus 1 
Luna 3, 
Moonface 11 a 1 
Moonlus 1 
Moon- Skittle 1 
Night Ught 2 
No om 1 
Pea r1 1 
Ralph 1 
Reflect ion of Day, Ught of Night 1 
Rodger 1 
Rupert Mc lov in 1 
Schllng 1 
Seraphim 1 
Serenity 1 
SI Dur 1 
The other sun 1 
Voitare 1 
Yue 1 
Grand Tota l 36 

(Table 5.1 .5) 

Question Eleven - Foot Prints 
All 36 participants answered the questions correctly with 4 out of 4 correct. This shows that 
participants easily made connections between images and text and were able to recognise 
the same visual object in different contexts. These results are consistent with the Museum 
sample in which 81% of participants answered all questions correctly, showing that 
regardless of age and education there is a common level of interpretive knowledge and 
visual understanding. 



Question Twelve - Moon Speak 
Referring to the Graph 5.1.59, it shows the most frequently used verb by respondents. The 
verb was documented was 'round' by 9 participants when verbally communicating to other 
about the Moon. 'Cheese and rabbit' were used by 8 participants, 7 participants mentioned 
'night', 4 participants shared the use of, 'pretty, ' 'shiny ', and 'song', 3 participants 
mentioned 'big', 'blue' , 'cake', 'landing', 'light', 'man' , and 'space'. Other double mentions 
included 'cool', 'dust', 'nice', 'reflection ', 'rock' , 'romance', 'sleep', 'tides', and 'white '. 

This data shows that the language used to communicate ideas about the moon is similar 
between participants. Although there are a number of similarities the data also reveals the 
extent of language used by participants is extensive in its range. This demonstrates the 
participant's capability to express ideas about the moon from a number of perspectives. 
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Question Thirteen - Phases Of The Moon 
Re-ferring to Graph 5.1.60, it shows that 33% of parUcipants answered 2 pt1ases correctly , 4 
participants answered all phases correctly . This is clearly an area that participants have little 
knowledge of even though participants are aware of the different phases they are unable to 
identify the correct names. This shows that participants don't have knowledge of the basic 
function of the moon and the visual representations of each phase. Although these phases 
are visually recognisable, shown through the visual expression in previous questions (such 
as Memory of the Moon, Future Moon and Your Sky) the participants cannot name the 
phases. 

Comparative to the Museum sample, the University students share the same level of 
knowledge of this topic despite further education. Therefore it can be suggested that Moon 
phases are not among common knowledge or known knowledge between both sample 
groups. 
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Question Fourteen - Dark Side Of The Moon 

8 

The data collected reveals strong visual consistency between participants. Of the sample 
group 31% of participants drew a 'face ' (refer to Graph 5.1.61 ). Within this percent, 4 
participants represented a sad face, 3 participants represented a smiling face and another 4 
participants expressed an alternative face . 

Activity Pack Test - University Sample - Q14 Dark Side of the Moon - Visual 
Analysis 1 - Visual Theme Trend - A Face 
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Of the sample group an additional 36% coloured the area black (refer to Graph 5.1 .62). 
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(Graph 5.1.62) 

Additional visual features represented in the data revealed consistencies (shown in Graph 
5.1.63). The graph highlights a strong them among participants identifying 'craters' as a 
common visual theme by 6 participants. Other visual imagery included, aliens, cloud, 
oceans , flames, and houses. 

The results also show reference to the 'man in the moon' suggesting that the Moon is more 
than an object but has a personality that is human like. It also shows that participants 
thought through the question in two distinct contrasting perspectives including the literal and 
comical 
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Question Fifteen - Moons Of The Solar System 
Referring to Graph 5.1 .64, majority of participants correctly placed half of the moons (7 
participants). Six participants answered 6 questions correctly , while 4 participants answered 
all answers correctly . Two participants didn 't answer any questions correctly. Th is shows 



that participants have a good basic understanding of moons of other planets, however there 
is room for increasing knowledge on this topic beyond the immediate planets surrounding 
Earth. 
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Total Participation 

8 

Graph 5.1 .65, shows the total number of participants asked to participate against those 
participants that declined. The sample was tested in three separate groups one after the 
other. The graph shows the level of participation and decline as well as the total participation 
amount. Over ail the level of participation shows that of the 102 participants approached 
35% successfully completed the testing. 
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5.1.4/University Sample Activity Pack Testing Observations 
During the Activity Pack testing person-to-person survey notes and observations were made 
of the University sample in person (taking notes) and by video recording. The observations 
were themed according to emotions (positive and negative), communication (verbally and 
social) and behaviour (actions and interactions). The observations were made to build the 
results through qualitative methods accompanying the Activity Pack results. 

Emotions 
Positive 

Group One 
Level of excitement at the beginning of the activity- laughter, smiling an enthusiasm 

Group Two 
Participants felt like they were kids because of the activity questions and being able 
to draw. 

Group Three 
"Feel like I'm in primary school" (Refer to appendix#, Participant 28) 

Negative 
Group One 

Renaming the moon caused trouble, one of the participants had to return to the 
question after skipping it; people struggled to associate it with something often 
showing a vacant emotional state. 
Questions at the end (multiple choice or selection questions) based on scientific 
knowledge and fact only promoted people to guess. People rather guess than leave 
the question blank, and appear, as they didn 't know the answers to the question. 
People shared that ttley didn't know the answers, others then agreed and felt 
comfort in knowing that others were also unsure or didn't know. 

Group Two 
Discussion of skills and the abi lity to draw "I can 't draw", however despite this the 
participants did attempt to draw. 

Communication 
Group One 

Initially participants talked and shared answers 
Conversation about instructions, the participants wanted to know how expressive 
they could be- they seemed uneasy about being able to express themselves in any 
way at the start and then became comfortable with the idea. 
Level of communication depended on personality- more out spoken people outside 
of the tested were vocal during the testing, while others who were quiet only spoke 
when asked to during the 'conversation question ' . 
Respondent one looked for guidance by asking how complex or creative he could 
be, looking for immediate approval and guidance for the 'right' way. 
More vocal personalities initiated and sustained conversation between the groups. 
Conversation question caused people to think about their thoughts and vocalise it, 
which led into an extended story and conversation about the moon and the sun ... 
Topic of the man landing on the moon came up during the representation question-
a small debate and questioning of the fact man landed on the moon. 
Commentating what they were documenting while they were doing it to others in the 
group 
Conversation of other topic while doing the testing, more of a small talk 'get to know 
you' time. 

Group Two 
Because participants were familiar with each other they were able to communicate 
comfortably and freely about the questions as well as personal topics unrelated to 
the testing. 

Group Three 
Minimal talking beyond a whisper between participants that appeared to be friends . 



No social interaction, a very personal mental and expressive process among all 
within the testing group. 
Individuals didn't interact with anyone else even when the communication question 
appeared. Participants made up what they thought people would say instead of 
following instructions and actually asking. (It is very difficult to get people who don't 
know each other to socially interact even when instructed to, if the participant does 
not feel comfortable they will modify the approach to answer the question) 

Behaviour 
Group One 

The third question into the set the group became silent- concentration and focus on 
drawing and the questions, students whispered to communicate periodically through 
the test. 
Participants had to think about multiple-choice questions for a number of seconds 
often reading the question more than once. 
Scientific questions seemed to produce more thinking and/or guessing. 
Participants were keen to share and compare drawn questions 
High levels of interactivity to share and compare and reassure of the 'right ' 
response. 
Comparing drawing and answers- high level of interest in other peoples work. 
After initial interaction mid way through the questioning the group was mainly silent 
with short periodic conversation. 
Those who know each other better respond to conversation and communicate a lot 
more- need to feel comfortable to interact. 

Group Two 
Distractions away from the testing were only momentary; participants had no 
problem returning to the questions even when other topics or movements 
interrupted. 
Participants neglected the use of pencils preferring to use one single colour. One 
participant stated when reminded of the coloured pencils that "oh well. .. l think of the 
moon as being silver anyway."- this was observed by another participant looking 
over the answers being produced . 
Participants overlooking the testing/class area not in the class were interested in the 
testing. Those not included requested to participate not knowing the purpose of the 
research, however wanted to be included based on what they saw the participants 
doing. 

Group Three 
Participants approached the testing as an individual activity, with minimal interaction 
between anyone else within the class or testing area. 
Because participants engaged in the activity alone ... or individually even when others 
were within the same space, respondents were very immersed in the questions and 
answering them with thought. 
Participants were seen pausing to think before answering a question. Drawing 
activities especially , respondents used recall and reflection shown by the pause and 
material selection before documenting the answer (pen, pencil, colour). 
The environment was set up as a lounge, creating a very comfortable space; one 
participant (26) was initially sitting then later lied down when answering the postcard 
question. 
Thinking positions were noticed including putting a hand on the chin, scratching 
head, and looking up and around the room. 
Participants 27, 22-35 did not appear on camera preferring to do the test at their 
work area (computer desk). This isolation created a very individual personal space 
for the test. 
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT DETAILS 
Please provide a brief summary of your research proposal , based on your original ethics application. 

The research investigates practice based research methodologies. The research explores 
established design research models visualised by practitioners and academics with interest in the 
field of practice-based research from Jennifer Visocky O'Gradey (2006), Ian Nobel (2005) and Liz 
Sanders (2006 , 2008) . The design research models developed by these authors are reinterpreted and 
restructured to communicate a research methodology for designing interactive media in museums. 

Further research within the area of design thinking , learning experiences and user experiences from 
practitioners and academics including Donald Schon (1991 ), Janette Griffin (1999 , 2007) and John 
Gero (2009) . These authors communicate the practice of critical reflection , design experience, and 
creativity as attributes to design thinking; therefore methods of reflection and analysis are 
incorporated in the constructed methodology. 
The methodology shapes the research into an iterative and circular methodology that informs design 
practice . Essentially the framework combines various methods of research and design thinking in 
order to develop a design solution that meets the needs of an audience. A number of design and 
research methods are encapsulated within the constructed framework , including , location research, 



observation, literature, contextual research, cultural probe, evaluation, visualising and 
experimentation. 

A second stage of the research applies the constructed methodology to a design practice. This 
process of design is used as a case study to evaluate the methodology, the design process and 
outcomes. The design brief involves developing a touch screen tabletop interface. The interface is 
designed for a museum space that will provide a multi sensory experience for visitors . 

Cultural probe testing is a research method used in the design research to collect subjective 
information that will inspire and inform design concepts of a particular topic. The testing is designed 
for two sample groups including university students and families with children . 

The topic of the research testing is the moon. The testing is design as an activity pack, including 15 
questions that explore thinking , imagination, communication and knowledge of the participant. The 
participant is encouraged to express their creativity and ideas through text and illustration . 

This information will be gathered and used to inform the design and development of the interactive 
digital interface for a museum. The packs come complete with pencils, rubber, sharpener and a 
pencil case, which the participant can keep in thanks for completing the activities. 

While the activity is taking place social interaction and individual behaviour will be documented 
through observation and video. Identities are protected to unsure privacy. 

SECTION 1- CHANGES TO PROJECT DETAILS 

CHANGES TO PROJECT DETAILS 
What chan es to our ori inal ethics a plication are ou proposin ? 
There are no changes to the previous testing there is however there is an additional testing process 
that needs to take place in order to further define the design solution and contribute to the research 
methods. The additional testing is a continuation of the testing mentioned in the previous ethics 
application . 

This testing takes place within the user centered design methodology as an evaluation test. The 
previous cultural probe testing informed the context and content structure of the design solution. 
Part of the practice based design research methodology is to test a design solution. This helps modify 
and refine the design in order to suit the needs of the participant. It also allows the designer to reflect 
on design interventions and decisions informed by previous research and testing . 

The proposed paper and digital evaluation testing will help refine the design solution . This testing 
takes place over the two phases including paper testing followed by a digital prototype test in order to 
resolve the design solution. 

The additional testing specifically aims to evaluate the functionality of the proposed interface, the 
design features , navigation and interaction between physical and digital objects. The evaluation will 
be documented through observation and video recording the events during the test. 

During the paper testing phase of the evaluation participants will be required to maneuver paper 
objects on a table representing a digital interface. This will require the participant's involvement for no 
more than 5 minutes. The paper testing will only involve participants from the University sample 
group, in which approval for testing has already been agreed on within the Interaction Lab in DAB 
(Chris Bowman, Bert Bongers). The methods of recruitment and consent remain the same as outlined 
in the previous ethics application . 

The second phase of testing involves a digital prototype of the design solution. This test will require 
participants to maneuver physical and digital objects projected on a tabletop. This is a developing 
process of design research in which the design solution is informed by testing and evaluation 
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methods. This testing will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. This phase of testing will involve 
all sample groups outlined in the previous application (including university students and a museum 
convenience sample). This testing will take place within the lnteractivation Lab for the University 
sample and within the Powerhouse Museum for the convenience sample. Approval for testing within 
the museum has been provided and the sign off includes testing within the museum environment (As 
shown in previous ethics application). 

Between both phases data will be collected through observation and video to monitor the users 
experience. A record of physical movement and changes on the interface will also provide insight to 
the further design and development of the interface. This approach was outline in the previous ethics 
approved application detailing the privacy and security measures taken to protect the participant's 
identity. 

RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED CHANGES 
Wh do ou wish to make these chan es? (approximate/ 100 words) 

The additional testing is part of the next phases of research for the practice based design project. The 
testing included in the previous ethics clearance involved a paper probe to gather information on the 
users experience and knowledge of the moon. The additional testing is integral to the overall 
research process to ensure that the design solution meets the needs of the audience by being 
informed by the audience. 

The testing in the paper and digital form will enable users to interact with both physical and digital 
objects separately and together. Movement, interaction and behaviour, as well as content navigation 
and social interaction will allow insights into further development of the design solutions. In other 
words the testing will show what aspects of the proposed design are working and what aspects are 
not. Based on the results changes and modifications can be made to the design . 

IMPACT OF AMENDMENT ON RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
This section requires you to consider the ways in which your proposed amendments may impact upon 
the ethical issues raised on your original application. Specifica liy, we ask you to outline the effects (if 
any) of your amendments on the following areas, and how you intend to deal with them. Does your 
amendment affect any of the following: 

a Outcome of our research? Yes/No 
The over all outcome of the research has not changed. That is to test a practice based design 
methodology against a user centered design solution. 

b Current or future applications for fundin ? Yes/No 
No- no funding 

(c) Recruitment of participants (quantity, methods) Yes/No 
Recruitment of participants will be in the same way outlined in the previous ethics application 
(personal contact and a verbal explanation for voluntary involvement). A maximum of 5 participants 
per sample group is all that is necessary for this particular testing, total of 10 participants. 

(d) Anticipated risk or harm to participants and/or researchers? (Please explain how do you 
propose to minimise these risks) Yes/No 

I The risk is very minimal. Any chance of risk is outlined in previous application. 

(e) Relationships (if any) between researchers and participants? Yes/No 
I No relationship 
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(f) Consent from Participants? (Please attach revised consent form and information sheet if 
applicable) Yes/No 

The participant will be verbally recruited with an explanation of the research and requirements. Verbal 
consent is all that is required (therefore no consent form is provided). A tally of those who are willing 
and who is not will be kept. Information forms will be provided outlining the research in more detail for 
each participant. 

(g) Data collection, interpretation, storage and/or disposal? (Please attach changes to 
surveys/questionnaires/interview questions if applicable) Yes/No 

The data will be assessed and retained in the same way outlined in the previous ethics application 
including observation and a video record. A sample of the test has been provided in a schematic form 
to explain the environment that the participant will be involved with. 

(h) Privacy and confidentiality of participants? Yes/No 
Privacy measures from previous application also apply to the additional testing. No participant will be 
identified. Those video recorded will be pixilated and identifiable objects will also be removed from 
footage. 

Will there be any expected change to the completion date of your project? If yes, please provide 
new date of completion. I PROPOSED COMPLETION DATE: I NO 

Are you required to submit requests for amendment to any external bodies to UTS? 
e .. an Area Health Service, other university) If yes, please indicate how this will/has been be done. 

Yes- Powerhouse Museum- amendment letter provided- is being processed with the museum 
(previous testing was approved) 

Are there any other relevant ethical issues in relation to the proposed amendment? If yes, 
please provide details . 

cno=· 
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SEC110 I '- Fl L CH C 

To ensu e mrmmum delay tn the consr eratton or your apphcatron for amendment. please indicate by 
t1c 1ng the approp 1a e boxes below hat you have supphed the followrng. 

I nave· attached the following supporting doc ments that require amendment from the 
approval o my o , lg nal application; 

consent form/info malto lel1er(s) 
surveysJquestionnaires/ouUme ol queshons 
Instruments lor data collection 
approval for m n ment .rom other 1ns il tion 
s&gned declaratlon(s) 
other relevant attachments {ltst below~ 

I have maili1KS my application to ResearQll__j_hJJ;s (rn ut~.Ji'dll.L 0 

NIA 
D 
D 
~ 
0 

rnore · <Ill ariachmenr · shcmJd, whfYB possibl • he ccmsohrliUe rJlro one E"foctron/C document biJ/01' borng m ilod) 

D'ECLARA TION 

I declare liial the tnforma, ron I have g1ven above IS rue and thai my research does not con ravene the 
Nat~onal Sta ement on Eth~cal Conduct m Research fnvoJvrng Humans and the UTS policy and 
g~utdehnes relahng to the ethtcal conduct of research 

I also declare that I w•ll respect the personality , nghts Wishes, beliefs, consent and freedom of the 
1ndiv~dua1 subject in the conduct of my researc and that i w1H notify he UTS Human Resea(ch Ethrcs 
Com111;.1 e-e of any e 'cally relevant vananon 1n hts research 

~ '· i Date __ 1 __ 1 __ ~ 
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Research Information for Students 
Masters in Design Research Study 

HREC No. 307 

UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY 

City Campus 
15 Broadway 

Ultimo, NSW 2007 
+61 2 9514 2000 

My name is Kylee Vogel and I am a Masters research student from the University of Technology Sydney and the 

Powerhouse Museum. My supervisors include Chris Bowman and lan Gwilt from UTS. 

My research is about interactive digital interfaces such as those seen and experienced throughout the Powerhouse 

Museum. 

I would like you to participate in my research. Your participation will take about 15 minutes and will involve your son 

or daughter to take part in a number of paper based and/or digital activities . 

This will require you to respond to a range of physical and/or digital objects positioned on a table. The testing will 

enable me to understand and interpret your experiences using physical , paper and/or digital interface structures. 

The test collects information on the relationship between an object (physical or digital) and the user interaction. You 

will be provided with the material to interact with and experience it in physical and digital forms . 

This will require you to respond to a range of questions illustrated on information cards that will enable me to 

understand your personal experiences , and understandings relating to the theme , the moon. Your ideas will be 

encouraged to be expressed through drawings and writing . You will be provided with material to answer the 

questions, which you can keep at the end of the activities. 

This research is aimed at students between the ages of 18-21 . The information will be used to develop content for 

the design of an interactive museum display. 

During the activity you will be video recorded for research purposes, and observations will be noted however you 

and your identity will be protected . 

Please feel free to ask me any questions you wish regarding the research . 

If you would like to talk to someone who is not connected with the research, you may contact the Research Ethics 

Officer on 02 9514 9772, and quote the number 307. 

Regards, 
Kylee Vogel 
Researcher 

Kylee .Vogel@uts.edu.au 

Chris Bowman 
Senior Lecturer/Supervisor 
Chris .Bowman@uts .edu .au 

9514 8880 

ian Gwilt 
Course Coordinator/Superviror 

lan .Gwilt@uts.edu.au 
95148973 

Thts sludy has been approved by the Umverstty of Tectmology , Sydney Human Research E ttuca Committee II you haw any complamts or reservabona about any aspect o f your partlctpallon m lhts research whtch you cannot resolve wtth the research or , you 
may con tact the Ethics Commiltoe through the Research Ethics Officer (ph +61 2 9514 9772 Research Elhtcs@uts edu auj . and quote the UTS HREC relsrence number Any co mplatnl you make Will be beated In conidence and tnvesiga~d lulty and you will 
bem lonnedoftheoulcome 



Research Information for Families 
Masters in Design Research Study 

HREC No. 307 

UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY 

City Campus 
15 Broadway 

Ultimo, NSW 2007 
+61 2 9514 2000 

My name is Kylee Vogel and I am a Masters research student from the University of Technology Sydney and the 

Powerhouse Museum. My supervisors include Chris Bowman and lan Gwilt from UTS. 

My research is about interactive computer displays such as those you see and experience throughout the Powerhouse 

Museum. 

I would like your child/children to participate in my research . Your participation will take about 15 minutes and will involve 

your son or daughter to take part in a number of paper based and/or digital activities. 

This will require your son or daughter to respond to a range of physical and/or digital objects positioned on a table . The 

testing will enable me to understand and interpret their experiences using physical, paper and/or digital interface structures. 

The test collects information on the relationsh ip between an object (physical or digital) and the user interaction . Your son or 

daughter will be provided with the mate rial to interact with and experience in it physical and digital forms . 

This research is aimed at children between the ages of 10-13. The information will be used to develop content for the design 

of an interactive museum display. 

During the activity your son or daughter will be video recorded for research purposes and observations will be noted 

however, you and your son or daughter's identity will be protected. 

Please feel free to ask me any questions you wish regarding the research. 

If you would like to talk to someone who is not connected with the research, you may contact the Research Ethics Officer on 

02 9514 9772, and quote the number 307. 

Regards , 

Kylee Vogel 
Researcher 

Kylee .Vogel@uts .edu.au 

Chris Bowman 
Senior Lecturer/Supervisor 
Chris.Bowman@uts .edu .au 

9514 8880 

lan Gwilt 
Course Coordinator/Supervisor 

I an. Gwilt@uts .edu .au 
9514 8973 

ThiS study has been approved by the Unive~rty of Technology Sydney Human Rt:tsea rch E ltucs Commrttee II you have any complamts or reservabons about any aspect of your par~crpallon m thrs resea rch which you cannot resolve wrth the resea rcher you may contacl l le 
Ethre& Commrtlee lhtough the Research E!hre& Officer (ph t61 2 9514 9772 Research EttucM&rts odu au ). and quote !he UTS HREC rslaronce number Any complamt you make wrll be trea ted m conlidence and rnvesllgaied fu ll y and you Will be rnfo rmed of the out::ome 



UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY 

Digital Evaluation 
Masters in Design Research Study 

HREC No. 307 

City Campus 
15 Broadway 

Ultimo, NSW 2007 
+61 2 9514 2000 

My name is Kylee Vogel and I am a Masters research student from the University of Technology Sydney and the 
Powerhouse Museum. My supervisors include Chris Bowman and ian Gwilt from UTS. My research is about 
interactive digital interfaces such as those seen and experienced throughout the Powerhouse Museum. I would 
like you to participate in my research. Your participation will take about 5 minutes and will involve you taking part in 
a number of digital-based activities and answering the following questions. 

Participant No. 

1. Is the interface easy to understand (did you know what to do)? 

2. Does the appearance (including , colour, text size, shapes) make the interface easy to use and 

see? If no how would you change it if you could? 

3. Is it easy to go to different parts of the interface (navigation)? 

4. Are the tools for inputting data (drawing or typing) easy to find and use? 

5. Are the instructions clear and easy to understand? Is there enough guidance? 

6. Finish these sentences: 

a. The interface is ____ _ to use. 

7. Circle the words that best describe your experience and thoughts of the interface: 

Exciting Boring 

Hard Colourful 

Confusing Complicated 

Fun Imaginative 

Challenging Enjoyable 

Social Communication tool 

Creative Sharing 

Thts study has been approved by the University of Technology , Sydney Murnan Research Ethtcs Comm~ llee If you have any complatnts o r reservations about an y aspect o f your pantopatJOn tn lhts research whtch you cannot resolve wtth the researcher , you 
may contact the Ethtcs Commt1ee through the Research Ethtcs Officer (ph •61 2 9514 9772 Research Ethtcs@uts edu.au) , and quote the UTS HREC re ference numbet Any complamt you make wtll be treated u1 confidence and mvesbgated fully and you wtll 
be cnfonned of the outcome 



8. What was the most enjoyable/best aspect of the interface? 

9. What was the hardest/worst aspect of the interface? 

1 0. Would you revisit this interface? 

If you would like to talk to someone who is not connected with the research , you may contact the Research Ethics 

Officer on 02 9514 9772, and quote the number 307. 

Regards , 

NOTE · 

Kylee Vogel 
Researcher 

Kylee.Vogel@uts.edu.au 

Chris Bowman 
Senior Lecturer/Supervisor 
Chris.Bowman@uts.edu.au 

9514 8880 

ian Gwilt 
Course Coordinator/Superviror 

lan.Gwilt@uts.edu .au 
9514 8973 

Thts stu dy has been approved by the Unlverstty of Technology Sydney Human Research Eth1cs Comm111ee lfyou have any complaints or reseNattons about any aspect of your parucipabon m thiS research whtch you cannot resolve With the researcher , you 
may contact the E: th•cs Commtnee through the Research Ethtcs Officer (ph ~ 1 2 951 4 9"f72 Resea·~~ edu a u) . and quote the UTS HREC reference number Any compl amt you make wtll be treated m confi oence and lnvesbgaled tully and you Wtll 
be mformed o f tie outcome 



Paper Evaluation 
Masters in Design Research Study 

HREC No. 307 

UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY 

City Campus 
15 Broadway 

Ultimo, NSW 2007 
+61 2 9514 2000 

My name is Kylee Vogel and I am a Masters research student from the University of Technology Sydney and the 

Powerhouse Museum. My supervisors include Chris Bowman and ian Gwilt from UTS. My research is about 

interactive digital interfaces such as those seen and experienced throughout the Powerhouse Museum. I would 

like you to participate in my research. Your participation will take about 5 minutes and will involve you taking part in 

a number of paper-based activities and answering the following questions. 

Participant No. 

1. Does the interface make sense and is it easy to understand? Yes/No 

2. What aspects of the interface did you like? 

3. How did you find using the objects? 

4. What didn't you like about the interface? 

5. What would you change? 

6. How did you maneuver the object? 

If you would like to talk to someone who is not connected with the research , you may contact the Research Ethics 

Officer on 02 9514 9772, and quote the number 307. 

Regards , 

NOTE : 

Kylee Vogel 
Researcher 

Kylee.Vogel@uts .edu.au 

Chris Bowman 
Senior Lecturer/Supervisor 
Chris.Bowman@uts .edu .au 

9514 8880 

ian Gwilt 
Course Coordinator/Superviror 

lan .Gwilt@uts .edu.au 
95148973 

This stuoy has been approved by the Umverslty o f Technology , Sydney Hu man Resea rch Ethics Commlnee . If you have any complaints o r resetvaUons about any aspect o f your participation In this re search which you cannot resolve w1th the researcher . you 
may contact the Eth1cs Comm1nee through the Research EthiCS Officer (ph •61 2 9514 9772 ResearCh Eth!cs@uiS.eduaul, and quote the UTS HREC refenmce number Any complaint you make wtll be treated m confidence and mvesTJgated fully and you w1ll 
bemformedof!he outcome 
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APPENDIX 0 

5.2.1/Museum Sample Survey Results 
The following sections outline results from the Paper testing from the Museum sample 
group. The sample consisted of 9 participants in total of children within family groups 
between the ages of 6 and 13 years. The testing was conducted in the Powerhouse 
Museums 'Space ' Exhibition space during NSW primary and secondary school holiday 
periods. The results are documented in order of questioning (refer to appendix#} . 

Question 1. Does the interface make sense and is it easy to understand? 
The results show 45% of participants tested were able to understand the interface, while 
22% understood the interface after an explanation (refer to Graph 5.2 .1 ). 

However between all participants the test had to be demonstrated with an explanation. 
Often questions were asked such as "what is this? " "What are these things?" or "What is this 
meant to do?" (Refer to appendix#) Over all participants did not in itially understand it only 
became clear after an explanation . 

Paper Test - Museum Sample - Q1 - Does the Interface Make Sense, Was it Easy to Understand 

After Explination 
22% 

(Graph 5.2 .1) 

Sometimes 
11% 

Question 2. What aspects of the interface did you like? 

Yes 
45% 

The testing results reveal that majority of participants (4 of the 9 participants) liked the 
different modes of the interface the best , while another 3 liked the moons (this included the 
smaller and larger moons), and the remaining 2 participants liked the movement of the 
objects that was experienced (refer to Graph 5.2.2) . 
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Paper Test - Museum Sample - Q2- Aspects of the Interface Liked 

Moons 

(Graph 5.2.2) 

Movement 

Features 

Question 3. How did you find using the objects? 

Different Modes 

The results shows 78% of participants thought using objects was 'good'. Between the 
remaining part ic ipants 11% said it was ok, and another 11% said it was bad (refer to Graph 
5.2.3). The resu lts suggest that participants liked having different elements that were able to 
be moved and interacted with. 

Paper Test - Museum Sample - Q3 - Experience Using Objects 

(Graph 5.2.3) 

Good 
78% 

Question 4. What didn't you like about the interface? 
Results from the testing shows, 7 participants said there was nothing that they would 
change about the interface (refer to Graph 5.2.4). Of the remain ing 2 participants one said 
the different parts and the other said the small objects . The results suggest that participants 
were sat isfied with the interface. 
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Paper Test - Museum Sample - Q4 - Features Most Unliked 

Nothing 

(Graph 5.2.4) 

Different Parts 

Response 

Question 5. What would you change? 

Small Objects 

Referring to Graph 5.2.5, the results show that 7 responses didn't feel any changes were 
necessary. While 2 part icipants though the interface needed more pressing , and one 
participant wanted to see more information. These results correspond to the observations 
noted (section 5.2.2) suggesting that instruction was required for interaction and each 
section had to be explained. It also corresponds to the gestures that participants used to 
move objects on the tab le showing that pressing is the preferred gesture for selection. 
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Paper Test - Mus:eum Sample - QS - Su; gested Change" 

More Information 

(Graph 5.2.5) 

More Pressing 

Response 

6. How did you maneuver the object? 

No Comment 

The results show a 36% balance between participants preferring to slide and drag objects, 
and placing objects (refer to Graph 5.2.6) . Overall those are the two preferred methods of 



maneuvering , while a balance between pressing and spinning is shared between 14% of 
participants. 

Paper Test - Museum Sample - Q6 - Maneuvering Obj ects 

(Graph 5.2.6) 

Pressing 
14% 

5.2.2/Museum Sample Paper Testing Observations 

Sliding/Dragging 
36% 

The following section outlines person-to-person survey notes and observations made during 
and from recorded video footage of the paper testing conducted within the Powerhouse 
Museum. The museum sample group consists of children in fami ly grou ps. The observations 
are themed according to Usability, Emotions, Communication and Behaviour. 

Usability 
Positive 

A number of chi ldren were able to imagine the paper objects in an interactive digital 
environment talking through the effects and consequences of putt ing certain objects 
in particular places. E.g. one ch ild commun icated the 'moons of the solar system ' 
exercise, and imagined being able to see the moons of the solar system depending 
on what 'button ' was pressed . 
Users understood the multi user experience 
Users were very engaged in pressing , placing and sliding objects as the primary 
forms of movement. 

Negative 
A number of participants positioned the table 'rings ' differently from the proposed 
design, placing the control panel area in the middle. 
Most participants could comprehend that each user had their own space in which 
they could control rather saw the whole table as one area for ail. 
Users often tried to place all the objects on the table thinking that was the main 
objective . One child commented 'I don't think we have any more, I think we are 
finished ' (Refer to appendix tape#). This suggests that the user felt all aspects 
needed to be experienced and included on the interface. If there were objects left 
out then the table would be incomplete. 
Users did not engage in rotating the objects often and if it did occur it was to make 
enlightenment with another object to create certain symmetry on the table, it was not 
for a functional reason. 



Users didn't always understand that graphics associated with the experience, 
including the postcard and the telescope, the participants had to ask what the image 
was before continuing. 

Emotions 
Positive 

When participants were aware of the task there was no hesitation to arrange and 
move objects freely 

Negative 
User were confused about what to do to know the purpose without asking. 
Participants that didn't know they could arrange the paper objects often hesitated 
about touching anything and participating. 

Communication 
An explanation and often a demonstration of moving the paper objects was required 
to ensure children understood what was involved in the test. 
Parents let the children participate and didn't offer much advice or direction leaving 
it up to the child. In some cases the parent did participate through verbal 
communication or physical movement of objects however this was rare. 
If a child didn't understand they would ask directly. 

Behaviour 
Once a child was engaged in the task there was a high level of focus and thought 
seen through the child placing an object then changing it , as well as a child holding 
an object before deciding where it should be placed 

The testing was conduced during school holidays, therefore there was an 
abundance of children about the museum and were keen to see what the table was 
about. Often the user looked to see what was on the table without knowing what it 
was for. This form of interest is encouraging for a table interactive. It shows that if a 
table is placed in a space kids will go up to it without knowing why it is there or what 
it does, children have a strong curiosity. 

5.2.3/University Sample Survey Results for Paper Testing 
The following sections outline results from the Paper testing from the University sample 
group. The sample consisted of 5 participants in total of Visual Communication Design 
students between the ages of 18 and 23 years. The testing was conducted in the Design 
Faculty Studio in the University of Technology Sydney. The results are documented in order 
of questioning (refer to appendix#). 

Question 1. Does the interface make sense and is it easy to understand? 
The results show that participants thought the interface was easy to understand (refer to 
Graph 5.1.7). The data shows 2 participants said the interface was easy, 2 additional 
participants said it was after an explanation and the other said at times it was, the remaining 
participants said the interface was not easy to use or understand. The results show that 
further explanation is required and a simplification of the interface is needed . 
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Paper Test- University Sample- Ql- Does the Interface Make Sense, Was it Easy 
to Understand 

Yes No Both After Explinatlon 
Respon se 

(Graph 5.2.7) 

Question 2. What aspects of the interface did you like? 
The data reveals participants liked the moons (2 participants) , the movement (2 participants), 
associated with the interface and the different modes of the interface (2 participants) , the 
most (refer to Graph 5.2.8). This shows a variety of aspects of the interface that are preferred 
by participants . 
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Pa.per Test - University Sample - Q2- Aspects of t he Interface Liked 

Moons Movement Different Modes Hands On 

(Graph 5.2.8) 

Question 3. How did you find using the objects? 

Shapes 

The results show 40% of the sample thought using objects was good, another 40% said it 
was ok and 20% said it was bad (refer to Graph 5.2.9). This shows participants were actually 
less incomplete favour of using objects as part of the experience. 



Paper Test - University Sample - Q3 - Experience Using Objects 

Bad 

Ok 

40% 

(Graph 5.2.9) 

Question 4. What didn't you like about the interface? 
Participants revealed that they though the interface was confusing (2 participants, refer to 
Graph 5.2 .1 0) and the input modes were the most disliked aspect from 2 participants. 
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Paper Test - University SampJe - Q4 - Features Most Not Liked 

Different Parts 

(Graph 5.2.1 0) 

I nput Modes 
Re.sponse 

Question 5. What would you change? 

Confusing 

The results show that 3 participants wanted more information about the interface and 
instructions (refer to Graph 5.2 .11 ). Although an explanation was provided participants felt 
that it needed to be written as part of the interface (refer to observations section 5.2.3). 
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Paper Test - University Sample - QS - Suggested Changes 

More Information 

(Graph 5.2.11) 

Symbols 
Response 

Question 6. How did you maneuver the object? 

No Comment 

The results show that 20% of participants preferred, pressing, sliding/dragging or placing 
objects, as the most preferred combined methods. The remaining 40% prefer alternative 
methods of moving objects, which were documented as colour, shape and symmetry (refer 
to appendix #) . 

Paper Te t - University Sample - Q6 - Maneuvering Objects 

Other 
40% 

(Graph 5.2.12) 

Placing 
20% 

5.2.4/University Sample Paper Testing Observations 

Pressing 
20% 

Sliding/Dragging 
20% 

The following section outlines person-to-person survey notes and observations made during 
and from recorded video footage of the paper testing conducted within the Powerhouse 
Museum. The museum sample group consists of children in family groups. The observations 
are themed according to Usabi lity, Emotions , Communication and Behaviour. 



Usability 

Positive 

Users used conventional modes of movement to maneuver the objects. 
There was some exploration of rotation and direct change of direction 
Users applied placement of objects into a direct space more frequently with some 
change of direction to make objects fit together 

Input modes were clear and understood 
Selection/modes of experience were understood and recognizable 
Used multiple modes of input at once 
3 out of the 4 put main control area on the tables correctly 
When users were confronted with the actual proposed interface and explain the 
structure and animation , agreements were made that the selection options are 
appropriate. 

Negative 
Puck used as a scroll to select between modes of input (as conceptualised but not 
incorporated in the paper test, the users imagined this themselves) 
Modes of experience were unclear and not used - suggestion to use menus or 
descriptions of the modes and instruction of use (had to be explained , menus are 
conceptualised) 

Emotions 
Positive 

Once the interface was explained the participants understood the concept and were 
more comfortable with the objects 

Negative 
Initial hesitation while the objects were processed 

Communication 
There was a suggestion that the input modes could be covered and revealed to 
make selections 
Need to provide the user with instructions to draw, type or select icons for activities 
to occur on the interface 
It was necessary to explain the different object after initial 'play' with the objects, this 
enabled a clearer understanding 

Behaviour 
There was some co-creation between two users swapping modes of input 
Users said they would be more likely to use touch to activate rotating moons over 
using a physical object to activate modes. 





APPENDIXQ 

5.3/Digital Design Testing Analysis 
The digital design testing involved evaluating the digital prototype through a series of 
iterations in which the digital prototype was tested and modified. The evaluation was based 
on design intervention, critical reflection and criteria that assessed usability, functionally and 
conceptual development of the interactive interface themed within technical and conceptual 
development. The testing and evaluation was directly influential to design decisions 
therefore the results were documented in the form of design modifications, changes and 
additions. The testing was also video recorded for reflective and observations purposes to 
assist feedback and design intervention. The testing was conducted within the CCS Studio 
and Games Lab on the MEAL Touch Table within the University of Technology Sydney. 

Each iteration was experience with either an industry supervisor (Matthew Connell - Curator 
at the Powerhouse Museum, and Zoltan Nemes-Nemeth- Multimedia at the Powerhouse 
Museum), academic supervisors (Chris Bowman- Acting Director of Animation , and lan 
Gwilt - Course Coordinator of Visual Communications), academic (Yusuf Pisan- Associate 
Professor for the Faculty of IT at the University of Technology Sydney), students (Daniel 
Roperto - post-graduate Student, Faculty of IT, Games Lab, University of Technology 
Sydney, and Damian Hills- PHD research student at CCS and Games Lab, University of 
Technology Sydney) or practitioners (Pagna Uno- Computer Programmer ) to provide 
further guidance of design changes and technical feedback. 

5.3.1/Test Iteration One- Design Testing and Evaluation 
The test was conducted with Daniel Roperto - post-graduate Student, IT Faculty, Games 
Lab. The follow documents the technical changes that were necessary for the development 
of the interface. 

List of Technical Development Changes 
Overall size of the circle configuration was quite good 
The text within the control panel needs to be bigger and bolder in size 
Text needs to increase the enlarge feature as well as move above the touch point so 
its easier for participants to see and make a selection 
Possibility to change the background to take up the entire table space to show more 
dimensions 
Need to slow the orbiting moons down by half from the current speed it is very hard 
to make a selection without missing the moon 
Speed of background also needs to be slowed down 
Need to have a reset function , or be able to close and reactivate the control panel 
Need to include more elements of the interface to see how it will appear on the table 
for further assessment. 

5.3.2/Test Iteration Two - Design Testing and Evaluation 
Test conducted with Daniel Roperto- Post-graduate Student, IT Faculty, Games Lab, Pagna 
Uno- Computer Programmer, lan Gwilt- Visual Communication Course Coordinator at the 
University of Technology Sydney, and Chris Bowman- Acting director of Animation at the 
University of Technology Sydney and Primary Supervisor. 

List of Technical Development Changes 
Bold button and option buttons 
Introduce information text for different modes and introduction 
Replace star shape for drawing feature with a rectangle (because of coding and 
technical inability to include the shape) 
Center and rotate control panel on activation 



Change exit button to a 'save and exit' feature 
Incorporate multi-touch features 
Include symbols in tools menu 
Need to include background images of modes of experience 

List of Conceptual Development Changes 
Need to represent the saved/observation moons for viewing only 
Need to express the community and shared information experience 

5.3.3/Test Iteration Three - Design Testing and Evaluation 
Test conducted with Pagna Uno- Computer Programmer. 

List of Technical Development Changes 
Still problems with implementing the multi touch programming. 
Need to reduce number of moons 
Need to have access to all four moons 
Need to show observational moons 
Need to have a save feature so the user can go back to the work that they produced 

List of Conceptual Development Changes 
Need to represent the saved/observation moons for viewing only 
Need to express the community and shared information experience 

5.3.4/Test Iteration Four- Design Testing and Evaluation 
Test conducted with Expert Panel Group: Matthew Connell - Curator at the Powerhouse 
Museum , Zoltan Nemes-Nemeth- Multimedia at the Powerhouse Museum, Yusuf Pisan -
Associate Professor for the faculty of IT at the University of Technology Sydney, lan Gwilt-
Visual Communication Course Coordinator at the University of Technology Sydney, and 
Chris Bowman- Acting director of Animation at the University of Technology Sydney and 
Primary Supervisor. 

List of Technical Development Changes 
Moon phases video took up the whole screen rather than being restricted to the 
circular space that it is allocated 
Text size in type field needs to be bigger 
Options button text needs to be bigger or clearer 
Need to make it clear that the user needs to press the text to progress 
Text information fields need to be more direct and concise in the instruction for the 
user 
Text selection could be bigger for bigger finger (however this is designed for children 
with smaller hands) 
Suggestion to use a keyboard instead of an alphabetic configuration. 
Improved resolution , however this is a projector/hardware issue and would be 
eliminated if the interface were displayed on a device that had higher resolution such 
as a television or computer screen. 
Possible drag function to switch between images in the observation moons, to 
incorporate the iphone functionality, because so many people have one they expect 
that form of functionality in new media. 
Overall look is impressive and looks good. 

List of Conceptual Development Changes 
Suggestion to incorporate a 'clip art' menu system that 'stamps' the image into the 
interface, so would need to pick out the most suggested objects from activity pack 
research and develop another tools menu that are show images. 
Should incorporate more of a 'share feature' that users can view their work after 
creating it and being at the table such as facebook, twitter, email or on a blog 



associated with the museum so they can download their work. This creates more of 
a community and the interface creates a network that is more than the interface, it is 
a shared digital product. 
The concept would add value to the museum experience. Currently kids can 
experience drawing on a piece of paper and that being added to a catalogue of work 
('make your recipe'- the Powerhouse Museum, 'new media'- ACMI). 
The balance between knowing and learning the interface is a good mix, there is 
enough to intrigue the user to learn and explore the system and keep the interest 
levels without the user getting fed up. The interface allows the user to intuitively 
experience the functions, activities and the experience. - Utilised already learnt 
digital functionality and gestures (the drag) 
Testing and evaluation on how people initially approach and interact with the table/ 
screen needs to be observed and documented and taken into account when 
developing the design. 



APPENDIX R 

5.4/Digital User Testing Results 
This section documents the results from the Digital User testing as well as observations from 
the testing within the Museum and University sample groups. 

5.4.1/Museum Sample Group Results for Digital User Testing 
The following sections outline results from Digital User testing on the Museum sample group. 
The testing was conducted on a laptop for a single user. The sample consisted of 7 
participants in total, of children within family groups between the ages of 6 and 13 years. 
The testing was conducted in the Powerhouse Museums 'Space' Exhibition space during 
NSW primary and secondary school holiday periods. The results are documented in order of 
questioning (refer to appendix #) . 

Question 1. Is the interface easy to understand (did you know what to do)? 
The testing showed 86% of participants within the sample understood the interface while 
14% only partially understood it (refer to Graph 5.4.1). In relation to the observations, 
participants had to be prompted to select and move to initiate the interface. Therefore this 
suggests that participants were answering the question in reflection rather than recalling 
initial thoughts. 

L 

Digital User Test- Museum Sample- Ql Is the Interface easy to understand (did 
you know what to do)? 

Sometimes 

86% 

(Graph 5.4.1) 

Question 2. Does the appearance (including, colour, text size, shapes) make the 
interface easy to use and see? If no how would you change it if you could? 
Referring to Graph 5.4.2, it indicates 6 participants thought the appearance of the interface 
was easy to use and see. However from observations, the tools selection was not clear and 
participants had to be prompted. Therefore the participant thought it was effective once the 
experience was learnt (refer to observations section 5.4.2). 
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Digital User Test- Museum Sample - Q2 Does the appearance (including, colour, 
text size, shapes) make the interface easy to use and see? 

Yes No 
Response 

------ --

(Graph 5.4.2) 

Question 3. Is it easy to go to different parts of the interface (navigation)? 
The testing revealed 5 participants found that navigating the interface was easy, while 1 
participants thought it was only easy at certain times, and 1 did not think it was easy at all 
(refer to Graph 5.4.3). This shows that participants were able to navigate easily and the 
structure of the interface was easy to follow. 
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Digital User Test - Museum Sample - Q3 Is it easy to go to different parts of the 
interface (navigation)? 

Yes 

(Graph 5.4.3) 

Sometimes 

Response 
No 

Question 4. Are the tools for inputting data (drawing or typing) easy to find and use? 
Referring to the Graph 5.4.4, it shows that more than half (57%) of the tested participants did 
not find the inputting tools easy to find. This result if reflective of the observations in which 
participants had to be told where to find the tools, as well as multiple layers of the button 
showing type and drawing features (refer to observations, section 5.4.2). 
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Digital User Test- Museum Sample- Q4 Are the t ools for inputting data (drawing 
or typing) easy to find and use? 

No 
57% 

(Graph 5.4.4) 

Yes 
43% 

Question 5. Are the instructions clear and easy to understand? Is there enough 
guidance? 
Majority of participants revealed that the instructions were clear and easy to understand (5 
participants , refer to Graph 5.4.5), however from the testing observations (refer to section 
5.4.2) constant guidance and instruction needed to be provided to the user, sometimes 
directly after the instructions were read , therefore the results shown are not consistent with 
the observations. 
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Digital User Test - Museum Sample - QS Are the instructions clear and easy to 
understand? Is there enough guidance? 

Yes 

(Graph 5.4 .5) 

Sometimes 

Response 
No 

Question 6. Finish these sentences: 
a. The interface is to use. 
The results show participants thought the interface was good, fun and educational to use by 
2 participants each (refer to Graph 5.4 .6). The overall selection of words suggests that the 

J 



over all experience was positive. The only slightly negative response was 'alright' by 1 
participant. 
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Digital User Test - Museum Sample - Q6 - Overall Usability - The interface is 
-------to use. 

Good Very Good 

(Graph 5.4.6) 

Fun 

Response 
Alright Educational 

Question 7. Circle the words that best describe your experience and thoughts of the 
interface 
The results show 'creative' (6 responses, refer to Graph 5.4.7) was the most selected 
descriptor, followed by 'colourful' (5 responses), 'fun ' (5 responses), and 'imaginative' (4 
responses) . These results show participants felt positive about the interface and interacting 
with it, although the results also show participants responded with negative descriptions, 
this group was not a majority. 
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Digital User Test - Museum Sample - Q7 Circle the words that best describe your 
experience and thoughts of the interface: 
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Word List 

(Graph 5.4.7) 



Question 8. What was the most enjoyable/best aspect of the interface? 
Referring to Graph 5.4.8, the results show 'drawing' was the most enjoyable aspect of the 
interface mentioned by 37% of the sample group. The Apollo Mission experience and 'fun', 
were mentioned by 18% of the group for each. Other mentions included learning (9%), 
discovering (9%) and the Your Sky experience (9%). This shows that a variety of aspects of 
the interface were enjoyable suggesting the interface engages the participants in a number 
of ways and experiences. 

Digital User Test- Museum Sample- Q8 What was the most enjoyable/best aspect 
of the interface? 

Discovering 
9% 

Learning 
9% 

Fun 
18% 

(Graph 5.4 .8) 

Apollo Missions 
18% 

9% 

Drawing 
37% 

Questions 9. What was the hardest/worst aspect of the interface? 
The results show that 'reading' (29%) and 'typing' (29%) were the highest rated aspects of 
the interface that were not liked (refer to Graph 5.4.9) . On further questioning participants 
revealed it was hard to type because of the size of the letters . This also corresponds to 14% 
of the sample, which said the button size was too small. The participants also wanted less to 
read and required the information to be more directed and too the point (refer to 
observations section 5.4.2). These observations are reflective of the results shown. However 
it should also be noted that because of the size of the laptop screen the interface is 
significantly reduced in comparison to the proposed size of the interface in the actual 
environment, therefore size of text is noted as a factor but will be considered as the 
proposed scale. 



years. The testing was conducted in the CCS Studio at the University of Technology 
Sydney. The results are documented in order of questioning and have been presented in a 
table format (refer to Table 5.4.1). 

The results show (refer to Table 3.4 .1) that often the participants would contrast ideas on the 
interface and the experience. This included understanding the interface, navigation, and 
questions relating to the thoughts on the experience (including questions 5-9) . However 
common themes within the results shows that both participants highlighted problems with 
the instruction area (question 5) including the text being too long (Participant 1 ), or needed 
visual cue such as animation (Participant 2). 

Further analysis both participants did not find the appearance easy to use and see, 
Participant 2 specifically said the tools were hard to use. However Participant 1 mentioned 
later in Question 4, that 'switching between too ls needed to be distinguished'. 

The results show definite trends in which both participants recognise difficulty, including 
tools , instructions, and feedback from the interface. 

Question Participant 1 Participant 2 
1. Is the interface easy to 
understand (did you know No - need explanation Yes 
what to do)? 
2. Does the appearance 
(including, colour, text size, No Tools is hard to use shapes) make the interface 
easy to use and see? 
3. Is it easy to go to 

I different parts of the No Yes 
.J!:!.terfac~avigation)? 
4. Are the tools for Yes - switching between 
inputting data (drawing or tools needs to be Ambiguity between tools 
typing} easy to find and use? distinguished 
5. Are the instructions 
clear and easy to Yes - but too much text More animation on 
understand? Is there enough instructions 
guidance? 
6a. The interface is "Complicated " "Good " to use. -
7. Circle the words that Social , Creative, best describe your Colourful , Complicated Imaginative, experience and thoughts of 
the interface Communication tool 

8. What was the most Circular navigation, mini- Graffiting a graphic , leaving enjoyable/best aspect of the management tool to effect 
interface? the moon your thoughts on the moon 

--
9. What was the Concepts, purpose and Instructions, pressing hardest/worst aspect of the relationships , seeing visual 
interface? result buttons 

10. Would you revisit this Yes Yes, on the internet interface? 
(Table 3.4.1) 

5.4.4/University Sample Digital Touch Table User Testing Observations 
The following section outlines person-to-person survey notes and observations made during 
and from recorded video footage of the digital testing conducted within the University of 
Technology Sydney. The University sample group consists of Visual Communication Design 



students. The observations are themed according to Usability, Emotions, Communication 
and Behaviour. 

Usability 
Positive 

Once the table was active participants had no trouble following the instructions. 
Both participants had not trouble learning the system and navigating through each 
section . 
Both participants intuitively used their hands and didn 't need any direction of how to 
press, select or drag, both users explored the method of interactions 
Participants quickly learnt the system after a short exploration and some explanation 

Negative 
Participants needed to be guided on what to do in order to initiate the interface. 
Both were unaware of the need to click on the 'tools' button twice in order to view 
the different palettes (Participant 1 said "I cant remember how I got back to the 
colours") 
Both participants said the letters in the type palette needed to be bigger as they are 
a bit hard to select 
The backspace and erase in the type area need to be either bigger of separate -
Participant 1 "its hard to press" backspace and erase. 
Participants suggested the experience buttons could be reduced to make more 
space for input tools and palettes. 
Both couldn 't understand the observation moon icon, they associated it with the 
same as the input icon , and had to be directed to the button and explained what it 
involved and why it was yellow. There was no connection made to the difference o 
colour and the fact that it was a different experience. 
Suggested that the observational moons be a completely different icon 

Emotions 
Positive 

Both participants like the look of the circu lar shapes of the interface 
Enjoyment in 'making a mark' that was a personal contribution 

Negative 
Frustration with the inabil ity to press on buttons (Participant 2 = " it needs to be more 
sensitive") 

Communication 
Participants did not hesitate to vocalise what they were doing and any thoughts that 
they had while using and exploring the interface. Questions were asked directly if 
they didn't know how to do something or if something didn't make sense. 

Behaviour 
Participants were very focused and undistracted by external interferences 

5.4.5/University Sample Group for Digital User Testing Results 
The following sections outline results from Digital User testing on the University sample 
group. The testing was conducted on a laptop for a single user. The sample consisted of 5 
participants in total, of Visual Communication Design students in first and second year of 
study. The testing was conducted in Design Architecture and Building faculty studios at the 
University of Technology Sydney. The results are documented in order of questioning. 

Question 1. Is the interface easy to understand {did you know what to do)? 
The results show (refer to appendix#) that all 5 participants understood the interface, 
however it was only understood after an explanation was provided. Participants were 
observed and when no interaction occurred, participants were verbally instructed of how to 
interact (refer to observations, section 5.4.5). 



Question 2. Does the appearance (including, colour, text size, shapes) make the 
interface easy to use and see? If no how would you change it if you could? 
The test revealed that 60% of participants said the appearance was easy to see and use 
(refer to Graph 5.4.1 0). The remaining 40% said it was not. However suggestions made of 
those that said no included, the "Activity section could be bigger" by Participant 3 (refer to 
appendix#). Participant 4 suggested, "if the tools link flashed or was bigger" (refer to 
appendix#) and Participant 5 suggested "some words (beginning) of the text a little hard to 
see against transparent background". 

Digital User Test - University Sample - Q2 Does the appearance (including, colour, 
text size, shapes) make the Interface easy to use and see? 

Yes 

(Graph 5.4.1 0) 

Question 3. ;s it easy to go to different parts of the interface (navigation)? 
All 5 participants answered yes to this question (refer to appendix#). However additional 
comments included "very simple easy to follow layout" from Participant 3, and Participant 6 
suggested "in the tools had trouble clicking otherwise it was very streamline and easy". 

Question 4. Are the tools for inputting data (drawing or typing) easy to find and use? 
The results show 4 participants thought that the input tools were easy to use, only 1 
participant responded with no (refer to Graph 5.4.11 ). However additional comment3 made 
by participants (refer to appendix #) included "yes but the option for the other tools is not 
that obvious", by Participant 3. Partic ipant 4 suggested the "tools link flashed or was 
bigger", Participant 6 stated that "sometimes clicking on the tools and making them work 
was tricky", and Participant 7 mentioned they "couldn't find the eraser button, backspace 
and space button". By combining the additional components from participants, it would 
suggest that the input tools not easy to use. The tools button needed to be bigger and 
clearer and the multi-functionality of the button was unknown. 
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Digital User Test- University Sample- Q4 Are the tools for inputting data (drawing 
or typing) easy to find and use? 

Yes No 
Response 

(Graph 5.4.11) 

Question 5. Are the instructions clear and easy to understand? Is there enough 
guidance? 
4 participants responded with yes while 1 participant said 'sometimes' (refer to Graph 
5.4.12). Additional comments were documented by Participant 3 stating that the instructions 
were clear "once the activities begin but not at the beginning". Participant 4 stated "it seems 
fairly logical once you understand the terms and ways things work". This suggests that 
although the instructions are clear, revision and edit ing is needed for all participants to 
understand them easily. 
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Digital User Test - University Sample - QS Are the instructions clear and easy to 
understand? Is there enough guidance? 

Yes 

(Graph 5.4.12) 

Sometimes 

Response 

No 



Question 6. Finish these sentences: 
a. The interface is to use. 
Referring to the results show in Graph 5.4.13, common responses included, 3 participants 
documenting that the interface was fun, while 2 stated it was simple. The overall response 
was positive from the user including the terms 'thought provoking ' and 'interactive'. 
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Digital User Test - University Sample - Q6 - Overall Usability - The interface 

I~ 

Simple 

(Graph 5.4.13) 

is------- to use. 

Fun Thought provoking 

Responses Given 
Interactive 

Question 7. Circle the words that best describe your experience and thoughts of the 
interface 
Overall the results are positive (refer to Graph 5.4.14). No participants selected a negative 
term. Repetitive terms included 'fun', 'creative' and 'imaginative' by all participants. Other 
repetitive terms included 'exciting ', 'colourful' and 'enjoyable' from 2 participants. 
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Digital User Test - University Sample - Q7 Circle the words that best describe your 
experience and thoughts of the interface: 

Word List 

(Graph 5.4.14) 



Question 8. What was the most enjoyable/best aspect of the interface? 
Overall there were a variety of aspects of the interface that were liked by participants (refer 
to Graph 5.4.15). The most liked aspect included creating by 30% of the sample, followed by 
multimedia (20%) and drawing (20%). This shows that the main experiences of the interface 
are accepted and enjoyed by the participate achieving the intention (regardless of the age 
difference of the target audience and the University sample). 

Digital User Test - University Sample - Q8 What was the most enjoyable/best 
aspect of the interface? 

Appearance 
10% 

Interactivity 
10% 

(Graph 5.4.15) 

Sharing 
10% 

20% 

Question 9. What was the hardest/worst aspect of the interface? 

Creating 
30% 

The most undesired aspect of the interface was the initial moon selection documented by 
40% of participants (refer to Graph 5.4.16). Other aspects included instructions {20%), and 
tools {20%). 

Digital User Test - University Sample - Q9 What was the hardest/worst aspect of 
the interface? 

Nothing 
20% 

Instructions 
20% 

{Graph 5.4.16) 

Finding Tools 
20% 

Initial Moon Selection 
40% 



Question 10. Would you revisit this interface? 
The results showed that all 5 participants said they would revisit the interface if it were 
implemented. 

5.4.6/University Sample Digital User Testing Observations 
The following section outlines person-to-person survey notes and observations made during 
and from recorded video footage of the digital testing conducted within the University of 
Technology Sydney. The University sample group consists of Visual Communication Design 
students. The observations are themed according to Usability, Emotions, Communication 
and Behaviour. 

Usability 
Positive 

Once the system was learnt the participants became very familiar with the process 
and comfortable with exploring an experience. Users would combine text and 
images, however majority of participants preferred to draw. 
Instruction were read and understood easily. 
Navigation between modes of experience was understood. 
The over all concept of the interface was understood when additional features and 
functionality was explained. 

Negative 
After participants read the instructions all users had to be told where the tools 
button was and to press it twice to change the palette option . 
Options buttons were hard for users to read- pixelation and size were not helping 
the clarity (if interface was presented in the size it was designed this would not be as 
much of an issue)- (Participant 3 = "can you undo") 
Participants found that using backspace and space buttons is type palette very 
problematic. Often the user would give up and reset the work to begin again . The 
participants said it was too small and too hard to press. 
Each participant didn 't know when he or she had activated a moon in the initial 
interaction. They had to be told to wait otherwise they would continue to click on the 
moon to open it up. This made participants very confused about what was going to 
happen and why it functioned in this way. 
Participants couldn't recognise the difference between observational moons and 
input moons. 
Due to the use of the mouse and applications response failures participants were 
unsure or a single or double click for selection. 

Emotions 
Positive 

Signs of excitement were observed when the participant understood the different 
aspects of the interface and learnt how to type or draw ideas into the system. ("Oh 
cool", "Participant 4 = "I like this I get to be creative again" referring to the second 
input mode of experience Your Sky) 
Listening to sounds and media excited the participant shown through verbal 
feedback 
Negative 
Participants were initially nervous but also interesting in what the interface was 
about 
One participant selected the observational moon first. This initially created a sense 
of confusion however once the participant preceded to the input moon the total 
experience became clear. 
Participants became frustrated when buttons were missed or did not function in the 
expected way. 

Communication 
Participants voiced their thoughts freely and some questions were asked however 
participants were more inclined to work the interface out for themselves. 



Initial interaction and explanation of the different moon icons had to be given before 
the user would interact. 

Behaviour 
Participants were very focused on the task and undistracted by surrounding 
elements such as sounds in the testing environment. 



















APPENDIX BB 

VISUAL EXPERIMENTATION 

The images represent different dimensions within a 
space. The movement in the images shows that 
although it is 20 or possibly 30, there is a sense of 
movement within the work. The image depicts the 
concepts of energy and string theory, that everything 
is a vibration that is constantly changing . The use of 
colour highlights the differences between dimensions 
and allows the viewer to interpret the work from a 
very personal point of view. 

The idea is to provide images that can represent an 
energy within a space. That is the image can be 
manipulated by the user through physical move-
ment, and therefore shows a change within the 
digital space and the physical space. An endless 
change and continual warp in space and time. 
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